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ABSTRACT 

Between 1780 and 1830. the decades of the second British empire, the East India Company's 

small and scattered possessic?ns in south and wesl India were turned into hvo powerful imperial 

prok7inces. In the course of these fifty years, Thomas Munro, John Malcolm and Mountstuart 

Elphinstom, raised in Scotland during the apogec of the Scottish enlightenment (1 760-1 7901, rose 

irom junior positions to high office in the Company7s service through their contribution$ to both the 

expansion of Britain's territories and the introduction of its colonial adininistrstive system. 

Although Munro, Malcolni and Elphinstone have long been regarded by historians as the 

leaders of a conservative and pragmatic school of thought on Indian government, no attempt has 

been made to test this assumption by examining their written works in relation to ideas current in 

the society in which they grew up. Thrce separate aspects of their role in the history and the writing 

of the history of British India will be explored here as part of a reconsideration of Ihe nature of their 

conservatism and pragmatism. Born when the ancien regime still dominated British social and 

political life, they sewed in ir. iia at a time whcn mcn with ability. but inadequate wealth and 

patronage to build a sumssful carcer in Britain, found their opportunities in the Company's service 

greatly improved by the government's urgent need for officials with a knowledge of local languages 

and poIitics. Parts I and I1 are based on a detailed study of published works which ,Vunro, Malcolm 

and Elphinstone deliberately wrote in a way that would publicize their knowledge as well as their 

opinions. Part I, a chronologicaf account of their intcnvoven careers, explores their professional 

relationship and the way they used t%-ritings to gain professional advancement by demonstrating their 

Indian expertise. In Part II their taitings are compared with the most important and widely read 

works of enlightenment <A Scotiand, to show that their approach to Indian government was based on 

ctearly defined ideological assumptions and was more progressive in intent than is generaily 

acknowledged, In addition to their published works of history, official correspondence, minutes, 

reparts and memoranda, the private papers of the three men and Elphimtone's journals, located in 



iv 

various archival collections in Britai;: 'wx been esamincd to prcwide further corroboration for their 

pubticly expressed opinions. f art IIZ zxamines changing historiographical trends and the way in which 

these trends affected interpretatiom of Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone*~ role in the history of 

south Asia. 
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In August 1818, Gem-ge Canning, president of the board of cuntrttl for India in the earl o f  

Liverpool's administration. told the chairmm of the court uf directors of the East India t m ~ p a n y  

that he would b e  "disposed to crlncur in the  appointment of cithcr Sir John Mafcolm, Mr. 

Mountstuart Elphinstonc or Ccrlont.1 Thomas Munro as governor i)f Bombay." Fie added that, 

although the directors, since the India Aci of 1783, had seleetcd British pt~titiciitns or officials as their 

presidency gok7ernors, "the distinguished services by your civil and m i l i t a ~  senrants in India" should 

Thomas Munro, John Ma3colm and Mountstuart Elphinstonc were outstanding figures in the 

flistory of British India. Over a period of fifty vears from 37SO ta 1330, they played increasingly 

prominent roles in militaq. diplomatic and administrative affairs during the expansion of thc 

Company's empire in southern and western India, Elphinstone, the junior, and arguably the least 

experienced of the three, was appointed gmernor o f  Bombay in 181'3. Munri) was appointed 

governor of Madras in 1519 and wok up the posl a year later. Malcolm succccdcd Elphinslone at 

Bombay in 1827. 

Thomas Munro (1761-1827) bcgm his carccr as a c a d c ~  at Madras in 1780. the botu~m rung 

of the ladder climbed by commissioned nfficcrs in the Company's army- IHe was intelligent, articulate, 

efficient and hard-working, but thew qualities had little effect on promotion in the early 1780s and, 

with no influential connections in the patronage-dominated, corrupt and ineSficicnt Madras 

government. his early career progressed slowl.)l. It took him sixteen years to rise from cadet, through 

a ziGI post in the fompny's  reveniie branch aiid he spent most of ihe rest of his life in 

administration. At the age of twenty-two, Munro. in a self-portrait drawn for his mothcr, claimed that 

CH. Yhitips, The East India Ccrm~ani.. 1784-1834. fhlanches:er: 1940. reprint edition, 1961). p. 222. 



he locked "'a gcmd deaf Iikc a picture of Don Quixotc" he had once sccn: aboul six f'cct tall, "as lank 

and meagre as him with a cnmptexinn no ivays inferior ...I xwuld sav that I am a person t ~ f  a gwe  

appearance and c\f a discrete and stjber d~portrnent."~ Ncarlv forty years Iakr EIphinstcmc, in his 

journal, pcmrayed Munro 2s a man af "great natural genius" and of  "sound sense ...go rxi hurnrwr,.+. 

and phiJanthrt>py."' In private. Elphinstune praised n o  une mttrc highly. Althtlugh iMunro. unlikc 

Malcolm and Elphinstone, tyrore no books on  government or history, the giovcrnmcnt tof Madras tczld 

the Home gc~vernment in an official letter in IS14 that "evcry writing of Colonel Munro's is entitled 

to attention."" Munru died of chofera in July 1527 while awaiting the arrh-a1 of his successor as 

governor of Madras. 

John Malcolm (17ACj-iYX3). fight years Munro's junior, began his career as a cadet at 

Madras in 1783. IIe was a versatile. generous. ambitir>us man tvith an abilitv to gci on wcll with 

and talent to cimvcrt zz limited fix-mai education k t . :  an honorav degrzc of Dttctor of' Letters at 

Oxford University: an industry and talent he used to ativancc his career bv n ~ i i i n g  a vast number 

of memoranda and scveraf bwtks on  subject^ i'rf interest to those rcspirnsiblc for the gcwcrnmcnl of 

India. Despite uasting his earlyyxrs in India in irresponsible cscapadcs and d c b ~  hfalcolrn managcd 

"aenus  iztrer tmin Eori St. Gcurge, $ 2  XU& IS14 quored in G.K. Gteig. Il.lfe 0% Malor General Srr 7Krsmas Munrtx 3 wiis.. 
cbndcin: 1833). 3: 244. 



not existed during Ml.lunrrp's c a ~ k  carccr. ;?.ialedrr, was c-arkusf5. cmpkjyci: as a silfdisr, a diplomat 

and an administratar. E k  died in England in 353.7, three years after rctiting from the Company's 

service. 

The pungat  of the three men, kft~untstuart EEphinstonc [ 1719-1 3591 went to Bcngal in 1796 

as a writer, the most junior rank in the Cmnpan!;s civil service. The citmhinatitln of relatives with 

ce, fortunate timine - and the help of, among others. Malcolm- enabled him to rise rapidly in 

pany's diplomatic scmiw. At bventy-four, Munrc, was still an cncign, Malmfm was a 

ant, whifc Efphinstone, despite being a civilian, held a prestigious and lucrrttivc position as 

aI assistant to "Wajuf-Genera5 Arthur Weffssfej.. . later duke of ttteftington, the younger 

tr the Marquis Wetfalev- the governtrr-genera{ ctf Bcn@l. Although army ilflkers were oftcn 

lomatie and atfministrazikfe appuintmcnts - causing resentment in thc civil service 

mon far a c M a n  to bc appointed to scrve with the army Elphinstone was an abfc 

nt but mmpdtr. iintemzittcntly ambitious but full of self-drjrttrt. lio was at his best in 

ting and demanding situakiunt;, but suffer& from Oey,rcssian arrd bm-edtm when, as often 

happened. he  found his life in India unccmgcniat. Despite his adw-r+s, hc was frustrated by thc 

diffictdty of making enough mcznq. to pav his dcbts and provide f a -  his retirerncnr, and by what 

seemed to him to be slow proEfsssionaI adx7anct"ment. Encuuraeclrl - by Malcolm, he, mo, turncd to 

in late eighteenth- and early r t im~:ccnth-wntu~ Britain - w r c  a usefuf adjunct ttt the curriculum 

vitae of an ambitious C'ornpny t~Fficirtf, 

EJphkstone retired fram thc Company scn-lce when he %as hrty-cight and spent thirty years 

in quiet, scholarly retirement in England. rejet-ting afkrs to cntcr parfiamcnt or to return to India 

as gmmor-generaf, part@ sn the gtmnd of bS?; inability to speak tsfkctively in eithcr public o r  



private. He seems to have expressed hjmsetf most effectively through the written word. Lord 

Eknboraugh, while president of the board o f  controI, described him in his later years as "a quiet, 

mild, temperate man."" 

Historians describe the three men as friends and usually mention that they were all 

Scotsmen. Thirty years ago in a seminal intellectual history of nineteenth-century British India, Eric 

Stokes stated that Munrcl, Malcolm and Elphinstone led the dominant school in the formation of 

Indian policy until it was superceded by that of the westernizing reformers.' More recently C.A. 

Bay& has puinted out that there has as _vet been no study of the ruling ideologies of the Company 

state during the peritxi from t TXCf lo Ihe 132lis.g Despite thc acknowledged importance of Munro, 

Mclcolm and Elphinstone as a g o u p  in British Indian history, most studies of their work treat them 

as individuals: throughout the pericxl of British rule historians tended to present them as 

cansewative role-modefs for recruits to the Anglo-Indian civil and military servicesQvhile, since 

1947. the main f m s  has Rcen on the impact oF their ideas and actions on developments in India 

and throughout the Bri~ish The nature of their friendship. the way in which they built 

nic germ ' Anglo-indian* is usvd here to &nure Bnmns uho spent their working ines In India, not people of mixed Brit~sh 
and Enifian D I e x d  P ~ i ~ i ~ r I c s o !  rhrs i)pe see. FLetg. Munru: S t r h h n  Kale. The Life and Correspondence of Malor-General Sir John 
tFIak-oh GCH. tare Envo.i to Perm. and Gmernsr of Dombal: from Unpublished tat lers  and Journals. 2 vols.. (London: 1856); 
Cdebrmke. Efabmstune. J.S. Forran. Mrmts~nan Eiphmnsrune: and the Mak~ne of South-Western Indm "Rulers of India", vol. 12. 
(0xfoi.d: law-1: fathn Bm&haa, Sir ?hamas M~nra: and the British Settlement of Madras Presidencv, "Rulers of India". vol. 13, 
(f)YJeid: fSWi: S~:F J&E b 5 2 .  Eses af Idia:: OfEces. 2 aoh. {l.o~do.c;n- !80?). 

ST Kenneth Bal&atcher, %sat Pailcv and Social Chanrs in Western India. 1817-1WO. (London: 1957): T.H. Beaglehole, 
Bermas Munm and the Devetuomenl aE-PlrniaiS~rarive PoIioi in Madras. 1792-1818. Origins of T h e  hlunro Svstem': (Cambridge: 
I%): Gears D. Bearce. Brirish Aritudes T m a r d s  India. 1784-1558. (bndon:  1951): Nilmani Mukhe jee ,  The Rvotwzri System 
in Madras f X Q - f S Z .  (Cakutta: 19628; Stakes. Lrtilitarians DougIasM Peers, "Hemeen Mars and Mammon; The Military and the 
f & h f  Eeomyof British shad& at Ehe Erne of the Fit Burma War. 1824-1fQ6.1' (Ph-D. disseriation, University of London: 1958); 
Wfeaim Yqp, S~rate@es nf British imiia-. Britain. Iran and ia-M&anisran, 1795-1550. (Oxford: 1980). 
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their careers, and the common origin of the ideas on which they founded their approach to 

governing India have attracted little attention. 

This l ~ o i k  examines three separate aspects of the role of Munro, h4alcolm and Elphinstone, 

as a group. in the history of British India. Parts I and IT examine the roles of the thrp! men as 

career-builders and writers. Part I establishes the professional relationship between the three men 

and the way they used a carefully acquired e,xpertise and their ability as writers to rise in an 

organization still dominated by patronage and seniority but experiencing the beginnings of 

bureaucratization. In Part I1 the historical context of the writings of the three men is examined to 

establish the philosophical assumptions that lay behind their analyses of Asian society and 

government and their recommendations in regard to the form of British rule. Part IU[ examines the 

way in which the three men have been represented by historians in the course of a hundred and fifty 

years, delineating their starring roles as the heroes of Anglo-Indian historiography and their 

supporting, but still crucial, roles in works dealing with issues, ideas or problems. 

All historical periods have distinguishing characteristics when defined and labelled by later 

generations, but the time and piaces in which Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone spent their lives are 

particularly distinctive: their formative years in late eighteenth-century Scotland for its place in the 

history of ideas and their working lives in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century India for the 

remarkable process by which the employees of a company of merchants became the rulers of an 

empire - devising an administratiye system for India and a conslitutional relationship between the 

British Crown and the Company as Indian sovereign which were functional, if not ideal. These two 

regions were connected in a general way in that both Scotland and British India were parts of the 

Seaxxf Biitish Empire and were subject, ukimateiy* to the auihori j of what is now regarded as a 

smiitEji exd-sive ruling Elite. l~fme direcdy the ttm regions were connected by the lives of the many 

Scotsmen who left Britain in search of careers in India. Linda Colley has pointed out that Scottish 
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politicians like Henry Dundas were willing "to be co-opted into British national and imperial 

patriotism" largely for what :hey could get in return: greater political intluence for Scotland ami 

better titles, appointments and persions for themselv~s .~  Scotsmen with fewer advantages than 

Dundzs were prepared to promote Britain's imperial interests in India itself, mainly in order to 

improve their awn and their families' status and neafth. In doing so, they took with them the ideas 

and assumptions of their o w  society. 

It has been widely assumed until quite recently that Scotland's separate historical identity 

ceased to exist with the Act of Union of 1707. English writers tend to regard developments in 

Scotlaiid during the eighteenth century as either carbon copies of what was occurring in England 

and, therefore, as unworthy of separate study, or as part of the process by which Scotland was 

absorbed into the "British Empire in Europe.'"Tertainly parallel trends occurred in Scotland and 

England; similar practical and intellectual responses to changes affecting the whole western world. 

The Act of Union, however. calied only for poIitical and financial integration. By the 1760s, although 

union with England was creating the political stability and economic opportunities Scotland's ruling 

classes had hoped for,I5 the country's religious, educational and legal institutions remained 

Linda Colfey. "Whose Nation? Class and National Consciousness in Britain. 1750-1830," Past and Present 113. (1986): 111. 

For Scotland as a distinct sociely. see Richard B. Sher. Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment: The Moderate 
Literati of Edinburgh, (Princeton: 1955). p. 17; N.T. Phillipson and R. Milchison, eds.. Scotland in the Age of Improvemenr: Essays 
in Scottish Histong in the Eighteenth Centun;. (Edinburgh: 19701, eds'. introduction, pp. 1-2; Colley, "Whose Nation?,'' p. 98: R.1-I. 
Campbell and XS.Skinner, eds.. _The Origins and Nature of the Scottish Englightenmenr, (Edinburgh: 1982). AS. Skinner's 
introduction provides a brief discussion of some of the different historiographical approaches to Ihe history of the Scottish 
Enlightenzent. 

For Scotlandaspan of the British Empire, see Bayly. Im~er ia l  Meridian, p. 6: Bruce Lenman, Integration, Enlightenment, 
and Industrialization: Scotland. 1746-1837, (Toronto: 19%). pp. 56-61. See also, Michael Hechter. Internal CnloniaUsm: the Celtic 
f r i i l~e  in British nationaI develo~ment. 153-1966, (London: 1975). 

'Vhiiiipson and Mitchison, &e of improvement, p. 1. See RH. Campbell, Scotland since 1707. The Rise of an Industrial 
Socieh: (Oxford: 1965) for a general account of Scottish economic development, and for interesting accounts of particular economic 
developments in eighteenth-century Scotland. the same author's essay, 'The Enlightenment and the Economy," and T.M. Devine. 
'The Scottish Merchant Community 11580-1740." in Campbell and Skinner, Origins. pp. 8 2 5  and pp. 26-41. and E.f. Hobsbawm, 
"Scottish Reformers of the Eighteenfh Cenruq and CapitaIist a4gricultxe." in Peasants in Histom. Essavs in Honour of Daniel 
Thorner, eds. EJ. Hobsbawm, W k ~ l d  Kula. e t  al.. (Oxford: 1980). Adam Smith believed that although Scotland remained poorer 
than England, her economy was dex-eloping more rapidly than that of England. Cited in C.R. Fay. Adam Smirh and the Scotland 
of his dav. (Cambridge: 1956). p. 6. 



separate,14 and its intellectual life continued to owe as much to Scotland's traditionally close 

relationship with continental Europe and to contemporary Scottish experience as to English 

influence. fn the last decades of the eighteenth century, in cultural terms at least, Scotland remained 

a distinct society.15 

A great deal of scholarly labour has been expended on interpreting the works of both major 

and minor contributors to the Scottish enlightenment. From the point of view of the history of ideas, 

there were important differences between the Scottish philosophes on many questions, but certain 

methodologies and modes of thought attracted particular attention.I6 The influence of the secular 

approach to religion favoured by the so-called Moderate group within the Church of Scotland, the 

proto-sociological theories that earned Adam Fergmon the title "father of ideas about 

political economy that encompassed the issue of moral as well as economic and the use 

of philosophical and conjectural history as a medium through which to transmit the ideas of experts 

to the general reading publicig are all discernible in Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's approach 

l4 For eighteenth-centuryde\.elopments in Sconish law, education and religion, see Sher. Church and Universilv: essays by Peter 
Stein, Donald J. Withrington and Ian D L  Clark in Phillipson and Milchison: Age of Improvement; Anand C. Chitnis. The Scottish 
Enlightenment: a Social Histom (L-ondon: 1976) see chapters 3, 4 and 6. 

"iAlexander Murdoch. 'The People Above': Potiticf and Adminisrration in Mid-Eiyhteenlh Centuw Scolland, (Edinburgh: 1980)? 
pp. vi: 26; G.E. Davie, The Scottish Enliyhtenment. !London: 1981): Gladys Uryson, Man and Societv: The Scottish In ui of the 
Eighteenth Centurv. (Princeton, N.2: 19451, inrioduction: Ci~itnis. Enlighienmeni, Chap. 1. 

' 0  B~yson, Man and Societv, p. 12. 

Donald G. MacRae. "Adam Ferguson: 1723-1816." in The Founding Fathers of Social Science, ed. Timothy Kaison 
(Harrnondsworth: 1969), revised edition by Paul Barkers. (tondon: 1979); Adam Ferguson. 
edited and with an introduction by Duncan Forbes. (Edinburgh: 1 9 0 ,  p. xiv: William C. Ixhmann. John Millar of Glaseow. 1735- 
1801: His Lifeand Thought and hisContributions to Socioiogical halvsis.  (Cambridge: 19601, p. 104: Robert Rierstedt, "Sociological 
Thought in the Eighteenth Cknlury." in A Mistorv of Sociological r\nalysis, eds.. Torn Bottomore and Robert Nisbet, (New York: 
1978). 

'"sii;an Honi and Michaei ignaiisff. eits., Wcairh and Virtue: Tne Shaping of i'oiiticat Economv ir: the Scottish Enlightenment. 
(Cambridge: 1983). This work is the outcome of a year-long series of seminars conducted at King's College Research Centre at 
Cambridge which concluded w ~ t h  a Calloquium on "Scottish PoJltical Economy and che Clvic Humanist Tradition"; Knud 
Haakonssen, The Science of a Legislator: The Natural Jurisprudence of David Iiume and Adam Smith. (New York: 1081): Donald 
Winch. '"Adam Smith: Scottish MoraI Philosopher as  Polirical Economist," The Historical Journal 35 (1992): 91-113. 

lP J.B. B!ack The Art of Histow: 4 Studv of Four Great Historians of the Eighteenth Century, (New York: 1965); T.P. Peardon, 
The Transition in Enelish Historical Writing. 1760-1830, (New York: 1933); W.E. Barnes, A Histow of I-Iistorical Writine, 2nd 
revised edition. (New York: 1963). 



to Asian societies and government. 

In India, the period between the 1730s and the 3520s saw the scattered, sea-board 

possessions of the East India Company expanded and consolidated into a powerful imperial state. 

Throughout the nineteenth and for much of the twentieth centuries, this process was explained by 

historians as a simple and inevitable response to the disordered state of India accompanying the 

decline of the Mughal Empire, The Company, it was believed, was compelled to arrn to protect its 

factories and to ensure the stability of the various states ~ 4 t h  whom it traded. More recently the 

achievement of British political paramountcy in India has been set in a wider context: as part of two 

separate but ultimately inter-locking processes. In Asian terms, recent research suggests that the East 

India Company was merely one of several state-building rulers endeavouring to enhance their u7ealth 

and power in the subcontinent in the late eighteenth century by means of more centralized forms 

of government and more efficient taxation. In the European context it is seen as part of the founding 

of the Second British Empire. 

From the late seventeenth century both the Sikhs in the north-western region known as the 

Punjab, and the Hindu Marathas in western and central India were expanding their territories. 

During the eighteenth century, the Mughal provinces of Bengal, Awadh and I-fvderabad, although 

still paying tribute to the Mughul emperor at Delhi, established hereditary and functionally 

independent Muslim-ruled kingdoms in eastern and south-central India, while Haidar Ali. a Muslim 

soldier-adventurer, gained control of the Hindu state of Mysore in the south west of the sub- 

continent in 1761 and enlarged its The involvement of the East India Company in the 

economic and political life of India began with its participaticn as customer, supplier of specie and 

maritime carrier in Indian trade and banking, and through partnerships between Company officials 

and Indians. This involvement increased rapidly from the 1740s. when trade rivalry between France 

For stare-building see, Burton Stein, '"Stale Formation and Economy Reconsidered." Modern Asian Studies, 19, (19851, pp. 
37-413; D.A. Washbrook. "Progressand Problems: South Asian Economic and Social History c 1720-1560," Modern Asian Studies. 
22. (19.513), pp. 37-96. For the European context, see Bayly, Im~er ia l  Meridian, pp. 47-13: Bayly, Indian society, p. 18. 
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and Britain in India was ignited into military conflict by war between the two states in Europe - 

necessity and experience improving the Company's military capacity to a point at which its potential 

as an ally was recognized by Indian rulers and merchant groups." By 1765, participation in the 

economic and military affairs of eastern India had brought the Company political control of Bengal. 

British subjection of the major Indian powers in the s o ~ t h  and west of the sub-continent, which 

originated again in the official and unofficial involvement of Company agents in Indian economic 

matters, was largely achieved during the governor-generalships of Marquis Wellesley (1795-1505), 

and the marquis of Hastings (1Y12-153t3),2 by means of a combination of diplomatic manoeuvres 

and expensive military campaigns. Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were intimately involved in the 

process by which southern and western India were absorbed into the Company's empire. 

There had, however, been a serious interruption to this expansionary process. In the early 

Z760s, the British, as a result of their success against France in the Seven Years War (1756-1763), 

had obtained a great coIonial empire. But twenty years later this First British Empire of American 

settlement and Asian trade appeared to be disintegrating. When Munro began his Indian career in 

1780, the Company's retention of its pussssessions in southern and western India seemed doubtful: the 

Bombay presidency's army had surrendered to the Marathas in 1779 and in 1780 two Madras forces 

were defeated by Haidar Mi lcaving Mysore's armies to ravage that presidency up to the walls of 

Madras itself with apparent impunity3 Although decisive action by Warren Hastings, governor- 

rreneraI of Bengal (1773-I?%), saved Bombay and Madras for the East India Company, concern u 

mounted in Britain over the Company's arbitrary government, its insolvency and its ineptitude, and 

two special House of Commons committees were established in the early 17SOs, headed by Edmund 

p.3. itiarshaii. Beneai: The British Brid~ehead. Zasrern India 1740-1828. (Cambridge: 1987). p. 77. 

=For the sake of convenience. only the senior titles ofrhe governors-genera1 will be used in Ihis work. to rd  Mornington became 
Marquis Wellesley, 2 Dec. 1799. h r d  Minto became the earl of Mintu, 24 Feb. 1813. Lord Moira became the marquis of Hastings, 
13 Feb. 1817. 

Bayly, Imperial Meridian, pp. 2: 97-98. 
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h r k e  and Henry Dundas. to investigate charges of tyranny and corruption in Bengal and 

inmmptent  conduct of foreign policy and warmzs In 1754, the India Act. giving the Crown greater 

control over British Indian affairs, w passed by William Pitt's administration. 

The Act defined the constitiitional relationship between the Company as Indian ruler and 

the British government and provided the political and administrative framework within which Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone wrked.  It set up a Crown-appointed board of control to oversee the civil 

and military affairs of British India. The governmem of Bombay and Madras were placed in greater 

subordination to the authority of the governor-general of Becgal and his council. The court of 

directors retained their authoritv over matters relating to commerce, control of Indian patronage and 

the right to appoint the ga-ernors-general, presidency governors and the threc military commanders- 

in-chief, but the board of control as well as the cuurt of directors now had the right to recall t h a e  

~f f i c ia l s .~  The government of British India, now subjected to the scrutiny of parliament, was 

expected to take responsibility for the well-being of its subjects and to maintain a certain standard 

of intcgity in its administration. The court of directors insisted on a clause prohibiting territorial 

expansion. Aithough the Company technically retained its authority to govern British India, the act 

in effect gave the British government the legal power to decide the general direction of Indian policy 

if it felt it to be necessary or d e ~ i r a b i e , ~  

The India Act provided a formal structure that defined the areas of authority of what were 

now the two Home components of the government of British India, but the effectiveness of the 

relationship between the British government and the Company directorate tended, in practice, to 

depend more on the capability and temperament of the president of the board of control than on 

24 Ecimund Burke. The Wrilin~s and Speeches of Edmund Burke. gen. ed.. Paul langforu, vol. 5. India: Madras and Bengal, 
2774-1735, ed. P.J. Marsha& (Oxford: 19Sl). Edmund Burke- cited in editor's introduction. p. 18. 

3 Phiiips. East India Companv. p. 33. 

t" Marshall. Bcneal. p. 9. 
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the recoopition of constitutionally defined spheres of responsibility. Beneath the  decision-making 

level of the diarchy? the two main factions wilhin the Company - t he  shipping and commercial party 

from the City of London and the Indian interest of retired Company servants - asserted pressure 

on Company policy but both were often divided over specific issues. When Munro and Malcolm 

attended the House of Commons inquiry into the Company's affairs on the occasion of its 

application for the renewal of its charter in April 1513, for example, the unity of the court of 

directors had been shattered by the Evangelical lobby's controversial campaign to introduce more 

Christian missionaries to India.27 

Among the permanent staff of both the Company and the board of control, there were men 

who either gained or maintained their jobs by making themselves experts on subjects relevant to the 

government of India; an expertise that could influence policy, In 1509, William M'Culloch, who had 

attracted the directors' attention with an impressive series of articles on trade in the Morning 

Chronicle, was appointed, most unusually, from outside India I-Iouse to a senior position in the 

secretariat. James Mill was hired to fill an important office after the publication of his History of 

British India in 1817 brought him to the attention of the directors. James Cumming at the board of 

control, who became a valued ally of ,Munro, acquired an extensive and correspondingly influential 

knowledge of Indian revenue and judicial affairsSB 

While the middle levels of the Company's organization under-went a gradual process of 

bureaucratization and gentrification after the passage of the India Act, the gcwernor-generalship 

became the presenie of the aristocracy. From 1786 to 1830, the governors-general, with one 

exception, were chosen from the British nobility rather than from Company ranks. As individuals 

they were often selected to work the compromises of factional p~litics, but aristocrats favoured 

bemme a governor-genera! need& both the social and political stature - military rank was also 

" Philips, East India Companv. pp. 152-1 %W- 

Ibi&, pp. 17-19. Bearce, British Attitudes, pp. 29-31. 
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helpful - to uphold their authority over knowledgeable, experienced and powerful civil and military 

officials in India. Although these officials were drawn mainly from the middle ranks of British society, 

they increasingly saw themselves in India as a pseudo-aristocratic ruling class, and certainly as the 

people mith the necessary professional expertise to determine policy.-") To maintain his authority, 

a governor-general also needed the support of one of Britain's political groups, but even then he 

had, on occasion, to resort to playing the court of directors off against the board of contr01.~ The 

Home government on the other hand often had difficulty in controlling the actions of the governor- 

general, 

While the Company's servants in India sometimes recognized a unity of interest in opposition 

to the Home government, they were themselves divided. There was jealousy between the Crown and 

Company armies, between the civil and military services of the Company and between the judicial 

and revenue branches of the civil service, and there were sometimes sharp differences over policy. 

Periodic conflicts between men with authority in London and men on the spot with local experience, 

and between British objectives and British-Indian needs, raised questions about accountability and 

control and about independence of action and initiative. Both departmental rivalry and the dual 

sources of authority over British Indian government affected the careers of Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone and received considerable attention in Malcolm's writings. It was possible to have both 

allies and opponents in either government body in London and in every branch of the Company's 

service in India. The kin and patronage networks that continued to dominate British politics could 

provide useful supporters or dangerous opponents but, lacking patrons, allies on policy who held 

influential appointments could be invaluable; to have one's recommendations adopted as official 

policy was a major stepping-stone to career advancement. 

FJ Douglas M. Peels, m e  Duke of Welfington and British India during the Liverpool Administration. 1519-27." Journal of 
Imperial and Commonwealth Histow 17. (1988): 6. 

'"Philips, East India Company, p. 222 



Vincent Harlow, as C.R Bayly points out, seems to argue that the India Act, becoming law 

in the year following the loss of the American colonies, inaugurated a period of growing 

responsibility in Britain towards its overseas territories which came to maturity in the mid-nineteenth 

century with the concession of internal self-government to the white settlement colonies - a 

teleological account of the progress of liberal imperialism." Yet, in substance, Harlow demonstrates 

that this period saw, not liberalization, but rather an effort by the British to centralize power, 

increase the authority of the executive at the expense of local liberties and remove all natives from 

positions of authority in its colonies. Bayly himself sees the period of Britain's Second Empire, from 

1750 to 1830, as one in which there was a deliberate attempt to set up despotic forms of 

government, similar to what he  calls the neo-absolutist regimes of contemporary Russia and Austria, 

and he believes that the argument for continuity between the attitudes to empire which prevailed 

prior to the American Revolutionary War and those of the mid-nineteenth century is difficult to 

sustain. Certainly, as Bayly argues? the "massive expansion of British dominion" which took place 

between 1780 and 1530 was accompanied by a vigorous debate on "techniques of governan~e."~~ 

As B.B. Misra demonstrates, the empire-builders, including Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, were 

aIso the pioneers of a process of bt~eaucratization,~~ and, as P.J. Marshall shows, the expansionary 

period took place in conjunction with changing attitudes to empire and the Orient and with the 

development of new and influentir.proto-sociolo@cal theories about man and society.34 These 

important works provide the historiographical context in which the careers and thought of Munro, 

MaIcolrn and Elphinstone need to be placed. 

31 Vincent Harlow. 'The New Imperial System, 1783-1815." in The Cambridge History of the British E m ~ i r e ,  1783-1870, '/01.2., 
The Growth of the New Empire, eds. J. Holland Rose. A P .  Newton and E.A. Benians, [Cambridge: 1940). Harlow. Second British 
Empire. 

3 Bayly, I m ~ e r i a l  Meridian. pp. 8-9; 2 

" B.B. Misra, The Central Administration of the East India Company, 1773-1834, (Manchester: 1959), p. 40. 

P.3. Marshall. 'X Free Though Conquering PeopIe: Britain and Asia in the Eighteenth Century." Inaugural lecture in the 
m o d e s  Chair of Imperial Histoq, delivered a t  King's College, London, on 5 March 1981. 



Although traces of rationalism remained and there were pre-echoes of the great intellectual 

movements ihat were to inspire the westernizing reformers who foliowed Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone to India, many of the opinions on government and society, religion and morality, 

economics and empire, that circulated at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth 

centuries differed in important respects from those of both the preceding and succeeding periods. 

Company servants travelled east holding. consciously or unconsciously, attitudes and assumptions that 

derived from the cultural heritage and socializing processes of the society in which they had been 

raised. These might bc modified or even rejected by experience but they were invariably an 

influential starting point and they provided the ideological basis for Munro, Malcolm and 

El phim tone's writings on Asian societies. 

The three men were indefatigable writers. Their private letters and Elphinstone's journals 

provide insight into their professional relationship and the way in which they tried to circumvent the 

barriers to advancement presented by the rules of seniority and the patronage system. Their public 

writings, which include Malcolm and Elphinstone's work of history and contemporary history and 

the official reports and minutes of all three men - works that were intended to inFluence policy and 

attract the attention of the men who decided appointments - provide evidence of the shared 

assumptions that lay behind their approach to Asian society and the government of India. 

Malcolm and Elphinstone"~ literary works fall into two main groups. The first includes 

Malcolm's Sketch of the Sikhs (1812) and Wistorv of Persia (1815),35 and Elphinstone's Account 

of the Kingdom - of Caubill (1815) and Historv of India (IS41)." The Sketch of the Sikhs: A 

Sinpular - Nation who Inhabit the Provinces of the Punla&, was based on material Malcolm collected 

3 John Malcolm, Sketch of the Sikhs: A Singular Nation who Inhabit the Provinces of the Punjab .... (London: 1812). This work 
is better known under its later title: Sketch of the Sikhs: their Origin, Customs and Mannerdohn Malcoim, T'ie History of Persia, 
from the hifost Early Period to the Present Time, containing an Account of the Religion, Government, Usazes and Character of 
the Inhabitants of that Kinpdom. 2 vols., (London: 185) .  

%Mountstuart Elphinstone, An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul, 2vols., (reprint edition, Karachi: 1972), withan introduction 
by Sir OIaf Caroe. Mountstuart Elphinstone, The History of India, 2 vols., (London: 1841). 
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during a brief visit to the Punjab in 1505. Recent British expansion in Tndia had brought the 

Company into contact with the Sikhs for the first time and Malcolm provided a short but interesting 

analysis of Sikh history. religion and social and political institutions. His work on Persia was more 

ambitious. It was a by-product of three diplomatic missions to Persia in 1500, 1807 and 1510, during 

which he  collected material on Persia's past and present condition. The work is described in its full 

title: A Histon! of Persia from the Most Earlv Period to the Present Time, Containing - an Account 

of the Relipion, Governmenr. U s a m  and Character of the Inhabitants of that Kingdom. In his 

A m u n t  of the Kingdom of Caubul, Elphinstone provided a narrative of the short history of the 

kingdom and a detailed analysis of the social and political organization of what is now Afghanistan. 

These works drew attention to Maicoim and Elphinstone's expertise, established their names 

in literary circles, and provided useful information for the British government in India. They also 

allowed the two men to explore, develop and promote their philosophica1 ideas on society and 

government on what might be termed the neutral, or non-contentious ground, of states for whose 

condition the British could not be held responsible. Elphinstonc's I-Iistorv of India, which dealt with 

Hindu and Muslim India prior to the British conquest, was written after his retirement from the 

Company's service, when he no longer had any need to promote his career, It may be placed in this 

category, however, because it was intended to enhance Elphinstone's literary reputation, dealt with 

India before Britain became politically involved in the affairs of the sub-continent, and makes clear 

Elphinstone's o m  views of Indian society and government, which he set out with didactic purpose. 

The second volume of the E-lis~orv of India concluded with the battle of Panipat (1765), in which 

Ahmad Shah Durani of Kabul defeated the Marathas. Elphinstone began work on a third volume, 

which began with the voyage of Vasco de  Garna at the end of the fifteenth century and covrtrec! 

European penetration into India up until 1780. Discouraged, however, by the bri!!iance of Macaulay's 

essays o n  Robert Clive and Warren Hasting, and doubtful of his ability to produce a history of the 

early British period in India that would supercede that of James Mill, he abandoned the project. Sir 



T-E- C~lebrooke, published the completed first elwen chapters, which are witten in the same stylc 

as the Xistcq of India, under the titfe The Rse of the British Power in the East, in !fS7.57 

Malcolm and Elphinstone intended their twrks to be read, not only by anyme with a professional 

interest in the nature and condition of India and its neighbouring states, but alss by the genera1 

reading public, and their interpretatiom were presented in the broadly philosophical sr1;lc admired 

by contemporary audiences. ?&any nf the ideas developed were directly relevant to the problem o i  

finding a suitable form of government for British India. 

I-Iistorians have paid inadequate attention to these worksx because they arc of the genre 

known as philosophical his tory, and bccause both Malcolm and Elphinstone utilized the technique 

known as conjectural trr theoretical history to explain the evolutinn of Asian institutions and to 

describe historicztl pcrirxis for which rhcrc was inadequate documentary evidence, This type of work 

was popular in late eighteenth-century Scotland, but is no longer regarded as sufficiently objective 

or accurate to be considered historical- Whether or  not this verdict is justified, however. ,Mafcolm 

and Elphinstone's published works prmide the ideal sourcc for identifying their personal idcafqicat 

assumptions simply because phikx;optrlc;ll hiswriacs were clrpccted to intersperse their narrative with 

commentary and explanation based on their own philosophical beliefs. Et was an  unashamedly 

didactic form of historical writing and. fur Scotsmen. the favoured channel of disserdination for the 

precepts of contemporary moral philosophy. 

'fhe second group of 34alcoErr-i and EIphimtone's works are contemporary his toria that deal 

kith British India. Likr: ma? phiimaphical historians. Malcolm and Elphinstone were less interested 

in the past fur its own sake than for the contribution it could make to  understanding contemporarqi 

CH. Philips, Mistoriam of Indta. PaEcrsfan and Cevlon ttnndon: i9blf. and J.S. Grewal. Muslim Rule in Indra: The 
Assessments of tfrifish Historians. [Oxford: 1970). b t h  include chapters on Efphifistone a s  an histanen. G. Khurana. British 
Histo~wraphv on the Sikh Pmer in the Punjab (London: 19853 discusses hlaleolm*~ account of the Sikhs and M.E. Yapp. '?ko 
Britisfi Historians of Persia: in )iistorians af llhe Hear and Middle East. eds. •’3. Lewis and P.M. Hoit asseSews Mafcaln's Persian 
his~oq.  Peardon* The Transition in En@stt Historical XWriiine. has a paragraph on Malcolm. pp. X3-1. and R fencourt. India in 
Enrtkh Li~emtw-e. briefly describes borh Maicoh and ELphstone"~ work. pp. 41 f -24. 



pr-s by which Brirain had &rained its Indian empire, the informatitrn ncwssan. ttr enable British 

fegislators to reform the gwernmcnt of India on "enlightcncd principlcxup His The Government 

of lndia f1Kq3),4%hich inclwJes lengthy sefectiuns from his dlicial minutes and frcrrn oarlier 

publications, prescnts a juftification rrf his tern as p m n o r  of  Bombay and a final statement of his 

ctpini"ons on aspects of the c~rgani~tion of British Indian gcmrnmtm t. Xlalcdmys Memoir of Ccntral 

India (1523),4' and Elpflirtstanc's Remrr 011 the Pesfiwa's Territtxics jf822),$) prm-idc accounts 

crf the histoq and institutional organktion of two diffcrcnt regions mdcd ta t b c  Company by the 

Maratbas after the Third Maratha War. The nvt't men had been made rcsponsihlc ii>r the settlement 

of these districts and their bcmb ~ecornmend that the  nature and histarical expcricncc of the 

societies cancerned should be taken into considcratirm whcn determining thc way in whicb they were 

governed. These works were aimed at a specific audience: thc mcn whrt dccided how, and by whom, 

their writings on the government of India.4' 

a John Malcolm. A *Memoir of Crntral fndb lncfudine %kiwi and :\dmlntnr i'rmtntes- w t h  the iltston*.. ot she Past and 
present Cortdirion of that Csuntry. {(.andon: fS23) 
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numerous repor& include cunjeciural accounts of the development of Indian social and economic 

structures. Written crtmmunication of information. explanation and opinion was crucial to the 

de~%ion-making process, both within the Company organization in India, and between India and the 

E k m ~  government, An official trhilsc reports iwrc tveil-written, providcd a logical analysis of 

prublems and a wll-argued ratit-male for his recommended sofutions was likely to gain attention and 

respect, Munro's reporrs and minutcs, like Malcolm and Elphinstone's books, were carefully 

composed to influence the men who made Indian policy and appointments. These papers, of which 

the rncrst important twre coffected and published by Sir Alexander J. Arbuthnot in 1881 under the 

title Sir Thomas Munrct: Selections from his Minutes and other Officiaf Writings. have been studied 

exhaustively tu determine how Munro intcnded his administrative sqstern - usually called the 

"Munro Sytem" - to work. They h a w  not bcen studicd for what they sav about the principles which 

underlay the sptem.j4 

Copious sefections from the private and public papers of the three men - but not from 

Malcofm and Elphins tarx's literary works - were pub1 ished by their nineteenth-ccntury biographers. 

fn 1830, three years after Munro's death. a voluminous collection of his papers was rushed into print 

under the titfe of The Life of Sir Thomas Munro by the Reverend George Gleig He was prampted 

by several East India Company directors. who hoped to use Munro's career. upinicms and reputation 

to support their position in the debate on the Company's application for the renewal of its charter 

in f 333. In 1356, Sir John b v e  produced a similar work on Malculm, which was eventuallv followed 

by one on Elphinstone by Sir T.E. Cufebrmke in li%I. J.S. Cotton and John Bradshaw w o t e  short, 

papular bit29aphies ufElpfiimtone and Munro for inclusion in the "Rulers of India" series, published 

during - the apogee of .kglo-Indian rule at the end of the nineteenth century. A s ~ l u m e  was not 

devoted to Malculrn. This was, in pan. because he is not associated with any specific areas of India 

*Faholflflis Y~nrcll, Selectians from hs Minutes and other OfPrclal Wri~ines. edited and introduced by Sir AJ .  Arbuthnot, 2 sols., 
pockwr: . I t s1  1- 
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and the volumes on Elphinstone and hfunro were vehicles describing the Company's acquisition and 

early administration of western and southern India. It was also because at the time the series 

appeared, Elphinstone and Munrc) were more highly regarded. 

By considering Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's work in the light of' the ideas and 

assumptions of the mid- and later nineteenth century, the Victorians were able to present them as 

advocates for the conservative, paternalist and pragmatic doctrine on British rule in India to which 

they themselves subscribed. Edmund Burke. the most durable of the many conservative and 

reformist thinkers whose works were read by the three Scotsmen, had become the great ideologue 

of the mid-nineteenth century Conservative PartyJj and his name became associated with the 

conservatism of Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone. Their paternalism, which had been largely free 

of racism, became tainted by the assumptions of racial superiority of their biographers, and the word 

pragmatic was used to ir:;ply an absence of ideological commitment. The three men were made the 

heroes of, and role-models for, the Anglo-Indian school of thought on the governance of India. But 

this interpretation, which was regarded as definitive as long as Anglo-Indian historians dominated 

the historiography of British India, disguises the principled nature and progressive intent of Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone's ideas. They were late eighteenth-century Scotsmen, not nineteenth- 

century Englishmen, and their careers. their writings and their legacy to history need to be set in the 

proper Scottish context. 

" Robert Blake. The Conservative Pam from Peef to Churchill, (London: 1970), p. 6. 
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For a little over thirty years. Thomas Munro, John Malcolm and Mountstuart Eiphinstone 

gave each other private advice and public support on career and policy issues in India. &though they 

liked and respected each other, their friendship was professional rather than personal and, if their 

lives had been spent in a different sphere, they might have had little to do with each other. In India, 

however, they shared interests and faced similar barriers to professional advancement, while their 

opinions on Indian government, inlluenced to some extent by a common cultural heritage, were 

sufficiently dose for them to support each other's policy recommendations. 

The six chapters that comprise Part I explore the similarities between the careers of the 

three men. Chapter 1 loots at their families and explains their different social and, therefore, 

pofefsionrtl and political advantages. Chapter 2 compares their early Indian experience and their 

responses to it. Chapter 3, which covers the years 1 798 to 1812 in which they all made important 

advances in thr2ir careers. explains in rather more detail the way in which they look advantage of the 

new opportunities for knowledgeable and competent diplomats and administrators as the Company's 

territories expanded during the governor-generalships of Marquis Wellesley and Lord Minto. 

Chapter 4 compares Munro and Malcolm's experience while on leave in Britain to shaw the political 

and social limitations of Indian careers. Chapter 5 examines the years 1812 to 1819, in which Munro 

and Elphinstone widened their eqerience and enhanced their reputations, while Malcolm, who spent 

much of the time in Britain and whose part in the Third Maratha War was more controversial, made 

little professional progress. He  kept in touch with influential men, however, and as his name 

remained prominent, he was probably unawaie that he had lost ground in the British Indian 

hierarchy. The lives of the three men were most closely inter-connected during the last three years 

of this period. when their Interests came i i i t ~  conflict for the first tins, but, by iSi9, the similarities 

in their approac5 to goirerr3sg India were beaiming evident. The final chapter compares the 

governorships of the three men and their public and private support for each other on both policy 

and career issues. 
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The gradual professionalization of the East India Company service that took place in 

association with its e-xpanding govcrnmcntal responsibilities in India in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, gave Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone the opportunity to make their careers. 

From Wellesky's time a steady supply of men, who were reasonably fluent in Persian and the Indian 

languages and had some knowIedge of Indian poli~ics, was requircd to administer the internal and 

external affairs of what were beginning to be perceived as "permanent imperial d~rnains."~ For men 

with ability and ambition but inadequate connections. this new demand provided an alternative path 

to advancement to the time honoured practices of patronage and seniority. Although Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone were by no means immune to the effects of the patronage and seniority 

systems, their acquisition of Indian eqcrt isc and the demonstration of their knowledge in letters, 

minutes, reports and books, played a significant role in their rise from obscurity to high office in the 

Company's service. Naturally, social stattls, ambition, timing and temperament also influenced the 

different stages of their advancement. 

1 Misra. Bureaucracv, p. 40. 



Chapter 1 

We always retain a partiality for whatever we have been once 
accustomed to but more particularly if we have been so in youth. 

Thomas Munro: 

Thomas Munro, John Malcolm and Mountstuart Elphinstone spent their youth in 

Hanoverian Scotland at a time when Britain's exclusive ruling Site successfully presided over a 

period of political and social stability3 As John Cannon points out, the role of the monarchy had 

been defined in a way which was generally, if reservedly, accepted; a degree of toleration had been 

achieved which eased the religious tensions that had plagued the previous century; and the 1707 Act 

of Union, although not popular either side of the border, had provided a settlement which helped 

free the energies of both the English and the Scots for new challenges - not least of which was the 

acquisition of a great empire. What was widely believed to be the liberal and open nature of British 

society was admired by foreigners as 'ivell as by the British themselves. Recently, however, it has been 

persuasively argued that the aristocracy's domination of social and political life in Bfitain remained 

largely umhallenged throughout the eighteeth c e n t ~ r y . ~  Although the turnover among ennobled 

families seems to indicate that new men were constantly entering the ranks of the aristocracy, 

Cannon demonstrates that the newly rich were almost invariably well-connected and tended to owe 

their peciages to their connections and to years of service at court, reliable voting habits in 

parliament or to influence in borough constituencies; they were rarely industrialists, merchants or 

ship-owners. The liberality and openess of British society, he believes, was largely a myth, albeit a 

-- 

I Munro to his mother? Jan. 1796, M s .  Eur.. Fi1511142. 

3 Coiley, "Whose Nadcn?" p. 106 

See John Cannon, The Aristacra~ic C e n t u ~ :  the Peerage of Eighteenth Centurv En~land. (Cambridge: 1984); Colley, "Whose 
Nation? W.D. Rubensteiq 'The End of 'Old Corruption' in Britain. 1780-1860." Past and Present 101, (1983): 55-86; Lawrence 
Stone and Jeanne C Fawtier Stone. .An Open Elite? England 1540-1880, (Oxford: 1984). 
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myth with just enough truth in i i  to give it great appeal and widespread acceptan~e.~ It allowed 

enterprising members of less privileged groups to believe that merit would enable them to climb the 

social and political ladder. A c a r e r  in the East India Company's service provided slightly less 

mythical opportunities for those too poor, or too poorly connected, to obtain office in Britain. Here 

too, however, gentlemanlv status was necessary for admission to the service, while influential contacts 

remained invaluable in career-building. 

The years from the 1760s to the 1790s. when Munro, -Malcolm and Elphinstone were growing 

up, has been referred to as the high point of Scotland's Age of ImprovemenL6 For the middle and 

upper ranks in Lowland Scotland it was an intellectually stimulating period, one in which there was 

a good deal of cultural cohesion; the same issues were discussed, the same books read by the nobility 

and their tenant farmers, by Iawyers, doctors and clerics, and by merchants and manufacturers. 

Although the Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone families belonged to different status groups within 

Scottish society - the Glasgow merchant community, the rural Kirk gentry and the landed 

aristocracy respectively - they were all members of the middle and upper ranks that were most 

involived in, and most affected by, the practical and intellectual developments of the time. 

The Munros were minor but typical members of Giasgow's merchant community which, in 

the late eighteenth century. played a key role in Scotland's economic development by investing their 

profits from the booming tobacco trade with America in manufacturing, banking, land and 

agricultural impr~vement.~ They were neither important nor wealthy enough, however, to be styled 

"tobacco lords." Thomas Munro's grandfather, a tailor, was the first to profit from the American 

trade. His father, Alexander, worked in a bank before joining the family firm and improved the 

Cannon, Aristocratic Centurv. pp. 19; ix. 

" PhilIipson and Mitchison. &e of Improvement, p. 4. 

T. Devine, "GIasgow CoIonial Merchants and Land, 1770-1815." in J.T. Ward and RG.  Witson, eds.. Land and Industrv: The 
landed Estate and the Industrial Re-oiution, (Newton .Abbot: 1971); Andrew Gibb, Glasgow, The Making of a Cihi; (London: 19831, 
Chap. 4. 
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family's social position by purchasing a small country estate outside Glasgm. This provided him, 

albeit marginally, with the gentlemanly status which allowed four of his five sons to enter the East 

India Company's service8 

Equally typical of their time and their place in commercial society, the Munro family valued 

a practical education. School and university curricula had traditionaI1y reflected the dominant 

position in Scottish life of the Church and, to a lesser degree, the Icgal profession. But by the 1760s 

and 1770s, although Latin and Greek remained important, the popular demand, in larger towns, for 

subjects such as mathematics, geography and history, European languages, sciences, surveying and 

navigation, reflected the new. more materialist and cosmopolitan interests of the middle ranks of 

Scottish s ~ c i e t y . ~  

Glasgow University, where Munro spent three years studying mathematics and chemistry, 

catered particularly to the sons of busil~essmen and tenant Sarrn~rs.~* It was closely associated with 

the world of business in so h ras  professors aided and encouraged the industrial inventor while 

engineers and businessmen provided facts for the The late eighteenth century was 

not, however, an age of specialization, and Clasgow students, many of whom founded and attended 

literaq clubs similar to those patronized by Scotland's intellectual elite, were often well read on a 

wide variety of subjects." Glasgotv businessmen studied the theories as well as the practices of 

W m d e r  Munro worked a s  a teller at the Giasgow ilums Bank. see T.M Dovine, %Tobacco Lords: A Sludv of the Tobacco 
Merchants of Giaseow and their Tradine Acti~ities, c.1740-90, (Edinburgh: 1975). p. 182. 'fie bank had been founded in 1750 by 
a group of tobacco merchants: Faye, Adam Smith. p. 61. 

Donald 1. Wilhrington, "Mucation and Society in the Eighteenth Century." in & ot Improvement, eds. Phillipson and 
Mitchison, pp. 169-99. 

1oW.M. Mathew, 'The Ongins iind Occuparions of Glasgorv Students, 1740-1839." In  Past and Present 33. (1966): 82. Mathew 
compares the occupations of the fathers oP Cambndgc and Glasgou IJn~venlty students from the 1750s to 1840. 

11 Faye, Adam Smith, p. 8: Campbeell. Scotland since 1707. p. 2. 

Mathew. "Origins of Glasgorv Students" p. 87. 



political economy. Munro was working for a trading company in Giasgow when Adam Smith's great 

work on political economy, the Wealth of Nations,lj first appeared in 1776, and he later recalled: 

the Glasgow merchants were as proud of the work as if they had written it 
themselves; ... some of them said it was no wonder that Adam Smith had written such 
a book, as he had had the advantage of their society, in which the same doctrines 
were circulated with the punch every day.14 

Although Munro complained in later years of the "cold. lifeless reasoning" which students 

were forced, prematurely, to engage in at coIlege,15 he seems to have acquired an excellent 

education. Soon after his arrival in Madras at the age of eighteen, he was recommended as "a 

learned man" to a Dr. Koenig, a disciple of Linnaeus, who, three years earlier, had been engaged 

by the East India Company to visit Siam and the straits of Malacca in search of plants and minerals. 

They discussed chemistry. 

I was with him almost every day, till one day he told me that he wouid take it as a 
favour if I would examine an English translation that he had made of the Latin 
descriptions of some of his plants; I altered most of the spelling, and ... the 
arrangement of the words. He put a Greek book into my hands ... the book did not 
give me much disturbance; but h e  talks Latin, Portuguese, and French, - his 
English is a mixture of ali the three, which makes it very difficult to understand him. 
When he sees I am at a loss for any particular word, he gives me the Latin; if I still 
hesitate, he gives me the Greek, which is always an effectual method of making me 
understand. 

Koenig had been to Siam to study the Chinese method of reducing tin ore. Munro claimed to write 

"all the descriptions which the Doctor sends to Banks, Solander, and Mr. Greville," but he did not 

think they contained anything that was not already known in Europe.16 

In addition to the competency in Latin and Greek and the probably above average 

acquaintance with mathematics and chemistry indicated by Munro's description of this encounter, 

l3 Adam Smith. An Inquirv into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nafions, 2 vols., (G!aspv  ed.. Oxford: 1976). 

l4 Munro to Kirkman Finlay, 15 Aug. 18225, quoted in Gieig, Munro. 3: 427-8. 

Munro to his sister Erslcine. 15 Sept. 1795. quoted in ibid., 1: 179. 

Munro to his father. 30 March 1780, quoted in ibid., 3: 7; 5-9. 



Munro's broad familiarity with English and Scottish literature is evident from the many allusions in 

his letters as well as from the works he mentions reading or asks to have sent to him. 

Although there is some debate as to whether Scotland's education system was as superior 

to that of England as many people, English as well as Scottish claim, it is agreed that the Scottish 

attitude to education contained one ingredient England's lacked: a belief that it was of benefit to the 

stare to make education available to the whole population. In the First Book of Discipline (1560) 

of the Church of Scotland it is stated that if children 

be found apt to letters and learning then may they not - neither the sons of the 
rich nor the sons of the poor - be permitted to reject learning. They must be 
charged to continue their study, so that the Commonwealth may have some comfort 
of them.17 

Over a century later, while English authorities claimed public elementary education would divert 

"those whom nature and fortune had determined to the plough, the oar or other handicrafts from 

their proper design," a Scottish statute reinforcing John Knox's original demand for a school in every 

parish became law. This objective proved unattainable, but r - ~ c h  school building took place in 

eighteenth-century Scotland and, when the y uestion of state responsibility for education finally 

became an issue in England in the mid-nineteenth century, Scotland already had over a thousand 

public elementary schools - over a thousand more than England.I8 

The original objects of Scottish education were to teach basic English literacy so that 

everyone could read the Bible and other morally uplifting literature, and to provide a few years of 

instruction in Latin and Greek, for those with the capacity to study for the Church or legal 

profession. Public education was not free; small fees were charged for English instruction and slightly 

larger cnes for Latin and Greek. Traditionally children from all ranks attended the same schools, 

bursaries being provided to enable talented children from poor families to move on to the higher 

j 7  Quoted in G.S. Osbourne, Scottish and English Schools. A Comparatise Studv of the Past Fifty Years, (Pittsburgh: 1966), p. 
5. 

Ibid., p. 7. 
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educational facilities available only in largc towns. 

The second half of the eighteenth century, when economic development was well under way, 

saw the greatest interest in education and the greatest demand for educational reform. Prior to 

Union, however, many people felt the existing system failed to meet their needs. There were two 

main forces for reform, both deriving from economic incentives. First, the general public demanded 

a practical curriculum relevant to the likely employment of most students. The Glasgow presbytery, 

in 2700, suggested that no one intended for trades should attend the grammar school "because [the 

study of Latin] is a meer loosing [sic] of so much time, and that of their best time for learning of 

things that may be more useful for them." Those destined for the religious, legal or medical 

professions should still study the classics; others should learn "to write well ... and to count also; some 

of the plainest and usefulest parts of geometry and geography; and music, at least the common tunes 

[psalms]; and history."19 The second motive for change was the low salaries of teachers, enforced 

under the 1656 Education Act. These became increasingly inadequate as the rate of inflation rose 

during the eighteenth century, but an increase was rejected. Many competent men left teaching to 

become clerks in the new merchant houses and the East India Company - which paid better 

salaries - and it would have been difficult to recruit new teachers at all without the surplus of well- 

educated men who lacked the necessary patronage to acquire a Church living, legal office or Indian 

appointment. To augment their salaries, teachers gave classes in extra-curricula subjects outside 

school hours. The subjects varied from place to place. according to demand and the expertise of the 

teacher, but the emphasis was always on practicality. 

From 1760 on, a number of public academies were founded in Scotland which focussed on 

practical and scientific subjects as an aiiernative to the post-seconday education provided by the 

universities. Although they sometimes offered a reguiar English and classical education as well, they 

did not threaten the predominance of the universities because, unlike their English counter-parts, 

Withrington. "Education and Society,'"~. 172-3. 
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the middle ranks in Scottish society had a long tradition of participating in university education. The 

academies were inspired by those of the English non-conformiss, dissatisfied with anglican schools 

and excluded from Oxford and Cambridge. English dissenters wanted an education more relevant 

to their commercial and scientific interests - interests with much in common with those of the 

proprietors and directors of the East India Company - but, interestingly, the birth certificates 

required of candidates for writerships in the Company's service attest to the fact that very few 

dissenters were ever e m p l o ~ e d . ~  

Educated Scotsmen, while taking advantage of career opportunities in India, made 

themselves useful to the East India Company prior to the 1S3Os, in many areas requiring some 

technical knowledge. Scotsmen were prominent as civilian doctors at the presidency capitals and 

Company outposts as well as with the Crown and Company armies." Many, however, carried out 

additional tasks of a scientific nature. Dr. Francis Buchanan, a Scottish surgeon in Bengal, undertook 

a botanical mission to Burma which impressed Lord Wellesley, who commissioned him in 1500, to 

make a general survey of Mysore, following the Company's conquest of the state. Wellesley's victory 

over Tipu Sultan had not been well-received in London and he intended Buchanan's report to 

present it in a very favourable light. Buchanan did his duty and portrayed Tipu as a barbarian who 

destroyed reservoirs and Hindu temples, Eorced circumcision on unwilling converts, and conscripted 

labour, while representing Wellesley's war as just. swift and brilliant - unlike Cornwallis's earlier 

campaigns. Better still Buchanan suggested that the revenues of the region had been seriously under- 

estimated. Wellesley dispatched the report to Britain; Buchanan returned to botany. He is described 

as "a plant taxonomist," fortunate to be able to  make science his profession at a time when few were 

a Writers Petitions. 1775-1806.10. JLIi9-J/lBl. After the foundation of Haileybury College in 1806, attended far txo or three 
years by ail ~tcmiis to the Coi~!pzay'~ dviT semzce. the majonq of Scottish sppllcation came Prom upper ranking famjlies, probably 
for reasons of religion as  well as cost. Haileybury was strongly anglican in tone and wouid have been more acceptable to Scott~sh 
episcopalians, many of whom were from aristocratic or gentfy families, than to presbytenans. See Applications for Entry into 
Haileybury C-liege. 1506-1808, 10, J/lD1 - JtT523. 

a See John Dbton Comrie. Histow of Scottish Medicine, (1927); Diron G. Grawford, Histow of the Indian Medical Service, 
(tondon: 1914). passim. 
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able to d a  so." William Roxburgh of &!?I, k n o w  as "the India:: Linnaeus" and "the father of Indian 

botany," was appointed assistant surgeon at Madras in 2776 but became. soon after. superintendent 

of an experimental garden on the Coromandel coast where he grew peppers and spices. Later he 

was made superintendent of the botanical gardens at Calcutta. These had been founded by yet 

another Scotsman. Robert Kyd crf Forfar, who cultivated timber for the navy and spices for export 

to Europe. Edinburgh doctor john Forbes Royle made important collections of flora in Kashmir and 

the Himahas  in the 12%2& and 3&3, restored the Mugha1 @rdens at Saharanpur and developed an 

experimental garden thcre h r  the cultjvation of medicinal plants. particularly cinchona. fIe  was also 

jnstrurner~tal in the development of tea-pfanting in Indiaz 

Scotsmen were also x-eil-represented among those employed in srrweying and map- 

making2* Colin MacKcnzie from Stornaway. was a mathematician who went to India originally to 

study Efindu mathematics. He joined the Madras Engineers in 1752. headed the survey made of 

Mysore after the defeat of Tipu Sultan - his trianplation methods being used as the basis for the 

extension of the survey to the whole of India - and was responsible for suggesting the foundation 

of the Madras Military Institution which trained future generations of Indian ~urveyors .~  

With the exception of ductors, Scotsmen were not recruited to the Company's senria for 

their specialized kntmkdge. The cvidenct- suggests, however. that once there, skills acquired as part 

of their educational exFriencc were helpful in buikling careers. Owing to the relative powcrty of the 

Scottish middle and upper ranks and the workings of the patronage system in the latc eighteenth and 

eat& nineteenth centuries. many of the Scotsmen who served in India came from upper ranking, 
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g e m q  or professional families and were tikck to have rcachcd a reasonable standard of 

educati'oii.~ .bhn  Cannon has identified four aspects of the education of  the British aristocracy 

which helped to support their political suprerriaq in cightecnth- and carlv nineteenth-ccntuq Britain. 

Their education was intended to prepare them for a leading role in public life; it was increasingly 

standardized - a cIassical (targehr LaLatin) curriculum provided a common code of valucs and a firm 

belief in the rightness of aristocratic rule - it provided "a network of acquaintances;" arid it gave 

the upper classes a tirtrtaf monopdy on higher education, thus protecting and giving some 

justification for their dominant politicdl position,27 .n Scotland, however, a dassical education at 

both the secondary and post-secondary ICVC~ \%as available tc) men of yuitc hurnbIe rank ;ind was by 

no means the exclusive privilege of the ruling groups. Although this type of learning can have been 

of little practicaI value in carrying out civif or military duties in India. if may possibly have bccn of  

value in contacts with sociall\: politically o r  militarily higher ranking officials. in sn far as it  gave an 

impression of intelligence, shared values and similar mrxies of thought. It is interesting to note in 

regard to Munro's mature viem tm Britain's empire in India that he admired classical Greece, with 

its wmpeting city stares. rather than tho monolithic Roman ~ m p i r e - ~  

Munro believed that a good education was OT mluc even in the East India Company army. 

In 1785, he told his father that he  was &aid that his younger brother Akxmdcr's educational 

shortcomings would inhibit his military career - his writing and spelling tverc bad and hc  had paid 

tm littfe attention to h i s r o ~ . ~  Three years earlier, in 1782, he had recommended that, if his two 

they should be prtlficicnt in mathematics and drawing. 

w f d  not in themselves securc appointments requiring 
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technical skilfs, none the less a knowledge of both subjects was "absolutely necessary" for an 

officer." CIearIy patronage was more important than suitable qualifications in obtaining an 

appointment, but Munro certainly thought that technical skills, which enabled an officer to perform 

his duties more effectively. tvere worth acquiring - presumably for reasons of professional 

advantage rather than mere personal satisfaction. Malcolm endorsed this view in 1792, lamenting 

his own inadequacy in "a branch of education which never ought to be neglected in the forming an 

officer - a compfcte knotvfedge of mathematics and 

John Malcolm's farmitt education was inferior to Munro's, bur h e  had greater access to 

patronage. Born 2 May 1769. he was the fourth son of the seventeen children of George and 

Margaret Malcolm of Burnfmf. in Dumfriesshirc. The Malcolm children were educated at the local 

parish schonl which taught only the traditional curriculum: reading, writing and basic arithmetic for 

the kirst four vcars, Latin being added for pupils who stayed on after the age of nine.j2 Although 

Malcolm prcfbablt; had a srnatrering of Latin, when he began to take his Indian career seriously in 

the early 179Cis. he seems ti? have bemmc quickly aware of the social and professional value of 

knowkdgc and. on his first furlough i iam India, spent a winter trying to rectify some of the 

deficiencies in his educaticmP The Maicolms, however, belonged to the fand-owning and cicricai 

groups which had traditir~naflv dominated Scottish Iife and, dapi tc  their present reduced - 
circumstances, had higher social status than the 34ums. John Lockhart. Walter Scott's biographer, 

mentions that John Maledm's grandfather, Robert Malcolm, had "found refuge [at Burnfuotf after 

tbrkiting a g a d  estate and a baronet~y. in tho affiiir o f  l7Ij;"" an obscnmion tvhich suggests that 



Robert Malcolm, who was a Church minister, may also have been a Jacobite. Although Lockhart was 

not above including gossip as welt as facts in his memoir, Malcolm confirmed that the family had 

moved tc~ Burnfoot soon after the 1715-16 rebellion, telling Scott that the farm had only been "the 

House of the Malcoh's since 1719 AD!!1135 

John's father, George Malcolm, had been educated for the Church but, owing apparently 

to a speech impediment, he  supported his family as a tenant farmer. Despite Sir John Kaye's 

emphasis on their humble station, however, the Malcolms were not without connections. John's 

mother, Margaret Pasley. was a great-niece of Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto, the first baronet, and the 

sister of Admiral Sir Thomas Pasley and of John Pasley, a wealthy London merchant. Elizabeth 

Elphinstone, wife of Mountstuart's uncle and patron, William Elphinstone, mentions in her diary that 

she was on visiting terms with the Malcolms, while members of the Johnstone family of Alva, long 

prominent in Scottish political life and friends as well as landlords and patrons of the Malcolms, sat 

in parliament and in the proprietors and directors courts of the East India Company.36 According 

to Thomas Somerville, a contemporary observer, Sir William Pulteney, a member of the Johnstone 

family who changed his name on his marriage to the immensely wealthy heiress to the earl of Bath, 

introduced "all the sons of Mr. Malcolm of Burnfoot ... into the career o f  pr~sper i ty ."~~ Pulteney was 

a prominent political figure and an elder of the general assembly of the Church of Scotland who 

"had great influence at the India W ~ u s e . " ~  

Malcoim's relationship with the Elfiots of Minto was that of  distant cousin; the two families 

35 Malcolm to Scott. July 1822. NU. Ms. -3395. 

" Sir William Fraser. The Elphinstone Familv Book of the Lurds Elphinstone. Ralmerino and Coupar, 2 vois.. (Edinburgh: 
1897f1 2: 41.Lenman. Scotland. p. 81. JohnJohnstone had retired toScotland in the 176O'stvith a fortune oIf300.000 made in India. 
He bought three estates and established a parliamentary interest. 

Thomas Someniile. Mv Own Life and Times. 1741-1814. [Edinburgh: 1361). pp. 97-8: 261. 

%John Rae, h f e  of Adam Smith. (1895). with an introduction by Jacob Viner, (New York: 1965), p. 255. In 1772, Pulteney 
recommended Adam Smith. Adam Ferguson and Andrew Stuart to the courl of directors of the East India Company as possible 
members of a proposed Special Commission of Supersision. Ibid.. pp. 253-4. 
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had been joined three generations before John Malcolm met Lord Minto, the governor-general of 

bengal from 1507 to 1513. Eventually connections become too tenuous to be of much relevance but, 

as Cannon remarks, patronage \vas so important in the eighteenth century that very remote 

relationships were often pressed into service. "Family pride was such that members were usually well 

aware of distinguished connections particularly when they might be useful."39 Malcolm was of the 

same generation but eighteen years younger than Minto and, judged by the standards of Hanoverian 

rather than Victorian Britain, it was both natural and acceptable for him to make the best possible 

use of this admittedy rather distant connection, The Malcolm family had fallen on hard times and 

Malcolm's ambition, his relentless lobbying of potential patrons and his obsession with professional 

recognition may have owed something to a desire to re-establish the family's status as well as to 

improve his own. 

Mountsttiart Elphinstone had no need to search for patrons or pursue distant relationships 

to further his career. As aristocrats who had for centuries played a leading role in the political life 

of Scotland. the Elphinstones enjoyed high political and social status, Mountstuart, born on 6 

October 1779, was the fourth and youngest son of the eleventh Lord Elphinstone, who, together with 

his brothers, had reaped political and economic advantage from the union of England and Scotland. 

Lord Elphinstone, a general officer, was also one of sixteen Sccttish representative peers in the 

House of Lords from 1754 until his death in 1794, and the governor of Edinburgh castle during 

Mountstuart's childhood. Lady Elphinstone was a niece of the third earl of Bute, George III's prime 

minister (1762-31." One uncle, George Keith Elphinstone was an admiral who had been raised to 

the peerage as Viscount Keith; another, William Elphinstone, was an influential director of the East 

z9 Cannon. iSristocratic Centurn, p. 23. 

@ Fnset, Elohinstone Famifv Book 1: 309- 
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India C~mpany.~!  

William Elphinstone and Admiral Keith controlled a patronage network that provided access 

to careers in India and the navy - and also, on occasion, a formidable Whig opposition to Henry 

Dundas's Tory domination of Scottish poiitical patronage.$' The groups in Scottish society who 

benefitted most from such patronage were the well-educated, if impecunious middle and higher 

ranks. Although a relatively high proportion of Scottish applicants for Company appointments were 

from landed gentry or Iegal fa mi lie^,^: Mountstuart Elphinstone's social status was higher than most. 

According to the historian of the Elphinstone family, William Elphinstone promoted the 

careers of five of his nephews but, in particular, those of Mountstuart. his brother James, and his 

cousin s'ohn Adam, all of whom went to India. They "owed their pr0gress.A that service, in greater 

or lesser degree, to the influence and assistance of their ...uncle,"44 an opinion borne out by 

Mountstuart Elphinstone's numerous expressions of appreciation to both William Elphinstone and 

Lord Keith for their interest. Mountstuart had easy access to a coveted writership in the Bengal 

presidency. A civil writership was a better spring-board to a successful career than a military 

cadetship, while the Bengal civil service, headed by the Supreme government at Fort William, was 

more prestigious than those of Madras and Bombay and offered greater opportunities for rapid 

George Keith Elphinstone (1746-1323), entered navy, 1761; served in American Revolutionary War: 1781, Prince William 
Henry was placed under Elphinstone's care; 1780-90, MP for Dumbarron; 1796-1801, MP for Stiriingshire: returned to navy 1793 
ascaptain: 1794, rear-admiral: commander-in-chief of expedition against the Dutch at the Cape o C  Good Hope; 1795, vice-admiral; 
1797. made Baron Keith; 1801. admiral: May 1,903 appointed commander-in-chief. North Sea fleet; Feb. 1812, appointed 
commander-in-chief, Channel fleet; May 1814, Viscount. See Keith, George Elphinstone. Viscount, N a y  Kecords Society: The Keith 
Papers: Selected from the Letters and P a ~ e r s  of Admiral the Viscount Keith, eds. W.G. Perrin and C. Lloyd, 3 vols., (London: 1927- 
55). WiIlian Fullerton Elphinstone became a director of the East India Company in 1786 and semed as chairman in 1804, 1806. 
and iSiC Thiiips, East india C'urnpanv, pp. 7; 338. 

a Ronald M. Sunter, Patronage and Politics in Scotland. 1707-1832, (Edinburgh: 1986), Chaps. 3 and 6. 

Writers Petitions, 1775-1m6. TO. J.fii9 - JliOl. See also Bryant, "Scots in India." pp. 22; 26-7. 



ad~ancernent.~j 

Elphinstone received a classical education from a tutor until he was twelve; then spent some 

time in Edinburgh, attending the high school and public lectures on moral philosophy at the 

uni~ers i ty .~  At fourteen he moved to London for two more years of schooling at a private academy. 

Elphinstone's only reference to curriculum states that, on offering him a Company writership, his 

Uncle William told him to concentrate on writing and arithmetic, and "leave off Greek."47 

Neither Munro. Matcotm nor Elphinstone said much about his own religious beliefs. The 

Malcolms were probably Presbyterian and the Elphinstones were probably, and the Munros certainly. 

Episcopalian. But the evidence suggests that the approach to both Christianity and Eastern religions 

favoured by the three men owed much to Scottish Moderatisms8 and, for Malcolm and Elphinstone, 

to deism, which among its many important influences during the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries had prompted a new intellectual interest in non-Christian religions.39 Although their 

values and beliefs w r c  those of men raised in a Christian culture, and they undoubtedly saw 

Protestant Christianity as the most superior form of religion, none of the three was an Enthusiast. 

The Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone families all had financial problems. Munro's father 

had intended Thomas for a mercantile career and, on leaving university at sixteen, he worked for 

.GiUthough Indian appointments were not technically "sold". during the 1790's qewspapers had carried adwxtisement offering 
positions for sale, a writenhip usually k i n g  considered to be worth 13000, a cadetship f500. An investigation showed that it was 
not Company Directors who were selling these positions. See Ainslie Bmbree, Charles Grant and British Rule in India, (London: 
1962). p. 179. 

Jane Rendall. "Scottish Orientalism: from Robertson to James Mill." Historical Journal. 25, (19#2), p. 15. According to 
Coiebrooke. Elphinstone attended Edinburgh High School in the years 1791 and 92. In December 1803. Elphinstone refers to a 
meeting with a Mr. McLean " k h o  remembered me a t  college [in Edinburgh]." Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 1: 102. 

E!phinstone 10 his mother- ad, qunred in Cnlebrnoke, Elphinstone, 1: 9. 

* For discussions of Scottish Moderatism see Ian D.L. Clark, "Moderatism and the Moderate Party ir, the Church of Scotland, 
1752-1305,' (Ph.D. dissertation: University of Cambridge, 1964). and the same author's "From Protest to Reaction: The Moderate 
Regime in the Church of Scotland, 1752-1605," in Phillipson and Mitchison, Age of Improvement, pp. 200-24: John Dunn, "From 
Applied Theology to Social Analysis: The Break between John Locke and the Scottish Enlightenment." in Hont and Ignatieff, Wealth 
and Virtue, pp. 119-35; Chitnis. Scottish Enlightenment, Chap. 3: Charles Camic, Experience and Enlightenment: Socialization for 
CuIrural Change in Eighteenth Centurn Scolland. (Chicago: 19831, pp. 53-91. 

@ PJ. Marshall, T h e  (Cambridge: 1970), pp. 24-8. 
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two years as a clerk in the accounting office of Sommerville and Gordon, a company trading with 

the West Indies. But this apprenticeship in accounting, which may have been useful experience for 

his later work in the East India Company's revenue branch, came to a sudden end when the effects 

of the American Revolutionary War brought bankruptcy to his father's firm, leaving the family, quite 

dramatically> in poverty.'O According to George Gleig, in February 1779 Munro's father obtained 

a midshipman's berth for his son on an East India Company ship, but soon afterwards, on going to 

London as the representative of Glasgow's merchant community to lay claims of indemnity for their 

Iosses in the American War, he was able to take advantage of a slight acquaintanceship with 

Lawrence Sulivan, a prominent Company director, to obtain a Madras cadetship instead.jl 

Alexander Munro struggled unsuccessfully for many years to re-establish himself in business but, 

from this time, Thomas's parents. two sisters, and two youngest brothers were dependent on the 

funds Daniel, Thomas and Alexander. the three eldest boys, could send home from India. 

Similar losses by George Malcolm, in this case from rash speculations, made it necessary for 

the older Malcolm boys to find employment somewhat earlier than they might otherwise have done. 

John's brother Pulteney, his eldcr by one year, joined the navy at ten under the supervision of his 

uncle, Thomas Pasley. John was only twelve when the Johnstone family successfully sponsored his 

application for a Company cadetship. H e  left Burnfoot to receive two more years of schooling in 

London under the guardianship of John Pasley before leaving for Madras in 1783.j' 

William Elphinstone's East Jndia Company connections make it  likely that an Indian career 

had always been a possibility for Ivlountstuart. Careers in Britain acceptable to the aristocracy 

generally required an independent income, and Mountstuart7s branch of the Elphinstone family, 

- 

"Bi~I*ton Siein. Thornan Munro: Tire Oridns of the Colonial State and His Vision of Empire, (Delhi: i989j, pp. 6-23. 

Gleig, Munro. 1: 13-14. 

Kaye, Malcolm. 1: 37-38, 1: 5-8. Twelve was a more normal age for entry into the navy. The India Act of 1784 made fifteen 
the minimum and eighteen the maximum age for entry into the Company's service. The maximum was raised to twenty-two in 1793. 
Mkra, Bureaucraw. p. 47- 
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whose estates were encumbered with debt, were in no position to provide for four sons. The two 

eldest boys obtained appointments in the Crown army and the navy. James went to Bengal as a 

writer in 1791 and died in 1525 after an unexceptional career. Mountstuart and his cousin John 

Adam, who rose to high office in the Company's secretariat, left together for Bengal in 1795. 

There was nothing unusual about impecunious Company recruits. Few families in the 

eighteenth century sent their sons to India if their social and economic position offered a viable 

British a l t e rna t i~e -~But  the seemingly avaricious obsession with pay, allowances and the spoils of 

war expressed in letters home reflected not only the ambitions of a would-be fortune hunterj4 but 

also the anxieties of the bread-winner for a "clan." When his father was expecting to be sent to a 

debtors prison in the 1780s, Munro told him that "I shall always endeavour to live on my pay, and 

remit the batta [field aIlowance] to you, as it is paid."55 The survival of the family a t  home might 

depend on field allowances, which were often in arrears. Whether or not an individual was personally 

ambitious, there was famiIy pressure to seek zdvancement. 

Munro's social position was inferior to that of both Malcolm and Elphinstone. Even within 

an organization of merchants, a man whose father was in trade - particularly if, as in Munro's case 

he was also bankrupt - was socially inferior to the sons of the landed gentry and clergy. Unlike 

Malcolm and Elphinstone, Munro had no useful connections in either Britain or India, and he began 

his career in 1750, at a point in the Company's history when there was little opportunity to acquire 

power, fame or fortune by merit. He  was better educated than his colleagues and, having left 

Scotland at eighteen - older than the average Company recruit - he was not only more mature 

" Gerald Bryant. ''OfXicers of the East Ind~a  Company's ~Czrmy m the Days of Chve and Hastrngs". Journal of Impenal and 
Citmmoiweatth H~S~GN 6. f 1978:: 20325. 

%Edward Ingram. In Defence of British India: Great Britain in the Middle East. 1775-1842, (London: 1984). Chap. 3, "The Role 
of the Indian ,Army at the End of the Eighieenth Centuty," and Bryant, "Officers of the East India Company's Army," provide 
interesting accounts of the way in which the Company army was organized and the many problems which Company, rather than 
Crown, o5cers  faced. 

" Munro to his father, 29 July 178783, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 45. 
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but had been subjected longer to the socializing processes of late eighteenth-century Scotland. In 

Madras in 1750, however, social status and connections would have served him better than his 

superior education and greater maturity. Malcolm's social status, access to interest and the fortuitous 

circumstance of the timing of his arrival in India in 1783 gave him greater advantages than Munro, 

but he was far from enjoying the opportunities available to Elphinstone. He was unapologetically 

ambitious, however, and worked hard to make both the old patronage system and the new, more 

bureaucratic channels to advancement work to his advantage. Elphinstone joined the Company 

service wiith impeccable social credentials, extensive connections and fortunate timing - he arrived 

in India in 1796, shortly before the opportunities for men of ability expanded dramatically as a result 

of the expansionary policies of Marquis WeiIesley. His family's position was sufficiently influential 

to have enabled him to rise steadily in the Company's service with or without much ability, as long 

as he  avoided disgrace. H e  discovered, nevertheless, that to attain Company appointments which 

carried the sort of salary that would enable him to return quickly and permanently to Britain, as he 

desired,56 extra qualifications were necessary. To rise quickly in the Company service, it was helpful 

~ a s t  an to have a knowledge of Persian and Indian languages and also some understanding, or at 1- 

ability to convey an impression of an understanding, of how Indian governments functioned in the 

part of India in which you were employed or wanted to be employed. 

'" Elphinstone, journal, 30 May 1813, Mss. Eur., FW Box 3A5. 



Chapter 2 

Apprenticeship in India: 1788 - 1881 

The 'nepotism' of the Court of Directors' did not pass beyond the 
portico of India House. In India every man had a fair start and an 
open course. The son of the Chairman had no better chance than 
the son of the Scotch farmer ... this was the distinguishing merit of 
the Company's service. 

Sir John Kayel 

Writing in the second half of the nineteenth century, Sir John Kaye wished to present the 

East India Company's civil and military service as a meritocracy, but his claim that "the son of the 

Chairman had no better chance than the son of a Scotch farmer" of getting ahead was probably as 

much of a myth as the Whig interpretation of the eighteenth-century British aristocracy as an open 

elite.' Munro's career proves that it was possible for a man without connections to climb high in the 

Company's service in the early years of the nineteenth century. The contrast between Munro's 

frustrating early years and Elphinstone's privileged ones, however, makes it pointedly clear that there 

was no "fair start" or "open course." 

In the Company army, promotion was decided by seniority, not purchase or, supposedly, 

patronage. Raymond Callahan mentions that for men who lacked the wealth and interest to become 

commissioned officers in the Crown army, the Company's forces offered a military career "ordered 

according to a different set of rules."3 This is certainly true, but even in the Company army a 

connection with the colonel, or, better still with the commander-in-chief, was likely to provide easier 

access to positions that paid well or offered the greatest opportunities for making money on the side. 

Similarly, in the civil service, promotion was also, up to a point, by seniority. A political resident was 

1 Kaye, m, p. xii. 

Cannon, -4ristocratic Centurv, p. viii. 

Raymond Callahan, The East India Companv and A ~ R V  Reform, 1783-1798, (Cambridge (Mass): 1972), p. xi. 
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supposed to be succeeded by his senior ~ecretary.~ The right connections in Britain were expected 

to provide an advantageous initial posting for both military and civil recruits, but contacts in India 

were equally, if less openly, important to further advancement. Although in theory, the members of 

India House had no say in the progress of their protegks once they left Britain, a casual word from 

an influential director to a newly appointed governor-general, governor, or commander-in-chief 

indicating an interest in the progress of a particular young man, was unlikely to fall on deaf ears. 

Those with no influential patrons could resign themselves to a lacklustre career or they could try to 

find ways to beat the system. As the eighteenth century drew to a close and the Company found 

itself governing more and more territory, ambitious, intelligent and able men, including Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone, began to discover that the acquisition of Indian expertise was becoming 

an increasingly useful passport to promotion. 

Munro, who left Britain for India shortly before Elphinstone was born, arrived in Madras 

in January 1780. He  faced the poverty, loneliness and serious handicap to advancement of 

inadequate patronage with considerable fortitude, but his dislike of the patronage system, which 

stemmed from temperament and probably principle as well as from mstration, is clearly evident. 

H e  insisted that his brother Alexander would be better working for a Glasgow merchant than 

seeking his fortune wlth the Company, because "a merchant is his own master, he has not to comply 

with all the humours of men whom he despises;" he advised his youngest brother, William, to go to 

Bengal rather than Madras because he would have "a larger field to exert his own ind~stry."~ Like 

his younger compatriot, Samuel Smiles, Munro believed in self-help, but at Madras in the 1780s 

there was little scope for enterprise. 

In addition to his lack of patronage, Munro had to contend with a hearing disability, the 

Michael Fisher, "Indirect Rule in the British Empire: The Foundationsof the Residency System in India. (1764-1858)," Modern 
Asian Studies IS, (1984): 413. 

5 Munro to his mother, 1780, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 9. Munro to his father, 23 Jan. 1784, Mss. Eur., F/151/140, 
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result of a childhood bout with measles. In 1751, he wzs told by General Hector Munro, that his 

deafness disqualified him for an appointment as adjutant, but a quartermaster's post might be  

feasible. The deafness varied in its severity and was often a social inconvenience; to what extent ;t 

affected his professional life is difficult to saye6 This incident suggests, however, that until Munro had 

proved his ability, and possibly even after that, deafness may have limited the type of appointments 

for which he was considered suitable. 

Between 1750 and 1792 Munro learned Persian and the local languages necessary to 

communicate with the sepoy's of the regiments with which he served, and he gained military 

experience in the Second and Third Mysore Wars. During the first, (1750-52), poo; leadership and 

inefficient organization in the Company army led to unnecessary hardship and poor morale as well 

as to lost battles. Although Munro told his father that war with Haidar Ai of Mysore would make 

his promotion more rapid, h e  criticized the Madras government for bringing the war on themselves 

by "violating the public faith with the same ease and unconcern, as they do their own private 

Throughout Munro's early years in India, letters from friends and relatives kept him in touch 

with Scottish news and opinion. In 1751 a Clasgow friend described Britain's relations with America 

to him in a way that suggests the influence of Adam Smith. In 1754 his friend's topics were air- 

balloons, an airplane and the possible effects of airplanes on future ~ a r f a r e . ~  In 1796 Munro was 

brought up to date on Scottish cultural life. Dr. Thomas Reid, author of An Insuiw into the I-Euman 

Mind on the Principles of Common Sense (1764). had 

gone over the Intellectual and active powers of man in two different Guinea books, 
and has set every thing on a right footing, so that philosophers will have no trouble 

Munro to  his mother, 23 Oct. 1805. quoted in Gleig. Munro. 1: 359. General Munro, u h o  was not related to  Thomas, was 
commander-in-chief a t  Madras. Munro eventually obtained a quartermastership but only for the duration of the war. 

Munro to  his father, 11 Oct. 1780, Mss. Eur., F!151/140. 

James Melvil to Munro, 30 Jan. 1794. Mss. Eur., Fl1511152. 



with human nature for the future, but may apply to the turning ice into gunpowder 
o r  any other interesting ~peculation.~ 

It is a comment, albeit in light-hearted vein, that reflects precisely the change in direction that 

occurred in Scottish intellectual life in the 1790s as events in France began to inhibit freedom of 

thought and expression. Science was replacing philosophy as the focus of inteliectual attention. 

Munro was also told that the lectures of Dr. Hugh Blair, one of Scotland's most eminent Moderate 

churchmen and a popular scholar and preacher, were "elegant and copious" and made "a 

considerable addition to the corpus criticum," while Robert Burns was lively and humorous "but 

sometimes too profane and saucy to the clergy for which h e  was genteelly reprimanded in the 

Such news catered to Munro's interest in European affairs: he asked repeatedly to have 

British magazines sent out to him and, in September 1795, wher, all the seasons ships had arrived 

without bringing the year's Glasgow Couriers, h e  told his father how disappointed he was- Perhaps 

someone had intercepted them who was "as fond of reading newspapers as myself." Munro was 

particularly interested at this time in relations between Britain and France, being afraid, when 

reading the parliamentary debates, that Britain would "be bullied into a peace, disgraceful for the 

present, and eventually more ruinous than any war," and that like the Dutch, Britain "would prefer 

buying a constitution from France to paying for defending our own."11 In 1805, when he was 

arranging the revenue assessment and collection of the Ceded Districts, Munro asked a friend to 

send him all Cobbett's Register's, beginning with those from 1802-3." In his recent work on 

?.$ekil to Munro. n.d.. 1796. Ms. E ~ F . .  FI"L51i:52. 

" Munro to his father. 21 Sept  1793, quoted in Gle~g,  Munro, 1: 200. For Munro's requests for magatines see, Munro to G e o ~ g e  
Brown, 6 OcL 1732  quoted in Gleig. Munro. 3: 26; Munro LO his father. 6 Jan. 1785. klss. Eur.. Ffl5lfl40: Munro to his sister 
Enkine, 4 March 1797. quoted in Gfeig -Muma 1: 192: Munro to Peter Bruce. 15 July 1805. Mss. Eur.. Fi151/12. 

Munro to Peter Bruce: 15 July 1805. F1151112. 
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Cobbett.I3 Ian Dyck describes him as a cultural consenative but a political radical, "edging towards 

democracy-" as a result of his obsenmions of the plight of country workers. Munro was a cultural 

conservative. I f e  was not a poIitical radical - that would have been out of the question in India 

a n y a y  - but he observed the plight of India's country workers and. Iike Cobbett. his reforms were 

intended to provide them x~ith a measure of economic independence.:* 

In return for being kept up t o  date on political and cultural events in Britain. Munro 

supplied his cctrrcspondents, oxer a period of fifteen years, with acute, articuiate. sometima scathing 

accounts of the military afhirs of Madras, including well-informed analysis of the structure and 

potential strength of the hdian  states. In an attempt to promote his son's career. Munro's father 

arranged for abstracts of these letters to be passed bv Andrew Stuart. a close friend af Adam Smith 

and a prominent Scottish fatsuer and member of parf iamen~'~ to politicians in London interested 

in the Company-s affairs - in particular, Ilcnr); Dundas from 1751: Edmund Burke in 1781; and 

William Elphinstone in the 17%.:Wthough Thomas did not suggest the steps his father took to 

pubIicize his merits. he seems to have acquiesced in them as long as his opinions did not appear in 

newspapers w-hich might eventually be read by officials in India. There was no advantage in passing 

material to Dundas and Burke anon~mously Far better that Dundas. appointed to the new board 

of control for India in 1754. should know that there was at least one junior officer at Madras with 

a considerable knowledge rrf Iridian afpdirs and a good mind. When Munro returned to Britain in 

1803, the only people in public life he felt might be willing to promote his interests were Dundas and 

his son Roben, and his sister Erskine's new second husband, I-Ienry Erskine. a renowi~ed Whig 



lawyer who had recently served as lord advocate o f  Scotland for the seuclnd tin1c-j7 

From 1755 to 1799. hfunro served as an assistant to Captain .Alcxandcr Rcad. with whom 

his name as an administrator is inexsricabft~ linked. For the first four years Read was engaged in 

intelligence and supply duties but in 1792, he Bas appointed to take charge of the revenue 

settlement of the Baramaha!. ceded to Madras that year by T i p  Sultan of Mysore. Thc governor- 

generaf, Earl Cornwallis told the court of directrm that "the most capabIc and trust~wrthy of your 

servants [will be selected] to manage the newly-acquired territ~ries.'"~ As hc believed thai no 

civilian official on the staff of the Madras presidency possessed the necessary qualifications to carry 

out the difficult settlement effectively. Rcad, Munro and two othcr Scuitish soldiers were given the 

task. 

Atthough Munrrr eventually made his name as an administrator not as a sclldicr, by 1795 he 

was finding revenue work boring and he royucstcd his brother Alcuander, who had left thc Bcngal 

army for the indigo trade, ta  obtain infirmation on the Rajputs and on French ol'ficcrs sewing in 

the armies of the Indian states h r  him M pass on ro tho governor of Madras. Visct~uni IIobart. His 

object was to  obtain a transfer back to the army by imprcssing the autharitics with his knowledge.'" 

This effort a t  self-promotion was. hotvwer. unsucwssful. IIe remained in thc Baramahal until the 

n e s  and final war with Mysure. 

It was during Munro's Bartramaha1 years that hc first rncl John Malci~lrn. In a letter t o  his 

father in 1795. Munro mentiom that he has rcwntly met a Lieutenant Maledm, who "tciIs me that 

you were one of the Iasr persons fie saw at home - and that hc had a kmg Crack {as he calls i t )  

E"oma-a to the court of d irec i~a  5 April quoted m Corres~andence ot Charks Fmt ?cimrurs Cornwallis. 3 vols ed 
Cktrlzs ROSS. @nd ed- London: 1859)- 2: 5-39. See Munm %to his father. 14 Apnl I591 quoted in Ciit-sg. Munru. 1 145-148, for 
Mumu's accourrt d h o w  Read and Mlrnroab&sned t h s ~  appoinrments and for htunro's hrgh q ~ n t o n  of Read's characrer and abihty 
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with you about  tip^."^ Ofie of Malcolm's sisters seems to have been slightly acquainted with 

Erskine Munro. whom Malcolm mentions seeing when he was on Ieave in Scotland in 1794 and 1795 

but it is not clear how %faIcaIm came to meet Munro's Eather. In 1795, Munro wrote to his sister 

about smreraf Scottish officers she knew, commenting that Malcolm "is now a very regular 

correspondent of mirrc,' flc concfuded that hc beiicved he had now mentioned all her Glasgow 

friends, which sugges& that kfunro did nut, as vet, know Malcolm very well as the latter was a 

bordcrer. not a Glasfiegian." It also suggesrs, however, that the two men probably had Scottish 

acquaintances in crlmnton %rho provided a Imse link be twen  them. 

Malcr>Im had f'irst arrived in India in April 1733 but. in the mid- 179Us, he returned to 

Britain an furlough ... to rt'mter his health, Like most cadets - Munro tvas an exception - Malcolm's 

early years in India were spent irraponsibfy. By 1758. however, he had matured a little and, shamed 

perhaps bt: the contributions his older brother Robert tvas making to the family's finances and by 

the rapid advancerncnr of Puftenq. who had been promoted lieutenant at the age of fifteen, he 

wrote a contrite letter home. paid his debts, and began to take his career more seriously. 

Malcolm first saw mif tam action during the Third Mysore War (1 790-1792). when he served 

with the  troops artached to the arm)- of the Cornpanq's ally, the nizam of IIyderabad. Impressed. 

however, by thc prestige - and salaries enjoyed by the Company's representatives at the nizam's court, 

Sir John Kennawav and Graerntl Mercer, kfalcolm made up his mind at this time t o  aim for a 

diplomatic career himself, Mercer pointed out the value of learning Persian and Indian languages; 

Kennawav probably helped him ta gain. in 1792, the appointment as Persian translator to the 
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thoughts on the nature of Indian society and politics in a "large collection of manuscript books"" 

which. most unfortunately, seem to have been lost. 

This career-oriented program of study was curtailed in 1794 by a serious illness that drove 

Malcolm to Britain to recuperate. We recovered on the voyage, however. and was able to spend his 

ten-month stay trying to improve both his education and his career prospects. His visit coincided with 

8 well-publicized debate on new regulations for the Company's army3 and, after a brief visit to 

Scotland. Malcolm went to London to take part in it. In a care full>^ composed letter to the North 

Briton he presented forceful arguments for the resolution of three major grievances: "the galling fact 1 

that no  officer of the Indian army could. by the existing system, rise higher than the rank of colonel;" 

the chronic stagnation of Company promotion: and the lack of proper leave and retirement 

prwisions. These issues contributed to "the extreme state of depression" prevalent in the Company's 

A system that offered neither recognition nor reward for services rendered was oppressive, 

Malcolm believed, and the Company army would never be really effective until incentives were 

provided for good service. Throughout his career Malcolm suggested and promoted reforms that 

wodd provide recognition and rewards, regarding them as the psychological basis for loyal, efficient 

service. His concern consistently cxTended to Indian as well as to British Company officials. His 

arguments often suggest seif, or at least corporate. interest, but they reflected contemporary theories 

on human nature which held rhat insecurity and oppression crippled mankind's natural propensity 

for self-betterment." Malcolm stated firmly that the Company officers' "knowledge of the manners 

"iioairey Fasie?. -Send i i iaicoh*' The I.rfe of Malor-Genera1 Sir john Malcolm. 1769-1833. (Ixndon 1982). p. 85 Kaye. &, 
p. 1% Kaye. Matcotm. I: 2%-1. 

-" CaLhhan, The East India Companv rlrmv. provides a detailed account of the events surrounding t h e  introduction of new 
rqulatioos for the Company's arm);, arguing rhat opposition by military officers, particularly in the Dengal army, over Lord 
Camwzl!isFs remmmendations for uniting the Company with lhe Crown forces in India, seriously undermined the authority of Sir 
John Shore as gosemor-general. 

" Malcafm, n.d, quoted in Kaye, Malcofm. I: 31 -3. 

"i Adam Smith. The Tbeon* of Mom1 Sentiments. eds., D.D. Raphael and AL Macfie, (Glasgow ed., Oxford: 1976), p. 9. 
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and languages of the people of India" - their local expertise - gave them "innumerable advantages 

over a general immediately appointed from home;" and he felt that anyone who had demonstrated 

his ability should be eligible to become commander-in-chief at any of the three presidencie~.~~ 

Malcolm's critique of the Company's organization was constrained by the patronage system. 

He concluded his letters with flattering allusions to the individual and collective wisdom of the court 

of directors, Dundas, and CornwaHis, ex-g~vernor-general and Indian elder statesman, who would 

have the last word on any reforms and who could influence Malcolm's career prospects. The papers 

written at this time represent hlalcolm's first, apparently successful, experiment in promoting himself 

as an expert on British India, for he returned to India as secretary to Sir Alured Clarke. the newly 

appointed commander-in-chief at Madras. He had been recommended by General Ross, who had 

been private secretary to Cornwallis in India, and by Colonel Dirom, who had been quartermaster- 

general during the war i6th ?Y%jmre.-'7 

Malcolm had returned to Britain hoping to be able to remedy some of the defects in his 

education and for this purpose he chose to spend the winter of 1794-5 in Edinburgh, attending public 

university lectures and reading widely. The erudition of Edinburgh's intellectuals and the 

opportunities and incentives the city offered to youthful scholars impressed Malcolm. W e  told his 

brother Gilbert, a student at Cambridge: 

as there is r,o place in the world where such encouragement is given to literary men 
[as Edinburgh], so I believe there are nowhere to be found men of more deep 
learning and science. Learning is a plant cultivated in proportion to demand.x 

Malcolm had studied Persian and Indian languages. "more with the hope of their being useful than 

e~ter ta in ing,"~ and his "demand" fm learning seems to have stemmed from a perception of the 

' G  Malcolm. quoted in Kaye. Malcolm, 1: 32 

" Ibid., 1: 35: 43. 

Maicofm to his brother Gilbert. 32 Feb. 1795, ibid., 1: 40. 

" Malcolm to his mother, written before he left India in 179% ibid.. 1: 42. 
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utility to his career of a knowledge of history and an understanding of systems of political and social 

organization. 

While in Edinburgh. Malcolm was directly exposed to the ideas of the Calvinist Moderates 

on religion and history when he was introduced to Hugh Blair, and he made frequent visits to the 

home of the popular minister until the sudden death of Blair's wife curtailed them. He read Thomas 

Reid's philosophy and a great deal of history and returned to India with a copy of the Wealth of 

Nations which he mentions reading when back in Madras in 1797.%) The cultural life of late 

eighteenth-century Edinburgh would have been stimulating for anyone interested, for either personal 

or professional reasons, in the history of different societies and forms of government. 

As Malcolm arrived for the second time at Madras in early 1796, Mountstuart Elphinstone 

arrived for the first time at Calcutta. His reception in India contrasts dramatically with that of 

Mafcolm and Munro. Malcolm, who had an elder brother in the Company's commercial service to 

meet him but no other advantages, was quickly consigned to garrison duties. Munro was merely one 

of the eighty-three new cadets to begin their careers at Madras in January 1780, almost all of them 

Scotsmen "particularly recommended to the care of the general." Munro complained, dryly, that the 

general had an inconceivable number of relations - "nephews, cousin-germans, e t ~ . " ~ ~  - but he 

was not one of them and he, too, started his career with tedious years of garrison duty. Elphinstone, 

on the other hand, put in at Madras on his way to Calcutta and was "hospitably entertained" by Lord 

Hobart, the governor. His Uncle Keith, recently commander-in-chief of an important expedition 

against the Dutch at the Cape of Good Hope, was also at Madras in January 1796 and, on his arrival 

in Calcutta a month later, Elphinstone wrote home to say that as a result of his Uncle Keith's 

references. the governor-general. Sir John Shore, and the commander-in-chief, India, Sir Robert 

mMalcolm to his brother Gilbert, 22 Feb. 1795: quoted in ibid., 1: 40. Mafcolm to his sister Agnes, 16 Oct. 1797, quoted in ibid., 
1: 55-9. 

Munro to his father, 6 Feb. 1750. quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 3. 
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Abercrombie, had "both ... been very attentive."j2 

Shore "was so good as to appoint" Elphinstone as assistant to the registrar at the residency 

at Benares, in the Indian state of Awadh, so that he could be with his older brother James who was 

serving at Benares in the Company's commercial branch. For four years Elphinstone enjoyed a 

placid routine of whist, billiards, shooting, studies and a little business. Like Malcolm he accumulated 

debts but, according to Colebrooke, Elphinstone was "through life careless of money" and, unlike 

Malcolm, he did not escape froin them until 1816." Elphinstone soon became aware? however, that 

a knowledge of Asian languages would be necessary to obtain the well-paying appointments in the 

political service to which he aspired and he began to study Persian. 

At the same time he embarked on a program of intellectual self-improvement that he was 

to follow throughout his life. Elphinstone's devotion to literature rarely fails to elicit a tribute to his 

intellectual acumen from admiring historians and the volume of material he read is certainly 

impressive. The static nature of his job allowed him to accumulate a library and left him with a great 

deal of time on his hands that men like Malcolm and Munro, whose duties kept them continuously 

on the move, rarely enjoyed. His studies and recreational reading, however, were almost certainly, 

in part, a form of escape from an uncongenial way of life. They provided an alternative to day- 

dreaming - "the visionaw life I lead, spending nearly as much time in an ideal world of my own 

creating as in actual life." Elphinstone added that he was "better entertained where I have everything 

my own way than in the disappointments and flatness of real intercourse with the ~ o r l d . " ~  

Elphinstone enjoyed the challenge of his job during periods of crisis but preferred his reading, day- 

dreaming and hunting to the routine duties of a residenq official. 

" Elphinstone to his mother, n.d. quoted in Coiebrooke. El~hinstone. 1: 11. Elphinstone to his mother. 22 April 1796, quoted 
in ibid., 1: 13. 

a James Elphinstone to Lady Elphinstone, quoted in Fraser. Elphinstone Family Book 1: i l l .  Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 1: 15. 

34 Elphinstone, journal, n.d., lal2 Ms. Eur., FB8 Box 3-45. 
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In his early years, Elphinstone was often bored but almost always safe and comfortable. 

Military life in peacetime was often, no doubt, tedious, but for a cadet it was rarely comfortable and 

often dangerous. Nine years after leaving home Munro told his sister that he had never experienced 

hunger, thirst, fatigue or poverty, until he came to India but, since then, "I have frequently met with 

the first three and ... the last has been my constant companion." H e  had been three years in India 

before he had any pillow other than a book or any blanket but his over-coat. When travelling his 

"only conveyance" was a horse. so old 2nd frail that be was obliged to walk two-thirds of every 

journey "' Munro was nineteen at the beginning of the Second Mysore War and twenty-one at its 

end. H e  wrote of daily marches of as much as thirty-six miles "without refreshment", eating only what 

cot?ld be found and resting without shelter because supplies were not provided.% And he spoke of 

officers who aged rapidly, their health broken by privation, their morale destroyed by the dreary 

prospect of waiting sixteen or seventeen years for a promotion which, without the necessary 

patronage to also obtain a command, still provided only just enough to live on.37 

In contrast, in 1501, Elphinstone at the age of twenty-one, was travelling from Calcutta in 

the comfort of a palanquin, to take up a diplomatic appointment at Poona. The journey took ten 

months, his party choosing a devious route which took them to Madras, where Elphinstone was 

entertained by another governor, Lord Clive, and to Seringapatam, where he stayed with Colonel 

Arthur Wellesley, later the duke of Wellington and the younger brother of the governor-general, 

Marquis Wellesley, who was commanding the subsidiary force in Mysore. There were frequent 

diversions along the way to visit temples, caves and famous sites. Elphinstone had been in India for 

seven years when he  mentions what is apparently his first experience - at the battle of Assaye - 

:' Munro to his sister Erskine, 23 Jan. 1789, quoted in Gleig. Munro, 1: 73-74. 

" Munro to his sister Erskine, n.d.; 1780. Mss. Eur., Fi1511140. 

J7 Munro to his father, n.d., 1782 M s .  Eur. F/151/140. 
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of sleeping on the ground.j8 Munro was still in poverty after nine years in India; Elphinstone, 

during his ninth year, became resident at the court of the rajah of Berar. Despite Kaye's claims that 

equal opportunity wzs the distinguishing merit of the Company senice, Malcolm and Munro did not 

experience the same "fair start and open course" for their careers as Elphinstone. Although this had 

much to do  with Elphinstone's social status and connections, even Elphinstone would probably have 

progressed less rapidly if he had arrived in India in 1750. At that time there were few diplomatic or  

administrative posts in the Company's service for the ambitious to aspire to. 

Munro's ambitions are difficult to gauge. H e  wanted a successful military career and he 

allowed his father to advertise his knowledge of political and military strategy, while he himself 

eventually attempted to advei tise it himseif by sending military memoranda to Lord Hobart. While 

employed in the army in 1790, he explained to his mother that, despite his conviction that it was 

possible to make a quick fortune in trade. he would not leave the army to join his brother Daniel 

in business because "I have too much obstinacy to quit the profession which 1 have chosen ... and too 

much absurd ambition to prefer a certain but moderate rank in the world to a high station however 

visionary and remote the hopes of attaining it may be."j9 Six years later, however, when employed 

on revenue business, he told Alexander that "the ambition which you suspect me of possessing will 

not detain me in India - for as there is no chance of gratifying it - it will have as much share as 

anything else in carrying me home."40 From his writings, it is clear that he regarded adequate 

remuneration and public recognition as essential incentives for efficient government service and 

believed that his own efforts on the Company's behalf warranted both. Ironically, it was public 

recognition of his ability as a revenue official and his views on administration as presented in his 

Elphinstone. journal entries h r m  6 March 1801 to 14 Nov. 1801. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 23-40. Elphinstone 
amved at Poona early in 1802. Elphinsrone to John Adam, Sept. 1803, quoted in ibid., 1: 72. 

'P Munro to his mother, 1 March 1790, Mss. Eur., Fj151/141. 

* klunro to Nexander, 15 July 1796. Ms. Eur., F/151/142. 



official letters, which pointed his career in a direction for which he had no ambition at all. 

Malcolm was openly ambitious and after his first few years at Madras, pursued advancement 

by whatever means he could find. Although he complained of the frustrations of the patronage 

system he worked indefatigably to manipulate it to his own interests and those of his friends, both 

as a client and, later, as a patron. While governor of Bombay, however, he told his nephew that he 

would not "do a job" for him; a statement that may or may not be  sincere, but letters from Malcolm 

to his son and to different nephews indicate that he took quite a tough line with them.41 Malcolm 

shared Munro's convictions about the psychological and practical importance of remuneration and 

recognition; public recognition becoming, in fact, something of an obsession. 

Elphinstone admired heroic figures and, in his early years at least was ambitious for renawn. 

Later he  claimed that he had been cured of ambition by a difficult, but ultimately disappointing, 

mission to Peshawar in 1808 which led to the writing of his Account of the Kingdom of Caubul. He  

seems to  have made little effort to deliberately exploit his connections. Writing from Poona in 1811, 

shortly after being appointed the resident there, Elphinstone complained of homesickness and of his 

dislike of India, but concluded by saying that he was none the less grateful to his uncle William "for 

putting me in a situation where it  was within my own reach to make a certain and ample fortune."42 

H e  often thanked both William Elphinstone and Lord Keith for their efforts on his behalf although 

he  rarely canvassed their interest - perhaps because he did not need to. As a patron, having "to 

mingle in the filthy frayt' was one of the many disadvantages he saw in being a presidency governor 

and h e  was glad that his residency appointments did not involve "being obliged to promote the 

undeserving, to pass over the good, and to displease the presumptuous;" remarks which sound 

priggish coming from so well-connected a man. Although Elphinstone hoped to rise quickly in the 

-" Malcolm to  his nephew John Malcolm. 15 Sept. 1828. I 0  H/734; Malcolm to Dilncan Malcolm, 26 Oct. 1828, 10,  H1734; 
Malcolm to George Malcolm, n.d., ibid. 

Elphinstone quoted in Fraser, Elvhinstone FamiIv Book 2: 30, from a letter in the Elphinstone family charter chest, 1 July 
181 1. 
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C~mpany's service, his main ambitions, as he drscribed them to Lord Keith shortly before his 

appointment as governor of Bombay, had been "for a long time ... to get home rich, and recover, or 

help recover, our family interest in S~otland."~Weither ambition was fulfilled. 

Although Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone came from very different social backgrounds and 

their early experiences in India, reflecting their respective social positions, were dissimilar, they did 

have two things in common. They all achieved high office in India and they attained it, in part at 

least, by discovering the same remedy for frustrated ambition: knowledge. Many East India Company 

servants were ignorant of Indians and India; Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, and a few of their 

more energetic and ambitious contemporaries, recognized that knowledge could, in fact, be 

translated into remunerative and influential appointments. Lord Wellesley's arrival in 1795 opened 

new opportunities for advancement for the enterprising which Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone 

were qualified to seize. Munro was an experienced soldier, beginning to establish a reputation as a 

revenue official, a good linguist and he had made a perceptive analysis of the Maratha and 

Mysorean states. Malcolm had anticipated the government's need for men with a knowledge of the 

history and stucture of the Indian statesM and had prepared himself to meet it. The type of history 

Malcolm read during and after his self-imposed crammer in Edinburgh provided the most superficial 

reader with a framework of concepts as applicable to the study of Asian society and government as 

to European. By making himself an authority on Maratha affairs as well as on Hyderabad's, Malcolm 

also made himself indispensable in 1503, when the Second Maratha War broke out.45 Elphinstone 

had recognized since his days at Benares that to have any chance to make money and achieve 

renown in the civil senice he needed some specialized skills. After his appointment in 1800 as a 

a Elphinsrone to Edward Strachey. 29 Nov. 1816. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, I: 347. Elphinstone to Lord Keith, 3 Oct. 
1818, quoted in ibid., 2: 49. 

* Kaye, Malcolm, 1: 61. 

* MaIcolm, Political History, ed.'s introduction, 1: xxvii 
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lowly assistant at the residency at Poona, he complained of insufficient time to read Homer and 

Virgil because "my debts and my duty compel me to learn Persian and Hindi."" Language skills 

were indispensable to a career in the political service. A knowledge of Persian, as Munro, Malcolm 

and Elphinstone all discovered, was as necessary for ambitious Company servants in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries as it had been for Hindus under Mughal rule.47 

Elphinstone, journal. 6 April 1801. quoted in Colebrooke. E1Flhinstone, 1: 26. 

4' P. Spear, A History of India, 2 vols., (I-Iarmondsworth: 1970), 2: 49. 



Favour effects less in this country, and competency more, than in 
any other scene of equal magnitude. There is an interminable field 
for individual exertion. 

John Malcolm1 

The nature of British Indian government began to change during the governor-generalship 

of Warren Hastings (1773-1735), who made appointments in Bengal on the grounds of qualification 

rather than interest, provided financial inducements to Company employees to learn Indian 

languages, and did much to encourage the study of Hindu culture.' In imposing the new standards 

of efficiency and integrity required under the India Act, Lord Cornwallis (1756-1793) gave more 

opportunities to men with special knowledge, a.nd promoted the study of Persian by paying an extra 

allowance of thirty rupees a month to civil writers to cover the cost of employing a tutor.3 But it was 

Lord Wellesley (1795-1805). who expected his political and administrative staff to acquire, maintain 

and justify an Lndian empire, who stimulated the professionalization of the Company service. 

The Wellesleys became a great aristocratic family in the nineteenth century, but when 

Richard, Arthur and Henry Wellesley went to India in the last years of the eighteenth century - as 

the governor-general, a colonel in the Crown army and the governor-general's private secretary 

respectively - they had much in common with Munro, Malcolm, Elphinstone and many others: they 

were young men, dissatisfied with their own and their family's wealth and status, who hoped that 

service in India would improve i t . T h e  Wellesleys, of course. were well above the Munros and 

Malcolm. Political Histow. 2: 378. 

'David Kopf. British Orientalism and the Benoal Renaissance. The Dvnamics of Indian Modernization. 17731835. (Berkeley 
and LC-a Angeles: 19691, p. 19 and note: Marshall, British Discoven;, p. 2. 

' Misra. Bureaucraw. pp. 60; 68-9: Embree. Charles Grant, p. 178; Kopf, Bengal Renaissance. p. 1811. 

W n  Wellesley's ambitions see Edward Ingram, Commitment to  Empire: Prophecies of the Great Game in Asia. 1797-1800, 
[Oxford: 1981), pp. 115-24; Elizabeth Lonyford, Weliineton: The Years of the Sword, (London: 1969). pp. 64-75; 81-2. 



Malcolms in the British hierarchy but an Elphinstone might, with some justification. regard them as 

beneath him. 

Lord Wellesley came to India with the clear idea of providing a stage on which he and his 

brothers could make their reputations, The Wellesleys were to be empire-builders, and the 

contemporary European context - the wars with revolutionary France - gave them the 

opportunity. French influence in the sub-continent was to be eliminated and British influence 

expanded to the point at which the Company would dominate the political life of Iidia. In pursuing 

this objective, Wellesley enlarged both the Company's territory and the number and importance of 

the military, diplomatic and administrative appointments available to Company employees. The 

historical importance of this period of British rule in India, as well as of the careers of Munro, 

Malco'im and Elphinstone, owes much to Wellesley but, in regard to the latter, the obligations were 

not entirely one sided. Wellesley knew more about the Roman empire than about the Indian states; 

he knew, no doubt, that Hannibal had taken elephants across the Alps. Someone with better local 

knowledge, however, had to tell him that a military campaign against Mysore in the monsoon season 

was less feasible.> Similarly, while a classical education was an admirable preparation for a 

European diplomatic career, negotiations with Indian rulers: necessary to maintain and styengthen 

Britain's position in India, were more likely to s u c d  when conducted by Persian-speaking British 

officials rather than by Indian intermediaries acting as interpreters. The investigation of local land 

tenure and legal practices was also facilitated by a collector's ability to converse with landlords and 

cultivators. 

Wellesley, who believed that most Company employees were inadequately educated for their 

new duties as the rulers of extensive territories and millions of people, founded in 1500 a college at 

Calcutta, kcown as Fort College, to be used by officials from all three presidencies. Its 

Arthur Wellesley. who had been in India since February 1797, and the adjutant-general at Ben@ told Lord Wellesley this. 
Ingram, Commitment to Empire, p. 135. 
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curriculum was to include subjects that would meet practical needs - Indian languages, history and 

law and the laws enacted by the governor-gener~l-in-council - as well as other subjects providing 

the general education needed by the officials of an empire - jurisprudence, political economy 

classical and modern European languages, European history and natural philosophy (a combination 

of botany. chemistry and astronomy).Wthough Fort William College, a casualty of the 

governor-general's power struggle with the court of directors, became merely a school of languages 

for Bengal after the foundation of the East hd ia  Company's tfaileybury College in Efertfordshire 

in 1806, WeIlesley's original conception was indicative of a trend enabling men like Munro, Malcolm 

and Elphinstone to build successful careers in India. David Kopf points out that the most significant 

feature of the government-sponsored concern with Indian culture was the linking of monetary 

rewards and privileged access to future elite appointments to the mastery of Indian languages, 

customs and laws.7 Wellesley? however, could not afford to wait for Fort William College's charter 

students to graduate; he had to make do at first with men who, from ambition, intellectual cilriosity 

or boredom, were already proficient in Indian languages and knowledgeable about India. Most of 

the men who attained high office in the Company's service during Wellesley's rkgime were 

accomplished linguists: some were also scholars or had at least written books or papers on subjects 

of use to the government. Barry Close, Henry Colebrooke, Samuel Davis, Richard Jenkins. William 

Kirkpatrick, Charles Metcalfe and Mark Wiiks, as well as Malcolm and Elphinstone, were among 

the competent linguists who also combined scholarly research and authorship with their official 

duties. Munro, who did not write books, was a good linguist with a greater knowledge of south 

Indian culture than most Europeans. 

h?;.~nrc was c ~ ~ d e r r r ;  of his !inpistir: zbS!ity. 1-Ie had learned Hinbllctani, without dictionary 

" See "Statutes of the College of Eon William. Bengal" in Welleslev. 2: 7324; 'The Governor-General's Notes with respect to 
the foundation of a College at Fun William," in Weliesley. Richard Colley, Marquis, A Selection from the Despatches, Treaties. 
and other Papers of the Pvlar~uis Welleslev. K.G. during his Government of India. ed. Sidney 3. Ovien. (Oxford: 1877). p. 718; Kopf, 
Bengaf Renaissance, p. 46: Mkra: Btueaucracv. pp. 66-9. 

Kopf, Bengal Renaissance, pp- 96-7- 
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or Barnmar- from a teacher x%ho spoke no word of English. and he bcficved that x%ith leisure and 

a good dictionary he could read "any book in ailJ. language in the course 01 six months." In 1755 he 

had transferred to a regiment serving in Tanjore for the express purpose of studying Persian with 

a missionary there, who t w s  a renowned linguist. A year earlier he had recommended that his 

yuungest brother should learn Persian and serve in Bengal because the Bengal government's 

relations %with Muslim stat= provided cxmflefit opportunities for Persian-speaking t~fficiaIs.~ 

Munro's effcjrts to bccome fluent in Persian and some of the south Indian languages xvcre 

rmwxiild, at the co~cfusit-in of the Third Mjsorc War in 1792. \~ i th  an appointment as a civil 

administrator in the Baramahat region undcr ColoneI Alexander Read. Cornwallis, who was 

particular about the qualifications of the men hc chase to take charge of the Company's new 

territories, thought an ability to speak the local language to be csscntial." 

Munro and Read worked together - for cleven years, thc fast seven in the settlement and 

revenue collection duties which prm-idcd the springboard for Munrn's later eminence, and there has 

been fame debate as to how much of the credit far the revenue practices later known as the 

rptwari. or  Munro, system should be given to As ~Munro's superior, Read had ultimate 

control of policy. but he conserfted his subordinates who had litile hcsitatittn in expressing, frankly, 

their ~ i e % 5 . ~  bfunro and Read, by means of a debate carried on largely by currespnndcncc, werc 

together responsible far the foundations on xvhich ?'lunra built thc system of reveme and judicial 

administration later given hk name, 

lQMo&e~ee. Rwrwari S~s~rm.  pp. 5-1-md Beagkkole. Munro* pp. 8, 12-34, .Mukheqer: x e s  Read as rhe man rnstrgator of 
rhe*xyafH;ari system: Br2agfchafz sees R c ~  and Munrr, as fasndmg togelher. the gsletn rhat Munro appl~ed and developed lo 
maturivin the Baramahat. See Stein. .t!uarra pp. 3-49 h a  drwussron of thc klstonvgraphy an Munro and Read in $he Baramahal. 
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afthaugh Mrrnro told his father that Read's "intimate knowkdge of the language and 

manners of thc perzple ... eminently qualified him" for revcnue u.ork,l2 and described his investigation 

of the revenue system in the Baramahaf as more detailed, accurate and original than any other made 

by a European- he also crbscrved that the information was so badly arranged that the members of 

the revenue board woutd understand fess than half of it. James Dykes, a later hfadras administrator, 

endorsed this jud,ment, wfting ihat Read *sadly wmted that perspicuity of st& tvhich was SO 

essential for an office rhai he hcid ot'nenvke so 'iwrthily." Dykes believed, howcver. ihat Read's 

"reasoning powersn w r s  *as strong and dear  as his writings are weak and o b s c ~ r c . " ~ ~  Munro also 

respected Read's enthusiasm for fiwres. - although - he criticized his ca lcu la t ions .~~u t  the very fact 

that Read having to make caIctrlarions and work with complex accounting processes, makes it 

reasonable to assume that a I;no~%fcdge of mathematics, as well as of languages, was useful to those 

emplqed on revenue business. 

kftrnro. having 'set-er met with a person ... who knew more than a few common rules,!'1s 

believed mathcmatical skills to be rare among Company officials in India. ffis own above average 

k ~ o w k d g e  of mathematics deriv-ed from his Scottish university education. This was not unusual. The 

recards of the S u n w  of India prior to ISf@ indicate that 29 per cent of the men employed as 

srmn:eyors were Scottish and 49 per cent English but, of the fifty men whose contribution was 

suffi@iently important to .i;-arrant mare than a column of biographical inft~rmation, 38 pcr cent were 

Scatdish and nnlv 40 per cent English. Given a plapulation of five Englishmen for every Scotsman, 

a disproprnianare number uf' ScaXsmzn %%ere cmploycd on tasks requiring technical kn~wlecfge.!~ 
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Gerald Bqant  estimates that the proportion of Scots to English in the Company's military and civil 

service in the late eighteenth centum paralleled the ratio betueen the ;-dpulation of the two 

countries, but whereas only one out of nine Scots was a civ;' w-vant and o131y one in eleven served 

in the rank and file of the army. one in three Company army officers were Scottish.17 Many 

vaIuable and prestigious political and administrative appointments went to soldiers at this time. The 

greater need for soldiers, as opposed to civilians, to learn Indian languages in order to communicate 

with the sepoys was, no doubt, one reason: the advantage of having men accustomed to command 

in positions of authority was another. But Kopf points out L ~t many of Fort William College's 

students, 'hpecially those from Scotland," had sufficient formal education to enable them to organize 

data, to formulate policies on the basis of w~itten reports and to preparc memn~aada.lVhis seems 

to suggest that Scotsmen serving in India had gcneraIly received a better education than their 

Engish counterparts. and that there may be a connection between the large number of Scotsmen 

who obzained diplomatic and administrative appointments at this time and the increasing need for 

refativeIy well-educated officials. 

Although knowledge of mathematics play& no part in the selection of Read and Munro for 

senrice in the Company4's revenue branch, it helped them to do their job more effectively, thus 

enhancing their reputations. Nor was an abifity to write well a prerequisite for government 

appointments, but concise and grammatical repor rs and rccommenda tion! were more likely to attract 

favczrrrable attention than badly-cunstntcted. badlyspel1i:d ones. Read went on leave after the Fourth 

Mysore War and died in Europe in 1303. so there is no way of knowing whether his poor writing 

skills w u I d  have hampered further advancement. Munro's competence as a writer, however, and 

his abiliq to provide a theoretical frameivork for his rscommendations helped him to present his 

idea  in a form that would promote his career as \veil as influence Company policy. 

Bqant, '"Scots in India." p. B- 

. . 
a Kc@. Beneat Renaissance. p. 95. 
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Arthur Wellesley observed in 1802 that it was "a well-known fact" that in all British India 

there was no other region in which British authority had been so effectively established or in which 

"the country itself, its people, the amount, and the sources of its revenue, are so well known as in 

the Baramahal."19 A reputation as an efficient administrator was of little interest to Munro, 

however, who was pleased to return to the army upon the outbreak of the fourth and final war with 

Mysore in 1799, albeit in the unspectacular, if essential, commissariat department. Munro was eight 

years older than Malcolm and four years senior to him in the Madras army, but it was Malcolm who, 

by successfully attracting the attention of Lord Welleslcy and adhering judiciously, but loyally, to the 

WelIesley interest, first moved upwards in the Company service. 

From 1797 to 1799, his last t7so years in the Baramahal, Munro corresponded regularly with 

Malcolmz who, after his furlough in Britain to recover his health and improve his education, was 

employed as secretan7 to the commander-in-chief at Madras, Lieutenant-General James Harris. 

Mumu, however, was only one of the many men with whom Malcoim corresponded on the closely 

related subjects of his career and Indian poIitics. Although Malcolm believed that Harris, Lord 

Hobart, and Sir Alured Clarke, now commander-in-chief, India, paid a "friendly attention" to his 

interests," he also requested Sir John Kennatvay, who had returned to Britain, to lose no 

opportunity of mentioning him to "great men coming out either to Bengal or Madras. Malcolm 

offered to provide them with 'much arranged information" on India, implqing an exchange of 

information for patronage, and added that several minutes and memoirs he had submitted to the 

Madras government had received such "flattering notice" that he was encouraged to persesere with 

his research and witing2 When fhrelfesley put in at Madras on his way to Calcutta to take up his 
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appointment as governor-general in April 1798, Malcolm took the opportunity t o  shower him with 

information on the Indian states, and was rewarded the diplomatic appointment he had long hoped 

for. He was appointed to be assistant to the resident at I-Iyderabad, Captain James Kirkpatrick. 

In making the appointment, Wellesley informed Malcolm that he had been governed "by no 

other motive than my knowledge of the zeal. activity, and diligence with which you have pursued the 

study of the native languages, and of the political system of India."'" Three weeks later Wellesley 

sent two of Malcolm's papers - on the state of Tipu Sultan's army and resources and his general 

view of the British position in India - to Henry Dundas at the board of control, observing that "the 

latter is curious, as Captain Malcolm had not seen any of my letters or minutes on the same 

subject, ... I had no knowledge of Captain Malcolm, nor was he recommended to me before I met him 

at Fort St. George. He is a very promising young man."z4 Wellesley was clearly surprised by the 

correspondence of views. Malcolm was prepared to go to considerable lengths to promote his career 

and une of his many British c~rrespondcnts may have been able lo give him a tip, but there is no 

evidence of it. Malcolm may simply have been fortunate that his opinions happened to coincide 

closely with those of the new governor-general. 

At Hyderabad, Malcolm gained - r d i t  by assisting Kirkpatrick in a successful and blo~dless 

dissdution of the nizam's regiments commanded by Frenchmen. Summoned to Calcutta by the 

governor-general, he took ~ 5 t h  him the French colours and, when welcomed into Government House - 
circles, made it clear that his viem of the future of India marched Wellesley's. When the 

governor-general travelled from C aicutta to Madras in late 1795 to conduct negotiations with Tipu 

Sdtan, Malcolm went with him. But when the negctiatiom broke down, as they were probably 

intended to do. and war was imminent, Malcolm went back to Wyderabad. He accompanied the 

24 weIlesley to Dundas. 11 Sept 17%. in Edward Ingram. 2d.. Two Views of British India. The Private Correspondence of Mr. 
Dundas arid Lord Wellesle%c 17%-1301. (Bath. 1970). wilh the edizor's introduction, p. 100. 
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nizam's auxiliary force to Mysore with instructions from Wellesley to report to both him and General 

Harris on the organization, discipline and state of mind of the nizam's troops. It was a broadly 

defined commission, of a type Malcolm was given several times by both Wellesley and the marquis 

of Hastings, to act as a confidential political agent. Even more fortunate for Malcolm, the King's 

33rd Regiment, commanded by Arthur Wellesley. had been selected to serve with the Hyderabad 

force. Malcolm and Arthur began what was to become Mafcolm's most important and useful life-long 

f r i end~hip .~  

The Fourth Mysore War, which began in February 1799, ended with the death of Tipu 

Sultan on 4 May 1799 during the siege of Seringapatam. Shortly after its fall, Wellesley told his 

brother to ask Read and Munro, in addition to high ranking officers, for their opinions on the best 

political settlement for M y ~ o r e . ~  The request indicates that their work in the Baramahal had 

caught Weilesley's attention. The most important members of the commission entrusted with the 

settlement of Mysore were Harris. Colonel William Kirkpatrick, military secretary to the 

governor-general, Colonel Barry Close, adjutant-general at Madras, and Arthur and Henry Wellesley. 

With the possible exception of Close, all were to some extent Malcolm's patrons and he was made 

first secretary to the commission. Malcolm, during the time he spent with Wellesley in the winter of 

1795 to  1799, may himself have promoted Munro's interests as he had mentioned, as early as 1796, 

his great respect for Munro as "an uncommon clever fellow."" Weilesley now appointed Munro 

second secretary and asked him, in June, to undertake the civil administration of Kanara, a region 

on  the Malabar coast of India, previously ruled by Tipu St:Itan, which Wellesley intended to annex 

to the Company's territories. 

Although he had approved of the war, Munro did not like the arrangements made by the 

" b y e ,  Malcolm. 1: 79-82 and Longford. Wellinpron, F. 95. Longlord describes Malcolm as one of Wellington's closest friends. 

'' h.lalcoh la his sister Mina, 6 -4ug 17'96. quoted in Kaye, Malcofm. 1: 50-1. 
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commission for Mysore. He told his father that he did not think that a child, whose ancestors had 

been in confinement for half a century, should have been installed on the throne, and he 

disapproved of the exclusion of Britain's ally, the nizam of Hyderabad, from an equal share of the 

conquered territory.28 But, in more cheerful vein, he described to his sister Erskine an evening he 

had spent discussing her poetw with Malcoim and listening to Malcolm read his own poems - 

without, unfortunately, giving an opinion on the merits of either. Munro respected Malcolm's other 

talents, however, telling Erskine that he thought Malcolm, who was expecting to go back to 

Hyderabad when the work of the commission was concluded, should be appointed resident in place 

of James Kirkpatrick, "because there is no man fitter." Malcolm, Munro stated, had gained much 

credit with the authorities for his excelient management of the nizam's troops during the war and 

from "making them instead of an incumbrance a most serviceable body of auxiliarie~."~ "The very 

conspicuous part" Malcolm had played in the war was officially recommended to the attention of the 

Supreme government by Harris; in particular, Malcolm's 

peculiar talent for conciliating the sirdars of the allied force, and directing their 
exertions to objects of general utility in a manner foreign to their habits of service 
- his activity in applying the unconnected power of resource possessed by the 
contingent in aid of the general wants of the army - and the important assistance 
which he gave with the corps of his Highness the nizam's regular infantry under his 
immediate orders, in occupying posts for the security, and covering parties for the 
supply, of the army during the siege of Ser inga~a tam.~~  

Arthur Wellesley described Malcolm's efforts to discipline and train the nizam's troops as 

"indefatigable, ...[ he] leads the life of a canister at a dog's tail.":' Owing in part at least to these 

plaudits, Malcolm did not, in fact, return to Hyderabad. He went instead to Persia as Wellesley's 

z I M ~ r o  to his father, 6Aug. 1799. Mss. Eur.. E/151/142 See also "Major Munro's Opinion on the Partition of Mysore," 10 June 
1799. in G l e k  Munro. 2: 231-7, Appendix I. For the details of the Mysore settlement see A S. Bennell, "Wellesley's Settlement of 
Mysore, 1'799." Journal of the Asiatic Societv (1952), pp. 124-32. 

" M u m  to his sister Erskirre, 30 June 1799, Mss. Eur., FJ1511142. 

xt tfamk to Lord Wellesley, quoted in Kaye, Malcoim. 1: 86-7. 

" k Wellesley to H. Wellwky, 9 March 1799, WSD, 1: 200. 



special envoy. 

Malcolm's first mission to Persia in 1500-1501 was undoubtedly the most significant 

appointment of his career for, though thirty years old, he was still a relatively junior captain. 

Wellesley, as part of his policy to extend British influence throughout India, wanted to use the 

problematic threat of an Afgban invasion led by Zeman Shah, to try to frighten the nawab of Awadh 

into greater dependence on Britain, and decided to give the Afghan threat more significance than 

it warranted by sending Malcolm to Tehran to persuade the Qajars to mount a diversionary attack 

on Afghanistan from the west. No one else took the Afghan threat very seriously, but Napoleon's 

invasion of E _ q t  in 1795, and the fear that it might lead to an over-land expedition to India, 

provided extra justification for Malcolm's missi~n.~" 

In Tehran in November 1801, Malcolm negotiated a defensive alliance against France and 

a commercial treaty which Wellesley hoped would help to screen the political objectives of the 

mission from the attention of the directors.j3 Neither the Company nor Henry Dundas was pleased 

with the slight achievements and enormous exqxnse of Malcolm's embassy, but Wellesley was 

satisfied: he told the earl of Elgin, British ambassador at Constantinople, that Malcolm's successful 

negotiations ensured "Future advantages of considerable importance, both to the political and 

c~mrnercial interests of the British g~vernment ."~ From Malcolm's point of view, the importance 

of the mission lay in its making his name widely known in political and diplomatic circles. Henry 

Wellesley, back in India after a brief visit to London on Lord WelIesley's behaif at the end of the 

Fourth Mysore War, reported that the Prince of Wales would be delighted to receive Malcolm 

s2 G.J- Aider. "Britain and the Defense of India: The Origins of the Problem. 1798-1815." Journal of Asian History 6, (1972), 
p. 15; for Mafcolm's mission see Edward ! n p a  In Defence of British India: Grear Britain in the Middle East. 1775-1532. (London: 
fwj, Chap. 6. On the defence of Brirish India in the first half of the nineteenth century. see David Gillard, The Struoele for Asia. 
132s-1914. (London: 1977): Yapp, Strareoies: and Edward Insmm. The Beeinning of the Great Game in -Asia 1828-1834, (Oxford: 
1979). 

Yapp, Strateaies, p. 29. 
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whenever he should return to England.3s 

Back in Lndia ir? May 1801. Malcolm was appointed temporary private secretary to We!lesley. 

W e  accompanied the governor-general on a journey to northern India during which, as the man 

responsible for the private communications between Wellesley, the council at Calcutta and the 

governors of Madras and Bombay. he gained some insight into the less formal processes of 

government. He  next went to Madras as the governor-general's confidential agent. Wellesley had 

learned that the court of directors. ikreasingiy antagonued by his high-handed conduct, were 

intending to replace three senior officials at Madras with men whom they could expect to carry out 

the Company's, rather than WeHesley's, instructions. Malcolm's task was :o persuade the three 

offenders - the governor, Lord Clive, Josiah Webbe and Thomas Cockburn - not to resign, 

because WelIesley wanted their help in extending the BengaI revenue and judicial system into the 

Madras presidenqi6 Ostensiblq. Weiiesley and the directors disagreed about the implementation 

of the Bengal system but, in fact, they were fighting a long-drawn out battle for control between the 

dual authorities in London - the court of directors and the board of' control - and the men on the 

spot in India: a constitutional problem which later attracted Malcolm's attention in his writings on 

government. 

Mafcolm was happy to postpone his 0w-i promised appointment to the residency at Mysore, 

which he saw as a professional backwater, and he remained acting private secretary until August 

1802, when he was sent to deal with a crisis at Bombay following the murder of the Persian envoy. 

Malcolm appeased the shah of Persia with conciliatory letters and a generous indemnity,'? accepted 

the now appointment as resident of Mysore, then almost immediately left a deputy in his 

-- " H. Welfesley to Malcolm. 23 March 1801. quoted in Kay.  Malcolm. 1 :  150. 

" Weflesley to Dundas, 31 .July f 799. fagram, Two Vieus. pp 167-73, and Wellesley to Dundas, 30 SepL 1301, ~ b ~ d . ,  pp. 331 -4; 
Stein, Munro. pp. 93-4: Kaye. bidmlm. 1: 163-70. 

- 
See Edward Ingram, "How and Haw Not to Negotiate with Iran: Postures of Power in 1802." in National and International 

Politics in the Middfe EasE: Ess;tw in Honour of E:ie Kedourie, ed. &ward Ingram, (London: 1988). Chap. 3. 
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place while he went in March 1803 to join Arthur Wellesley's army, once again as the 

governor-general's political agent.js 

After their work together on the Mysore Commission in 1799, the careers of Malcolm and 

Munro had followed different paths, but they continued to keep in touch and Munro credited 

Malcolm with Wellesley's decision to offer him the appointment in Kanara. Although Munro 

appreciated that Malcolm thought he would be doing him a great service, initially he refused the 

position. Read had retired and returned to Europe, and Munro was hoping to be put in charge of 

the Baramahal; he thought that "no advantages could ever compensate for the loss of old friends and 

of a country [the Baramahal] to which I was much attached." After a short experience of Kanara's 

rainfall, he was even more certain of this, but an unrepentant Malcolm told him that the 

appointment had been his own  fault for recommending himself "to men who continue to cherish 

ridiculous ideas about the good of the state."jQ 

Munro, in a characteristically uneffusive and frank letter. made his "acknowledgments" to 

WeHesley "for having hvke pointed me out as a person that might be usefully employed," and 

observed that as WellesIey had probably heard of his reluctance to accept the appointment, he would 

explain his reasons. He did not want to leave the Coromandel coast where he had worked for nearly 

twenty years. Waving spent most of the last nine years in tents, he was afraid that he would not be 

able to stand the fatigue of investigating thi: revenues of a new country under the same conditions 

for two or three more. He had hoped to be given charge of Coirnbatore wnich he knew, from 

experience of a neighbouring district, would yield more than double the revenue Tipu Sultan had 

obtained from it, thereby bringing great credit on the collector. Kmara, on the other hand, had been 

geatiy over-rated by Tipu. The first British collector would have no hope of meeting the Company's 

expectations and would suffer a loss of reputation but, despite this, he had decided that it was his 

Malcolm to Stuart, 20 March 1503, quored in Kaye, Malcolm. 1: 212. 

3* Munrcl to his father, 6 Aug. 179% bfss. Eur., F/151!l12: Malcolm to Munro. 19 Sept  1799. quoted in Gleig. Munro, 1: 233-4. 
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duty to go. Although he would not raise as much revenue as the Company was expecting, he would, 

owing to his extensive experience, raise more than anyone else. He mentioned the two civilian 

assistants he had been given: reminded Wellesley that unless they understood the local languages 

and possessed "great perseverance and great temper with the natives," they would be useless; stated 

that he  was as yet unaware of their qualifications and concluded, tersely, that "if I find them 

deficient, I shall not fail to report to your Lordship, in full confidence that I shall be furnished with 

abler assi~tance.! '~ 

The tone of this letter is very different from Malcolm's expression of gratitude to Wellesley 

in a letter written early in 1503. 

Among the various feelings which at this moment occupy my breast, I recognise with 
exultation that of a personal attachment to yuur Lordship to be predominant; and 
1 shall glory in every opportunity I may have of showing the nature of the zeal which 
that attachment inspires. and how far it places me above the common motives which 
influence men who are busy in the self-interested pursuit of fortuneS4l 

Although the final phrase is no doubt hypocritical, Malcolm's general sentiments were 

probably sincere; he genuinely liked. admired and wished to serve Wellesley. But his flattering and 

obsequious style would have been unthinkabie for Munro, who invariably wrote to both high and low 

in the same way. This does not mean, however, that Munro's letters to great men were without guile. 

At thi~ty-nine he was still ambitious for military rather than civil fame; he had been in ill-health for 

several months and had been considering returning to Britain on leave prior to the war with Mysore; 

and he did not like Kanara. Ifis honesty, however. is judicious as well as disarming. After his 

warning, it would be difficult for the authorities to blame him for revenue shortfalls, while a 

reasonable collection would be greatly to his credit. 

iis the resuit of a great deal of hard work and some carefuliy written reports, Munro was 

able to use ibis unwanted and disiked appointment to estabiish himself as the most successful 

-- 

* Mtmm to Wellestey. 29 June 1799. WeiIeslev. 2: 58-9. 

Mafcolm to Wetlesley, 9 F&. 15@X quoted in Kaye. Malcolm. 1: 204-5. 
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settlement official in the Madras presidency. In October 1800, thc Madras government informed the 

court of directors that, as the result of Munro's energy and ability, the Company's authority in 

Kanara had been fully established. His success in imposing order had also enabled him to "pursue 

inquiries into the resources, administration, and history of these districts," which he had presented 

to the government "in one of the ablest reports which had passcd under their observation." 

in  1500, Wellesley considered appointing Munro to the residency at Mysore, but the most 

critical post at the time was the settlement of the disordered districts, south of the Tumbudra and 

Kistna rivers, which were to be ceded to the Company by the nizam of Hyderabad in October 1800 

under the terms of a new subsidiary alliance. Munro requested and obtained this appoint men^^? 

H e  spent fifteen months in Kanara from July 1799 to October 1500 and nearly seven years in the 

Ceded Districts, as they became k n o ~ n ,  a region half the size of England, from October 1800 to 

August 1807. In both places he was not only responsible for establishing order and collecting the 

revenue the Company badly needed to pay for its wars, he was also, until the end of the Second 

Maratha War, expected to organize supplies and transport for Arthur Wellesley's army. If Elizabeth 

Longford's contention is accurate that Wellesley's first involvement with the Marathas in 1503 - the 

restoration of the peshwa of Poona to his throne - was successful in large part because he had 

"studied his Caesar" and prepared basket boats for his army's river crossings3 and because of "a 

lovingly perfected bullock-train,w4Wunro should be given some of the credit. He had been 

supplying the leather for WefIesley's boats from 1 5 W  and, as soon as preparations for 'i$riir with 

the Marathas began in November 1502, he  was responsible for the continuous movement of at least 

ten thousand and often more than thirty thousand bullocks, laden with supplies. I-Ie continued to 

See Wellesley to Dundas. 26 OEL. 1800. Ingram. Two Views. p. 310; Josiah Webbe, chief secretary to the Madras government. 
to Mrmro, and enclosure, Clive to Webbe. 27 Sept. 1300. and Munro to his brother Alexander. 22 Nov. 1300, quoted in Gleig, 
Munro. 1: 308-11: Stein. Munro. p. 73. For a copy af the treaty between the Company and the nizam see Welleslev. 2: 709. 

Longford, ~%'eeitineton, p. 124. 

WeBes!ey to Munro, 20 Aug. 1800. hiss. Eur.. F/i5 111. 
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organize ten thousand bullocks for Arthur Wellesley's army after peace was restored. 

I have not only always had the purchase of the supplies. but the payment of most 
of the bullocks. This bullock business, together with sheep, boats, pay of 
boatmen, ... and the endless disputes and correspondence about accounts, bills etc., 
leave me very liitle time for revenue.j5 

Munro's ability to collect revenue from the Ceded Districts, however, was equally crucial to 

Wellesley's success. It was indispensable for financing the war. 

Munro was severely criticized at first by the court of directors for his repression of the most 

destabilizing social group in the Ceded Districts, the petty chiefs known as poligars. Some of his 

revenue policies met opposition and, as a soldier carrying out civilian duties, his position was always 

threatened by the resentment of the civil service. But Munro's tough stance with the poligars brought 

stability, there were still few Madras civilians with the necessary language skills to cope with his job, 

and his logistical ability in support of Arthur U'ellesley's Maratha campaign all helped to mitigate 

criticism.46 As doubts began to develop about the efficacy of the Bengal revenue and judicial system 

that Wellesley wanted to introduce into the Madras presidency, Munro's reports, describing and 

justifying a different system began to attract some attention. In August 1504, the Home government, 

citing several such reports, recommended adhering as closely as possible to the existing land tenure 

arrangements in the Ceded Districts. Two years later, in October 1806, the Madras board of revenue 

drew the attention of the Home government to the accurate knowledge and comprehensive detail 

of Mumo's reports, declaring that the ordered stale of the Ceded Districts was due to "the superior 

merits of the principal collector, Lieutenant-Colonel M u ~ r o . " ~ ~  On Munro's resignation in October 

1807, the Madras government told the court of  directors that he had worked "under circumstances 

af extreme difficulty. and with a degree of s u m s s  unequalled in the records of this, or probably of 

* Munro to Read, 6 hrlarch 1304, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 3:190. Munro was unamare that Read had died at Malta in 1803. 

" Stein, Munro. pp. 89-90; 98. 

57 hfadras board of revenue to court of directors, 5 Oct. 1806, and Revenue letrer to Fort St. George, 24 Aug. 1804, quoted in 
G!ei& Munrq 2: 244 23. 



any other G0vernment."~8 

In October 1805 Munro wrote to his mother that he was planning to return to Scotland the 

following year.j9 This letter is dated two months after Wellesley was replaced as governor-general 

by Marquis Cornwallis, and about two weeks after Cornwallis's death. Although Munro might have 

differed with Wellesley on administrative policy, because Wellesley favoured the Bengal revenue and 

judicial system while Munro was becoming increasingly confident of his own alternative procedures, 

he had supported Wellesley's foreign policy and, knowing himself to be  respected by both Arthur 

and Richard Wellesley, he must have regretted their departure and the loss of their interest. He 

makes no mention of the change of leadership, but would have known that retrenchment and more 

limited opportunities were likeljr to be the new order of the day. Akhough officially going on leave, 

Munro seems to have had no intention of returning to India when he eventually left for Britain in 

October 1807. He had not been given the opportunity he so badly wanted to demonstrate his ability 

as a military commander in the field - possibly owing to lack of patronage but also, perhaps, 

because he had been too useful in supply and administration - but he had no wish to spend the rest 

of his life in administration. Fn Britain he tried, umuccessfully, to obtain a diplomatic or political 

appointment. As Munro sailed home, Malcolm and Elphinstone, who by this time were zxperienced 

diplomats and well-established political officers, were full of optimism. They were expecting to be 

sent on professionally advantageous foreign missions. 

While Mumo and Malco'lrn, members of the Madras military service. took part in the Fourth 

Mysore War, Elphinstune, a Bengal civilian, remained at his first post as assistant to the registrar 

at Benares. Fn 1500, h o m e r ,  he applied to attend Fort William College, Elphinstone was one of 

the Fist students admitted. but he attended for only a few weeks before accepting a weii-paid 

aRevenue letter from Fun St Gearge to a u r t  of directors. 21 Oct 1807. quoted in ibid, 2: 244. See Cilerg. Munro. 2: 238-46. 
Appendix 2 Forotherexpressicins ofrhe -.ladrasand Home go~ernments'approval of Nunro'sadmlnistratton of tit Ceded Districts. 

* Munro to his mother. 23 Oct. f S1.35. quoted in Gteig Munro, 1: 350. 



appointment on  the staff of the residency at PtwnaTQ ?Vellesley's attzntiian nas probably directed 

to Efphinstone by Hen;; Dundas, s h o  had promised Lady Elphinsttlnc in 1793 that. although he 

never interfered in Indian appointmen&. hc "\\auld makc kno\\n" to the new governor-general "the 

friendly interest he took in the young n-riter."" But it Is also possible that by applving to the college, 

Etphinstone recommended himself to Wellcsfet- as an ambitious and intelligent voung man: the sort 

Weksleywas keen to patmni'ze. WclIesley may in fact, haw been misled. Elphinstone's application 

probably reflected a desire for a marc livelv smiaf Iife and the nppormnity to studv for its o m  sake 

rather thafi ambition. This view is sttpportcd by his luke-warm attitude lo the Poona appointment. 

His friend Edward Strachey is-& uffcrod the position of sccrctary to Colonel Kirkpatrick, who had 

been appointed to succeed Colonel \V~ifiam Palmer, and Elphinstone was to be his assistant. 

Strachey was reluctant to accept. kecamc h e  tias afraid that he, ivtluld have "less leisure at Poona 

than here." Elphinstone advised hi= to discuss the job with Kirkpatrick, "and if he should say that 

it would employ the assistant constant!!, the offer ought to be rejected."-i2 

Strachey, like Etpfrimtune, was wefl-connected. His father, If enry Strachq. had been in India 

from 1764 to 1767 as private secretan. to Robert C five, reputedly accumulating f l8,UOO during three 

years. Clive's interest enabled him to enter parliament in 1765, and he remained a member of 

parkiment, ~ 5 t h  close ties with the East India Company and holding a succession of important 

government offices, untij his retirement in 1807. H e  married Clive's first cousin, Jane Kelsall, and 

became guardian to Clive's son after his suicide." Henry Strachey's ward, the second Lord Clive, 

u;as governor of Madras at the time Edward Strachey and Elphinstone were deliberating about 

Pmna,  Their dilettante attitude to .self-paid appointments which would set them securely on the 

&t%f?t?. E!phfns!or.e. p. 27 

" Dundas to Lady Efphinstons. Jan. 17% cited in Coiebrwke. Elphinstone. 1: 20. 

j2 Elphinsrone. joumaI, 23 Jan. B€X. quoted in Cots5rooke. Ef~hinstonc. 1: 22 and Cotron, Eluhinslone. p. 22. 

" Charles R Sanders, The Srraehev Famill=- 1588-1932, freprinl edition, New Yo& 196-81, pp. 67-73 
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path to promotion in the political sewice wnuid have been incomprehensible to less privileged 

Company employees. 

A serious illness prevented Kirkpatrick fro= taking up the appointment at Poona and, in 

May 1801, Malcolm was told by ffenr): Wellesfer. that he (Malcolm) might be appointed instead.js 

But in the end, Malcolm was made temporary private secretan: to the governor-general and Barry 

Close went to Poona. Thc delay in chwrsing a new resident at the peshwa's court meant there was 

no urgenq- far Elphinstone and Strachey to rsach their post. Although they left Calcutta in March 

1801, with an entourage r,E one hundred and fiftl- servmts, eight elcphnnts. eleven camels, four 

horses and ten buIlocks, they tmk neark a year on the journey. Thcy foIlowed a circuitous route and 

made many lengthy stops along the way but, while travelling, Elphinstone did prepare himself for 

his new duties by adding the Maratha language to the list of subjects he \vas s t ~ ~ d y i n g . ~ ~  As junior 

residerq appointments were the rung above the College on the ladder to full membership in British 

India's ftdlne - elite, WelIesiey eqected res=.sidents to observe the intetiectuaf attributes of  their staff 

and LO report on "any of inclin:,tion or  abjlities on their part.'"" If they performed 

satisfactorily. however, the.; were assured of steady advancement. 

Tbr: Poona residency \xas arl important diplom2ttii. post bccausc, after the defeat and death 

of Tinu Sultan. the Maratha states %%ere expected to prwide the only serious threat to the security 

- or opposition to the e,upansion - of the  company"^ territories. Elphinstone's journal entries from 

Pmna  mention continuous n :giatiatiarts with the different hilasatha ruiers that were intended by 

Wellsfey to further his policy of establishing British military supremacy throughout the 

sutbcoati~ient.~ me peshwa itf P a m a  ruled me of the Cve main Hindu states that made up what 

kWfeEesky to Close. 1799. qua& in Fisher. Residene;. ppp. 4!5-16. Tiis lerter referred lo three young men appointed to the 
~-esrde~fcy at Mysore. not to Stwchey and EIphins~one. 

EJphiirsrme. journal. ad., Im cired in Caiebrmke. EI~hinstane, 1: 40-2: Ingram, Two Views. p. 6. 
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the British called the Maratha confederacy. Under the titular over-lordship of the raja of Satara, the 

p e s h a  had been, by tradition and power, the dominant member of the five but, when Elphinstone 

arrived in Pmna early in ISUZ, Daulat Rao Sindhia of Gwalior was the most formidable. He 

eontrolled Delhi. and the no Ionger powerful -Mughul emperor. and was dominating the present 

peshwa, Baji Rao II. He himself, however, was being challenged by 3eshwant Rao Tlolkar of fndore, 

who controffed little terrhrq. but could bring a large army of irregular troops into the field. The 

eaeh'i'ar of Baroda was closely aftkd 1vitt.1 the British but the intentions of the raja of Berar, who ./ 
might be important ~trate@cal@~ because his lands lay between Bengal and the Company's east 

coast territorics, the Circars, were unpredictable. 

Under the system of subsidiary alliances that WeIlesIey favoured to achieve his foreign policy 

objectives with the Indian states, the British were paid for supplying troops and protection to their 

allies in cash or, preferably* by thc cession of revenue producing territory, Thc Company pledged 

non-interference in the aIIys internal affairs but controlled its foreign relations. Wellesley had 

negotiated such a treaty wjth ffyderabad in ISCB, and he argued that a similar arrangement with the 

peshwa would enable him to regulate the rciatiom between the different Maratha states as well as 

those between Britain and Paona. The Maratha princes, however, were well aware that this type ol 

an alliance meant the end of independence. The peshwa, therefore, hcfd Weliesky at bay until his 

position within the Maratha confkderacy bad deteriorated to the point at which he had to have 

British help to retain his throne.'& In October 1802 his fr~rces, together with Sindhia's, were 

defeated by IIoIkar's army outside the walls of Poona. Compelled to seek refuge in British territory, 

Baji Ratz was induced ro accept a subsidiarj. alliance the terms of which were defined on 31 

December in the treat). of Bassein* Arthur Weflesley escorted the peshtva back to Pmna and 

re-established him m the throne in May 1803, whife approaches were made to Sindhia and the raja 

.Y.Ibtsid ppl. 6-T. See U.N. Chakrax-or&, Aids-Maratha Retations and Malcolm. 1798-183. (New Delbi: 19791, Chap. 1, for an 
acmmt. of inter-Maratha relations. 
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of Berar to o b t ~ i n  their appsoml of the treaty. 

Accurding to U.N. Chakravorty who cites Maratha soures, Sindhia objected to the treaty 

on the ground that, although the peshwa was the chief of the Rilaratha confederacy and his decision 

was binding on the other members, h e  was obliged by accepted usage to consult Sindhia, Holkar and 

tbe raja of Berar on all matters as important as treaties and war. The p h w a  had not adhered to 

the convention because he had made the treaty under compulsion. The Maratha leaders wished to 

settk their internal disputes withour_ British intervention and to free the peshwa from British 

tutelage. Sindhia and the raja of Berar and their armies came together, close to the territories of the 

nizam of Hydcrabad, who was under British protection, Colonel John Cullins, the resident at 

Shdhia's mrtrt. de!ivered tuo ultimatums directing the princes to comp!y svith the terms of the treaty 

of Bassein, among other demands. and to ctt.;ithdraw and separate their forces o r  face war." The 

Maratha princes procrastinated and war began on 6 August 13Xa 

At the beginning of Februarf 1803, Mafcolrn had been appointed resident at &@sore, Almost 

immediately, however, he xas instsucted to join Arthur Wellesley's army as the governor-general's 

confidential agent and h e  aceampanied Welfesley on his march to Poona to reinstate the p e ~ h w a , ~ '  

Malcolm, who was in poor health, remained at Poona. however, when Wellesiey and the army moved 

north to confront Sindhia and the raja of Berar. and he now met Elphinstonc for the first time. 

Malcotm returned to the army in 3uFy but, by the time war broke out a month later, he was again 

t m  3 to go on campaign. %%e~ h e  left for Bombay to recuperate, he recommended that 

Hi Chalu:itvony. .jutdo-Maratha Rehtions pp. 29-10 and Chap. Z See also AS.  i3cnncil. 'The .Anglo-Maratha Conkonration 
of June alad h i ) .  i8@3." 3oumai of %he Rot4 -&iaric Smietv (Octakr. IWiiZj: 107-31. ijenncii argues ihiii. axsing Io ihe June and 
July pcak of the m a m n  seasun in Ihe no-them Decan, it was in the interests of Sindhia and the raja of Berar to delay aciion 
against t k  Bririsi. until rhs autumn *bile It was in ;tziur tVeilesfey's interest to fight whik Maratha mobility was hindered by 
B d e d  rivcrr The Maratha princessraIfed far Lime untif the end of 3 c i l j ~ h e n  they suggested that both their Forcesand Weiiesfey's 
sheuId wi&dmw ta their'5uai srarions"-ffiiswzs unacceptable tct Weilesley. fn a statement justifying the war. apparently prepared 
by Maicotm. it was claimed that the Marathas had demanded Bririshwitbdraxat lo  Madras. Seringpatarn and Bombay while Sindhia 
and the raja of Berar proposed to remain OR rk biznter with Hyderabad. A \Vellesiey to Dauht Raa Sindhia, (twnsiaslon) 6 ,kg. 
2803.  Weiksfey: l3esparche.s. Treaties a d  other Papers. ied. Owen). p. 3-41. 



Elphinstone should replace him. 

'Whether Maico!rn was impressed with Eiphinstone's knowledge and ability, or whether he 

merely thought it politic to do a service for a very welf-connected young man, is impossible to say, 

but Malcolm's misfortune - and patronage - gave Elphinstone an invaluable opportunity. He 

twuld not have been able to grasp it. however, despite his connections, had he not been a 

reasonably proficient linguist 1%-ith some kntmledge of Maratha affairs. Arthur Wellesley employed 

him in intelligence and as an interpreter: he was as ye! too inexperienced in diplomacy to assume 

Malcolm's potiticaI role. Ef phim tone distrusted his linguistic abilities - he knew littie Hindi and 

when dealing with Marathas. could nor "readily understand all that is said to me, much less say all 

that f ought to cxprcss ... I even find a difficulty with Deckanee Muss~lmans ."~ He appears to have 

satisfied Arthur Welleslev, hrxvevcr. and. despite his civilian status, rode wi~h him at the battle of 

Assaye, charged with the cavalry at Argaum and mounted the breach with the storming party at the 

siege of G a ~ i i g a r h ; ~ ~  martial exploits emphasised by Elphinstone's nineteenth-century biographers. 

The taking of Gaxvilgarh in December 1803 brought chc war against Sindhia and Berar to 

a cfose* Malcolm returned in camp the foliowing day, disappointed to have missed the final action 

but ready to join in the negotiation5 for peace. That same night Elphinstone dictated the treaty with 

Berar to his Persian writers and. the fotloning morning, MaIcoln~ "looked over the Persian of the 

rreatv," which had been dictated at such speed that Elphinstone feared the quality of his Persian 

"must be infamous."@ The trio men then breakfasted together and discussed Elphinstone's future 

prospects. There were openings at both the r a i d e n q  at 3agpur and with the resident at Sindhia's 

cawt and Lord Wellesley had indicated that Efphimtone might cficmse '"what situation [ne] wishes 

6-'C3ttan. Elphinstone. pp. 37: 50: 41-2 See Randolf G.S. Cooper, "Wellington and the Marathas in 1803." international History 
Re%iw; 13. (1989): 31 4 for an anafyiis orf the battles of A s a ~ s  and Argarrrn. Cooper argues that ihe klaratha annies were more 
sophlsrica&d than they are usually gken credit for but suffered from their lack of an efficienr officer corps. 
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to  fiil."65 W ~ h u r  Wellesley told Elphinstone to choose "with a view to the speediest succession to 

the chief situation," pointing out that fusiah Webbe, technically resident at Nagpur although he had 

not taken up the appointment. \vvuld soon move on, and that Collins would not be returning to 

Sindhia's court, and would be replaced by someone from Bengal. Both Arthur Weflesley and 

MalcoIm argued that Nagpur w u f d  be most advantageous for E l p h i n s t ~ n e . ~  In the political lint 

promotion by seniority was generafly accepted, if not a fmed rule6; and by placing Elphinstone as 

first assistant at Nagpur, Malcolm and Arthur tVellesley made sure that he wmld be first in line to 

succeed Webbe. 

In a private letter, Efphinstonc confesses that he hated the prospect of Nagpur: "I begin to 

wish for idleness, society, and ladies: and I dread being stationed long at a place where I shall be 

so  solitary" but he stresses Malcolm's kindness and emphasises his obligation to him for arranging 

his position with ,Arthur Weksley's army L4alcoim had been instrumental in obtaining two 

career-building appointments for Ejphinstone and one, possibly two, for hfunro. 

AEter Eiphinstone's departure for Nagpur, Malcolm was sent to replace Collins at Sindhia's 

court to conclude the negotiations for peace, a subsidiary alliance and the seulement of the status 

of Gwdictr and Gohud, possessions claimed by both Sindhia and a minor Maratha chief. The peace 

negotiatiom were relatively straight-funmrd and the treaty of Bhurampur. for ivhich -Malcolm gained 

much credit, was signed at the end of FcHsruary.@ The issue of Cualior and Gohud. however. was 

more complex and Malcolm gar into difficulties. He believed that the fortress of Givalior was 

rightfully Sindhia's and, for reasons of principle as well as policy. should be returned to him. 

*Far ahe terms of the treaty of Bhurampur, 27 feb. lW, ih?f. 3 156-63. .A \VellesIey corresponded frequently with Malcolm 
during the corn. and in the immediate afrezxarfi of, the negoiiarions. See I Jan. 1604 to 13 March 1804. U?). 3: 20-140, paswm. 



Weflesley, for reasons of policy, wished to keep it.@' Malcolm was severely censured; Mzjm ~Merrick 

Shawe, Welleslefs private secretary, informed Malcolm that 

Ysur having shown a great disposition to admit the justice of Sindhia's right (claim) 
to Gwalior and Gohud is likely, Lord Wellesiey thinks, to give his enemies in 
Leadenhall-street room to found an accusation against Lard Weltesley of injustice 
and rapacity in insisting upon retaining these possessions contrary to the opinion of 
the resident." 

Upset over the breach with the governor-general. Malcolm handed over the negotiations to Webbe 

and retired to the coast, ostensibly to recuperate from the illnesses that had troubled him 

intermittently for much of 1503 and 1504. Webbe's appointment to succeed Malcolm at Sindhia's 

court benefitted Elphinstone, however, who was promoted from acting resident to resident at Nagpur 

Maicofm was supported by Arthur Weflesley. Shortly before the  issue oS Gwalior became 

mntroversiaf, Arthur told Mafcalrn, self-righteously: "I would sacrifice Gwalior. or every frontier of 

India, ten times over, in order to preserve our credit for scrupulous good faith, and the advantages 

and honor we gained by the late war and the peace."7s After Malcolm had been reprimanded by 

the governor-general, Arthur toid his brother f fenry that Sind hia deeply resented the Company's 

retention of Gwalior "and the misfortune is that, between ourselves, I think we are in the wrong ... I 

differ uith the governor-general both as to the right and policy of keeping this fort." He  went on to 

camplah that the system of moderation and concifiation he had followed in making the peace 

treaties, "ivhich had been s n  highly approwd neb extolled," had been abandoned. "Our enemies are 

G* See A Weliesley to  Malcolm. 29 March, 30 March. 1 April and 22 May 1804 for A Wellesley's sympathy for Malcolm's 
position, 3: 298-9. See K a p .  h.falcofm. 1: 262-37 for Malm1m"s perspective on the Gwalir~ controversy. Chakravorty argues 
than the sitnation was confused for Makulm by the fact that General Iake, commander-in-chiet India, had concluded a separate 
smerrl-l s h r z *  GWz!ior and Gab& \%it$ m e  d Si~dhlz's feudarer%%, ,&nba;i !sgles. and char it. We!!cs!ey t w k  three differeni -e-- - --- ----- 
lines aq the issue when writing ro Sindhra. MatcoIrn and the gu~ernw-general. Chakravort): .h&-Maratha Relations. Chap. 3. 

'E N.B. Edmonstone, governmenr sec~craq, 1 0  Elphinstone. I5 June 1804. ENC? p. 51. For relations with Nagpur during 
Wefteslqfs governar-generalship. see AC Bane Gee. "British Retarions with Nagpur, 1798-ISUS.'' Journal of Indian Historv 28, 
jf 939: 217-25. 
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much disgusted, and compIain ... of our want of faith.' Arthur concluded by observing that someone 

was needed at Calcutta with the courage to speak his mind to the governor-general. "Since you and 

Malcolm have left him, there is nobody about him with the capacity to understand these subjects, 

who has nerves to discuss them with him, and to oppose his sentiments when he is wrong."73 

Malcolm's difficulties in the Gwalior imtretemps stemmed from the fact that he was in closer 

communication with Arthur, and in closer accord with Arthur's viem on policy, than with those of 

the governor-general. As the Supreme government's representative at Sindhia's court, however, he 

was expected to carry out the policies of the governor-genzral-in-council, not the policies he and 

Arthur WelIesley preferred. Malcolm's pursuit of patronage has given him a reputation for 

sycophancy but, over the Gwaiior issue and in Arthur Wellesley's opinion, at least at this stage of 

his career, he was able and willing to stand up to his superiors. 

Wellesley resigned the governor-generalship in 1805. pre-empting his recall by a Home 

government alarmed and an-gry at the c o s ~  of his wars, but his breach with Makolm was settled 

before he left India." He was succeeded by Com'ivallis, who died two manths after arriving in India, 

and then by Sir George Barlow, who. as senior member of the Bengal council, became acting 

governor-general until Lord Minto arrived from Britain in June 1907. The Company was still at war 

with Holkar in northern India, and hIalcolm was employed as political agent with Lord Lake's army 

tvhich was pushing Holkar's forces into Sikh territorv in the Punjab.?j While engaged in negotiations 

with Holkar, Sindhia and some of the Sikh chiefs, Malcolm took the opportunity to obtain 

informatian on Sikh history, religion and government. At first he intended to use it for a paper to 

be pubfished in Asiatic Researches. the journal of the Asiatic Society, but he changed his mind and 

" %Vellesley to Malcolm, 14 June iw MlifaIcoIm to Wellesfey, 26 July 1804. quored In Kaye, Ma!colm. 1: 280-6. 

-- -" See AS. Bennell "Factors in the Marquis Wellesley's Failure against Hotkar. 1804," Bulletin of the School of Oriental 2nd 
Mrican Stadia 23, (1965): 553-81 for an analysis of lSAnglo-Maratha Relations at this time. Bennell argues that Welfesiey's inability 
to come to an agreement with Holkar in 1W was a diplomaric, rather than a military. failure. 
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published it later in book form under the title Sketch of the Sikhs. Although he hoped the work 

would be  an improvement on the existing and inadequate histories of the Sikhs, he nevertheless saw 

it as only a preliminary study which would, perhaps, stimulate and provide a foundation for a more 

comprehensive work by someone "with more leisure." G. Khurana states that although the book is 

sometimes inaccurate, it is more profound than three earlier British works on the subject and is 

particularly valuable on Sikh institutions and societv. It enhanced the knowledge of Malcolm's 

contemporaries and had considerable influence on later historians of the Sikhs." 

Barlow accepted the terms for peace negotiated with both Sindhia and Holkar by Lake and 

Malcolm, but added "declaratory articles" which they felt reflected badly on British good faith.77 

Lake uithdrew from the negotiations and Malcolm soon returned to Mysore. Malcolm has been 

represented by M.E. Yapp as a poor diplomatist, whose negotiations with the Marathas were 

criticized by Wellesley and later by Haslings. He claims that h4alcolm was unable to estimate the 

weaknesses of his adversaries, gave way on im~ar tant  points and tried to buy agreements in an 

unsuccessful attempt to disguise the truth that he was a poor bargainer.78 During the Wellesley 

regime, however, Malcdm u-ds merely following custom; there was money allocated in the budget 

fof what were in reality bribes. Arthur Wellesley claimed that it was impossible to do business at a 

Maratha court without buying hejp. He told Close that as the British must have accurate information 

about everything that happened at the peshwa's court, he should "forthwith ...p ay Ragonaut Rao," 

the pahwa's minister, to provide kT9 Elphinstone at Nagpur paid similar pensions to ministers of 

the raja of Berar. 

a 13. Khurana, British Historiographv on the Sikh Power In the Puniab. ( I ~ n d o n  and New York: 1985), pp. 138: 17-31 

rs Editofs introduction, Malcolm. Political Histore 1: xxii: Kaye, Malcolm. 1: 353. Chakravorty, Anglo-Maratha Relalions, 
provides derails of Malcolm's role in the diplomatic and miIitar). manoeuvring that took place between the Company and the 
Marathas between 1804 and 18% and the change of Campany poiicy under Cornwallis and Barlow. See Chap. 4. 
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In his differences with both Wellesley and Barlow, Malcolm claimed to adhere to the 

principle that trust and incentive were better methods of achieving political objectives than force - 

an approach later described with little enthusiasm by Elphinstone as Malcolm's "confidence 

~ys te rn . "~  One of Malcolm's outstanding talents. however, was an ability to provide a broad 

philosophical context for issues that were attracting general attention. and he could have justified 

his reliance on the principles of trust and sympathy as an approach to diplomacy by a reference to 

the precepts tsf contemporary moral philosophjr. The two qualities were regarded as more important 

to the s u ~ s f u i  conduct of formal as well as informal social relationships than laws, 

Malcolm returned in March 1807 to his post as resident at Mysore, intending to "draw my 

salary for eighteen months" and then return to B ~ i t a i n . ~ ~  When Minto arrived at Madras in June 

on his way to Calcutta, Mafcolm. who was about to get married, did nut go to meet him. He did, 

however, write to Minto's son, John Elliot, who had been a Company writer since 1803 but was now 

private sexretary to his father. He expIained that as his services had been ignored by the Home 

government. owing to his "crime of doing my duty under Lord Wellesley," he now intended to make 

"the sordid motive of adding a few rupees more to my fortune" his guiding principle before returning 

Home. He  added rhat, although he was still ambitious, India was not the place to look for fame3' 

Lord &finto himself replied to the lament, thanking him for his kindness to his son and explaining 

that, had it not been for Malcolm's imminent marriage, he would have invited him to Madras to 

consult him "on the most important branches of our public  affair^."^ 

On JuIy 1807, MaIcolm married Charlotte Campbell, the daughter of Alexander Campbell, 

Elphinstone to John Adam, 15 Nov. 1817. quoted in Colebroake. Elphinstone. 2: 5. 

MaicoIrn to Colonel take, Jan fW> quoted in Kaye, 1: 378. 

Malcolm to Elliot, 29 June lW7, quoted in ibi&? 1: 334-5. 

Minto to Malcolm, n.d. quoted in ibid., 1: 3 5 - 6 .  
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a colonel in the Crown army.84 A publicly more momentous contract was signed the same week by 

the emperors of France and Russia at Tilsit. This alliance, in conjunction with the arrival of a French 

migtary mission in Persia, raised again the spectre of an overland invasion of India by a European 

power and caused Minto to send missions to Persia, Afghanistan, Sind and Lahore to arrange 

alliances aimed at protecting the north-west approaches to British India. Much to Malcolm's 

indignation, Sir Harford Jones, formerly the resident at Baghdad, was chosen by the Home 

government to go to Persia: Elphinstone volunteered, and was eventually selected by Minto, to go 

to Afghanistan. 

Malcolm mzy have made use of his distant relationship to the Elliots to further his career 

interests during Minto's governor-generalship. The friendly interest he took in John Elliot may also 

have been prompted by the fact that Minto was president of the board of control before he became 

governor-general. Malcolm had, howeser, sent papers to Minto before the latter was appointed to 

head the board of control, In 1504 he sent a memorandum, one hundred and thirty one pages long, 

entitled "Remarks on a Paper entitled Anonymous Obsemations on Maratha Affairs," in wnich he 

defended Lurd Wellesley by addressing the question "whether the governor-general has exceeded 

his legal authority or gone beyond the instruction under which (if his own authority was inadequate) 

his powers wzre derivedws The memorandum allowed Malcolm to show how much he knew about 

the problems of British Indian government. In his relations with Minto, Malcolm may also have 

t a b  advantage of Charlotte Campbell's acquaintance with Minto's children. Charlotte hinted in 

1805 at a prior acquaintance with John and Miss Elliot when approaching Minto on behalf of the 

husband of one of her friends. Certainly. by contemporary standards, Malcolm had close enough 

connections with the Elliots to justify the papers he  showered on to Minto. And he was not alone 

Kaye. Natcoln. 1: 386. 

Memorandum by Malcolrn, 20 Oct. f 804: NLS, Ms. 11719 



in "spunging to Gibby," as Elphinstone called itmS6 

As he had done on Wellesley's arrival, Malcolm sent a long memorandum to ~Wnto soon 

after the new governor-general reached India. This time, however, rather than demonstrating his by 

now well-known knowledge of Indian politics, he used it to promote his claims to head the Persian 

mission instead of IIarford Jones - although he included, for Minto's benefit, a severe critique of 

most of the members of the Supreme government. He was to do the same for Lord William 

Bentinck in 1528, although his portraits on that occasion were less brutal and, after several months 

of getting acquainted with his colleagues, Bentinck congratulated Malcolm un their accuracyg7 

These portraits, or, in the case of the ones sent to Minto, character assassinations, were a 

career-building technique, later disdained - at least publicly - by Victorian pro-consuls. As Yapp 

points out, however, Malcolm's methods were common enough at the His analysis of the 

abilities and temperaments of Company officials was probably intended to give the impression that 

he had attained greater authority than the men he was describing: he was a superior looking down 

and assessing the staff. It also implied, howzser. a more intimate - or collusive - connection with 

the governor-general than was warranted by his position. 

In Minto's case, Malcolm's tactics seem to have succeeded. Mnto  could not send Malcolm 

as the government of India's emoy to Persia while Jones was there representing the Crown, but 

decided to send him to visit the Persian Gulf States. Iraq and southern Persia to persuade the local 

rulers from allying with the French. Perhaps because his conciliatory approach to the Marathas had 

brought oficial censure, Malcolm now tmk a different diplomatic line. Yapp is again critical; this 

time of the way Malcolm used "bluster and a display of force" in April 1308 to take advantage of rhe 

"D Etphistone to Strachey, 23 April 1803. hiss Eur., EsiZn and Charlolte Malcolm to Minro. 6 June 1608, MS. Ms. 11146. 

" Mafcolm to Minta, 26 Ju& 1805, cited in Yapp, Stratepies pp. 49-50: Bentinck to Malcolm, 9 July 1828, acknowledges receipt 
of 1Malcolm's %eq- interesting paper on dwmatis personae;" Bentinck to Malcolm, 30 Sept. 1828, comments on Malcolm's accuracy. 
Bentin& 1: 47-9; 1: 83. 

@ Yapp, Strategies, p. 54. 
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weakness of the sultan of Muscat - his vulnerability from the sea and his dependence on Indian 

trade - to force an agreement on him to suit British ends.89 Malcolm's threats against the Qajars 

a month Iater were impotent, however, as a display of British force :n the Gulf was unlikely to 

impress anyone at Tehran, and his mission was aborted when the shah refused permission for him 

to advance beyond Shiraz Minto was dismayed by Malcolm's tactics. He  had justified Malcolm's 

mission to Robert Dundas in enthusiastic terms: "By Colonel Malcolm, if by any man living, we may 

hope to detach Persia from her hostile alliance with our enemy, and if that benefit is no longer 

attainable, we shall receive from Colonel Malcolm authentic information and judicious advice." But 

in July &%into told Lieutenant-General George Hewett, the commander-in-chief, India, in strict 

confidence, that Malcolm "has disappointed me exceedingly," while to the chief secretary, Neil 

Edrnonstone. he wrote: "Malcolm's proceding at Muscat, has been affected with the original sin of 

his whole s j ~ t e m . " ~  

On Malcolm's return to India from Iran, Barlaw, who had become governor of Madras on 

Minto's arrival, requested him to deal with a mutiny of European officers in the Company army at 

Masulipatam. High-handedness having failed to elicit approval in regard lo Persia and Muscat, 

Mdcofm returned to conciliation, but the measures he used to secure the release of the commanding 

officer displeased Barlow, who fasoured severity, and Malcolm was replaced. -Malcolm went to Persia 

again at Minto's bidding in 1810 and did reach Tehran, but he became a victim of what was to 

become known as tke "Persian dilemma;" the question debated throughout the nineteenth century 

as to whether relations with Persia should be the responsibility of Whitehall or Calcutta. Jones, with 

superior C r o w  credentiais, was already at Tehran when Malcolm arrived and it was Jones, cot 

Malcclrn, who negotiated the expulsion of the French mission and a new treaty with the shah. 

*Mint0 toDundas, n.d.. 1808, quoted in Minto. Gilbert Elliar. Lord Minto ifl India: Life and Letters of Gilbert Elliot. First Carl 
of Mhia  from 1807-1514, ed. countess of Minto. flondon: 18801, p. 108 and Minto to Hewett, 30 July 1808, Minta, Life and Letters, 
pp. I1C15; Minto to Edmonstone. n.&. If?&& ibid.. pp. 115-16. 
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Malcolm handled the situation badly and returned to Bombay jealous, disappointed and bitter. 

From 1795 until Wellcsley's departure in 1805, Malcolm's career-building techniques had 

proved spectacularly suess fu l  and his performance of his duties had generally satisfied official 

expectations. The Gwalior controversy, however. foretold a period in which. although actively 

involved in important events, Malcolm achieved little and experienced a great deal of frustration. 

On his return to Bombat; in Noiwnber 1510, therefore, he settled down to use his pen to enhance. 

or perhaps restore, his repstation. He began with the Sketches of the Political Elistorv of India, a 

somewhat rash foray intri the dangerous waters of contemporary history in defence of Wef!esley's 

governor-generalship, published in 181 1. In a pamphlet on the crisis at Masulipatam, entitled 

"Observations on the Disturbances in the Madras Army in 1809," Malcolm explains the grievances 

which led to the mutiny, dealing again with the problems of poor morale that had engaged his 

attention in London in 1794. At the same time he justifies his own conduct towards the mutineers 

on the psychological principle that men respond more PavourabIy to a show of confidence than to 

rigid discipline. His most important work, however, was his History of Persia. Very little was known 

about Persia and Malcolm, like most Scottish historians of the time, used an examination of the past 

to help him form general opinions on contemporary society and government.'l The last five 

chapters of the work deal with recent Persian history, providing information and analysis useful to 

anyone responsible for the defence of the north-west frontier of India or trying to assess the likely 

effect of Russo-Persian relations on European affairs. Its publication in 1815 brought hkilcolm's 

name to the attention of the reading public, not only in Britain but also in other parts of Europe, 

doing more t~ mai~tatain his reputatim as an authority on Persia than both of his last two diplomatic 

missions.= 

" See Part It. Chap. 7. kfow. 

92 See Edward Ingram, "Fami$ and Fadion in Ihe Great Game in &ia: The Struggle over the Persian Mission. 1825-1835," 
Middle Eastern Studies 17, (1Wf): 291-309 far an acccunt of how F+faImlm exploited and proiecied his unofficial, but professionally 
valuabie, status as Persian expert. 
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Malcoim was hsi; witkg history when hc receive a visit from Elphinstonc on his way to 

take up a new position as rcsident at Pnona in Fcbruary 1811. They had last met at Arthur 

Wellesley's camp at Ellichpur in December I SOT and had since had many professional experiences 

on which to compare notes. As a diplomat Elphinstonc had been less crmtrrwersial than hlalcolrn, 

but his acl~ievemena were nut uutstanding and he, too, was worried about his future prospects. 

Elphinstone had spent three years at Nagpur from ffcxmbcr 1803 until January 1807. New 

to the responslbitities of a resident. at first he was carefully coached and closely supertiscd, in 

particular by Arthur Wellrdey. Mtcr six months, howevcr, Elphinstone was told that the 

gmrnor-general approved the "judgement, firmness, and ability" he had shown in his dealings with 

the raja of Berar during Ihc f3st important months after the c~nclusicm of the ~ a r . ~ V Z e  was told 

the same in December 1804. a moment ilrf ~CIISC Anglo-Maratha rcfations. but he  was also told that 

he  had gone too far in threatening to withdraw from Nagpur. He was t o  remain there to persuade 

the raja to zsk for a subsidiary force9' Reporting the incident to Strachey, Eiphinstone remarked 

that "You neser saw such hat water in your days ... but all ended wl i .  Lord W[eilesley] said that, 

though convinced of the raja's intention tu renew the war, h e  believed him to have lately dropped 

his intention: su everything went smuoth, and f got a kudos for "energy and firmness."Ys Arthur 

Welfesliey, however, saw Elphinstone's role differentfy. He believed that. although peace with the 

Marathas was precarious, 

There is..,a wide difference between preparation ... and an actual determination to go 
to war at all events; and 1 am sorry to observe that my friend Eiphinstune w a  not 
aware of that difference Accordingly in his despatches hc has almost considered war 
as existing, and has created an unnecessary alarm, which will be the caure of an 
enormous expensegf' 

Edmonstone to Elphinsrone. 15 June 1804. E, F. 51. 

9* Etfmonsrone to Efphinstone. 331 Dec f SW, ibid., pp. f SG-9. 

Eiphinstone to Strachey. 13 April lW. quoted in Colehrooke. Eiphinstone. 1: 128. 

" A. Wellesley to .&new, 13 Jan. 1805, WSI). 4: 479-81. 
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Elphinstone's peritxl at X a ~ u r  is supposed to haw attracted favourablc attention to his dipionlatic 

skills, but as Lord Weksle.; w s  rccaltcd in large - part as a result of thc esccssive cost of his military 

ventures, Elphinstone was fortunate that Arthur U'e1lt;tslq was about to lcave Zndiz. He was no 

longer personally involved in the Companfs diplomatic and military affairs or he might hase issued 

a rebcke - afthrtugh that might have been tactIcss as Elphinstone's Uncle William was chairman 

of the Company at the time." 

In January 1807, Elphiastune, who had been suffering bouts of depression and pr9or health 

during his generally uneventfuf years as Nagpur, received permission to go on leave to  Calcutta and, 

for nine months, enjoyed mixed c.cmpmy and a mare congenial scxial life. The Calcutta Gazette 

described a rnasq~rerade for three hundred pcttplc given on 11 Dcwfnbcr 1807 by P/iountstuart 

Efphinstone, Richard Strachey, Richrnrtnd Thackeray (father of the novelist. William Thackeray) and 

a Perry. as one of "'particular spfendour. animation. gaiety, and appropriate humour,"98 An 

entertainment on this scale can haw done Iirtlc to  help Elphinstone tu escape from debt. 

During the tedious ?ears at Nagpur Elphinstone had added international law to his studies, 

reading works by Grotius and Pufendnrf. Barbeyrac's commentaries on Pukndorf and the 

conternparary works on law of R.P. Ward,* probably with a view 10 preparing himself for the more 

interestling diplomatic appointments he hoped would come his way. After returning to Nagpur from 

leave in April 1808, he asked his cousin, John Adam, who by this time had some influence in the 

Calcutta secretariat, to try to get him appointed to one of the missions likely to be sent beyond the 

north-west frontier as a consequence of "the intendcd invasion of [India] by the French, with the 

assistance af the king of Persia." Elphimtone did not expect to be  selected, because he thought 

P" Yapp. Strateries. p. I6l: Philips. East India Companv. p. 140. 

Calcutta Gazette, 17 Dec  1507. quoted in Sanders, Strachey Family. p. 106. 

* Ch!ebrooke, Elphinsrone. 2:  W it% 119: Fisher. "Indirect Rule,"' p. 416. 
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Mnto had "[he w r s t  possbie opinbn" of him,jm According to Cotton, there were traces of "a 

traditionary feud" between ihe t\w Scottish fa mi lie^.!"^ If there was a feud. hoxvever, it does not 

seem te have prejudiced LVinto against Elphinstone, for three months Iater h e  ordered him to go 

to Delhi to prepare for a mission ro Afghanistan. 

Elphinstone was pleased with this assignment, because he saw it as an opportunity to 

participate. albeit peripherally. in international affairs but. by the time he met Shah Shuja, the ruler 

of Kabul, at Peshawar in 1808, the missiara's importance had declined. Hapoieon's Spanish campaign 

removed the likelihood of a Eurupean expedition against India. while Shuja was fighting, and losing, 

a civil war, The Afghans trcatcd the embassy courteously. bul Elphinstone was not empowered to 

offer the help Shuja needed and nothing of political value emerged from their meetings. Although 

criticized for expense, and for some of his policy recommendations, the mission nevertheless 

established Elphinstone's reputation as a diplomat: he was fortunate that Minto and the authorities 

in India, hoping to disguise the fact that the mission had bcen costly and pointless, emphasis4 the 

polished manner in which the negotiations had been conducted rather than their results. 

Although the diplomatic achievements of Malcolm's Persian and Elphinstone's Afghan 

missions were negligible, :heir careers benefitted from Minto's over-reaction to the French invasion 

scare of 1805. on account of their ability as 'twiters. The court of directors had decreed in 1805 that 

"all available information on the geographv and history of India should be colk~ted."~@ This 

dictum. which could obviously be applied to any place likely to be of interest to the Indian 

government, provided a superb opportunity for anyone with novel and useful information, and the 

ability to present it effectivefy, to attract the attention of the authorities. Minto, uncertain whether 

the danger of invasion was m3er and thinking. perhaps, that information - if not alliances - might 

''*> Wphinstone to St-drlhey. 23 April 2M8. Mss Eur.. FiIBi165. 

' Cottan, Elohinstone. p. 53. 

loz Court of directors to Supreme gavenunent. 5 June 1805. quoted in Grewai, Muslim Rule in Indla, 
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stir1 be usefuitl, agreed to a request from Malcolm fur monev to employ Persian secretaries and 

draughtsmen, and to cover home rent. "not exceeding 2000 Rps. a month." on the gound that the 

material Malcolm had colfectcd woufd be useless unless "fully arranged and well-digested." 

Elphinstone u;as allowed the same privileges to work on his Afghan n~ater ia l . '~  Elphinstone's 

- k x n t  - of the Kingdom of CaubuI, like Mafcolm's Wistorv of Persia. made his name known to the 

educated public in Britain and established his reputation in government circles as a zealous. 

knowledgeahfc and cultured official; a suitable candidate for membership in British India's ruling 

klitc- 

When Elphinstone visited Malcolm in February 181 1 on his way to Poona. Malcolm took him 

to breakfast with a fellow-Scotsman, Sir James Mackintosh, the recorder o f  8ombay.lM In his 

journal Mackintosh mentions that they "had an animated discussion about the importance of India 

ro England," but urifortunatefy reaords only his own opinion that fntiia was not of great value 

compared with North America or the West Indies.:" After a penurious and rather irresponsible 

start in life, Mackintosh had first made a name for himself through his ability as a writer and, during 

his six years in India, he was responsihic for encouraging a number of literary projects on Asian 

subjects.106 E l p h i ~ ~ t o n e " ~  work on Afghanistan was one of them. 

it'o mention was made of literary projects when Malcolm visited Elphinstone at Poona the 

following May for some hog-hunting, but, in October, Elphinstane told -Malcolm that he had decided 

to wzite a book on Afghanistan. Until this moment, Elphinstone had thought only of publishing his 

official report "with additions from my journal and papers, and from the few inquiries I intended still 

to have permed," but a Ietter from Mackintosh encouraging him "to publish on the Afghans" seems 

Malcolm m Edrnonstone. 5 Mzrch 1811. NU.  Ms. 11417 and Kaye. Malcolm, 2: bun. 

Mackintosh, journal. n.d., quoted in CaIebrooke. Elphinsrone. 1: 241,. 

Mackintosh, journal. n.d.. quoted in Kaye, Malcofm, 2: b4a 

Iw Sir James Mackintosh, 2 veins.. (Paris: 18.343, introductory "Notice." 1: 6-8; 
Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 1: 150-1. 
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to have convinced him to be more ambitious. He expanded the scope of his subject and the quantity 

of his research.:@%faIco!n; had tried to persuade Elphinstonc to write a history of India instead, 

for he had planned to deai with the Afghans, Baluchis and Uzbegs as adjuncts to his Persian history. 

Elphinstone replied that Persia was so vast a subject that Malcolm would be better to leave him to 

"fill up the blank between Persia and India." but whatever happened they must avoid duplication, 

or "1 shaII spoil your work and waste rnv trouble (and no small trouble it is writing quires of paper, 

let atone writing for the public: white I might be hunting for) hawking, ... with much more profit both 

to myself and the pub l i~ . ) " '~  

Elphinstone Euwd that he enjoyed research, taking pleasure "in inquiring and in gaining 

knowledge of the subject of which I am to treat. and in this I go on with vigx: and rapidity.' But 

fie detested composition and resented the interruptions of work and socicty. fie voluntarily 

interrupted his work in Sanuary 1812. however, to spend fifteen days travelling from Poona to 

Bombay and back to pay a farewell visit to Matcofm, who was leaving India. The journey, he 

observed afterwards, had been xorthwhile because his "conferences with Malcolm [should be] of 

great consequence to my future prospects," while his renewed acquaintance with William Erskine, 

 mackintosh"^ son-in-law and a keen mientalist, would bc "cf no small advantage to my literary 

plan"1m 

Malcolm's advice on this occasion is not recorded, but it  probably related to a project 

EIphinstone mentions in a letter to his sister in 1813. As resident at Pmna Elphinstone held a 

prestigious and weII-paid post in the Company's diplomatic service, but he was still impatient with 

the speed of his professional progress and Malcolm had suggested the idea "of pushing with the help 

of my uncles for some promotion which ~vuuld have expedited my return [to Britain]." It was a 

Elphinsmne, journaL 13 QEL 181% and 7 Feb. 1812, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone. 1: 210; 243-4. 

" Eiphinstone to Malcolm, OCL 181 1, quoted in Kape, Malcolm. 2: 67. 

I* EIphinstone, journal. T Feb 1BiZ qucted in Crtlebrooke. Elphinstone. 1: 244-5. 
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project that failed. which Elphinstone regretted. but Malcolm, who unlike Elphinstone was always 

optimistic, convinced Elphinstone that it was "for the bat."Ilo 

The results of Elphiastone's acquaintance lvith William Erskine were more positive. The two 

men carresponded regularly while Elphinstone prepared his Afgnan material for publication between 

1512 and 1514. and Erskine's interest in Asian histury and languages provided Elphinstone, 

intermittently bored and depressed, with some welcome encouragement and intellectual stimulation. 

Erskine himself was engaged in completing a translation of the so-called memoirs of the Mughal 

emperor, Babur, which John Leyden, a fellow Scot who had died recently, had been preparing. 

Erskine and Leyden weze members of a group of Scottish orientalists, which also included Alexander 

Hamilton, Alexander Murrai, John Crawfurd and Vans Kennedy, who attended Edinburgh university 

between 1784 and It905 when Dugald Stewart was disseminating the doctrines of the Scottish 

enIigbtement. Jane Rendall points out that most of the Indian research of this group was directed 

tavards discovering the'zultural evidence that would enable them to place the history of Indian 

citiiization within the interpretive framework developed by Scotfand's moral ph i los~phers .~~  

mlmlm and Elphinstone should also be classed as members of the group. Both of them attended 

lectures at Edinburgh university during Stewart3 time and both were influenced by Scottish thought. 

It was no  coincidence that Malcolm was reading I-Iumeis I3istorv of Enrrlandfi%hile writing his 

Historv of Persia in 181 1, or that Elphinstone was reading Adam Smith while writing about the 

pofitical and social organization of the F~fghans.~!~ 

i'"e~Aa!!. 'Smitish Orie.tra!ismv'. p. 45. For a discussion of Vans Kennedy's work see  Crewal. Muslim Rule in India, Chap. 
6. 

David Hume. Historv of England. 6 vots., (London: 17541762). First published as: The Historv of Great Britain [under the 
H o w  of Stuart& 2 vols, (Edinburgh: I?%); The Histon of England under the House of Tudor, 2 vots., (Londm: 1759); The 
His~rv of England from the Invasion af Julius Caesar t o  the Accession of Henry VII, 2 vols., (London: 1762) 

:"Mackintosh. journai, 30 Aug. 1811. cited in Kaye, Llalcolm. 2: 62; Elphinstone, journal, 14 March 1312, Mss. Eur., F/88, BOX 
3M. 



No one in late eighteenth-centuq Britain chosc to spend his whole or even part of his life in Indie, 

if he had any other way of advancing his own and his family's interests. because Indian service was 

b s  recognized and rewarded than public service in Britain or Europe throughout the fifty years that 

Mumo, Malcolm and Elphimione spent in th: east. A number of men, including the 

governors-general, were. nevertheless, abie to use India to enhance their slatus and wealth. Lord 

Welleslel;, who had come to India with the intention of advancing his family's interests, sought 

ilfficers %+th a relatively high standard of education and a knowledge of Indian languages and politics 

as well as practical talents to ccarrv out hi; poiicies, and for men with these qualifications, challenging 
.= 

opportunities became avaifable 

Between 1795 and 1310, Malcolm was directly involved in all of the most important -1olitica1 

events in British India. He travelled exlensively between the different presidencies, throughout the 

Indian states, and as far afield as Tehran and Baghdad. His life was spent in professional association 

with members of the highest ranks uf both British Lqdian and Indian society and, untii 180.5, he was 

the gavernor-general's favoured emissary and personal representative. Minto. also, was sufficiently 

impressed, mostly due to the stream of well-argued letters and memoranda with which Malcolm 

bombarded him. H e  sent him twice to Persia. Despite Munrok extra years and Elphinstone's 

superior comections, Matcdm was the most prominent of the three men at this stage in their 

careers owing, to a large extent, lo his deliberate efforts to make the system work f ~ r  him: to his 

indefatigable pursuit of patronage according m the usages of "old corruption," hut also to his speedy 

adopri'ii~ of i;ewe;, more I;u~e-eaucratic techciques sf advan~ment,: the acquisition of the expert 

kaodedge irrcmisii;& ne=saq t~ the pvercment ~f hdia  and an ability to wite it up quickly and 

present it, carefully wrapped, in a philosophical package. 

Malcolm left India to return to Britain in 1812 but from their first meeting in 1803 until his 

departure, AMalcoIm and Elphinstone's careers were closely inter-connected. The elder by ten years, 
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Malcolm helped Eiphinstone to take advantage of the career-building opportunities that became 

available as a result of Urellesley's policies and he encouraged his literary aspirations. It is possible 

that Malcolm hoped Elphinstone's friendship would provide access to influential circles in Britain 

and India, but he also helped M m r o  when Munro had virtually no influential connections and before 

his reputation, based on merit, was established. Malcolm was the link between the three men - 

Elphinstone and Mt~nro did not meet until 1318 - and he  probably saw himself, with some 

justification, as a patron of both the others. 

In contrast to Malcolm's - high-~rofile A career, Munro spent most of the years between 1792 

and 1507 in remote areas of rural India, moving from district to district. village to village, all within 

the Madras presidency. Apart from contacts with members of his staff, most of his time was spent 

in the company of the cultivators. minor officials and petty chiefs who made up the o h :  ~heiming 

majority of the Indian population. His only contact with higher authority was by writing, and he used 

his reports and official corresponuence to influence policy and draw attention to himself. His writings 

on fndian administration, however, were about to give him a great opportunity to advance his career 

during his long furlough in Britain. 



Chapter it 

Home Leave: 1808 - 1817 

What I am chiefly anxious about is, what I am to d o  when I go 
home. I have no rank in the army there ... and as I am a stranger to 
the generous natives of your isle, I should be excluded from every 
other line as well as military and should have nothing to d o  but to 
lie down in a field.,.and look at the lark. 

=omas %filunml 

Home leave was both longed for and dreaded by Company servants who were, in many ways. 

transients in both India and Britain. Munro's administrative abilities were respected by men in the 

government of India: kPalcoimk diplomatic senke, controversial in the Company because of his 

association with Wellesley, was recognized by the British gcvernmen t with a knighthood in 1512. Like 

many of Malcolm's rewards. the knighthood may ha-c  wed something to Wellesley, now foreign 

secretary. or to Arthur Wellesiey, now Lord Wellington. but it came only two months after hvo of 

his brothers, James and Pufteney, had received knighthoods for serc-ices in the n a y  and testified at 

!east to the Malcolms' cornpetexy as career-builders. Even if the knighthood indicated a genuine 

acknowledgment of Malcolm's services, however, an Indian reputation did not solvc the employment 

problem in Britain. Company army officers couid not serve in Europe, even though Wellington 

thought the country's best interests would be served by allowing them to exchange into the Crown 

army - according to Sir John Kaye. because he wanted Munro and Malcolm to join him in Spain. 

Few Company officials could hope to penetrate the over-crowded patronage networks in Britain. 

When Malcolm mentioned his hope of becoming ambassador to Constantinopie, 'rx,'ellin_eton replied 

that he wouid be considered an interloper and advised him to go back to India or to "get into 

parliament if you can afford it."? 

Munro to his sister Ersljne. 5 Aug 1807. quoted in Gleig, Munro, i: 371. 

Weflington to Lord MelviUe, 12 March 1812, quoted in Kage, Malcolm. 2 90x1. Wellington to Malcolm, 18 Aug. 1813, WSD, 
S: 196. 
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Men who had acquired money and reputation in India could present themselses as 

candidate? fa-  the Company directorate, but neither Munro nor Elphinstone seems to have been 

interested in joining the claustrophobic world of city and shipping interest politics. while Malcolm, 

who toyed with the idea of entering the dirertoratc in 1826, soon abandoned it. The most popular 

option was to  buv a country estate; a gilt-edged investment that would provide an income on which 

to support a wife and family and, perhaps equally important, a clearly defined status in British 

s~ciety. Many, however. found retirement difficult; Elphinstone spoke of "our best Indians," who, 

In  the idleness and obscurity of home ... look back with fondness for the country 
where they have beerr useful and distinguished, like the ghosts of Homer's heroes, 
who prefer the exrtiuns of a labourer on the earth t at1 the listless enjoyme~ts of 
Elysium.' 

Munro not on? disliked having nothing useful to do, he did not even like Britain very much: "It is 

our nztive land, but.+.so cold and dark and wet and dirty that ... no fortune I think can make it 

comfortabte." fndia was a "pleasanter counti-yrVns 

For the t h r e  years of his official leave Munro spent much of his time restless, frustrated and 

often wishing he had never come home. After some months in Scotland, he made London his base, 

making frequent visits to friends and relatives in the country. He  was a guest in the social world of 

the English C gentry, so  faithfuily depicted by Jane Austen, where it was "a truth universally 

acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife."j 

Mrrnro's letters indiczte that finding a wife was his top priority. H e  alsa hoped to find a patron to 

sponsor his nephew and ward (Daniel's orphaned son John) to a Company writership, to buy an 

estate and to find something worthwhile to d a 6  

"Elphkstone. journaf, 2f Aug. 1817. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 366-7. Malcolm to his brother Gilbert, 14 Aug. 1826, 
quoted in Kaye. Malcolm, 2: 1736. 

Munro to Peter Bruce. 6 Jan. 1809. MSS Eur., F/l51/12 

The opening liues of Jane Auskn3 Pride and Preiildice. 
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Nthough Munro was not the most eligible - bachelor, he expected supcrior talents in a wife. 

We had what he called a "malerate competenq," not a fortune. In 181 4 he seems to have had about 

f5i).000; enough - to invest &-30,000 to provide an annul" of f 1000 per annum for his wife in case of 

his death. but not enough to buy an estate as weil.' He was a cobnel, but in the Indian, not the 

Crown army he was nearly fifty, tall and lean but intermittentty quite deaf; and he had been away 

from "polished society" so  long that his costumc and manners hdd become eccentric. while his 

conversation, even the devoted Gieig had to admit, assumed at times "a character indicative 01 

anything rather than an excess of refinemei~t."~ No doubt he rectified some of these shortcomings 

white Looking for a cultivated woman with a mind "above the common" and a pkasant disposition. 

He did not want to marry a philosopher, but neither did he want good looks to tempt him "into the 

hands of a silly wife.""e seems to have shared the intellectual ideal of Scotland's moral 

philosophers that marriage should be founded on equality and companionship. In 1514, a month 

before he  returned to India, Munro married Jane Campbell of Craigie in Ayrshire, who was 

"extremely hand~ome"'~ but with whom he had the affectionate and friendly relationship he had 

hoped for. He  did not buy an estate, but William Elphinstone provided a writership for his nephew 

and, most sip'ficant here, his involvement in Indian business led to a major step fonvard in his 

career - although not in the direction he  wanted it to take. He returned to India in 1814 as judicial 

commissioner for the Madras presidenq.l1 

h4unro's three-year leave had been due to end in 1511, but he requested an extension. In 

Munro to his sister Erskine. 5 Aug. 1807. quoted in G t e i ~ .  Munro. 1: 370. Munro to George Brown. 29 Aug. 1505. Mss. Eur., 
FjISlilSl. Munro's finances at this time are discussed briefh; in Stein, hlunro. p. 110. 

' Munro to his sister Erskine, Ms.  Eur., Ffl51~144. 

h.funro to his sister Erskine. quoted in hlss. Eur., F,'151/144. For the philosophes on marriage see David Hume, quoted in 
Rryson. Man and Societv, p. 181: Francis Iiutcheson. cited in ibid., pp. 179, 17%; see also Lehmann, John Millar, p. 219. 

Munro, "Memorandum of the sen-ices of Sir T. Munro, written by himself," quoted in Bradshaw, MUNO, Appendk p. 220. 



April 1811 he wrote to WeIlingtun in Spain that he would not haxe taken another administrative post 

in India. had his rank entitled him to a high militay command and, if he could obtain a military or 

political post in Spain or  Portugal, he would prefer it to any appointmcnt he might be offered in 

India. "There is n~ th ing  now in the world so  interesting as the affairs of the Peninsula, or in which 

X am so desirous of having some part to play.*i2 Munro rarely asked outright for professional help 

but this was clearly a pointed. if unsucessful, hint. Three months later, having heard that the earl of 

Moira, later the marquis of Hastings, would succeed Lord Minto, he mentions his hope that the new 

governor-general "might be induced from his friendship for Mr. Erskine [Munro's brother-in-law] to 

employ me in some high diplomatic or  staff situation." Nothing had happened by September, whcn 

Munro complained that he would have to return to India with the January fleet unless he found a 

post enabling him to stay at  home for another year; "this might certainly be accomplished by any 

person having friends in the administration, but I doubt much that I should have even in the event 

of a change, sufficient interest to effect it."gVIS1 1 was not an auspicious time to be job-hunting. The 

Company was divided over the question whether Christian missionaries in India pravoke 

unrest among Indians; if was also anxious about the state of its army in the aftermath of sepoy and 

"white" mutinies; and it was threatened by the frcc trade lobby and by the infiltration of private trade 

interests within the directorate.'"he government was pre-occupied with the war with France. 

Although neither Company nor government were interested in the detaiIs of Indian administration 

at thi~ time, fortunately for Munro, there were men in both groups, interested in administrative 

reform. 

h preparation for the Company's application for the renewal of its Charter, due to come 

* PAunro to his sister Erskine. 27 July 1811. Mss. F!151/144. Munro to his brother, Alexander. 12 Sepr 1811, Mss.bur., 
Fi1511144. 

14 Philips, East India Cornpanv. pp. 155-65. Ibid, Chap. 5: Embree, Charles Grant, p p  261-75; Misra, Bureaucracy, p. 62. 



report - knum as The Fifth Report - crn the state of the Companfs gc~~ernment. Thc report 

determined the form taken by the parliamentary inquiry and, by this time it was distributed to 

nIembe?rs of parliament tn Julv 2812, the assessment and collection o f  rewnuc and the pro'~-.isiun of 

a justice system had become the ntmt important subjccis of discussion - subjects about which 

Munro knew a @eat dcai, There were increasing - doubts in bath India aftd Britain about the efficacy 

of the system Cornwaflis had established in Bcngai and thc two most active nicrnhcrs of the Iluuse 

of Commons committee, Samuel Dasis. rtlkfidcnt at Benarcs during Elphinstr>nc's carly years and a 

director since I8lti. and James C~umrning, a member of the permanent staff at the board of control, 

were two of its strongest crirics- Davis- x h o  wmte  he Bengzt scctiun of the report. and f umrning, 

who dealt with Madras, tried ta construct a strong case for introducing a different revenuc and 

judicial system into the Madras presidency. They were encouraged by the cart of Buckinghamshire, 

the president of the board of control, John Sulti~an,:~ a nember s f  the hoard, and Thorns  

Wallace, assistant commissioner at the board and chairman of thc House of Crjrnrnans cnmrnittce. 

Munro, who was givcn permission to remain in Britain, became their informal consultant, $@any of' 

the papers he wate appear in the Appendix of thc Fifth Report, attesting to their i n i ~ ~ c n w ~ ~ ~  

It is not clear how Munru t ~ c a m  inwfvcd in thc preparation o f  the Fifth Report. Whilc 

in Britain he had advertised his e'rpertise by srrbrnitting memtlranda to  the board of cunlrol on 

"Retrenchment in the fudiciai Estabfishment (in India)"" and on a "Plan fhr the Indian Arrny"j8 

and, in 181 2, he responded to a request from William MTrtllczch, a member rzf the permanent staff 

at M i a  Hause, for a paper oii i$e rrs'venue systems of :he C a k d  D~cJ!:~cw and th:: Indian stales. 
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M'Culloch had been directed by the chairmen to send one of Munru's reports from the Ceded 

Districts to the Supreme government a t  Calcutta and he wanted any other papers that Munro 

regztrdcd as "of paramount Impor~ncc."~" Cunming's attention, however, had been drawn to 

iq/funm9s rrecommcndations by a series of Munro's papers - most of them published in the late 

nineteenth century by Sir Alexander Afbuthnot - sent t r ~  England behveen the late 3790s and 1807. 

The most important, which prov+dcd a clearly delineated alternative ta  the Bengal revenue collection 

sptem. was entitled "On the Relative Advantages of the Rfotwari and Zamindari Systems," but a 

second paper, with the titfe. Trial  by Panchayat," is also significant, because it contains Munro's first 

written rewmmcndations on judicial matters. Burh papers arc dated 15 August 1807. They were 

written short& before his departure from India and may be seen as representing his mature thought 

on the civil government of British IndiaB 

The Cumpanfs administrative system titas untg one of many subjects examined by the 

psrfiamentaq inquiry of 1513, and many peopfc were more interested in issues such as the 

promotion of exports to India, free trade and rnissir>narie~.'~ Both Malcolm and Munro gave 

evidence as expert witnesses ton ail these issues, but some discretion was necessary Malcolm told 

EIpIrimtone many yeas later that his tixrxings sf the danger "of over-zeal in propagating Christianity 

in India" had probably, among other "sins." offended Charles Grant, who oppclsed his promotion 

because of i t 2  Grant (1746-18235 came from a desperatcfy poor Scottish Ilighland family which 

had taken part in the 174% Jacobife rebellion. He had, however, received a good education of the 

~ p e  available to  the Scottish gentry and professional classes which had helped him to build a highly 

swxasful Indian career. It had wnduded with an appointment from Cornwallis to reform the 

m, 1: 92-101: 2: 26- Set. BP-agkhls, Nunra pp. 88-91 on Gumming's interest in h.lunro's work 
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Company's commercial department. After retiring to Britain in 1790, he became a dominant figure 

at India House. a member of parliament and a leader of the Evangelical Clapham S e ~ t . ~  At the 

time of the charter renewal in 1813, Crznt was one of the most powerful members of the 

directorate, but he denied having obstructed Malcolm's a d v a n ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  Munro, was more cautious 

about missionaries. He was also careful to keep his private enthusiasm for the principles of Free 

Trade to himself? and the deep impression he made at the parliamentarfl hearings helped persuade 

the directorate to authorize a trial of his administrative methods in Madras presidency, to be carried 

out under his direction. According to an anonymous utilitarian pamphlet published in 1831, which 

compared Munro and Malcolm's views on the government of India, unfavourably, with those of 

Elphiilsto~le~ Munro's evidence before the House of Commons in 15113 "is understood to have 

materially contributed" to his attainment of the governorship of Madra~ .?~  

The differences between the revenue and judicial systems introduced by Cornwallis in Bengal 

and Munro's recommendations derived partly from different local customs but also, perhaps more 

importantly, from different principles. Broadly speaking, under the Bengal system, which is 

sometimes, misleadingly, referred to as the zamindari system, rcvenuc was collected by zamindars 

- local landholders - who, under Mughal rule. had been given the right to a percentage of the 

revenue collected from their holdings in return for collecting the rest on behalf of the Mughal 

authorities. They were permitted to administer justice in their districts which gave support to their 

authority as revenue collectors and, as middlemen, they handled most of the contacts between the 

state and the cultjvators (the ryots). Under Cornwallis, a settlement was made which permanently 

" Embree, Charles Grant. pp. 7-8. 

2f Grant to unnamed correspondent, 14 Oct. 1810, quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 1: 449n. 

a Mmro to Kirkman Finla): 15 Wug. 15Z and 10 May 1827, quoled in Gleig, Munro, 3: 427-9: 4 3 - 5 .  

x i b o n y r z o y  Opinions ... of..,Mountst~taH EIphinstone upon some of the Leading Questions Connected with the Govei&nt 
of British India - ampared to t h e  of Sir Thomas Munro and Sir John Malcolm, as taken from their Evidence before 
ParIiament.J3y the Author of "An Enqujrv into rjik Causes of the Stationan Condi:ion of India, Political Tracts No.?. (London: 
1831), p 3 see also Philips, East India Cornpans pp. 202-3. 
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fixed the revenue assessment in the hope that the zamindars would be encouraged to take an 

interest in agricultural improvement if they shared in the benefits of increased production. But their 

judicial duties were abolished in the interests of separating executive and judicial powers and were 

replaced by a quasi-British system of law courts. These administered what was understood to be 

,Muslim law? but in a form incomprehensible to most Indians. 

It was Munro's intention that revenue assessment and collectian and the judicial system 

should be connected and based on an established system known as ryotwari. The term referred to 

a land-tenure system in which, in principle, numerous small peasant landholders paid revenue, 

according to tong-established methods of assessment, directly to a state revenue collector (amildar). 

Law was enforced by local officials including the amildar and by the use of local juries (panchayats). 

Ryotwari was a type of land tenure and revenue collection system that seems to have been widely, 

although not exclusively practised throughout south India. Munro, who believed that to be effective, 

l a m  and legal forms should be rooted in the customs, assumptions and values of a society, even if 

they were not always just according to wcstern notions, advocated following traditional Indian legal 

practice, carefully supen~ised by local British revenue collectors, who would be given the powers of 

a magistrate. 

The East India Company's decision in 1813 to allow Munro to introduce his system in the 

Madras presidency was by no means unanimous, and the main objections o f  those opposed to it were 

presented in two "official dissents" submitted by John I-Iudleston, a prominent director. Hudleston 

argued thht Munro's recommendations merely described what he had done in the Ceded Districts. 

They were not a system at all and should have carried no more weight than those of Madras officials 

who either supported the Bengal system or suggested other alternatives to it. He claimed that 

Munro's appointment as commissioner represented a usurpation of the powers of the directorate 

by the board of control and that Munro, a soldier, should not be appointed as a judicial 

commissioner nor should civilian members of the Madras government be expected to serve under 
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himn Evidence from the period 1800 to 1307 indicates that the members of the board of revenue 

at Madras, at Ieast, recognized Munro's recommendations as not merely descriptive but as a carefully 

thought out administrative system, based on ideas about political economy, and his 

recommendations, no doubt, carried weight because his work had been highly, frequently and 

officially, prhised.z Kudleston's complaints of board of control interference and the preferential 

employment of soldiers in civilian positions, however, were more justified. ,Munro's writings from 

1513 include well-developed arguments to support the attempt by Buckinghamshire to change the 

way India was governed and to give the board of control greater influence on policy f o r m a t i ~ n . ~  

Surprisingly, perhaps, Munro's close association with Buckinghamshire and the board of control did 

not prevent him from converting a number of Company directors to his way of thinking.'0 

The complex process which led to the decision for administrative reform would never have 

taken place had there not been increasingly widespread doubts about the principles on which the 

Cornwallis system was based as well as about its eff;~iency.~l The Company was also frustrated with 

the permanent nature of the Cornwallis settlement which seemed to prevent it from increasing its 

revenues. Munro's system was not initially developed as an alternative to Cornwallis's; its basic form 

was defined by Munro and Read in the Baramahal at the time that Cornwallis introduced his 

regulations in Bengal. But the system was ready, spelled out in Munro's reports, and Munro was 

ready, to be  consulted and to proselytize, at just the right moment. 

Cumming, who was, perhaps, Munro's most dedicated disciple, described him as having had 

27 Stein, Munro, pp. 170-1. 

See officiaf terters. 1W-1813, Gleig, itiunso. Appenbiit 5 2: 237-50. 

" Stein, Munro, p. 163. The papers written by Munro on Indian matters in 1813 are to be found in Mss. Eur., F/l51/125. 

'O Beaglehole argues that the Home gosernment, knowing little of  he problems of administering a vast foreign territoly, 
endorsed Munro's system for its apparent superiority in unearthing Indian resources, not from a preference for it principles. 
Beaglehole, Munro. pp. 95: 93. 
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closer contact with Indians and greater opportunities for examining their institutions "than any other 

person," and as possessing an "uncommon knowledge of every subject connected with Indian 

government." Munro's reports not only made Indian systems appear viable. they also had the 

inestimable advantage of being easy to understand. As Beaglehole describes them, they were 

unusually well-written and relatively brief.:' Munro did not initiate the movement in London for 

administrative reform that took place between 181 0 and 1514 but, once it was under way, his written 

submissions and personal evidence provided it with the principled base, progressive direction and 

economic justification necessary to overcome most of the opposition. It finally established Munro 

as a member of British India's ruling elite. 

Munro and Malcolm probably met during the parliamentary hearings in April 1813 and they 

were together in Buckinghamshire's office, early in 1814, when Malcolm witnessed the agreement 

between Munro and Buckinghamshire about the allowances Munro would receive as judicial 

commissioner. When, by 1813, Munro had not received his full remuneration and could not supply 

a written contract to prove his claims, Malcolm dealt with the matter for him at Calcutta before 

Munro had even raised the issue; a service much appreciated.3The two men do not seem to have 

met often in Britain, however, possibly because Malcolm moved in higher social circles. 

Malcolm had returned from India in July 1512 and settled his family in a country house in 

Hertfordshire. H e  seems to have liked life in Britain well enough but, like Munro, was restless and 

spent much of his time on visits and in London. I-Ie was consulted, mainly on military matters, by 

the parliamentary committees preparing for the charter renewal and wrote a long paper for 

Buckinghamshire recommending reforms to the Company's army, reiterating many of the things he 

had said in 1794 and in his pamphlet on the "white" mutiny, but which had still received no official 

Ibid., p. 91. 

" Munro to Malcolm, 10 June 1518, Cteig, Munro, 3: 257. 
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attention.34 H e  stayed twice with Buckinghamshire and his family, visited Lady Minto, the governor- 

general's wife, in Scotland and became friends with Walter Scott, who described him to a close friend 

as "the Persian envoy, ... the poet, the warrior, rhe polite man, and the Borderer. He  is really a fine 

fellow-..I like his frankness and his sound ideas on morality and policy."js Malcolm had acquired 

a family connection with the Elphinstones through his brother Pulteney's marriage in 1809 to William 

Elphinstone? daughter, and he remained on terms of friendship with Wellesley, whom he visited in 

Ireland, and with Arthur Wellesley, the duke of Vlellington by the end of Malcolm's furlough, who 

was rapidly becoming famous throughout Europe. 

Wellington invited Malcolm to join him at Paris during the exhilarating summer months after 

the battle of Waterlcx, in 1815.3 He was introduced to the emperor of Austria and the czar of 

Russia, who knew of his Persian experience. He  dined with distinguished diplomats and, as a result 

of the publication of his Efistorv of Persia in July 1815, was warmly received in French literary circles 

and met some of France's most notable oriental scholars. Mackintosh told Malcolm that Lord 

Grenville, who had previously held "some prejudices" against Malcolm owing to the tone of 

Malcolm's evidence before the House of Lords on the Company charter renewal, was "one of the 

warmest panegyrists of your histoq of Persia ... he spoke of it with a warmth which is often, ... in his 

feelings, but very seldom in his language."" Elphinstone, on reading Malcolm's I-Iistory, wrote to 

a friend in what seems to be mild surprise, that "Malcolm's 'Histor); is grave, sober, judicious, 

philosophical. Not a trace of Jack Malcolm in it. It seems really a work of great merit."% Malcolm 

arranged for the translation of the History into French and sent an original EngIish presentation 

3 Notes, Malcolm for Buckinghamshire, summer 1613, quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 77-8. 

" Scott to J.B.S. Morritt, 12 Oct. 1512 hckhart, Sir Walter Scott, 3: 17. 

~Malco lm,  journal, extracts 24 July to 21 Sept. 1815, provide an account of Malcolm's French visit. Quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 
2 100-130. 

" Mackintosh to Malcolm, n.d., quoted in ibid., 2: 94. 

18 Elphinstone to Captain Close: 8 June 1816, quoted in Colebroake, Elphinstone. 1: 317 



copy of his work to the czar.j9 Malcolm's social s u m s  is evident in the invitations he received to 

many important functions. 

In 1515 Maicolm became a K B  and. a year later, a Doctor of Letters at Oxford. His 

acquaintances were a "who's who" of eminent European society, jet social prominence failed to gain 

him office in either India or  Britain. W e  had hoped that the governors'lip of Bombay or Madras 

might b e  offered to him but, when they went to political appointees whose claims and qualifications 

were, h e  believed, inferior to his ow%, he decided to return to India. "High on the list of lieutensnt- 

colonels," he could expect quickly to obtain "his regiment."40 Short of money, disappointed and tired 

of being ~dle, he left his young family in England - he now had five children to support - and in 

October 1816, departed for Madras. 

Britain offered little to men who had achieved higb rank and carried out difficult and 

important duties in India. Access to public life was difficult. They were rarely members of Britain's 

ruling groups, and men who might have patronized them in India had clients with more pressing 

claims in Britain. Elphinstone, who took no home leave because it would have lengthened the time 

required to save enough money for retirement, could have entered political or business life in 

Britain, had he  returned with Malcolm in 1512 with the same amount of money as Munro. His 

uncles, William Elphinstone and Lord Keith, vere influential in Britain zs well as India. His brother 

John, Lord Elphinstone since their father's death in 1794, had been appointed aide-de-camp to the 

duke of York, commander-inchief of the British army. while still in his mid- twenties, and had been 

a Scottish representative peer since 1506 and lord-lieutenant of Dumbarton since 1511. Another 

brother, Charles, a naval officer who had attained the rank of rear-admiral at the agc of thirty-eight, 

" Kaye, Malcotm, 2: 137n. 

Malcolm quoted in ibid, 2 138. 
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was a member of parliament for Stirling.41 If Munro had liked Britain better and found a wife 

sooner. he might have scraped enough money together to buy a small estate and settled to life as 

an improving landlord. He had acquired iacd and experimented in growing fruit in the Baramahal 

and in the Ceded Districts, and his scientific and horticultural interests were well known at 

Madras?? H e  was fortunate, h o m e r ,  to be in Briiain while the Home government was concerned 

with administrative reform - kis area of expertise - rather than with foreign policy and army 

reform. A4alcolm, on the other hand, who was a diplomat, had influential friends but could obtain 

no  suitable appointment. But by the time he arrived back at Madras in March 1517, foreign relations 

and semrity were attracting much attention in India. In April 1817, Elphinstone told William 

Elphinstone that MaIcolm was awai t i~s  a summons to Calcutta "where his talents will be greatly 

required at this moment, and where I have no doubt he well be a welcome guest."43 

a Fraser, Elphinstone Famih' Book For a short "memoif of John, TweIfth L ~ r d  Elphinstone, see 1: 130-6. and for Charles 
Elphinstone see 1: 305-6. 

a Munro ro his sister Erskine, 30 J ~ n e  1799; Webbe to Munro and enclosure, Clive to Webbe, 27 Sept. 1800; Munro to his 
mother, 20 Aug. 1804, quoted in Cifeig* Munro, 1: 228, 309-10, 355-6. 

" Elphinstone to William Elphinstone, 2 April 1817. quoted in Fraser, Elphinstone Farnib Book, 2: 30. 



Chapter 5 

Competition and Co-operation: 1812 - 1819 

Acting in countries remote from each other, and whose inhabitants 
differ in language and customs as much as the nations of Europe, 
some [Company servants] rise to the exercise of almost kingly rule. 

John Malcolm1 

Between 1812 and 1519 Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone all played important roles in 

fmdiar, government but, while Munro and Elphinstone's professional stature grew, Malcolm's career 

appears to have reached a plateau. On his return to India in 1817 he was promoted in the army, but 

his important post as the gomnor-general's political agent was similar to posts he had held under 

Wellsley and Minto. It was not a step up, 

The careers of the three men came into direct conflict for the first time during the last three 

years of this period. That their Friendship survived was due partly to mutual respect and liking; partly 

to shared views on policy that made them natural allies. Although they served in different theatres 

during the Third Maratha War (1817-18), Malcolm in the north against the Pindaris and Holkar, 

Elphinstone against the peshwa in central Maharashtra, and Munro against the peshwa's southern 

feudatories, they were all concerned with the political aspects of the war and with the arrangements 

to be made for the civil administration of the conquered territories. Munro and Elphinstone were 

dominant figures in their areas while Malcolm, who knew much more about India than the marquis 

of Hastings and the commander-in-chief in the Deccan, Sir Thomas Hislop, had considerable 

influence on the conduct of affairs further north. 

Malcolm w o t e  regti!arly to both Munro and Elphinstone throughout 2817 and 1818, and 

M u m  Elphinstone exchanged frequent letters from late in 1817 about the campaign against 

the peshwa. Although aware of each other's accomplishments, partly through their link with 

MaIcolm, Political History, 2: 61. 
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Malcolm, Munro and EIphinstone only met for the first time in May 1818. It is from this period, 

however, that the ideas shared by the three men begin to appear as a school of thought on the 

governance of British India. 

While Munro and Malcolm were on leave in Britain, Elphinstone lived quietly at Poona, 

finishing his book on the Afghans, reading, hunting and carrying out his duties as resident. Soon after 

his arrival in May 1311, the Supreme government asked him for a comprehensive report on the 

history and legal status of the relationship befween the peshwa and his southern jagirdars - "great 

feudatories" - and to recommend a poiicy for settling the disputes which were destabilizing central 

and western India and threatening the security of the Company's territories. According to T.E. 

Colebrooke, Elphinstone was "especially selected for this duty."' 

In an untitled paper remarkable for its detailed information and clarity of expression, 

Elphinstone demonstrates his expert knowledge of Maratha history, law and politics. H e  discusses 

all the questions - ethical as well as practical - that the government should take into 

consideration, and concludes by recommending the precise terms of a settlement. 73.3 problem, 

Elphinstone believes, is that Baji Rao 11 is following a "regular plan" to remove "everything that [is] 

great in his territories, and to draw the whole part of the state into his own hands."Wthough the 

British doubted the peshwa's ability to do this, any exercise in state-building and the centralization 

of power alarmed them. 

The masterly presentation was Elphinstone's work but the contsnt of the paper, as 

Elphinstone made clear, owed much to the labours of others. Arthur Wellesley, the local military 

mmmander, Barry Close, resident at Poona, and Edward StracPey, his assistant, had first analyzed 

the idationship between the pahwa and his ja@dars when E!phinstone was serving his 

apprenticeship in Maratha affairs under their supervision at Poona in 1802 and 1803. In his 

Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 248. 

Elphinstone to Edmonstone, 26 Oct. 1811. PRC, 12: 80-110; see p. 86. 
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report, Elphinstone cites the opinions of Close and Wellesley4 and echoes their policy: a threat of 

military force to back demands that both sides maintain what British research has identified as their 

legal relationship. The governor-general, Lord Minto, observed that Elphinstone "discussed the 

question of poliey with so much force and ability and the arguments in support of it have been urged 

by authorities so respectable and competent [Wellesley and Close], that little is left to be added to 

the subje~t."~ In March 1812, Elphinstone was given "carte blanche for all the disposable force of 

the Deccan" to impose a settlement. The threat of force, however, was generally sufficient to induce 

the jagirdars to co-operate and, by November, Elphinstone was able to report that the settlement 

of the peshwa's southern territory was "in such forwardness" that the Company troops could retvrn 

to their stations." 

The following year the peshwa, pleased with the way the Company had solved this problem, 

requested British arbitration to settle long-standing differences with Baroda and, in February 1514, 

a Barodan envoy, Gangadhar Shastri, visited Poona under a British guarantee of protection. Little 

had been achieved, however, when the envoy was murdered by hired assassins in July 1815 while 

Elphinstone, who was technically the guarantor of his safety, was away visiting the caves at Ellora. 

Elphinstone's saccount of the incident, which is virtualIy the only one, blames the murder on 

Trimbakji Danglia, the peshwa's favourite. It has been suggested that the evidence against Trimbakji 

was not convincing and that the murdzr may have been arranged by a rival Barodan faction rather 

than by someone from Poona7 Even Elphinstone admitted to being uncertain about Trimbakji's 

4 See Edward Strachey, Letterbooh, " On the Governor-Generai's desire to arbiirate ciiCfercnces tietweefi the ?eshwa and his 
Southern Jagirdars."Mss. Eur., Ffl28n73and Fi1281161 forthe correspondence between Strachey, Lord Weliesley, Close and Arthur 
Weltesley. 

Extract from minute of the governor-general, 3.4pril 1812, PRC, 12: 152 

"lphinstone to Strachey, 12 July 1813, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 252. Elphinstone to Montresor, 26 Nov. 1812, 
pRc 12: 229-30. 

? Ediior's introduction, Malcolm. Political Histow, 1: m'i. P.C Gupta, Baii Rao and the East India Company. 1796-1818. 
(Bombay 19391, Chap. 6. 



"ultimate design in the m~rder . "~  The k~ictim, however, was a brahmin, assassinated at a place of 

pilgrimage; there had been a public outcry on his death; and it was important for the British that 

justice should be believed to have been swiftly administered. There was sufficient circumstantial 

evidence to implicate Trimbakji and, as Elphinstone makes eminently clear in his report on the way 

in which he handled the crisis, he seized the opportunity to remove from an influential position, 

someone who strongly opposed British interference in the peshwa's  affair^.^ 

It was standard practice for an official to draw attention to his accomplishments and to 

justify his proceedings in his reports, but Elphinstone's ability as a writer gives a rare subtlety and 

polish to his account of the crisis. The events are presented in a way which demonstrates his 

foresight in anticipating every possible contingenq and every likely response by the peshwa or 

Trirnbakji. And hints are dropped of the difficulties under which he worked in the tense atmosphere 

of Poona wbere, he claims, the peshwa's ministers were intimidated, indeed terrorized, by the 

peshwa's favourite. Elphinstone received the "unqualified approbation" of the new governor-general, 

the marquis of Hastings, for his spirit, energy, decision and judgrnent.l0 

During the winter and spring of 1513-1514, when the jagirdars were coming to terms and 

before the negotiations with Baroda reached a crisis, Elphinstone worked hard to finish his book on 

Afgkanistan and, on 7 June 1814, the manuscript of his Account of the Kingdom - of Caubul was sent 

to England. Although less weI1-received on publicatio~ than Malcolm's Historv of Persia - 

Elphinstone remarked in response to a friend's account of its reception in England that "this 

unanswerable proof of the dullness of my works had no effect but that of giving me a very hearty 

iaughnl? - it i?evertheiess brought E!phimto~e's name befcre both the readizg public and the 

Elphinstone to Hastings, 16 Aug. 1815, PRC, 12: 384. 

Ibid., 12: 386. 

10 John Adam, government secretaq, to Elphinstone, 10 Sept. 1815, 12: 426. 

Elphinstone to Lady Hood, 27 April 1816, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 314. 
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Home government as an expert on Afghanistan. 

Two weeks before Elphinstone's book began its journey west, Munro had received his 

commission to return to the east and, on 16 September, he arrived at Madras with his new wife and 

a mandate, as he described it, "to revise the internal administration in the Madras territorie~."~' 

This involved arranging the assessment and collection of the revenue along ryotwari lines. It also 

included the gradual introduction of a judicial system giving thc collector thc powers of a magistrate 

and employing Indian judges in minor cases and panchayats in civil trials. The Bengal-style courts 

were to be retained for criminal cases and for appeals. Munro found himself facing the almost 

unanimous opposition of officials in the Madras and Supreme governments, particularly the members 

of the judicial department who had most to lose. The number of judicial appointments and the 

importance of the judicial service itself u;o~Jd be reduced whcn revenue collectors and Indian judges 

were given judicial responsibilities, and Munro found it necessary to insist that his instructions from 

London were phrased as orders; i l  they began "It is our wish" or  "We Propose," the local authorities 

disregarded them.13 Although the job was nearly complete by the summer of 1817 - within the 

three years specified in Munro's commission - he had made powerful enemies. According to Gleig, 

his difficulty in obtaining men and supplies from the Madras government during his military 

campaign against the Marathas in 2817 and 1818 was deliberate obs t r~c t ion .~~  

The third and final war against the Marathas developed out of a campaign mounted to 

eradicate the Pindaris, thought of by the British as predatory robber bands and described by 

Biswanath Ghosh as "armies without masters."15 For centuries there had been a large "military . 
labour market" in India, drawn not only from traditional Hindu and Muslim warrior castes but also 

lZ Munro, "Memorandum of the services of Sir T. Munro. written by himself," quoted in Bradshaw, Mrrnro, Appendk, p. 220. 

l3 Munro to Cumming. I March 1815, quoted in Gleig. Munro, 1: 426-7. 

Gleig, Munro, 1: 501. 

* Biswanath Ghosh, British PdicvTowards the Pathatx and the Pindaris in Central India. 1805-1815, (Calcutta: 1966), p. 324. 
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from peasant cultivlitors and pastaralists, many of whom remrded - casual military senice as a 

necessary additional source of i n ~ o r n e , ~  The Pindaris sometimes fought as auxiliaries with Maratha 

armies but just as often pillaged Maratba territories, Between 1812 and 1816, their raids were 

extended into the Company's territories at a time when the British were irritated at the failure of 

the Maratha princes to conduct either their internal or externaf affairs in ctmforrnity with British 

expectations - or at least in conformity with the alliances they had signed. 

As Ghosh observes, theyears 1514 to 1818 are most interesting for the way in which the new 

governor-general used the Pindari incursions to gain the support of his, at first rclucrant, eouncil and 

the Home gcnmnmcnt for a palicy that aimed at establishing the Company's hegennny in India.i7 

For this he required, parti? f a -  the sake of appearances, the co-operatinn uf thc Maratka rulers 

against the Pindaris. Military action might not be labelled aggression, it fought in alliance with the 

Indian princes and, during IS16 and 1517, negotiations took placc between the Supreme government 

and four of the Five principaf Maratha rulers. ostensibly to gain their suppart. I-folkar refused t o  

negotiate: but new subsidiary alliances were imposed on Sindhia and the pcshwa. 

At Poona, Etphinstone brought tense negotiations with a resentful peshwa to a sucuessful 

mncfusion for the British. He had to threaten force, however, and he felt that the ncw demands, 

which required the peshtva to abandon all contacts with other Indian powers, send home their 

envoys give up his frmnaf headship trf the Maratha ctmfederaq. and hand over territory to support 

the British subsidiary force, were st3 humiliating that, if cnforwd. thcr would probably lead to wdr.18 

The one sentiment held in common by at1 the Maratha leaders was a decp resentment of the 
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disappointed - when the campaign against the Pindaris in 7517 precipitated a final effort to recover 

their indepndcnce by the Ieading Maratha princa. As Munro remarked, "It was thought that 

ofrensivc: operations might uttimafdy invr>lvt: us in hostilities with Sindhia [and] Holkar ... and our 

preparations were very proper& made upon a scale adequate ts whatever might or ,c~r." '~ 

"Turbulent Frontiers,- togethcr with the wide powers exercised by governors-general when 

communications were s1c)vc. and unreliable, provide. according to John S. Galbraith, part of the 

explanation for the conflict bctwccn the stated policy of restraint and the fact of British expansion 

in India in the early nineteenth centuq. The ambitions of British ufficiats, Jnduding those of Munro, 

Malmlrn and Elphinstonc as well as Ifasting, no doubt also played a part. M.E. Yapp suggests that, 

"Politials" - "ministcrs, envoys, residents and political agents" - at the various Asian courts, intcnt 

m advancing their o w  careers by attracting government attention and thc allocation of resources 

to their own area, exerted a significant influence on bath defence policies and the expansion of 

empire through their monopoly of tmal information and their ability to interpret [he supposed 

relevance of that information to the authorities in terms of British Indian i n t e r c s t ~ , ~  Company 

officials jusrified war on the grounds that the turbukncc of the neighbouring Indian states and the 

often savage raids of the Pindaris threatened the security o f  British India. War and territorial 

expansian, however, offered excellent career opportunities for both army and civil officials, Munro, 

M a l d m  and Elphinstone's role in determining policies and their conduct during the war not only 

brought southern and western India into the British empire, it also won for them the culminating 

appointments of their careers: the go~erno~ships of Bombay and Madras. 

Maltlcolrn had returned to  India in March 1817 and had been promoted brigadier-general. 

Before taking command of his brigade under General Hislop, howevcr, he was ordered to visit 

'? Munm to his brother n4esande~, 6 April 1815, quoted in Cfeig. Munro. 3: 242. 

"fohn S. GaIbraith; 'The -Turbulent Frontier' as a Factor in British Expansion,"' Comparative Studies in Society and History 
2, f1959aO): 151. Yapp, Strateeies, pp. 9-10. 
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various British residencies, as the governor-general's agent, to report on the disposition of the Indian 

states. His route took him first to Madras and, after consultations with the government, he remained 

a few days longer to await Munro's arrival." 

At the end of 1516, Munro, whose work as judicial commissioner was nearly complete, 

requested, unsuccessfully, a military command in the forthcoming campaign against the Pindaris. He 

was asked instead to supervise the civil arrangements of the districts adjacent to the Madras 

presidency which Baji Rat, I1 was expected to cede to the Company under the terms of Elphinstone's 

new treaty. Malcolm, on his arrival from Britain, had thought he might be given bath the civil and 

military control of these districts. Munro was upset that Malcolm and several other colonels with less 

seniority and, according to Munro. less active Indian military experience than he, had been promoted 

to brigadier-general and given command of a division or brigade ahead of him." These areas of 

possible friction, however, do  not seem to have affected the two men when they met in Madras in 

July 1317. Munro had reluctantly accepted the civil appointment to supervise the new districts, but 

Malcolm, satisfied with his own appointment as the governor-general's agent, had already written 

to John Adam, political secretary to the Supreme government, strongly praising Munro and 

proposing that he should be given military as well as civil authority and the rank and troops 

necessarjt to settle the ceded territory quickly and effectively. "The Marathas will neither cheat nor 

beat Munro, and. besides, he  will be the best man in the universe to look after the jagirdars ... it is 

important a master hand should be the first to touch them."= In his less flamboyant style, Munro, 

in a letter to f-fastings, praised an "able" report on the various Maratha states that Malcolm was 

about to 

a Malcolm to unnamed correspondent 9 July 1817. quoted in Kaye, Maicolm, 2: 159. 

a GIeig Munro, 1: 455; 455. Mzleolm to unnamed correspondent, May 1817, quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 154. 

" Mafcoim to John Adam. 6 July. 1817, quoted in Kaye, MaIcolm. 2: 158-9. 

M m  to  Hastings, 12 Aug. 1817, quoted in Gfeig, Munro, 1: 461; Malcolm, Political Histow, 2: 274-330. 
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After his meeting with Munro at Madras, Malccfm moved on to Poona, calling at Mysore 

and Hyderabad on the way. When relations with Poona had become particularly tense in the 

previous May, Elphinstone, with a view to conciliating the peshwa, had suggested that Malcolm 

should take his place as resident because Baji Rao trusted him. The Supreme government, however, 

had preferred to use a demonstration of force to persuade the peshwa to agree to the new subsidiary 

alliance, and he had signed it, resentfully, on June 13. The following day Elphinstone was informed 

that Hislop would take command in the Deccan, "both in the Pindari war, and in the operations to 

which our disputes with the peshwa may lead."25 The plan had been suggested to Hastings by 

Malcolm, who would benefit, but it annoyed Elphinstone, who would not. Shortly before Malcolm's 

arrival in Poona, he rccorded in his journal that he had been "out of humour" since hearing that he 

had been superceded. H e  blamed "a push of Malcolm's to add everything he could to his own 

credit." On Malcolm's arrival at Poona in August, however, the two men talked frankly and 

Elphinstone conceded that, although Malcolm had unintentionally injured him, "a plan of mine, by 

securing the command of the southern army to Genera! Smith, unknowingly frustrated Malcolm's 

Views.'Q6 

While in Poona, Malcolm, perhaps to make amends, wrote to William Elphinstone praising 

his nephew and urging him to support an Indian government suggestion that Elphinstone should be 

given a financial reward for his services. This gesture on his behalf led Elphinstone to review his own 

services and "pretensions" to reward and recognition in his journal. He  concluded, that "it would be 

a most liberal allowance to place myself in that respect where Malcolm was in 1806, and to think 

that my conduct affords good hopes of my turning out as well, if I have an ~ppor tuni ty ."~ The two 

-- 

25 Eipbinstone, journal. 16 June 1817, quoted in Colebrooke, Elohinstone, 1: 361. 

Elphinstone, journal, 31 July, 8 Aug. 1817, quoted in ibid., 1: 364-5. 

"Elpbinstone, journal, 9 Aug. 1817. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 365. Malcolm to William Elphinstone, 6 Aug. 1817, 
quoted in Kaye, MalcoIrn, 2: 167-8. 
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men remained on good terms, although Malcolm's garrulousness always irritated Elphinstone who 

was not a good speaker. 

Malcolm's purpose in visiting Poona had been to discover the "dispositions and designs" of 

the peshwa and he listened patiently to his complaints of the treatment he had received and his 

professions of loyalty to the Company. Malcolm pointed out firmly, however, that the peshwa's best 

chance of retaining power lay in the Company's alliance and he encouraged him lo demonstrate his 

will to co-operate with the British by helping them against the Pindaris. Malcolm was confident that 

Baji Rao II would remain loyal.% Elphinstone doubted it himself but, as he admired Malcolm's 

"sound judgment and great store of knowledge, derived both from reading and observation," h e  

directed the British force, which had been sent to keep an eye on the peshwa, to leave the vicinity 

of PoonaB 

On 5 November 1517, on the same day that Sindhia reluctantly signed a new alliance with 

the British, the peshwa, who had used the excuse of co-operating in the war against the Pindaris to 

assemble his troops, attacked the residency at Poona. Elphinstone and his staff were forced to take 

refuge outside the city with the British subsidiary force. With greatly superior numbers Baji Rao next 

attacked the subsidiary force itself but was driven off. He spent the next six months eluding and 

harassing two British forces which, under Efphinstone's direction, were expected to bring about his 

submission. The sack of the residency, however, precipitated a general war against the Marathas. 

Almost immediately Hastings promoted Munro to the rank of brigadier-general - Malcolm's rank 

- but his authority to control the reserve division of Hislop's army was ambiguously worded. Munro 

wrote to Elphinstone that he  had originally been ordered to defend the Company's frontier and the 

nizarn's dominions. These instructions, however, had been "superseded by a late order, directing the 

"s Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 1: 369-70. 

Bphinstone, journal, 12 Aug. 1817, quoted in ibid., 1: 365. Elphinstone to Smith. 5 Oct. 1817, quoted in ibid., 1: 372. 



reserve to be held at your disposal,"30 for operations against the peshwa. 

Elphinstone was made sole commissioner for the seitlement of the territory conquered from 

the peshwa in December 1517. and given authority to direct all the Company forces in the field 

against him. This arrangement made Munro, an army officer for thirty-seven years and one of the 

most experienced and highly respected administrators in the Company's service, subordinate in 

military as well as civil matters to Elphinstone, a civilian, eighteen years his junior. There is no 

evidence, however, to indicate that he resented E1phinstone's authority, while Elphinstone's lack of 

self-confidence, ready acknowledgment of his own inexperience and apparent respect for Munro 

enabled an arrangement that might have been undermined by jealousy and personal rivalry to work 

well. The two men did not meet until the end of May, but Munro received from Elphinstone a 

steady stream of requests for advice on every aspect of the military, political and administrative 

prablems of his new job. Munro may have heard from Malcolm that Elphinstone shared their view 

on governance but, for whatever reason, he acccpted gracefully the role of mentor. 

From November 1517 to April 1818, Munro, barred by the presence of troops loyal to the 

peshwa from joining the division he had been ordered to command, conducted a highly successful 

campaign of his own devising against the forces of the peshwa's jagirdars.jl Malcolm, generous as 

ahvays with his tributes to Munro's abilitql, provides the most succinct account of a remarkable 

strategy. 

We shall all recede, as this extra-ordinary man comes forward. We use common 
vulgar means, and go on zealously, and actively, and courageously enough; but how 
different is his part in the drama! Insulated in an enemy's country, with no military 
means whatever (five disposable companies of sepoys were nothing,) he forms a 
plan of subduing this country, expeliing the army by which it js occupied, and 
collecting the rewiiues that are due to the enemy, through the means of the 
inhabitants themselves, aided and supported by a few irregular infantry, whom he 
invites froin the neighboiiring provinces for that purpose. His plan, which is at once 
simple and great, is successful in a degree, that a mind like his alone could have 

3G Munro to  Elphinstone, 5 Feb. 1818. quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 234. 

" See Stein, Munro, Chap. 6, pp. 218-45 for a detailed account o f  Munro's role in the Third Maratha War. 



anticipated. The county comes into his hands by the most legitimate of all modes, 
the zeaious and spirited efforts of the natives, to place themselves under his rule.j2 

Another contemporary, Captain James Grant, explained that Munro's irregulars, sent to the right 

and left of his column of march, "occupied the villages, fought with spirit on several occasions, 

stormed fortified places, and took possession in the name of 'Thomas Munro Bahad~r' ."~" 

"Bahadur" was a courtesy title indicating high respect and meaning, literally, "invincible." 

A friend of Mumu's in the Crown army once observed that to Munru, "the business of the 

field ...fw as] relaxation or most agreeable amu~ement ."~ General Dunlop, who had known Munro 

since they worked together in the counting-house of Sommerville and Gordon in the 1 7 7 0 ~ , ~ j  

understood that the science of war appealed to Munro more than the conventional lure of valour 

and glory. Warfare, whether strategy, tactics or logistics, was a series of mentally challenging 

problems, like mathematical puzzles to which solutions must, and could be found. His intellectual 

interest in the science of warfare is evident in many of his w~itings. The reports on the Company's 

political and military relations with the Indian slates, which Munro's father had forwarded to the 

Home government in the 1780s and 1790s, demonstrate his discerning comprehension of the 

problems peculiar to Indian warfare. So does his correspondence with Arthur Wellesley about the 

Second Maratha War. The relish with which he tackled the organizational problems of the First 

Burma War in the 1820s, at a time when he wished and expected to leave India, indicates his 

appreciation of the central importance of logistics, as well as strategy, tactics and leadership, to 

war." 

j2 Malcolm to John Adam, 17 Feb. 1813, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 1: 503. 

" Giant, quoted in BaHharcher, Western India, p. 15. 

" Dunlop to  Munro, 29 Dec. 1810. Mss. Eur., F/151/152. 

Gleig, Munro, 1: 16. 

M M u n r ~  to his father, on the Third Mysore War, January 1790 to July 1791. quoted in Gieig, Munro, 1: 79-125, passim: Munro 
to his father, on general strategic and military matters, 30 Sept. 1796 to 10 Feb. 1799, ibid., 3: 102-110, passim; correspondence 
between Arthur Wellesley and Munro on the Fourth Mysore War and the Second Maratha War, 17 Sept. 1799 to 24 May 1804, 
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Munro's criticism of Arthur Wellesley's conduct of the battle of Assaye is well-known and 

often quoted, but Wellesley clearly respected the older man's opinion. Munro told Wellesley that, 

considering the disparity in numbers, Assaye should be regarded as a more brilliant exploit than 

Nelson's victory at Aboukir Bay. Detaching part of his force, however, "was so dangerous a measure, 

that I am almost tempted to  think that you did it with a view of sharing the glory with the smallest 

possible numbers." The detached force, he supposed, was sent to turn the enemy's flank, but this 

could have been done "with as much certainty and more security" by keeping a11 the troops together. 

"The "noble manner" in which the battle was conducted madc amends, regardless of whether the 

tactics were right or  wrong, but Munro hoped WeIIesley "would not have occasion to purchase any 

more victories at so high a price,"j7 Wellesley, describing Munro as "a judge of a military 

operation." and claiming to be  very anxious to have his opinion on his side, provided a detailed 

account of the actionjg to which Munro responded that he was already on Wellesley's side. But he 

did not entirely withdraw his criticism. IIe was still "averse to the practice of carrying on war with 

too many scattered armies" and he analyzed the considerations which would have made him hesitate 

to follow Wellesley's course, offering an alternative phi; of operation. Munro concluded by 

conceding, however, :hat although the mode of a t t a d  was not the safest, it "was undoubtedly the 

most decided afid heroic."3g 

Two years later, in 1805, Munro asked his brothei- in Bengal to send him a plan of the 

fortress of Bhurtpur, when it was successfully holding out against General Lake. He remarked that 

he would iike to  be on the spot to see ho3w the assaults were conducted: "for one would think that 

ibid., 3: 123-197. passim; correspondence on the Fmt Burma War. mainly beleeen Munro and Jard Amherst, 18 Sept. 1824 to 17 
May 1626, ibid., 2: 90-177; Sixreen officiai minutes by Munra on the F~rst Burma War, 18 June 1824 to 28 Feb. 1826, MM, 2: 169- 
202. 

" Munro to Wellesley, 14 Ocr. 18003, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 177-79. 

WelIesIey LO Munro. 1 Nov. 1803, B. 3: 210-13. 

39 Munro to Wellesley, 28 Nov- 1803. quoted in Glrig, Munro, 3: 182-4. 
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there is either a want of skill or artillery, for all the breaches are stated to have been narrow and 

steep."40 Several years later, writing Wellington in Spain, Munro analyzed the mistakes made by the 

French general, Massha, in a way which implied that Wellington's success owed something at least 

to weak opposition. There was no mention of Wellington's conduct; merely a remark that "It will be 

some consolation to Masskna that there is hardly a marshal in Spain who will venture to find fault 

with him for having run away from the British army, as there is hardly a man of them who has not 

already done the same thing."" Wellington was slightly more generous, commenting in 1525 to Sir 

Charles Wynn, president of the board o f  control at the time of the First Burma War, that he had 

looked at a whole box of papers from India on the war to find 

nothing in them, except a want of information ... The only paper which shows in the 
writer any knowledge of his subject is Sir Thomas Munro's minute ... and it is curious 
how all appear to have chimed in with his simple proposal, just as a pack of hounds 
do to the voice of the experienced dog4" 

For Munro, military campaigns were there to be analyzed and their problems solved. 14s campaign 

In the southern Maratha country during the Third Maratha War was an unorthodox but intelligent 

- and cheap - solution to a military problem. 

Munro gave the Company control over the resources of three thousand square miles of the 

peshwa's territory, thus denying him men and money in his struggle with the British, and he created 

a broad corridor of Company controlled territory between the Madras presidency and Poona. H e  

did this while holding what he called "a subaltern command" and at virtually no cost to the Supreme 

government: he collected the revenue as he went along." 3MaIcolm took some credit for having 

* Munro to his brother Alexander. 29 March 1805, quoted in ibid., 3: 205. 

a Munro to Wellington, 26 April 1811, quoted in WSD, 7: 113-13. 

a Wellington to Wynn, 24 March 1825, 2: 429-30. The minute referred to is No. 3. 24 Aug. 1824, in Munro, Minutes, 
2: 174-5. 

Munro had outlined his strategy in a letter to the governor-general prior to the campaign, hoping it would help him obtain 
a military command. Hastings, however, had already dispatched his commission as  brigadier-general. See Munro to Hastings, 28 
Nov. 1817, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 1: 473: Stein, Munro, p. 226. 



recommended Munro: "Confess," he demanded of John Adam, "that I have a right to exult in the 

eagerness with which I pressed upon you the necessity of bringing forward this master-workman."44 

There is no evidence that Malcolm's r?commendations persuaded Hastings to promote Munro and 

to allow him to return to the army, but his timely publicity did draw attention to Munro at an 

opportune moment. Elphinstone told a friend who had been "liberally dispensing praise and censure" 

on the conduct of various individuals during the war, that Munro was the real hero: "the great 

claimant to  praise for enterprise and talent, and for retaining his zeal and good humour in every 

circumstan~e."~~ 

In devising his strategy. Munro had taken into consideration the history of the Marathas and 

the social structure and organization of the region. I-fe had also applied what was to him the 

psychologically important principle of self-help. Writing five years later about a different war - the 

Greek struggle for independence from the Ottoman Empire - he observed to George Canning that 

the Greeks should emancipate themselves, without foreign aid, because the struggle would "give 

them a national character and a spirit t o  defend their liberty."46 There were many ethnic groups 

in addition to  Marathas in the region Munro took from the peshwa. By giving them a role in their 

own "liberation" from Maratha rule, they might become useful supporters of the British, whatever 

regime was set up. 

While Munro worked his way through the southern Maratha country, ieaving arnildars - 

local revenue officers - to administer the districts he had conquered, Elphinstone travelled the 

peshwa's territories either with the force attempting to bring Baji Rao I1 to bay, or with a second 

force capturing, one after the other, the hill forts south of Poona. Satara was captured in February 

" Malcolm to Adam, 17 Feb. 1813. quoted in Gleig, Munro. 1: 503. 

" EIphinstone to Captain Close, 16 April 1818, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinsrone, 2: 42. 

4i Munro to George Canning, 1 May 1323. quoted in Gleig. Munro. 2: 67. Munro to Hastings, 28 Nov. 1817. quoted in ibid., 1: 
471-3. 
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and, on April 10, the raja, who had been held in captivity by the peshwa from the beginning of the 

war, was installed by Elphinstone as a Maratha figure-head in a "sovereignty sufficient for [his] 

comfort and dignity"47 A month later Munro defeated a force of the pe5hwa's infantry at Sholapur 

and a few days later concluded his campaign by capturing the fortress. 

After leaving Elphinstone in Poona in August 1517, Malcolm had first visited Hyderabad to 

arrange the supply and movement of Hislop's army into the Deccan because Hislop was seriously 

ill. H e  then travelled to Nagpur, to make sure that the raja of Berar would make his contribution 

of supplies to the Pindari campaign and then, at the end of October, relinquished his role as political 

agent and took up his military command. Two months later the campaign against the Pindaris was 

Grtually over, but as the war against the Maratha princes was under way in the north as well as in 

the peshwa's territory, Malcolm joined Hislop in time to take part in a pitched battle against Holkar 

at Mehidpur on 21 December. Malcolm led a force of cavalry against enemy horse threatening 

British troops at a river crossing and then, somewhat rashly, led a charge against the ~rlemy's 

batteries; luck and the skill and courage of the sepoys allowing him to take them with the bayonet 

while under heavy fire." It was a spectacular but orthodox engagement of the type that reaped 

conventional military acclaim and honours and Malcolm was delighted to have taken part in it. When 

Munro heard the news, he congratulated Malcolm on his success in a battle "as severe as Assaye," 

although he wondered why the army "did not instantly follow up the victory, instead of halting four 

days to sing Te Deum, and write to your grandmothers and aunts how good and gracious Providence 

had been." He  rejoiced, however, that Malcolm had "acted so conspicuous a part in that drama both 

cn you: cvm a m u s t ,  a& or, that of the hcnour of the coast [Madras] army."jQ The :ivalv between 

the Becga! aad Madras armies was intense. 

EIphinstone, journai, 10 Feb. 1815, quoted in Colebrooke, El~hinstone, 2 27. 

Malcolm's official report to the adjutant-general of the army, 22 Dec. 1317, is printed in Kaye, Maicolm. 2: 212-15 

@ Munm to Malcolm, 26 Jan. 1318, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 307. 
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After Mehidpur, Malcolm was kept busy until early May 1818, negotiating with Holksr and 

coercing and cajoling the Pindari chiefs into submission. The peshwa, however, who had been moving 

north at the head of an army relentlessly pursued by the British, suddenly sent an emissary to 

Malcolm to discuss terms of surrender.s0 There was little doubt that Baji Rao I1 would soon be 

defeated in the field. Malcolm was anxious, however, for the sake of Britain's reputation and for the 

long-term tranquillity of India, that he should be seen to abdicate voluntarily rather than lose his 

throne to the British in battle. Made a prisoner, he would become an object of sympathy and a 

potential figure-head for revolt; killed in battle, he might become a martyr. The discontented would 

rally around "a real or pretended heir to his high station."51 

For two weeks Malcolm and Baji Rao TI were engaged in tense negotiations. Malcolm made 

it clear at the outset that the Supreme government would not agree to even a nominal sovereignty, 

and that its generosity would match the speed at which the war was concluded. His eventual success, 

Malcolm claimed, depended to o considerable degree "on passing events" in other areas that raised 

o r  lowered the peshwa's hopes, especially "the complete defeat of the peshwa's troops at Sholapur 

by our friend Tom M u n r ~ . ~ ~  

When Malcolm offered Baji Rao I1 a lavish pension of eight lakhs of rupees in return for 

an immediate end to the war, he was censured by thc Supreme government for extravagance. Munro 

and Elphinstone, however, both supported Malcolm's defence of his terms. As Munro described the 

situation to his brother Alexander: 

The amount of the pension, and I believe also the principle of granting him any 
terms whatever, have been disapproved of. I certainly think differently; I think that 
great allo~vance should be made for a native Sovereign, reduced to a state of 
degradation by a foreign power. 

j0 See "Memorandum of the Proceedings of Brigadier Sir John hlalcolm from 16th January till t h e  29th of June 1818 including 
those connected with the submission of the Peshwa Badjirow," n.d.. Mss. Eur., F'll51/42. 

51 Malcolm to chief secretaq of government. n.d., quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 240. 

5 % ~ l c ~ f m  to his wife. n.d., quoted in ibid., 2: 250. 
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Earlier, Baji Rao II had made overtures to Elphinstone who rejected them because he had been 

instructed "to receive none but those of unconditional surrender." Malcolm, however, had been given 

no instructions. Baji Rao had not been expected to travel so far north.j5 

Munro told Malcolm that if the peshwa had come to him, he would probably have offered 

him ten lakhs rather than eight. He also endorsed the grounds on which Malcolm had made his 

decision. Baji Rao 11's surrender would do more than anything else to restore peace and facilitate 

the settlement of the country because it deprived the disaffected of their leader. Munro claimed that 

he would rather have taken Baji Rao than the Bombay government, but hoped that Malcolm would 

be "the taker of both." To Elphinstone, Munro added that the peshwa's so-called treachery should 

neither cause resentment, nor be punished, because it  was natural. Any sovereign controlled by a 

foreign subsidiary force in his own domains must become timid, cunning, and treacherous. "We 

ourselves induce the treachery we punish."js Munro consistently criticized the subsidiary alliance 

system for its debilitating moral effects and unfortunate practical consequences. 

In the spring of 1818. Hastings asked Munro to undertake the settlement of the pcshwa's 

southern territories in co-operation with Elphinstune in the north, but Munro had already decided 

to return to Britain on account of increasing deafness and deteriorating evesight.j5 Elphinstone. 

whose administration of the area around Poona had begun before Baji Rao's surrender and 

deposition, was given control of the whole region. He learned of Munro's decision in April 1318 and, 

after the battle at Sholapur, espressed his anxiety at being left to handle thc task alone. 

I really do not see how we are to fill the blank that you will leave ... I had calculated 
a n  receiving much instruction from you on the management of the rest of the 
country, either by minute communications or in the capaciq uf a joint 
commissioner ... I now find that you will be quitting the scene at the time when the 
settlement of the country north of the Kstna will just be beginning and I really feel 

" Munro to his brother Alexander, 30 Sepr. 1818. quoted in Gleig. Munro, 3: 284. 

jt Munro to Malcolm, 19 June 1818. quoted in ibid.. 3: 261-2. Munro to Elphinstone. 28 June 1818, quoted in h d . .  3: 263. 

" MUNO'S problem with his sight was due to his need for a new pair of reading glasses. See Stem. Munro, p. 244,n. 



some uneasiness at the prospect of under-takira alone a task on which so much is 
to dqer,d.j6 

He  sent a palanquin with a strong escort to bring Munro to Satara for a meeting at which he took 

careful notes,j7 

Elphinstone's debt to -?dunro has long been recognized by historians. beginning with 

C ~ l e b r o o k e . ~ ~  J.S. Cotton credits Munro with teaching Elphinstone "the duty of investigating 

thoroughly the indigenous institutions," and Kenneth Ballhatchett, eramining the ideas behind the 

new system of government, points ou: that Elphinstone studied Munro's published writings as well 

as seeking his advice on the day-to-day problems of administration.j9 The extent of EIphinstme's 

bependence on Munro's ideas for his administration of the peshwa's territories has become more 

evident, however, from papers, now in the Munro Collection in the Oriental and India Office 

Collection in the British Library, which were unavailable to Colebrookc, Cotton and Rallhatchet. 

Elphinstone had had no administrative experience and there is no indication that hc had 

previously given any thought to the maintenance of civil order, to revenue collection or to legal 

systems - he had had no cal to d o  so as a diplomat. So between January and April 1815, while he 

and Munro were still at war, Elphinstone sought Munro's advice on a multitude of subjects including 

the disposition of the forces Elphinstone was directing against the peshwa, the appointment of civil 

collectors and how to treat the different classes of jagirdar. Although Malcolm and Elphimtone have 

been portrayed by historians as being more sympathetic than Munro to the plight of the great Indian 

landholders, during the early months of Elphinstone's administration of the peshwa's territory, 

Munro, who, at the start of career had favoured the eradication of petty chiefs, now preached to 

st Etphinstone to Munro? 30 May 18i8. Mss. Eur.. F/151/25. 

Munro to Elphinstone, 13 June 1818. quoted in Gieig, Munro, 3: 260. 

" GAebrooke. Elphinstone. 2: 22 

j9 Cottan, Elphinstone. p. 128. Ballhatchet Western India. p. 32. 
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Elphimtone on the importance of preserving the existing ranks of Indian s ~ i c t f . ~  and advised him 

that the great jagirdars shoufd not be put in a worse position than they had been in under the 

peshwa's government. He advised that only members of the lowest class, who might prove refractory, 

might &we their lands sequestered in exchange for a pecuniary allowance-62 

Munro told AMalcofm, who had apparently again made "honourable mention'2of his friend 

to John Adam and "had cantrived ta make him believe" that. Munro would be a "useful instrument" 

in settling the southern Maratha states. that Elphinstone wanted his aid Smause he  over-estimated 

the difficulties of settlement. Munro recommended instead that William Chaptin. the collector of 

Rllari. should replace him in [he southern territories and suggested that an experienced revenue 

official should be appointed as Etphinstone's secretary@ 

The first meeting between Munro and Elphinstone took pbce at Satara at  the end of May 

1815 and Elphinstone notes in his journal that he has gained much instruction from Munra and has 

been greatly impressed with his good sense, frankness, and his benevolence6; Throughout the 

summer Efphinstone continued to solicit Munro's advice in letters xvhich included numerous phrases 

such as "I am exTremely obliged for your answer to my queries,..They will be very instructive," and, 

"1 shall not fail to attend to what you sa y... and shall mrxfi& the orders." or, "What you 

propose ... seems the best course."@ In JUG he asked what rules he should obsen-e in regard to 

inams, a prebendaq type of Iandholding related tcl village and religious services. "What is to be 

regarded as long possession ... s o  as to entitle the holder to keep his land ... IIow ought the vitlage 

* See Chap II  for a discussion of why Munm changed his approach te higher rankjng Indians. 

* Elphinstocr journat June I N K  quored .bin Cotton. Eiphinstoee, p. 125. 
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inarns to be examiiled[?f by a spc-cial officer or  will the fallector have leisure for thc task'?"'j 

In August 181 8. Munro, now staying with friends at Bang!orc, sent Elphinstonc a 

comprehensive report on the condition of the southern Maratha lands." After that they continued 

to exchange letters on questions of policy until early 1819, when blviunru sct sail for Britain. Although 

inexperienced and, according to Munrct, lacking in self-confidence, Elpht'nstvnc was intelligent and 

a very successful Company senrant. It is unlikely that hc ~ m u l d  have sought or acccplcd Munro's 

advice so consistently. if fic had not been in stmpathv with the principles an  which Munro based his 

administrative policies. Etphinstone was responsible for the administration elf Shc peshwa's former 

territories from December 1817 until he movcd to Bombay in 0ctobe13 1819 and his approach to 

administration, as he dcscribcs it in his Report cn  the Tcrritorics Conftucsed from the Paishwa, had 

much in common with what might bc termed the centrat pillars cif the Munro system: regenerating 

rather than replacing existing rcvenue and judicial s\;stcnis, adapting ncmssary rcforms to thc stage 

of dmeIrspment of local society, protating a graduated social struclurc and enip1~1,ying Indians in the 

These criteria were also applied by Malc<?lrn during the four years f i tm 1818 t o  1823 during 

which he  was responsible for thc settIcment and adrninistratirm of .MaIwa. The lcrritorics of Sindhia 

and Wolkar in the Malwa region that had bccn annexed by thc Company and organized as the 

Central Indian agency, were described by Malcolm as being open table-land, highfy cultivated, 

watered by numerous rivers and with fcrtilc soil and a mild c l i rna!~,~~ Ife told Walter Scott, with 

abvious pride. that he  was governing a territory "as largc as England and Sujtland," whcre the "iargc 

"Mum0 to Elphinstone. " 0 s  the State of :he Southern Maratha C'mniry." Lt Aiig i R i &  quoted rn Gkig ~Munro. 2: 266-81. 
Munruj private Iettcrs to Elpftmsrone dunng the perid 1817-18.19 are in Mss. Eur . FW. ifrw. c!k26. 
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folks are quiet" but the great problem is "to keep the Rob Roys under.'"9 There were no important 

t o m  in the region and Malcolm seems to have spent much of his time moving from district to 

district, again alternatively cajoling and coercing the more unruly inhabitants into accepting British 

rule. H e  also spent much time gathering and analyzing information about the previous methods of 

administration in hfatwa and abuut its history. l l e  presented a report to the government in 1822 and 

expanded it into a two volume Memoir of Central India after his return to Britain. Malcolm believed 

that such. historical research was necessary in order to establish the basis on which the British could 

develop a form of administra~ion suited to the conditions and needs of thc local people. 

Malcolm was enjoying the extensive civil and military powers he had becn given to settle 

Mafwa and Munro was on the high seas, expecting never to return to India. when Elphinstone 

learned, on 12 February 1819, that he rather than Malcolm, his patron. or Munro, his mentor, had 

been appointed governor of Bombav. h4unro drxs not seem to have had any expectation of the 

Bomba~ governorship but he, Elphinstone and Malcolm all believed that Malcolm had a good - 

and desemed - chance of being appointed. Munro wits t o  sen7e as governor of Madras from 1820 

until 1827: Malcolm succeeded Efphinstone as governor of Bombay kom 1827 tc? 1830. 

The Third Maratha War was in many ways thc apogec of the careers of -Munro, Malcolm 

and Elphimtone. Their all-round talents and Indian expertise were finally tested lo th, full and they 

emerged from the conflict as the chief architects of British supremacy in western and central India. 

Their achievements were officially recognized when George Canning announced that he was 

"disposed to concur in the appointment of either Sir John Malcolm, Mr. Mcluntstuart Elphinstone 

or Cobnet Thomas Munm as Goveror of Bombay."70 



Chapter 6 

Recognition: 1819 - 1830 

The subordinate governments ...p resent no employment so 
interesting as securing and regulating a new conquest with ample 
powers, civil and military, with plenty of troops, and the most liberal 
support from the governor-general. 

Mountstuart Elphinstonel 

During the years 1820 to 1527. while Elphinstone and Munro served as governors of Bombay 

and Madras and Malcolm, for most of the time, was in Britain, the three men kept up their 

friendship by correspondence. Their experiences during the Third Maratha War and their shared 

attitude to government, more evident after Malcolm and Elphinstone became administrators rather 

than diplomats, increased their respect for one another. IT Malcolm regretted promoting his friends' 

talents during the fifteen years when he was the most prominent of the three, he gave no sign. But 

in the 1820s Munro becamc the most prominent. Sound administration now took precedence over 

diplomacy and both Malcolm and Elphinstone sought Munro's advice and his approval of their own 

views on governing. H e  encouraged Malcolm's literary ambitions and advised Elphinstone about his 

administrative arrangements at Bombay. 

The governorships of Madras and Bombay were to be the pinnacle of the careers of the 

three men. Munro was considered for, but not offered, the governor-generalship in 1825; 

Elphinstone declined an offer of it in 1534, ostensibly on the grounds of ill-health; Malcolm would 

have jumped at the opportunity of serving as either acting or permanent governor-general but was 

never considered. It was diiiicult to win renown as a governor, because the over-riding authority of 

the governor-general aad the checks imposed by presidency councils, boards of revenue and 

' Elphinstone to Lord Keith. 3 OcL 1318 quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 48. 
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judiciaries seriously inhibited one's freedom of action.' Neither Munro, Matcalm nor Elphirsone 

expected the post to be particularly rewarding - except, perhaps, financially - both of the others 

echoed Elphinstone's verdict that the settlement of newly conquered territories was more intercsting. 

Neither Madras nor Bombay, which carried a lower salary and, possibly for that reason, sligl- tly less 

prestige at this time, was likely, however, to be declined by a Company official. Since 1754, men with 

political connections in Britain and a higher social status than that of most Company servants - 

although not always as much ability - had generally held these appointments. Canning's nomination 

of Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstcme was an honour; recognition of their roles in the creation of the 

British empire in south-western and central India. 

Although their biographers stressed devrjtion to duty in explaining why the three men 

accepted appointments for which they had little enthusiasm, other considerations were more 

important. The governorships offered a relatively liberal salary and public recognition: a culmination 

to a distinguished career that ufas practically. as well as psychologically, satisfactory. As early as 1502, 

Elphinstone had been asking himself what he could "do honourably to get money to go home with 

even for a time?" In 1813 going home for a time was a temptation that had to be resisted because, 

as he told his sister, it would extend the time it would take him to save enough to retire on for 

good." few months before his appointment to Bombay, after thanking his uncle, Lord Keith, for 

his "warm interest" in his career, Elphinstone observed that "my ultimate view is to get into quiet 

retirement, which I should do tomorrow if I had f 1.500 a year."4 For Elphinstone, a governor's 

salary and his obligations to the relatives who had promoted his interests were probably the decisive 

'Kenneth Ballhatcher points out that Elphinstoni: was often unable to implement his policies as he uould have preferred, owing 
to the conllicring opinions of governrnenr and Company authorities in Britain as weil as  sporadic opposi~ion from the Bombay and 
Calcutta secretariats. He believes, nevertheless. that officials in India had more influence on policy than those in Imndon. 
Balihatchett, Western India, p. 162. 

' Eiphinstone, journal, 1801, Mss. Eur.. F@8. Box 13E16 (i). Elphinstone to h ~ s  sister Elizabeth, 6 Oct. 1813, Mss. Eur., F/88, 
Box 3A5. 

' Elphinstone to Lord Keith, 3 Oct. 1818, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 49. 
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considerations. There is no mention of a duty to the Company or the people of India. 

Munro, who told his friend Lady Liston that he "would rather wander over this country in 

a tent than live soberly in any tou-n in my native land,"j liked the climate and country of India better 

than that of Britain. But he missed British friends and the more culturally stimulating European 

environment and was ambivalent about returning to India in 1819, although he claimed that he felt 

obliged to go.6 It is unclear, however, whether his obligation was to India, to men in the Company 

and the British government who had supported him and his policies, or to his fkmily. A desire to 

consolidate his administrative reforms may have provided an inducement; so mo did the salary of 

f10,OOU. His first son had been born during the voyage to Britain in 1819 and, at the age of fifty- 

eight, he found himself with a family to provide for. (A second son was born in 1823). He told his 

friend and financial agent, George Brown. that he had bcen too slow in making money ever to make 

"what is called a respectable appearance in the world" but. with economy, he hoped to save f6,000 

a years7 His relatively humble origins may have enhanced the attraction of a governorship and the 

knighthood tnat went with it. but only because they were honours he felt he had earned. Munro 

judged everyone by merit rather than rank. Expecting to retire soon to Britain, he told Brown, 

despondently, in July 1526 that he had no taste for the fashionable world and would, anyway, be too 

old or too poor "to think of making a figure in genteel life." At thc time of his death a year later, 

however, a lifetime of careful attention to money and a thrifty style of life had enabled him not only 

to provide financial support over the years for many relatives, but also to leave an estate worth 

•’126,648; a respectable legacy for his widow and sons. Munro had been much poorer when he joined 

the Company than either Malcolm or Elphinstone but, at the end of his life, was the wealthiest of 

the three. 

Munro to b d y  Liston, 12 March 1826, NLS, Ms. 5676. 

Munro to his sister Erskine, 12 Dec. 1819, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 2: 8-9. 

' Munrt? to George Brown, I1 Aug. 1821, Mss. Eur., F/151/174. 
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Malcolm told Mucro in 1520 that he would have about •’50,000 by the end of the year, which 

would enable him to retire to Britain and provide "Porridge and Butter for me and the weans" if he 

were not, as he was hoping, appointed lieutenant-governor of Central India.8 Seven years later, 

about to take over from Elphinstone at Bombay, he told Wellington that the prize money he had 

recently received from the final division of the spoils of the Third Maratha War, added to his former 

means, had made him "very independent" and he would not stay long at Bombay unless he was also 

given authority over Central India. Bombay alone, he ciaimed, provided no chance of adding to his 

reputation and the f 15,000 to •’20,000 he q : a ~ ! L !  make was not sufficient to compensate for the 

hazards of serving again in Indiam9 Malcolm had more children to support and a more expensive life- 

style than Munro and his frequent insistence that money was not a determining consideration where 

appointments were concerixd ilmds to be treated with some caution. William Elphinstone told 

Munro in 1520 that Malcolm "camot afford to come home to live in comfort with his habits, and 

an expensive family to bring up; ..."'O Money, however, seems, quite genuinely, to have mattered less 

to him than recognition. His private letters allude more frequently to a desire for renown rather than 

for wealth and indicate that, after his first irresponsible years in India, it became of great importance 

to !iim that his parents, brothers and sisters should be proud of his achievements and that, later, he 

anxiously sought the admiration of his wife and children. Throughout his career he longed for public 

acknowledgment of his services to the Company and, as he saw it, to the British empire. 

A month after taking office as governor of Bombay in October 1519. Elphinstone told 

Malcolm that his allowances were only Rps.100,000, his expenses Rps. 50.000, and that equipping 

himself would "run away with the balance of Rps.20,000 for one year at least, if not two." Malcolm, 

he claimed, was "never in better luck" than when he "escaped Bombay" where he would never have 

Malcalm to Munro. 11 May 1520, Mss. Eur., F/151/62. 

Walcotm to Wellington. 6 Feb. 1527, M s .  Eur., F/l51!62. 

'@ William Elphinstone to  Munro, I0 Sept. 1828, M s .  Eur.. F/151/73. 
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been able to save a farthing, while in Central India "you have Rps.50,000 clear or nearly so."ll In 

1822 Elphinstone is still complaining of his debts,12 but by May 1327 had accumulated enough 

money to provide an income for a comfortable country life, occasional travel in Britain and Europe 

and the pursuit of his literary interests. He could count on "•’2,600 a year permanent, •’400 a year 

more till 1334 and •’4,300 ready rnoney."lHe had managed to achieve this desirable state of affairs 

despite having taken responsibility for some of his brother James's debt of Rps.47,000. 

Although Canning had nominated Malcolm, Elphinstone and Munro for the governorship 

of Bombay as a gesture of recognition for the recent achievements of the Company's servants, he 

also intended it as a conciliatory move to improve the strained relations betwen the government 

and the court of dire~tors,~Warning Malcolm and Munro, as well as Elphinstone, as candidates for 

Bombay, however, was probably meant to indicate an equal appreciation for the services of all three, 

not that he considered them as equal contenders. If Canning hoped to appease the Company, 

Malcolm's appointment to a governorship was out of the question, owing to his unpopularity with 

the directorate for what was regarded as the excessive cost of many of his diplomatic achievements. 

Munro was never a genuine contender for Bombay because he was wanted for Madras. 

Because Bombay became vacant before Madras, and perhaps because in the later nineteenth 

century Bombay became the more important, Elphinstone's promotion ahead of the two older men 

has attracted much attention and added, not inconsiderably, to his reputation. Munro's appointment 

to Madras, however, was decided upon at the same time and, at a time after the Maratha war when 

eecient administration and reduced costs were priorities, may have been the cornerstone of the 

arrangements. Sir John Kaye points out that Madras at the time was "the higher and more 

Ii Eiphinsrone lo Malcolm, 4 Dec. i819, quoted in Choksey, Eluhinstone, p. 274. 

l2 Elphinstone, journal, 10 Feb. 1822, quoted in ibid., p. 277. 

I3 Elphinstone, journal, n.d,, quoted in ibid., p. 447. 

l4 Philips, East India Comrranx p. 222 
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advantageous appointment."l5 According to Malcolm, William Elphinstone, Sir Alexander Allan and 

John Sullivan, three men with great influence over Indian affairs in London, had been working since 

1812 to "support Munro's pretensions to a government" and, by 1818, there was a "strong and 

respectable" party determined to give a full trial to Munro's judicial system.16 This claim is 

supported by the fact that the directorate made sure that Munro would be able to put his system 

into operation by appointing George Stratton, William Thackeray and Henry Graeme to the Madras 

council; all men who supported Munro's policies and with whom Munro was on good personal terms. 

James Cochrane, who had trained under Munro in the revenue line and become a close friend, was 

made president of the board of revenue. As John Ravenshaw told Munro, the directors were 

determined that there should be no "factious opposition during the whole of your reign."17 *Munro 

probably knew more about the Madras presidency and its Indian subjects than any contemporary 

British official and, if Company servants rather than British political figures were to be the next 

presidency governors, he was the natural choice. According to George Gleig, whose biography of 

Munro was an "official life" prepared in close association with John Ravenshaw and other members 

of the directorate, although Munro was not actually appointed to Madras until the summer of 1519, 

it was decided the previous summer, when Canning first made his nominations, that Munro would 

be asked to succeed Hugh Elliot at Madras.lg 

A group that was sufficiently influential to obtain Munro's appointment to Madras in order 

to ensure that his system was given a "full trial" were likely to support a candidate for Bombay who 

was baown to hold similar views. Although Elphinstone attributed his appointment to the fact that 

no one in London knew anything about him and, therefore, had no grounds on which to object to 

l5 Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 459. 

'' Malcolm to his wife, 1820. quoted in ibid., 2: 316n. 

l7 Ravenshaw to Munro. 13 Juiy 1820, Mss. Eur., Ffl5103. Stein, Munro, p. 251. 

IB Stein, Munro, pp. 329-30. Gleig Munro, 2: 4. 
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him,19 this overly modest explanation was given to console Malcolm. There can be little doubt that 

the Home government knew enough about Elphinstone's administration of the peshw~'s former 

territories to recognize Munro's influence. Canning, who influenced both appointments, seems to 

have asked Munro to report to him on how Elphinstone was managing, when he visited Bombay en 

route to Madras in May 1520.B The commission implies a close understanding between Canning 

and Munro; an assertion supported by the unusually respectful letters Munro wrote to Canning and 

his genuine regret when Canning left the board of contr01.~ Canning may have hoped that, with 

like-minded men at Madras and Bombay, some uniformity could be given to the administration of 

southern and western India - although neither Munro nor Elphinstone, in fact, believed uniformity 

to be desirable or  possible. 

There was always bargaining and manoeuvring between the government and the Company 

over appointments. On this occasion, however, the usual priorities - political interest and patronage 

- seem to have been relatively unimportanl. Policy pointed to the selection of Munro and 

Elphinstone in preference to Malcolm. Naturally, Malcolm was disappointed. He  reluctantly accepted 

Munro's superior credentials, telling his wife: "Ambitious as I am, and impatient as I have become 

of slight. I do not know that I should not have had conscience enough to vote against myself [in 

regard to M a d r a ~ ] . " ~  But he resented the fact that Elphinstone, who was not only his "junior by 

twelve years in the political line" but who had served under him at the beginning of the Third 

Maratha War, had been pushed ahead of him by the C ~ m p a n y . ~  

During 1819 and 1520, the governor-general, Lord Hastings, attempted to make amends to 

- 

l9 Elphinstone to Malcolm, ad.,  quoted in Colebrooke, El~hinstone, 2: 105. 

Stein. Munro, p. 248. 

Munro to Canning, 30 June 1821, 1 May 1823, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 2: 57-67. 

22 Malcolm to his wife, 1820, qx~oted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 31611. 

a Malcolm to Captain Tod, 1819, quoted in Kaye, m. 1: 301. 
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Malcolm by raising the question of creating a lieutenant-governorship out of the territories 

conquered from the peshwa and appointing Malcolm to the position. The issue was discussed in 

letters between Hastings and Elphinstone and between Hastings and Malcolm. The governor-general 

told Elphinstone that he understood that the directors were prepared "to do something" for Malcolm 

and he asked Elphinstone to tell him frankly what he thought of detaching from Bombay, part of 

the peshwa's former territory, "constituting ~ a l c o l m ]  for a time, lieutenant-governor of an adequate 

extent?"" The proposal was obviously designed solely to appease Malcolm. 

Elphinstone's response is curious. H e  begins by agreeing, mentioning that on his appointment 

to Bombay he had seriously considered recommending the appointment of a commissioner for the 

peshwa's former territories under Bombay's authority. A lieutenant-governorship would do what he 

had in mind and Malcolm with "his enlarged views of policy, and his liberal principles towards the 

nativesnE was well-qualified to conciliate a newly conquered people. Elphinstone, however, also told 

Hastings that Malcolm should be given a council to deal with civil administration. He  implies that 

Malcolm's enlarged views and liberal principles might need curbing. Put beside a letter Elphinstone 

wrote to Malcolm at much the same time, on 4 Cecember 1519, this suggestion appears hypocritical. 

Elphinstone tells Malcolm: "It is a great annoyance to a person who is used as we are (or rather as 

we were and you are) to have his word law and to have nobody to satisfy of the propriety of a 

measure but himself, to be obliged to explain his motives to a c o ~ n c i l . " ~  And, as Ballhatchet points 

out, Elphinstone himself "disliked ... the methods of government b;, ~ o u n c i l . " ~  

Elphinstone concludes his reply to Hastings by questioning whether it would be advisable 

Hastings to  E/falcolm, n.d., quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 304-5; Hastings to Malcolm. July 1820. ibid., 2: 312n; Malcolm to 
Hastings, Aug. 1820, quoted in ibid., 2: 324-6. Hastings to Elphinstone, 2 July 1819, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 102-4. 

25 Elphinszone to Hastings, n.d., 1819, quoted in ibid., 2: 103-4. Colebrooke provides no date for Elphinstone's letter but it was 
written in reply to Hastings' letter of 2 July 1819. 

2%lphinstone, quoted in Ballhatchet, Western India, p. 138. 

'' Ibid. 
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to remove Malcolm from Malwa. "However quiet that country may be at present, it must retain, in 

t o .  Jib habits of its inhabitants, and in ihe character of the many petty governments of which it is 

combined, great materials for disturban ce...[ and] every disturbance of the public tranquillity is to be 

dreaded ..." If Hastings knew of ''a fit person" to succeed Malcolm in Malwa or if the country was 

sufficiently pacified that strong rule was no longer required, then, in Elphinstone's opinion, Malcolm 

could be moved.= Why. one wonders. did Elphinstone think a council so necessary in the 

government of the peshwa's former territories, but not in Malwa? 

Neither Hastings nor Elphinstone says whether the lieutenant-governor would have been 

placed under Bengal or Bombay. In the first instance, Elphinstone would lose a good deal of the 

territory he  was governing; in the second, he would be in the uncomfortable position of becoming 

Malcolm's superior. Colebrooke observes dryly: "we can readily understand that the correspondence 

went no f ~ r t h e r . " ~  

Malcolm, no doubt, remained unaware of Elphinstorie's lack of enthusiasm and anyway 

would have rejected the appointment on the terms Elphinstone suggested, as Elphins tone probably 

knew. Malcolm n ade it clear to the Supreme government that, if he was appointed lieutenant- 

governor, he would expect to have complete civil and military authority. A solution would have been 

to make Malcolm lieutenant-governor of Malwa and Central India instead. The extensive districts 

known as the Central Indian agency comprised lands previously held by Sindhia, Holkar and a 

number of minor Indian rulers. They had suffered badly at the hands of the Pindaris, and were 

politically unstable and potentially rebellious; there was some justification for Malcolm's claim that 

they needed to be ruled by a man with autocratic power.30 Munro supported this view. He told 

tp Elphinstone to Hastings, n.d.. 1819. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 104. 

Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 104. 

3aMalc01m to John Aciam, n.d., 1820, quoted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 320. Malcolm to Hastings, 4 Aug. 1820, Mss. Eur., F/151/62. 
This file includes many letters from Malcolm to Munrc on the subject of the lieutenant-governorship. 
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Canning in May 1520 that Malcolm "ought undoubtedly to be kept in Malwa for some years." If the 

government, for the sake of ridding itself of a trifling expense, persuaded itself that all would go well 

without him, "we shall have the centre of India in a state of confusion from which it may be difficult 

to extricate it hereafter."" Neither Malcolm's nor Munro's appeals, however, had any effect. 

Malcolm corresponded with Hastings and John Adam, now chief secretary at Calcutta, on 

the subject of a lieutenant-governorship until November 1520. Then Ifastings told him that the 

Company would not now agree to the suggestion if Hastings made it, because they were working to 

have him replaced as governor-general. Canning told Malcolm that Wastings had never mentioned 

to him the type of appointment Malcolm was hoping for and that he was sure it was neither 

"wholesome" nor legal, for appointments "which grow out of special circumstances known only in 

India, to be made in England."3' U1illiam Elphinstone and Ravenshaw were more sympathetic. 

Elphinstone told Munro that Malcolm had been under-valued by Hastings because of his "trials with 

the peshwa," but from what Munro and Mountstuart had told him, Malcolm had been right and 

Hastings should have founci an appointment for him.33 Ravenshaw, who was not a great admirer 

of Malcolm but was aware of Munro's concern for him, informed Munro that as the resident at 

Hyderabad was to be dismissed for an incident involving the fatal flogjng of two Indians, Hyderabad 

might provide "a good opening for M a l c ~ l m . " ~  The authorities in neither London nor Calcutta, 

however, were prepared to commit themselves to either a lieutenant-governorship or any other 

prominent appointment for Malcolm at this time. 

Despite a great many polite words about Malcolm's ability and dedicated service, no one was 

in a hurry to employ him. His reputation had been established as a diplomat and as the political 

" Munro to Canning. 15 May 1820, quoted in Gleie. Munro. 2: 51. 

32 Canning to  Malcolm, Nov. 1520, quoted in Kaye, Maicolrn, 2: 327n 

33 William Elphinstone to Munro, 10 Sept. 1820. Mss. Eur., FIl5103. 

34 Ravenshaw to Munro, 13 July 1824 Mss. Eur., FIlS1173. 
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agent for several governors-general and, although he was now wielding the broad powers he had 

been given in Malwa with apparent success, events were working against him. with the defeat of the 

Marathas in 1818, Britain was indisputably the paramount power in India, but the war had been 

expensive and the government wanted to retrench. In this setting, two of Malcolm's more attractive 

attributes, his generosity - the Company thought of it as extravagance - and his sensibility - 

became liabilities rather than assets- His unnecessarily liberal pension for Baji Rao I1 was fresh in 

everyone's mind, recalling the cost of his first Persian mission which had appalled the directorate, 

and the indemnity he had authori-zed after the murder of the Persian envoy in Bombay in 1502, 

which had led the shah to remark that a dozen envoys might b e  killed if the British paid for them 

at the same rate.35 Malcolm's bargain with Baji Rao II, a financial millstone that the Company 

would bear for years to come, contrasted starkly with Munro's conquest of the peshwa's southern 

territories, which was paid for from the revenues of the territories themselves and cost the Company 

virtually nothing. 

Less obvious but nevertheless important, Malcolm respected Indians from all walks of life. 

The consideration he gave to the feelings of displaced Indian rulers may have appeared, at least 

from the distance of London, as potentially obstructive now that Britain was the paramount power. 

Whereas his knowledge of Indian politics and his affable relationships with Indian princes had been 

useful to the diplomatic branch in the past, the Company expected to be dictating to them rather 

than negotiating with them in the future and Malcolm's sympathy and generosity might be 

inconvenient. Short of money and with new territories to govern. the I-Iome government preferred 

proven administrators to men with "enlarged views and liberal principles." 

MalcoIm wanted a governorship badly. He had worked hard for fifteen years to obtain one, 

not only by trying to influence patrons but also by acquiring the qualifications he believed were 

required for the job; career-building techniques that had served him well in the past. We first rose 

- 

Kaye, Lives, 1: 214-5 
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in the Company's service by attracting the Home gn.ernment's attention in 1794 with his report on 

- - the organization of the Cc.,?..?antr army. r l ~  ,;cf %t: had followed the report he gave to Wellesley 

on the Indian states in 1798. Jn preparation for a governorship, bfalcofm had spent much of his time, 

while in Britain behveen 1 8 1 h n d  f 816. studying the workings of the British government and its 

relatiomhip with the East India Company on the ground that there could be only one rational 

objection to the appointment r3f a Company official to a governorship: his probablv inadequate 

knowledge of the government of his own country, 'br in other words....heing too I n d i a ~ . " ~  This 

opinion was shared by Wellington, who supported hjlalcolm's claims to a gmernorship a few years 

later. He told Charles W p .  the president of the board of control. who preferred British public 

servants to Company officials as governors, that Malcolm was an exception: he  had "lived much in 

this country and to great advantage. H e  has a thorough knowledge of men and affairs here."37 

Malcolm knew that Mumo and Efphinstone had been seiected for their knowkdge of Indian 

forms of administration. He wrote to his wife in 1820 asking, indignantly, 

Has not the whole government, in all its parts, been my constant study? ... Has not my life 
been given to all the details of revenue settlement and judicial proceedings, native as we11 
as European modes of administering justice, and the most minute investigation of 
everything relating to the rules and institutia ns... of this and neighbouring countries'? They 
shall ere long see all this in a report. which will enabie me to ask my friends whether 1 
am or I am not, fit for a civil governmentx 

Malcolm believed his research into different political and social structures - Sikh and Persian as 

welf as Indian - qualified him for a governorship and behvcen 3519 and 1822, his determination 

to demonstrate his expertise - to prove that faction, not lack of ability. had led to his exclusion - 

led to an almost obsessional p r e a  iipation ~ 5 t h  the report he wrote on Malwva. 

M u m  toId a friend in Britain in 1521 that Maitdm was undermining his fieaith with "oser- 
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exertion and uncezsing occupation." f Sle added that despite serious and repeated attacks of fever, 

no one had been able to prcvaii upon him to Icave the country until he had completed "a very 

voluminous report rm the state of the countrq. and of the people."59 Malcolm seems to have sent 

the work to Munm for criticism, chapter hy chapter, in manuscript. and in iMay 1519 rejoiced at 

Munro's praise of his revenue chapter: highly valued because Munro was "not in t h ~  habit of giving 

Balloon Draught~."~"n 1 8 2 1 .  as Malcolm was at last preparing to leave for England, Munro, who 

now had a copy of aH the chapters of a work he had dubbed "the Malwa Encyclopaedia," wrote to 

Malcolm to  say how impress& he was by the mass of information it contained.$' 

Malcolm remained in M a t w  until the end of 1821. He had no headquarters - there was 

no principal town or administrative centre in any of the regions for which he was responsible - and 

moved between a number czf temporary camps or small towns writing letters. restoring order and 

setting up a revenue and judicial system. I lc  was partly ctmolcd with promotion to major-general, 

with the award of the G.C.B. and ~ 6 t h  a salary equal to Etphinstme's as governor because he 

received army pay in additiar! to his stipend as a pofitical officer, Shortly before he left India, Munro 

sent a formal minute to the court of directors proposing that the Company should express, in general 

orders, its appreciation of Malcofm's distinguished service." Elphinstone's fcclings were more 

ambivalent. H e  attended a farevieif banquet for Malcolm at Bombay* tnbscrving afterwards that he 

wo&d miss Walcofm"~ high spirits and goud humour when he had forgotten his noise and egotism. 

He appreciated Malcolm's "kindness. friendship, and good sense and good humour" and admired, 

and perhaps envied, his "inexhaustible spirits and irnpeturbable tcmpcr;" qualities he felt he himself 

lacked. or had to work hard to attain through self-admonition. But he was aware of his "want of 

3 Munro to George Brown, I f  Aug 1821. Mss. Eur.. f-7'151!!74. 

Matcairn to Munro. n.d.. 161'2, Aks. Eur.. Ft151i62. 

Munro to Malcolm, 15 Oct. 1820. and I5 Aprif 1821. quared In Gleig, Munro. 2: 75-6 

" ,Wunns, "On the Services of Major-General Sir John Maicolrn.' 26 act. 1821, MM, 2 267 
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toIerance for the single defect [egotism] of one of the first and best men I know."45 Although 

Elphinstone was not egotistic. the numerous entries in his journal recording his feelings and his 

behavior make him appear v e q  self-absorbed. 

From 1522 until 1527, Malcolm remained in Britain dividing his time between a sociable 

home life, travel to Ireland. Scotland and continental Europe, and writing. He revised his report on 

M a h a  for publication under the title A Memoir of Central India ..., expanded his earlier Sketches 

of the Poli t id History of India, into A Pofiticaf Historv of India and wrote the Sketches of Persia.44 

The latier was a compilation of stories and anecdotes drawn from his own experiences in 

Persia and from Persian life, published in r a p r m e  to James Morier's Adventures of Hajii Baba4s 

appeared in 1824- Although Malu~lm was intensely critical of Persian government and what 

he regirded as its deplorable cffect on the national character and moral integrity of Persians, he 

rather liked the Persians' vitality and quick intelligence, The deceptively light and allusive 

introL4uction to his book has MU serious purposes. It is to ward off any challenge to his position as 

the preeminent British authori9 on Persia and to give a more accurate picture of Persia than the 

one painted by Morier. Although the adventures of Hajji Baba are recounted in the first person 

singufar and every event is ostensibly seen through the hero's eyes, in fact ~Morier imposes his own 

orthodox values on f iajji's activities. Beneath an entertaining sttrfiicc: lies a brutal indictment 

of the moral bankruptcy of Persian culture. Malcolm's work may be interpreted as more tolerant 

and, as he stresses. "the sense, the nonsense, the anecdotes, the fables, and the talcs. - all ... with the 

exception of a few sage reflections of my oun. do  actually belong to the good peoptc amongst whom 

they profess to have been ~ o f i e c t e d . ~ ~  

" Elphinsrone, journal. S Nu\.. 1527-7. 12 Xug 151'7, 2 Dec 1521, quored In Colehrooke. El~h~nsrons.  2. 1YJ, 1 .  365: 2. 126 

Sir John Malcoim. Sketches of Persia; From The Journals of a Trareller tn The East, 2 tois.. ftolndon 18273 

h m e s  Bfoner Haiii Baba of fs~hahan 2 ~ o l s .  (Erst published 1524, tondon: 1595). intoducled by E.C. Browne 

" Makdnr. Sketches of Persra. 1: xk-. 



Malcolm implies that Morier's work should be treated as imaginative literature rather than as a 

genuine representation of Persian life-47 

Malcolm did not send his Sketches of Persia to Munro but, as he had done with his work 

on Malwa, he  sent the additions and revisions of the Political Histog to hirn for his comments. 

Munro replied in June 1526 that he was impatiently awaiting the last chapter of the work which he 

proclaimed "by far the most valuable book in our language on our Indian empire, to every person 

who takes any interest in its stability."4s The final phrase probably alludes to Malcolm's main 

competition, James Mill's Histon7 of British India,49 which had appeared in 1517 and was beginning 

to have some influence on Brirish attitudes towards India and British Indian government. Malcolm 

described his last chapter to Walter Scott as : "My brains ... upon every large question of our 

administration at home and abroad."jO In the concluding paragraph to the two volume work, 

Malcolm makes what is generally regarded as the classic statement by the "conservative and 

pragmatic" school of thought on British Indian government associated with his, Munro's and 

Elphinstone's names. 

The change we seek, ... must be wrought by the society itself, and come as the result, 
not as the object of our ... labours ...; by stimulating the zeal ... of those employed in the 
public service; by liberal encouragement to commerce, and to the introduction of the 
useful arts of civilized life; by addressing ourselves not only in the substance but 
mode of administration to the understanding and feelings of those we have to 
govern; by useful public works; by a moderate assessment of revenue ... and toleration 
of their religio us... usages; by institutions founded on sound ...p rinsiples; by raising 
into ... distinction those of the native population whose services, ... talent and integrity, 
or  ... influence with their countrymen, make it wise ... to elevate; and above all, by 
governing our vast territories in India with more attention to their interests, and to 
the character and condition of their inhabitants;, than to the wishes and prejudices 
of those of England, we shall succeed in ... acc~~pl i sh ing  every plan now in progress 

" ME. Yapp, who argues that Malcofm disliked Persia and the Persians, sees the Sketches as I caricature of Persia. See 
SrrarelEies. p. 31. 

Munro to Malcolm. 15 June 1826, quoted in Cieig, Munro, 2: 163. 

@ James Mill, -The Histon. of Bntish India, 6 vois.. 3rd ed., &ondon: 1826). 

XI Malcolm to Scott, 1825, hZS, Ms 3901. 
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for the benefit of this ... great empire-j' 

In his preface to the 1970 edition of the Political Historv, ICN. Panikkar points out that in 

addition to its contemporaneity, which entitles one to treat Malcolm's work as an original source, 

Malcolm was one of the first writers to make extensive use of government records in writing the 

history of India. "Intimacy and authenticity are, hence, the hall-marks of his w ~ r b . " ~ H o l d e n  

Furber, complaining in the introduction to his edition of the correspondence of Sir John Shore of 

the inadequate attention his subject had received from historians, observes that the best treatment 

of Shore's administration is still that given by Malcolm in his Political Wist01-y.~~ Similarly, Raymond 

Callahan praises Malcolmk accounts of the Indian Army in the Political Histow and in a review 

article published in 1818 in the Quarterlv Reviews4 

In addition to his approval of the view expressed in Malcolm's literary works, Munro 

encouraged Malcolm not to give up hope of a governorship. When Malcolm was leaving India in 

182L Munro offered to let him know in advance when he was going to retire, so that Malcolm could 

"take measures" to be appointed to succeed him. Munro submitted his resignation as governor in 

September 1823. The same year Malcolm was offered an appointment as resident at Tehran, which 

he turned down, ostensibly because the government would not give him a credential from the Crown 

rather than the Company. The shah's perception of the inferior status of an Indian government 

representative5j would curtail his authority and a Crown appointment would do more for his 

reputation in Britain. i t  is likely, however, that his decision was influenced by the hope of taking over 

53 ,SA,a!c~to; Po!itical Histow, 2 172-3. The chapter referred to is Chapter 10. the second to  !as! cfrrpser in the edition of the 
Political History edited by Panikkar. 

Editor3 preface. Malcolm. Political His~orv, 1: v. 

sHolden Furber, ed. The Private Record of  a Governor-Generalshio: the Private C~rrespondence of Sir John Shore. Governor- 
General. with Wenw Dundas. President of  the Board of Control. 17_93 - 1798, (Cambridge, hlass: 1933), p. viin. 

Callahan, A r m  Reform. p. 2 John Malcoim, Review of "An Account of the Rise and Progress of the Bengal Natve 
Infant ry...." Quarterlv Review 18. (1818). 

ss Bentinck to Ellenborough, 26 Aug. 1830, Bentinck, 1: 502. Yapp, Strategies. p. 102. 
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from Munro- The governorship of Madras was a vastly preferable appointment to the Company's 

residency at Tehran. When Munro's resignation became known in London in January 1524, Malcolm 

quickly made it clear to the Company and the government that he wanted the post. In March a letter 

from Elphinstone told the directors that he, too, wanted it, War was declared against Burma, 

however, before a dispute between the directors and the government over Munro's successor had 

been settled and, in the light of the Burman crisis, Munro offered to stay on.s6 

Malculrn next turned his thoughts to entering the directorate or standing for election to 

parliament. When Munro submitted his final resignation in 1826, he wrote to Malcolm to say that 

he  should not enter parliament because he could do far more good by becoming the next ggvernor 

of Madras; "Nothing will give me greater pleasure."57 Elphinstone, however, resigned from Bombay 

at the same time and ~Malcolm went to Bombay instead. Stephen Lushington, who had the support 

of the Liverpool administration, became governor of Madras. 

Like Malcolm, Elphinstone sent written work to Munro for comments and, as he had done 

while commissioner for the peshwa's territories, sought advice as well as information. During 

Munro's first months as governor in the summer of 1520, Elphinstone asked for his opinions on a 

draft of a minute h e  was writing on the development of a legal code, especially about the expediencv 

of developing judicial regulations compatible with the ryohvari system. He  asked for information on 

the way the h4adras College was being organized; he arranged to have all Munro's minutes on 

"general subjects" sent to him by Munro's secretary; and he later thanked Munro for his "particularly 

instructive" i n f o r m a t i ~ n . ~ ~  In 1522, having heard that Munro had instituted a "Native Board of 

Revenue" at Madras, he asked Munro to explain it to him, as it seemed an excellent way of opening 

%See Douglas M. Peen, 'The Duke of Wellington and British India during the Liverpool Administration, 1819-27," Journal of 
Imperial and Commonwealth Historv 17. (19881, for an interesting account of conflicr between the two components of the Home 
government of British India, the directorate and the British government, and the important role played by Wellington in Indian 
affairs over zhe selection of the presidency governors at  this time. See also Philips, East India Company, pp. 251-4. 

Munro to Malcolm, 15 June 1826, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 2: 165. 

Elphinstone to Munro, 27 Aug. 1820, Mss. Eur., F/l51/63. 
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the door to "the employment- of natives ir! high and efficient situatiom." He wanted to know whether 

Munro was thinking of doing the same for the judicial or any other branch of the services9 

The wording of a request to Munro in 1820 to pass on any ideas that occurred to him "on 

the subject of our revision of the  regulation^"^^ implies that, although the two men may not have 

believed a uniform administrative system for their presidencies was feasible, they were aiming to 

devise regulations, at least in regard to revenue matters and civil law, sufficiently general and flexible 

to be applied in districts which by tradition had different customs.61 

The continuous passage of written material between the two presidencies allowed 

Elphinstone to benefit both from Munro's extensive experience and from the administrative lessons 

learned at Madras. On the other hand, Elphinstone's popularity with the directorate and his polished 

writing style made him a valuable advocate and publicist for the general principles of government 

on which the two men were agreed.6"~ a letter to Elphinstone in April 1823. Munro told him that 

he had no doubt that Elphinstone and Chaplin's "valuable works ... will one day be considered all over 

India as the best guides for the internal administration of our provinces."63 

Munro was made a C.B. in 1818, promoted major-general in 1819 and made KC.B. on 

accepting the governorship. In 1825 he was made a baronet in recognition of his services during the 

First Burma War and for the help he had given to the governor-general, the inexperienced Lord 

Amherst.@ As a compromise candidate for the governor-generalship, Amherst received little 

59 Elphinstone to Munro, 27 Oct. 1822, quoted in Colebrooke, Eiphinstone, 2: 142-3. 

Elphinstone to Munro, n.d.: 1820, Mss. Eur., Ffl51163. 

Philips points out that between 1307 and 1823 the directorate and the board of control had both realized that a more flexible 
system than that of Brngal was required and had encouraged its introduction in Madras. See East India Companv, p. 244. 

a Stein, Munro, pp. 326-7. 

Munro ta Eiphinstone, 19 April 1823, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 3: 414. 

i4 See Gleig, Munrc, 2: 110-133 for a selection of the corresponde,.,-e between Munro and Lord Amherst on the First Burma 
War. 
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political support from either the Company or the government, making it difficult for him to maintain 

his authority over Bengal's military and civil officials. In the autumn of 1525 there was a movement 

in London to recall him, ostensibly because of his conduct of the war, but probably, as Douglas M. 

Peers suggests, because he had failed to please the directorate while, at the same time, becoming 

politically expendable to the government. The prime minister, the earl of Liverpool, in a letter to 

Wellington in October, asked whether Amherst should be recalled and, if so, by whom he should be 

replaced. Wellington replied that Amherst should be supported. Xf he had to be replaced, however, 

Wellington was "clearly of the opinion" that Munro should be appointed governor-general, "because 

he is peculiarly conversant with Indian warfare; and, in fact, the only intelligent papers which I have 

seen on the subject of this Burmese war have come from" him.65 By the end of October Wynn was 

telling Wellington that the Company was going to insist on replacing Amherst with either Munro 

or Lord William Bentinck. Wynn supposed that, given the war, Munro would be the better choice, 

but h e  wondered, gloomily, whether Munro's authority would equal that of a nobleman sent from 

England, whether he would be capable of cutting staff appointments and allowances in the army, and 

whether his unpopularity in BengaI, owing to his support for "ryotwar and judicial reforms" would 

undermine his position. His age - Munro was sixty-four - was also against him." Differences 

between the Company and the government delayed a decision and Amherst remained in India, 

almost entirely owing to the support of Wellington, whose authority on Indian affairs gave him great 

influence at India House as well as with the government. Munro also defended A r n h e r ~ t . ~ ~  

Munro was kept fully and candidly informed by Ravenshaw about the debate and was 

confident that if called upon to be governor-general, he would have had no difficulties. Had he been 

" Liverpool to Wellington, 6 Oct 1825, Wellington to Liverpool, 10 Oct. 1825, WM3, 2: 514-5. See also Peers, "Wellington and 
British India," pp. 10-11. 

Wynn to Wellington, 27 Oct. 1825, m. 2: 549-53. 

"Munro to Wellington, 26 April 1826, m, 3: 308; Munro to Rasenshaw. 18 Juiy 1825.17 May 1826, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 
2: 175-177. Peers, "Wellington and British India," pp. 12-13. 
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offered the post ten years earlier - or even as recently as 1523 when Amherst replaced Hastings 

- he would "have been delighted with it." But he had first come to India forty-six years before; he 

ought "according to all ordinary rules, to have been dead seven years ago;" and only his excellent 

health and "great temperance" had enabled him to endure the rigours of Indian service so long. He  

was increasingly aware of his age and if appointed governor-general, could not expect to remain 

more than two years; a period "too short to do any good."68 H e  never states, however, that he 

would have declined the appointment if offered it. 

The war with Burma ended early in 1826 and Munro, Elphinstone and then Amherst all 

asked to be relieved; Amherst and Elphinstone returned to Britain, replaced, respectively, by Lord 

William Bentinck in 1828 and by Malcolm in November 1827. Munro died of cholera in July 1527, 

before his successor, Lushington, arrived. One of his closest associates in the Madras government, 

the chief secretary, David Hill, paid tribute to Munro in a letter to Holt Mackenzie thanking him 

for joining the long list of people "disposed to pay honour to our late incomparable Ruler." 

His, without question, was the greatest mind which ever applied itself to the 
practical study of Indian affairs; and it is infinitely to be rejoiced at that his 
sentiments upon every branch of them are upon record. Officially and privately he 
has written I imagine much more on the subject than any other individual: I am sure 
with much more accurate information and profound and enlarged views. I hope that 
his writings will be collected, as an inestimable treasury of wisdom and experience 
to  Indian statesmen.69 

Many of the writings which demonstrate Munro's profound and enlarged views on Indian 

government were published three years later in Gleig's Life. In a journal entry from early 1830, 

Elphinstone mentions reading and being "quite enchanted with" Gleig's work, which consists almost 

entirely of Munro's own letters. According to Elphinstone, the letters demonstrates that Munro's 

"judgment and sagacity at nineteen were as superior to those of ordinary people as they were to 

* Munm to Ravenshaw, I7 May 1826. quoted in Gleig, Munro, 2: 176-7. 

69 Hill to Mackenzie, 7 Nov. 1827. NLS, Ms. 6370. 



those of his contemporaries when his reputation was more extensive."70 

Munro's writings, together with those of Malcolm, Elphinstone and Charles Metcalfe, have 

been identified by Douglas M. Peers as expressing and publicizing an ideology of militarism which 

came to a peak in British India in the 1820s. In several papers and his persuasive doctoral thesis, 

Peers sees military fiscalism as the central issue between the Home government and the Indian 

bureaucracy; in essence, a competition for Indian resources. Anglo-Indians, he claims, argued that 

the army was the cornerstone of British India because the Company state depended on its efficiency 

to defend itself from internal and external dangers and, "a form of military fiscalism emerged which 

argued against the Company's supply-side economics in favour of demand-driven economy where 

the army's requirements were to be established first."71 Munro, Malcolm and Elphinston are 

represented as members of a group of men, well-placed in Indian administration, who, by insisting 

on "the centrality of the army to the security and prosperity of the colonial state,"" provided 

inte!lectual justification for the apprepriation of resources for military purposes. 

Various statements by Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, to the effect that the Company's 

government in India rests on military power, may, indeed, have contributed to the development of 

militarist attitudes. A strong army, however, was, for them, a means to an end, not an end in itself. 

Nor did they share, as Peers suggests, Wellington's willingness to sacrifice future progress to 

securityE - they recognized the symbiotic relationship between the two and argued that Indian 

economic and moral improvement would increase the security of Britain's Indian empire just as 

security from internal unrest and external threats were necessary before economic and moral 

progress could take place. The three men believed, as Peers states, that British dominion in India 

- 

70 Elphinstone, journal, 15 Feb. 1830, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 292. 

Peers, "East India Company and its Army:' p. 389. 
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was dependent upon military power. They also believed that the army must appear invincible, that 

the prestige of the government was important and that a long period of peace might affect the 

efficiency of the army.74 Everyone in India was aware that a foreign trading company was unlikely 

to be allowed to govern several previously independent and relatively well-organized states without 

having a credible threat of force to back it. Many of the numerous statements asserting the 

dependence of the Company state on military power, however, were for the benefit of those in 

Britain who, perhaps influenced by Burke's indictment of Warren Hastings, might be tempted to 

think that newly conquered territories could be administered under a less despotic form of authority. 

In this sense, Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were militarists. This does not mean, 

however, that they thought military rule to be a good systemn of government. Peers quotes Malcolm 

as saying that the army was "the only means by which we can preserve India."75 But Malcolm also 

said of British India that: "of all governments, that is least likely to command respect over which a 

sword is always suspended, and which holds existence under respite."76 The attachment of the 

sepoys was important to Malcolm because the maintenance of order depended on them, but they 

could not do that job in perpetuity. The attachment of the civilian population had to be gained by 

good civil adminstration. Munro is quoted by Peers as saying "our government rests almost entirely 

upon the single point of military p ~ w e r . " ~  In the unquoted lines of this passage, however, Munro 

observes that: 

there is no native [government] which rests so exclusively upon [military power] ... Our 
situation as foreigners ... makeis] it more necessary for us to seek the aid of regular 
[village governments] to direct the internal affairs of the country, and our security 
requires that we should have a body of head men of villages interested in supporting 

74 Peers, ''Military and the Political Economy," pp. 119; 1224; 124. 

75 Peers, ibid., p. 120. 

76 Malcolm, Government of India. p. 272 

Peers, "Militar).. and Politid EconomyII( pp. 119-20. 



our dominion.78 

Again, attachment, based on common interest not filial deference, was the object. In the early 1820s, 

when the general tone of the Company government was quite militarist, Munro told examinees at 

the College of Fort St. George that everywhere, but most particularly in British India, "the good-will 

of the people" was the government's strongest support.79 

Peers contention that, "it was believed by many, including Munro and Malcolm, that there 

was no firm and recognised tradition of civil institutions in India," is untenable in regard to Munro, 

Malcolm or Elphinstone, as is the observation that there was "no widespread conviction that 

development in itself would lead to enhanced internal security."80 The belief that the Company's 

administrative system should be built upon existing Indian institutions and that prosperity was the 

best means of attaching the natives were basic assumptions held by all three men. Close to the 

beginning of his most famous minute, "On the State of the Country and the Condition of the 

People," written in December 1824, at the beginning of the war with Burma, Munro states that "we 

must ... frame gradually from the existing irzstilz4tions (mv italics), such a system as may advance the 

prosperity of the country."s1 In the Political History, Malcolm claimed that "we may be compelled 

by the character of our government to frame some institutions different from those we found 

established, but we should adopt all we can of the latter into our sy~tem."~~Elphinstone told 

Malcolm in regard to his plans for the administration of the Deccan that he intended to take every 

precaution to preserve the institutions of the natives as he found them and to do his best to take the 

78 Munro, quoted in Beagiehole. m. p. 116. 

79 Address to Students at the College of Fort St. George, n.d., 1820, quored in Gleig. Munro, 2: 12. 

@ Peers, "Military and Political Economy," p. 126. 
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people with him rather than "imposing a government by f o r ~ c . " ~  

It is possible that, standing on it's own, Munro's statement that "we always are, and always 

ought to be  prepared for war," could be interpreted as "a thinly disguised argument for 

e ~ p a n s i o n . " ~  That is not, however, what Munro was arguing when he wrote the words in 1820 in 

a letter to Canning at the board of control. W e  starts by saying, 

I see no reason to expect disturbances from any of the native states now surrounded 
by our territory. They are all too weak to give us any uneasiness ... The Bheels and 
other plundering tribes, of whom so much has been said, are a miserable race, poor 
and few in numbers ... well treated, they will in a few years become as quiet as any 
of our other Indian subjects."85 

He then mentions, as quoted by Peers, that the government should always be prepared for war. His 

justification, however, is that "this very circumstance gives us the best security for the long enjoyment 

of peace" and the opportunity, which should be seized, "to improve our own territories."% 

The detailed research Peers has done on the finances of British Indias7 provides a strong 

argument for the domination of the military interest in Bengal and Bombay presidencies and both 

Elphinstone and Malcolm tolerated what was happening. They may even have endorsed it; Malcolm 

was certainly obsessed with military considerations in so far as they might be expected to bring about 

the attachment of the sepoy troops on whose loyalty British dominion rested.88 Liberal treatment 

of sepoys, however, while it might be a drain on the State's resources, does not kdicate personal 

self-interest in appropriating resources for military purposes. Munro's control of expenditures in 

Madras indicates, not onfy that he may have learned useful lessons about financial management in 

a E!phinstone tc Ma!co!m. 24 M q  aV819. quoted in editois introduction, Elphlnstane, m v  o'a Territories, p. v. 

Peers, "Military and Pditical Economy." p. 128. 

6 Munro to Canning> 14 Oct. 1820, quqted in Gleig, MUNO. 2: 52. 
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97 Peers, 'Military and Po?itical Economy," see Chap. 5, pp. 130-79. 
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the accounting department of Somerville and Gordon ir? Glasgow in the 1780s but, also, that he was 

by no means over-awed by, or even particularly sympathetic to, militarist aspirations. 

Nor was he particularly anxious about security. Peers stresses the general fear of internal 

rebeIIions, external aggression and the probable relationship between them as Malcolm, among 

others, arguedmS9 ivfunro, however, does not seem to have shared these concerns in the 1820s. His 

observations to Canning about weak "native states" and poor tribes, suggests that he had little fear 

of Indian enemies while. in a letter to Malcolm written in 1325, he mentions that he has always 

considered a Russian invasion of India as "impracticable, without the previous conquest of Persia, 

and the quiet submission 2f  the people to their new masters," neither of which events he thinks to 

be  likely. H e  concludes somewhat Dippantly: "Let us get out of [Ava], and then come Russians and 

Persians when they will."90 

Peers himself points out that, like Wellington, Munro believed firmly in the subordination 

of the military to the civil authority.91 In a memorandum written while on leave in 1812 or 1813, 

Munro stated that 

the civil government of India should have a greater control over the military power, 
than in other foreign dependencies of Great Britain ... the authority of government 
over such an army, [composed mainly of Indians], ought to be maintained by every 
means not incompatible with the respect due to the commander-in-chief, and ... the 
supreme military power should be vested in the governor-in-counciL9 

Munro had no self-interest in supporting the superior authority of governors at this stage of his 

career - although he may have uished to stress his own non-militarist beliefs to the directorate as 

he was hoping for an important appointment at the time. As governor of Madras in 1822, he 

indignantly requested the government and court of directors to express their official displeasure with 

@ Peers, "Military and Political Economy," p. 123. 

Munro to Malcolm, 29 Sept. 1825, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 2: 156. 
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the Madras military board, for daring to challenge the civil government's - "the supreme authority" 

- decision on a matter of supply. In Dece~nber 1523 and April 1525 he submitted two minutes to 

the commander-in-chief, Madras, insisting that change5 in sepoy uniforms must not be made, as they 

had been recently, simply by directives from the office of the adjutant-general. 

It is the duty of the government at all times to see that its own orders and those of 
the Honourable Court are strictly attended to, but this duty is more especially 
imperious when the ... native army is ~ o n c e r n e d . ~  

f i n r o  paid close attention ttt every aspect of the government of Madras and fiercely defended the 

c ~ f ,  but supreme, authority of the governor on every occxion, slight or important, on which it 

appeared to be challenged. Peers also mentions that Elphinstone warned that "the great problem 

[in Bengal] has been always to maintain the subordination of the military power to the an 

observation which suggests that Elphinstone favoured the supremacy of the civil authority. 

In regard to the conduct of the First Burma War, Munro certainly advocated, as Peers points 

out, "a very forward policy."g5 H e  had always claimed, however, that if the British were going to go 

to war they must, for reasons of economy, do it by means of a vigorous offensive. In 1794 he told 

his brother, Alexander, "it is always bad and dangerous policy in war to be rigid in proportioning the 

means to the object in view - it is from this cause that our wars have always been so  long and 

expensive." If men and money are allocated at the beginning of hostilities, "the speedy termination 

of the war will compensate for the additional expence of preparation."% Gleig included in a list of 

what he  called Munro's "maxims," a statement from a memorandum arguing that "nothing is so 

=Marno, Tegardiog en Insubordinate k ? & r  r26dx~ed tn the Govcmrnent by ?he Militaq Board," 10 May 1822, m. 2: 141 -3. 
"OnUnauthorized Changes in the Dress ofthexative Army," 19 Dec. X23, ibid.. 2: 153-4. See also "On the Same Subject." 20 April 
1825, ibid, 2: 155-6. 

Elplrinstone to Villiers, 19 Aug. 1832 quoted in Peers, "East India Company and i t  Amy," pp. 385-6. 

91 Peers, "Mars and Mammon': p.203, 

Mumo to his brother Alexander. 6 Dee 1794. Mss. Eur., F!lSlfl42 
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expensive as war carried on \&h inadequate  mean^."^? Munro's frequent recommendations for the 

allocation of extra resources for military purposes during the Burmehe war reflected principles of 

rnifitary economy rathr; than militarist en tnus ia~ in .~~  

During the course of the war in Burma, Munro suggested that in Pegu, which had only been 

conquered by the Burmese seventyfive v e m  carfier, the local inhabitants might by encouraged to 

aid the progress of the Company's army and that the British might detach the region from Burma 

as part of the peace settlement. Peers points out that the evidence of British officers in Pegu 

indicated that both aid from Icszai people and the establishment of  a semi-indcpentent kingdom in 

Pegu were pipedreams, adding that it is diCficult to explain why Munro maintained his argument for 

so long in face of contradictory evidence. It is possible, however, that Munro maintained his 

argument because he had already proved. in vefy practical form, that it .was possible to conquer a 

m u n t q  with a few troops and the co-operation of the local inhabitants in his campaign in the 

southern -Maratha reginn in I%,Y, there was also cvidencc, in the successful settlements of 

Mysore and the Raja of Satam's domain. that semi-independent kingdoms under British hegemony, 

mufd be made to work. Peers' suggestion that it may have been a question of "sub-imperialism" is, 

fio~vever. another viable explanation. The supervision of  a newly independent Pcgu would have fallen 

to the ,Madras government and would have helped sustain thc presidcnq's position, relative to the 

other presidencies. at a time when the eradication of threats t o  its frtmticrs made further expansion 

in India unlikely.* Munro was aiwa5s jealous of Madras's status in the empire and was annoyed 

when he  felt its interests were being sacrificed to those of Bcngal. Believing, as h c  seems to have 

done, that the b a t  long-term form of political arganization for the  sub-continent was a number of 

' Munro, memorandum. n.&, quoted in fite~g. a 2: 39. Appenduc 8 
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inter-acting but separate states. iz-icfuding the three presidencies and the remaining Indian states, a 

re-comtituted kingdom of P e p .  supewised from Madras, would enhance the presidency's position 

and provide another semi-independent political unit for the unique imperial formation Munro 

envisioned. Ff sub-imperial expansion was behind Munro's interest in P e p ,  however, it was for the 

sake of the presidency, nct to expand his own authority because he offered his resignation before 

the war and was definitelv intending to leave India at its end. 

In so  far as theti. accepted military dcsputism as the mly  form of government capable of 

iliaintaining a British presence in India. Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone may certainly be 

designated as "militarists." For them ail, however, military power was a means of providing the 

necessary order under which a better farm of civil government could be introduced to India; ;. was 

not an end in itself. designed to serve either their r w m  or the Anglo-Indian bureaucracy's interests. 

As governors of Bombay although both EIphimtone and Malcolm were expected to make 

some attempt at reducing military costs. civil administration took much of their time. Elphinstone 

held office for eight years while Malcolm stayed for only three, but the opportunities and problems 

the tw-o men faced were similar. There %ere two main parts to the job. The first was the effective 

governance of the native inhabifant,~ of the presidency; the second was the organization o f  the civil 

and military employees of the Cornpanv in such a way as to achieve the first object as cheaply as 

possible, The Indian population, through the coflscticln of land revenues, was the main source of 

income for the governmefit, but as _Mafcolrr, emphasized heavily. the Bombay territories were not 

pitrticufar1y pruductive and the presidency's rescnucs "were not equaI to e i r p e n s e ~ . " ~ ~  The cost of 

fie MI service and the army absorbed most of the revenue and sometimes exceeded it. Wncn 

-kg a d  m!!e~f,i,n,~f + the revenw, both E l p h i ~ e n e  and Malcolm fo!!r,tved, in princip!e, Munrc's 

s p m ;  ~zki irg an accurate survey of the land. then c d e a i n g  revenue from individual cultivztors. 

** Erfatmlm, "Generat Otrxmatiom an rhe ,I\dminktr;ttion of thc Bombay Presidency." in Malcolm, CoVemment of India. 
Appe~di 4 p. 92 
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Land tenures in thc ,z@ons governed from Bombat., however, were not always the same as those 

under Madras and collectors were allowed to choose whether they would use the ryoiwari system 

or  ri3od+@ it to  suit focal pract; c. h administering justice, Munro's precepts were again used as a 

framavork: civil ~ses  were tried i'irst by Indian judges. and panchayats. although not common in the 

Bombay territories, ue re  introduced wherever practicable. Both Elphinstone and Malcolm did their 

best, as a matter of principle. to increase the role of Indians in the revenue administration and the 

judiciary, although they justified the reforms to the f fome government on the grounds of lowering 

~ f & ' o :  

Elphinstonc s most notable accomplishments as governor were his efforts to develop a code 

of lam, compatible uiih both universal principles of justice and Indian cub tom and tradition - an 

almost impossible task - and ilia &impionship of public education in the vernacular languages, as 

opposed to the English recommend& by would-be westernizing reformers. Ballhatchet examines 

why, despite Elphinstone's stated objectives: the rctcntion of Maratha systems of administration and 

law and the maintenance of the status of the Maratha aristocracy, his politics, nevertheless, had 

long-term, insidious effects on thc vitality of local institutions and on the social position of formerly 

pritileged groups. H e  concludes that Etphinstone's revenue policy had serious rcpercu$sions because, 

"the man -4th whom the collector made a settlement gained in importance and influence from that 

veq fact," and afI men of rank suffered. even when their allowances were continued, because their 

prestige derived from hidden perquisites of office and rested more on what they could do than on 

how much they were paid.'= 

Malcolm was more interested in the improvement of communications and encouraged the 

ams-wtim of roads in M i a  and a steamship !if& bemmn Sombay and EgY@ But he  also tried 

rc improve the ef5demy and fewer the a', of the public service. He imriab:j: argued, in both his 

re Ballhatcheft Western India. pp. 162 156. 
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published and unpublished writings on government. that Eritish rule "must be cheaper and simpler. 

It must be  more a government of supervision in its civil branches than of direct and he 

took a number of steps to achieve his object. 

Both men came into bitter conflict with the Bombay supreme court. Elphirstone's differences 

with the chief justice, Sir Edward West, began in 1523 over an issue involving Elphinstone's friend. 

the eminent orientalist William Erskine. Erskine was recorder ~f the court but he had been ill for 

some time and had allowed a clerk in his office to ca rn  obi the business. Some irregularities had 

occurred, Erskine's neglect of his duties ha3 been discovered and he had been dismissed. Erskine 

returned to  Britain but Elphinstone became invalved In the issue when. in his capacity as president 

of the literary society, he moved a vote c?f thanks to Erskine on the Society's behalf for his services 

as secretaqr. Efphinstone condud& his motion with a profession of "esteem and respect" for Erskine 

which West thought unsuitabk unndr the circumstanms. R7est, who had recently become chief 

justice, regarded Erskine as guilty of fraud for continuing to hold office when he was physically 

unabk t o  do the work. Wynn, at the board of control, reprimanded Elphinstone for his untimely 

com~liments to Erskine; calling them prejudicial to the public interest because they e.xposed the 

disagreement between the government and the judiciaw. 

The issue would probably have been forgotten, however, if Elphinstone had not given 

personal offence to West by not adherins strictly to protoml at a Government House dinner. From 

this point the differences bemeen the P+;o men degenerated into an acrimonious quarrel that lasted 

mtiI Elphimtone left Bombay in 1827.iM was apparently a difficult man, who quarrelled with 

other members of the British community. but his public dispute with EIphinstone was discreditable 

go bath. Lord Eilenboroug,h, who suceried Wym at the board of controi, descri'oed West to 

Weiiington a "a most i&ubiaumt. and dangerous man" who was likely, "by imisting upon a strict 

MaEmIn to John Ba-u 23 July 1830. flS"SD. 7: 227. 

S e e  CbokseyY Eiphinstone. Chap. 37 far a detailed accwint of the differences between Elphinstone and West. 
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confumity with all the technicalities of English law, to bring the government of the presidency into 

contempt and its affairs into disorder."loS Wellington responded that a "man of sense" would better 

suit the Bombay supreme court "than a perfect Westminister-Hall lawyer;" a statement he must have 

remembered when Malcolm became embroiled in a similar dispute. 

Aware of the tension between the government and the court during Elphinstone's term, 

-Malcolm had expected troubk. But tbe assertion, by Wcst's successor, Sir John Grant, that the 

supreme court had jurisdiction, not merely in Bombay itself but throughout the presidency - a claim 

precipitated by a case involving a high-status Indian youth, one of the "privileged sirdars" who were 

under the special protection of the governmentlm - turned into a long-drawn out, vituperative 

and ultimately scandalous dispute. It was finally brought beforc the privy council which declared in 

favour of the Bombay governmefit. Malcolm could dairn victory, When Grant asked to be allowed 

to resign and move to Calcutta to practice at !St= bar, Malcolm warned Bentinck that Grant was 

hoping to "impress a belief that he resigns because he was not supported, not that he is recalled 

because his conduct was disapproved." The case had already caused dissatisfaction and agitation 

among Indians, "and some of them believe that he goes to exercise greater influence in these affairs 

and probably ito rise t o  higher rank." Grant's recall, Malcolm argued, was necessary to show that 

"intriguing and venal men" - Europeans as well as Indians - could not use the court to excite 

opposition to the g o ~ e r n m e n t . ~ ~  

One of Munro's minutes implies that in Madras also, the judicial branch was attempting to 

expand the limits of its jurisdi~tion. '~ It was an issue at the heart of the differences between 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone and the westernizing reformers whose numbers in British India 

Eiienhrough to Wellington, 2 Jan. 1829, m. 5: 412 

* Cdebroake, Elphinstone. 2: 177-195. 

~@%aicolm to Benrinck 6 JuIy 1530. Bcnrinck. 1: 467-8. 

Muntq WR Mtamgha Inam<' 1 Feb. 182% = 1: 13-63. see pp. 140-4. 
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were rapidly increasing. For much of Malcolm's term as governor, he hoped to extend his own 

jurisdiction by arranging the transfer of Central India from Bengal to Bombay and might have 

sympathized with Grant's desire for personal aggrandizement. But their differences, as well as 

Munro's concern over the Madras judiciary's attempts to enlarge its authority and Elphinstone's 

conflict with West, should be set in a political context. All three men believed in the importance to 

the government of India of a strong executive arm. There was a principle involved as well as 

personalities.lm 

Malcolm wished to limit the jurisdiction of the supreme courts to a few miles beyond the 

capitals at which they were located, because the people the courts were intended to protect - 

British subjects, "European half castes, ... and that part of the natives who are associated by their ties, 

their interests, and their occupations with English laws and usages" - formed a community quite 

different in its attitudes and practices from those of the small towns and villages of India. The British 

might be able to change the character of Indians over a long period, but they could never change 

the character of their own form of government. It was foreign and ~vould last, only if "well regulated, 

but absolute; acting under the strictest responsibility in England, but vested with a power in India 

efficient to prevent and repress every danger ..."l10 Neither Munro nor Elphinrtone was as 

concerned as Malcolm with the longevity of British rule, but both of them opposed the extension of 

British-we cnurs of law into the lndian c o u t ~ i s i d e  on grounds of principle - that legal process 

should be easily understood by the population - and practicality - British-style courts were not 

understood by most Indians and were a slow and expensive way of enforcing law. 

Elphinstone's administration of Bombay is generally regarded as more distinguished than 

fuifa1ecl:m's. Kaye claims that ~ n e  brought with him from !~?dia a higher ;eputa:ion,"ll1 
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while Choksey, who discusses Elphinstone's failure to lower the excessive demands for land revenue, 

reduce unemployment or solve other problems which produced wide-spread "economic ruin" in the 

Deccan, nevertheless blames the peshwa rather than Elphinstone. "For a decade could never be 

enough to set right" the damage done under Baji Rao 11's admini~tration.~" Elphinstone's handling 

of the presidency's financial affairs, however, was less than distinguished. Recent research by Peers 

shows that Bombay's accounts for the years 1523 to 1527 indicate a rise in total expenditure of 23%, 

despite the fact that the Bombay presidency was ac peace and taking on no new responsibilities. 

Madras under Munro by contrast. balanced its books despite taking part in the First Burma War.l13 

The finances of British India were of keen interest to the Home pvernment. Altilough no detailed 

figures have been established for Malcolm's short administration, in general his conduct of the 

government was approved. Ravenshaw, who supplied Bentinck as well as Munro with a great deal 

of confidential information, complained in 1827 that Lushington, whom he had backed for Madras, 

had made "a bad start," btit Malcolm. "on the contrary is exceeding all expectations formed of him 

by our cormcil." Some time later he again told Bcntinck that Lushingtm had done everything wrong 

and in the wrong spirit, but Malcolm waz 

getting on very much and generally to  he satisfacti~n of all the authorities at home. 
I confess myself most agreeably disarpinted and if he would only leave others to 
see his merits without thrustiag them before your eyes upcn all occasions, he would 
with me be second only to M u n r ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Malcolm's long-hoped f ~ r  governorship was probably somewhat anti-climiitic. Before leaving 

Britain for Bombay in i827, Matcoin?; described to Wellington a "day-dream" ir, which he was made 

acting governor-general bzcause h h e r s t  wanted to leave India before a successor could be decided 

upon, and the measures he executed proved to be so beneficial that he was allowed a full term of 

31Xhoksey* Efphinstone, p. 2SI. 

"j Peers. 'l??ifitaq and the Potiticaf Eixnarny,'' p. 139. 

Ravensbaw to Bentinck 1 Dec 18%. 18 Feb. 1829, Bentinck 1: 108. 
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office. He recognized the "almost insurmountable o b ~ t a c l e s , " ~ ~  however, and, publicly at least, 

wekomed Bentinck's appointment. Malcolm was also disappointed that hewas not alloived to govern 

Central India from Bombay. He  would have liked to make his acceptance of Bombay contingent on 

the offer of Central India as well, but was in no position to bargain. The question continued to be 

deb?tted between the board of control, the directorate, the Supreme government at Calcutta and 

Malcolm long after he had arrived in India: Lady Malcolm even asked Wellington to support her 

husband in 1828 but to no avail.!Is The Home government ultimately left Bentinck to make the 

decision. fie found so much opposition to the idea that he had no choice but to reject it even though 

he regarded Malcolm as a friend.lI7 

IMalcolm resigned from the governorship in December 1830 following the resigmtion of 

Wellington as prime minister and. in April the following year, was elected to parliament for 

Launceston, a seat in the gift of the duke of Northumberland, whom he knew. A staunch Tory, hc 

opposed parliamentary reform. but lost his seat anyway when the Reform Bill was passed in 1832. 

W e  spent the last year of his life improving his newly purchased estate in Berkshire and died in 

London in May 1833. Ballhatchet suggests that the year 1830, when Malcolm, the last of the three 

men to conclude his service in Irldia left for England, should be seen as a watershed. Quoting 

Malcofm's regret that "my \iieivs of governing this country are too  opposed to the pride of 

conquerors and the general plans of cold calculators to be much he sees Malcolm's 

departure as the end of an era dominated by certain modes of thought - those of Munro, Malcolm 

and Efphinstcme's school - and the beginning of another in which the tone and priorities are 

different - those of the westernizing reformers. 

1x5 L.G.-~ N Z U U X ~  to Hfe!ling:on, 6 Fcb. 1827. qasted in Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 479. 

"'" CharIarte MaIcolm to WeIIingtoa, 13 Feb. 182.3, Ben~inck 1: 10. 

If' Sen&& to &leEville, 12 Jan. IS29. Bentinck 1: 141. 

u%Batlhatchet, Western India. p. 293, 
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Elphinstone had left India in November 1527 and travelled home by way of Egypt, the 

Ottoman Empire, Greece, Italy and France, arriving in England in May 1529. Ellenborough mentions 

consulting him about a number of matters relating to 1ndia1lg and recorded in his diary that 

Wellington thought Elphinstone should accept another term at Bombay "with the expectation of 

afterwards going to Madras.' He addzd that "the Duke has an idea of making him governor-general" 

in the f ~ t u r e . : ~  Elphinstone was offered the post of resident at Tehran and a concerted effort was 

made by his reiatives and family friends to persuade him to stand for parliament in Lanarkshire as 

a Whig. Lastly, in 1534. he was offered the governor-generalship of India and posts as under- 

secretary to the board of control and as a special commissioner to Canada.'" He declined all of 

them. Neither duty, money nor ambition could persuade him to re-enter public life and he spent 

thirty years in quiet retirement. In 1834, as he began work on his I-Iistorv of India, he received an 

honorary degree from Oxford University at the suggestion of Wellington, who was chancellor.lE 

He Iater began work on a manuscript published after his death as The Rise of British Power in the 

East. He died, in November 1559. before completing it. - 
The names of Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone are indelibly associated with a school of 

thought on Lndian government which had a profound influence on the history of British India.l3 

Early in their careers they all found that a certain professionalism was necessary to rise high in the 

Company service, and took steps to acquire the languages and knowledge of India that would enable 

them to execute successfully, important political and administrative assignments. They all wrote a 

119E11enborough to Lord Bentinck 15 May 1330, Bentinck, 1: 4351: 11 Aug. 1830, 1: 495. 

jB Eltenborough, journal; n.d. quoled in Colebraoke, Elphinstone, 2: 276. 

I2I Cotton, EIphinstone, pp. 210-1 1. 

'" Fraser, Elphinsrone Farnitv Book 1: 316. 

In See Donovan Williams, The India Office 1858-1869, (Woshiapur, Punjab: 1983). Willlams argues that although the new 
arrangements for the government of India made as a result of the Indian Mutiny of 1857 were intended to ensure greater control 
by the Home government over Indian affairs, the retention of many of the personnel of the old East India Company regime 
undermined the authority of the Secretary of State and allowed ex-Anglo-lndiar? officials, for whom Munro, Matcoim and 
EIphinstone were "heroes," an influential role in Indian policy-making. P.463. 
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great deal, to advertise their knowledge and competency to the authorities as well as to provide 

useful information and advice. This material, when examined in the context of the Scottish culture 

in which they were raise", establishes the ideological foundations of their school of thought on the 

government of India. 



PART Two 

AS WRITERS 

SCOTTISH IDEAS AND INDIAN GOVERNMENT 
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Many British Indian officials wrote large numbers of letters and reports presenting their own 

activities in the most favourable light while, at the same time, communicating information, opinions 

and recommendations to the Supreme and Home governments. Many also wrote books, pamphlets 

and journal articles to defend their actions, canvass support for cherished policies or merely to make 

their names known to the general public. But of all the early nineteenth-century writer-officials 

whose careers were spent entirely in India, none established more enduring reputations than Munro, 

Malcolm and EIphins tone. 

Historians are generally agreed that the school of thought on the government of British India 

of which Munro, Malcolm and Efphinstone were the leading members, was pragmatic and 

conservative in nature. The word pragmatic is used to imply an  absence of ideological commitment 

while, apparently in contradiction, the name of Edmund Burke is associated with their conservatism. 

In their official papers on Indian administration, Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone certainly 

ernphasise the importance of practical experience over theory in determining policy, and they 

advocate, as Burke did, the preservation of India's traditional institutions. Their insistence on 

experience was an assertion, rather than a rejection, of principle. however. and their ideology owed 

more to the reformist conservatism of Scottish moral philosophy than to Burke. 

The features of Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's ideology that appear to owe most to 

Burke, as Eric Stokes, George Bearce and, more recently, Burton Stein suggest, are their appeals 

to the value of history and experience, their endorsement of traditional institutions and dislike of 

policies based on speculative theory.] No eighteenth-century Scotsman, however, needed Burke to 

tell him of the uses of history, experience or custom. In discussing the way in which David Hume re- 

directed his inteiiectuai interests from metaphysics to history, Leslie Stephen exi-~jlaim: 

the moral which Hume n&xaiiy drew from his philosophy was the neessi?y of 
turning entirely to experience. Experience and experience alone, could decide 
questions of morality and politics; and Hume put his theory in practice when he 

Stokes, Utilitarians. p. 23; George Bearce, British Attitudes Towards India, p. 306; Stein, Munro, p. 96. 
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abandoned speculation to turn himself to history.' 

In a seminal work on the Scottish enlightenment, Gladys Bryson adds: "It was the rare [moral 

philosopher] who did not begin his investigations with 'Experience' instead of with some large a 

priori afforded by 'Reason'.l13 Most Scottish intellectuals, who used the evidence of history as the 

data from which to develop theories on a variety of subjects related to man and society, believed 

their methodology could be classified as empirical, scientific research, not rational speculation. They 

would have endorsed Munro's opinion that "a F2w Fages of history give more insight into the human 

mind, and in a more agreeable manner, than all the metaphysical volumes that ever were 

publi~hed."~ In The Theorv of Moral Sentimer@ (17591, Adam Smith claimed that the traditional 

ranks and orders in society, like customs and t r ~ d i t i c ~ s ,  i+cre necessary for stability. 

It may ... be hard to convince [tkx individual] that the prosperity and preservation of 
the state require any diminution of the powers, privileges, and immunities of his 
own ... order .... This partiality, though it may ... be unjust, may not ,... be useless ..., while 
it sometimes appears to obstruct some alterations of government which may be 
fashionable and popular at the tjme, it contributes in reality to the stability and 
permanency of the whole system.j 

Twenty years earlier Hume had stated that men not only reconciled themselves to long-established 

practice but gained an affection for it that "makes us prefer it to other objects, which may be more 

valuable, but are less known Lo us."6 From the evidence of their writings, these views represent, 

precisely, -Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's opinions on the value of Indian institutions - they 

contributed to stability - and the way Indians were likely to feel about their own traditions and 

customs. 

Leslie Stephen. History of English Thought, 2 vols.. (London. 1881 j. 1: 59. 

' Gladys Bqson. Man and Socierv, p. 5.  

Munro to his sister Erskine. 15 Sept. 1795. quoted in Gleig. Munro, 1: 170. 

• ‹ H w e ,  quoted in Bryson, Man and Societv. p. 156. The statement appeared in Hume's freatise on I Iuman Nature which was 
fint published in 1739. 
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Inevitably, because their thought derived from a similar intellectual heritage, Burke and the 

Scottish philosophes shared many ideas. Burke, however, held mare orthodox religious views, was 

less interested in psychology and theories of the progress of civilization and did not wite historq. 

These aspects of contemporary Scottish thought. however - Moderatist religious attitudes, 

perceptions of human nature, proto-swiological explanations of institutional development, 

contemporary theories on pcliticaf economy and the methods and uses of philosophical history - 

are particularly important in explaining Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's approach to Asian 

society and government. This is not to say that any of the three men had plumbed the work of men 

like Hume, Smith and Adam Ferpson in great depth. They had merely heard thc issues discussed 

and read some of the books in ihe way their authors intended: as accounts of social and political 

organization and of the principles of economics and morality that would prepare their readers for 

"every honourable office in iife," as Francis Hutcheson put it, "and quench the manly and laudable 

thirst you should have after kna~vledge."~ The subjects and methods of study on which there was a 

loose consensus in late eighteenth-century Scottish Intellectual circlcs reflected practical rather than 

speculative interests. 

The first chapter of Part Two examines the methods and techniques favoured by late 

eighteenth-century Scottish authors ivhen writing history or providing an historical context for the 

discussion of political, economic, social and moral issues. The second examineq the ideas about 

mankind and society current in inteilectual circles in Scotland between the 1750s and 1790s; the 

formative years of Munro, Ma!colm and Ejphinstone. The third, fourth and fifth chapters establish 

the relationship be!xreen Scottish moral philusophy and the assumptions about religion, forms of 

government and economic progress evident in their uorks. 

Hukcheson quoted in Wsholas PhiiIipson. "Adam Smith as Civic Moralist.'' 'in Hont and Ignatieff, Wealth and Virtue, 2. 179. 



Chapter 7 

Pbifosophicaf History 

I betieve this to be the historical age and this the historical natior, 
David IHurnet, 

f Iistory was a popular form of literature in most European countries in thc late eighteenth 

century, but many Scotsmen besides IIurne bclieved  hat their countrqmen had a peculiar aptitude 

for it, fn his Histow of Great Britain. Hume observed that "tis well known, that the English have not 

much exc(:lled in that kind of literature.'" %Warn Robertson criticized Vclitairc for failing to cite 

his sources and for paying tm much attention to inteflectual activities: Iikc many Scotsmen, 

Robertson believed that inteltectual development could not bc  separated from the study of society 

as a Sir James %.fackintr~sfi attributed the lack c ~ f  good historians in France to "Absolute 

monarchy-..[which even] in its most moderate form, is, no doubt. destructive of the free spirit which 

is the soul of history" - an opinion that m q  have influenced MalcoIm's wordier obsewation thal 

the Muslim "annalists of despotism" uerc unable to attain "any portion cf that exccllencc which 

belongs to those who. living under happier a u c p i ~ s .  have mixcd the wisdom of philosophy with the 

facts of history."" Even the Englishman. Edward Gibbon, in a tribute to  the work of I-Iume, 

Robertson and Adam Smith on the history of 'the progress of European society," spoke of the 

"strong ray of philwsophic fight [that] has broke from S ~ o l l a n d . " ~ ~  Whether or not such opinions 

"David Hume, The Histom of Greai Etnram The Retirns of James I and ('harks I. ( 1  iamondswxth 1070). viith an inlroductwn 
by Dancan Forks ,  p. 251. 

'IbirL. p. 25'. Humr was refemng Camden's history of Queen Elizabeth. which he regarded with caulious approval. See also. 
Black, An af Histatv, p. 14. 

1' Witliam Robenson. The Pri~eress of Society in Europe. -4 Historical Outline from the Subversion of the Roman Empire to 
the B e g w e  of the Sixteenth Centurv. edited and with an in:roducfion by Felix Gilbea. [Chicago: 1972): Robertson. cited in 
editor3 introduction. p. xsi i i .  

13 Sir James Mackintosh, Memoirs of the I;fr of the Kt Hon. Sir James Mackmtosh. ed. Robert James Mackintosh. (London: 
183Fj? p. W.  Malco!a m. f : 376. 

I2 Gibbon. quoted in Adam Smirk Comspondence of Adam Smith, eds. E.C. Mossner and LS. Ross, (Oxford: 1977). p. 317. 
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were justified. they indicate a high degree of self-confidence in Scottish historiography and, until the 

17%, everyone in Scotland rcad and discussed history and almost everyone with literary aspirations 

made some attempt to write it.:; In the preface to his Histow of Persia, the men whose help and 

advice Maicolm acknowledged were ail Scotsmen: James Mackintosh, William Erskine and, in 

particular, Alexmder I-Iamilton.'f 

Mthough Malcolm and Elphinstone's historical works were w~itten in the early nineteenth 

century when fashions in histLorical writing were beginning - to change, they wote history that was 

typical of the Scottish enlightenment - new European trends no doubt took time to reach and 

influence men working in India. Tfie work r3f the fate eighteenth century's greatest historians, Wume, 

Robertson and Gibbon. has been described as exemplifying ratbnalist ideaki5 The term 

philosophical history is now more genera!ly used, h o m e r ,  to describe thtir work. which differs in 

inlportant respects from both the so-callcd rationalist history of the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries and the nineteenth-century Whig interpretation of history.16 

The methodology of philosophical history, which was expected both to instruct and to 

entertain. called for a narrative of the events of a particular time ar,d place, accompanied by an 

explanation of the origins and significance of political, social, eccmomic aild cultural developments 

in acccrrdancc w<th the philosophical beliefs of the historian. Original documents and contemporary 

accounts. critically evafuatcd, were the favoured source material. (Hume's works of history, based 

largely on secondaq material, are exceptions.) 

Malcofm, in writing his IIistun. of Persia and Sketch of the Sikhs, and Efphinstone in his 

it bfalcolm. m. 1: xi-xia. 

Far drxilssions of the Scot~rsB Enlightenment and the study of hlstofl see Byson. Man and SocieW. Chap. 1, Peardon. The 
Trznsznion in En&h HIStoncai Writins!. Chaps. I--% Nlchotas Pixilipson. w. (1-ortdon. 1989). BIack. A? of H~ston, pp. 77-141, 
3-V. Price, Dat-id Hume, fNea Yo&: 1%). Chap 5: Dand Hume. ofGreat~ntaln,tor's tntroducWm. Robertson, 
PF~EFES. editor3 irt.tr&uctron- 
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Amount of the Kingdom of Caubul and I-Tistors of India, both tried to be meticulous in exylaining 

the strengths and weaknesses of their often unsatisfactory sources for early history, although 

Elphinstone told Malcolm that he ought to have given "some account of every history you quote, to 

show the claim it has to credit." Writing to his friend and fellow historian William Erskine, 

Elphinstone complained that social and cultural matters were beneath the dignity of Persian 

historians and could only be investigated by examining travcl accounts, law5 and regulations, 

biographies and letters, legends, and, "above all, tales." Elphinstone beliesed the last to be 

particularly useful because they were derived from the author's own absewations and were adapted 

to suit his readers' beliefs. Chaucer. he claimed. depicted the way of life in Richard If's time more 

accurately '"than the 170 vofumes of Petitot do  at any one pcriod in Francevi7 Hume's rejection of 

fable as an hist~rical source was cited by James Mill to justify his own rejection of Hindu myths and 

legends. but Adam Fergilson. like Malcolm and Elphinstone, believed they could be helpful. The 

Uiad or the Odyssey, Fer_won believed, revealed "the conceptions and sentiments of the age" and 

iltustrated the genius of the people "with whose imaginations they were blended."I8 Malcolm 

belie& that the character of a people, as welf as of an individual, could often "be better 

appreciated from anecdo~es than from mere narration of  event^."^" 

When sources were inadequate, philr~sophical historians - including Malcolrr, and 

Elphinstone - turned to conjecture. Malcolm found that the records of ancient Persia had been 

destroyed by the folluwers of Muhammad. Old Testament scriptures were unsatisfactory "from the 

scantiness of facts, the canhsiorr of dates, the errors arising from the proper names in different 

languages." Greek histuriam, particularly Xenophon, used history to instruct their own rulers, 

T- Eiphinslone to Malcalm, II? Sept. 1816. quoted In Coiebrmke, Efphinstone, 1: 320. Elphinstone to William Erskine, 7 June 
lM7. qualed in &id., 2: 371. 

IS Fergusan Civil Societv. p. T i .  

ip MakoImIm Persia, 2: xi. 



ascribing "meq quality that can dignify human nature" to ancient kings and peoples whose real 

history they knew little about. which al!o'ived them " fd l  scope for the indu!genx of their 

i r n a g i n a t i ~ n . ~ ~  AMalcolm himself relied heavily on Fcrdosi's g e a r  historical poem, the "Shah 

Namah." written in the ekventh century. In Ferdosi's account, the rule of Jamshecd lasts for seven 

hundred years and witnesses the deveIopment of social ranks, the foundation of cities, the  invention 

of arms, the teaching of astronomy and other progressive developments, which lead Jamsheed to 

become so vain that he declares himself a god. "This impiety broughi disaster;" Persia, after a period 

of unexampled prosperitt., \%-as invaded and devastated by a savage foreign prince. Malcolm provides 

a classical conjectural explanation that suggests the influence of  F e r _ p s ~ n : ~  

May we not, ~Gthout presumption. condude that this is a ~ e n e r a l  account of a 
people's history for a certain period? It descri'ocs their emerging from a savage state, 
in which men have few wants, and comeyuentfy few distinctions, either in rank or 
occupation: their division into the classes of a more civilized communiy; their 
becoming industrious. rich and prosperous; their lapsing into a state of luxury and 
irreligion; and consequentty, failing an easv conquest to a foreign enemy. This 
seems a pkin interpretation of the history of Jamsherd as related by Persian 
authors." 

In his f-Iisiov of India, Elphiaslone provides a typical confictural history of the probable origin of 

caste divisions in Hindu society and attributes them to the desire of the priestly class to perpetuate 

existing institutions in order ta  assure their own a3ntrof over i n n o ~ a t i o n . ~  

Conjectural histtxy was justified by Dugald Stewart, who q b i n e d  that most societies took 

important steps to progress before they kept records. W-ith no direct evidence. histtxians were forced 

speculate from the nature and physical situation of a particular society. how it was likely to have 

acred. Travellers' accounts of contemporary societies in "earlier stages of development" could bc 
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used as "landmarks" for speculation: %-hen we cannot trace the process by which an event has been 

produced. it is often of importance to be able to s h w  how it rnav have been produced by natural 

muses-*" Munro, in a report ttz the Madras government during his settlement of Kanara, provides 

a conjectural account of the historical reasons for thc traditionally loiv land revenue assessment of 

a particular district. I It: supposes that the original assessment must have been "ex~remely moderate," 

rrthenvise the rocky terrain. "brrzken by dcep gullies formed by the torrents which fall during the 

monsoon," would have been too expensive and required too much labour to cultivate." 

Fergson's An Essa on the Histon. of Civil Societv and John Millar's Origin of the 

Distinction of R a n k s 2 h r e  probably the best know-n works to rcst mainly on conjectural or 

theoretical techniques. Thematic and mmparativc in method and universal in their scope, they 

explore issues such as "the dectirle o f  nations' and 'the condition of women in different ages," 

approaching the history of sctciettl in a way hailed by son,r as thc forerunner of modern sociology, 

although not t o d q  regarded as histoe. To contemporaries iike Ilcme, Robertson and Adam Smith, 

however. and to Malcolm and Eiphinsfonc tnht3 mudclled their histories on late-eighteenth century 

examples, conject~ral histoq WXT a proper approach to the study of past societies. 

Like most philosophic 21 historiam, EIphinstone and Malcolm w r c  at same pains to analy~e 

Asian societies according tfi the standards of thc stage of civilization they beticvcd them to have 

reached. This approach may have owed something to the devclopmcnt o f  "the historical gospel of 

sensir?ili@."" Hugh Blair, H e n q  MacKentie and the other Scottish "sentimentalists" hoped to 

inspire their listeners and readers with an interest in the " c o n ~ c r ~  of our brethren;" so they would 

hfrmrc. "On rtte Condtt~on and .%sssment 01 Canara." 31 hfa! 1 BOO. m. 1: 65. 

:" %IiUar. '%e Origin of the 3isr.incrim af Ranks:. in khmann. John Miliar of GJaseow. pp. 1'75-322 

"The informarion on Hugh B1airand"xnsiDitity" in this paragrrrph comes from John Dnyer, "Clio and Ethics: Practical Morality 
irm Enfighienrd Swtfand," "e Eiehti-tntk Centun. 30 (I9SYj: 15-12. 
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"feel along with them ...[ and] take part in their joys and sorrows." A capacity for s,vrnpathy,% Blair 

believed, should be the core of modern ethics. It was more valuable to society than laws because it 

bred "mutual confidence and union among men,y3 

Malcolm's sensibiiiry to the feelings of Indians was widely acknowledged in British India and 

many anecdotes in Sir John Kaye's biography at[% to his sympathy for defeated princes, loyal 

sepoys and oppressed peasants. Elphinstone, in a fragment written shortly after his friend's death, 

paid tribute to Malcolm's possession "in an eminent d e p e ,  [of] the power of gaining the attachment 

of those with whom he associated, arid [he] was. at one time of his life, the most popular man with 

all classes that ever was knokw in India,"jo ~ ~ a l c o l m  may not have deliberately fr~llo~wd the maxims 

he muM have heard while attending BIair's sermons in Edinburgh in 1794 and 1795, but his genuine 

interest in human psychofop and his sensitivity to thc way he imagined others svoufd feel were a key 

part of his approach to diplomacy and administration. In his Bombay journal, James Mackintosh 

mentions that Malcolm annotated the copy of EIume's history of Engtand's Tudor dynasty he had 

been reading, while writing the N i s t o ~  of Persia. ivith the perccptivc uhscrtration: "The head cannot 

join the heart respecting 14aq: nor can the heart follow the head about E!izabeth."jl People's 

feelings, not least his ow,  were important to Maicofm. 

When applied to the study of history, the concept of sympathy encouraged historians to try 

to see events from the pcrspectiw uf the people thev were studyjnfr,; to judge earlier, or other 

contemporarj., societies by their okts standards. In discussing Mahmud of Ghazni,jz who, had 

conquered between 99"ind 10.30, an empire extending from the Caspian Sea to the Punjab. 

"Tne idea of "sympathy" rhar %as pnpufamed 03, she sentmentairsts should not be canfused u!th -Map Smj!k's mere complex 
uxl of  the concept of  " s p p a ~ h f '  in regard :o murai motnatron. See Smith, Theon. Part 1. pp 9-66 

" EIphmstone, fragment wrirten in 1333. quored in Cotebrwke, EIphmstone. 2: 331 

"See Elphinstone. 1: Book 6, C h p .  3. pp. 532-77 lor Eiphinstone's description and obsewations on Mahmud's reign. 
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Elphinstone places the empire-building in what he believes to be the correct historical context. 

h4ahmt.d had been treated harshly by earlier European historians for his supposed religious bigotry. 

E3phinstone points out that although Mahmud had been attentive to the forms of Islam, he had, in 

fact. been charged with sceptickm by h~luslin historians and he argues that Mahmud's military 

ventures were carried out, not to gain c o m a &  to Islam, but because conquest was "in his day," the 

greatest source of glory and gain. Like MaIcolm, Elphinstone used Ferdosi's "Shah Nahmah" as an 

historical source, but he aiso used a stow about its origins to illustrate aspects of Mahmud's 

personality. The poem had been commissioned by Mahmud to record the achievements of the kings 

and heroes of ancient Persia. Elphinstone observes that a remarkable feature of the poem, "perhaps 

an indication of the taste of thc age." is Ferdosi's fondnes? for ancient Persian words and his 

"studious rejection of the Arabicq - the language of Mahmud's ,Muslim predecessors who had 

destroyed the records of the events Mahmud wished to celebrate. 

Similarly, Elphimtone relates z story about the writing of the poem because "it throws a 

stroag fight on Mahmud's lit era^ ardcxr: and is improved in interest as well as authenticity by its 

incidental discIosure of rhe conqueror's characteristic foibIe." This is avarice. Mahmud paid Ferdosi 

in sifver when he had promised gold. Ferdosi rcspondcd with "a bittcr satire," aimed at his patron, 

and prepared to flee the country to escape Mahmud's anger. But the ruler was magnanimou. He 

forgot the satire. remembered only the great epic poem and s m t  ample remuneration to the poet. 

"The satire, however, has survived- It is to it we owe the knoxvit'dge of Mahmud's base birth; and 

to it beyond doubt, is to be ascribed the presentation of the memory of his avarice, which would 

otherwise Iong ago have been forgotten."" Satires and stories were acceptable source materials 

which might provide insight into aspects of history often missing from more conventional documents. 

Although Elphinsrone considered the contex2 of the time in his interpretation of historical 

events, he nevertheless criticized Malcolm's Histonlof Persia for "the tone of apology for all the acts 



of cruelty and tyranny" it records.% Malcolm defended his work on the ground that people were 

better off under a strong despotism than under a weak and disorderly one and that, in Asia, it was 

the duty of the ruler to punish crime. The executions he ordered were not necessarily mere caprice 

and his sentences not necessarily unjust "because the forms are different from ours." Discussing 

Persian law Malcolm provided an analogy between Asia and Europe: 

Let us imagine in the present tranquil state of our own country, that all criminals 
whom the laws condemn were sentenced by our king, and that the court-yard of St. 
James's was the place of execution. Though his sentences might be as just as those 
of our judges, yet the monarch would be deemed a sanguinary despot.3s 

Malcolm's work often suggests the influence of Adam Ferguson who had made a similar observation 

about European and Asian legal practice in his Essav on Civil Societv. 

When a basha. in &ia, pretends to decide every controversy by the rules of natural 
equiw, we allow that he is posstmed of discretionary powers. When a judge in 
~ u i o p e  is left to decide. according to his own interpretation of written lam, is he 
in any sense more restrained than the former?" 

Elphinstone's reputation for sympathy and objectivity has no doubt been helped by 

comparisons between James Mil's Interpretation of Indian history and his own. Mill, like other 

philosophical historians, provided a narrative of events accompanied by explanations of their 

si_@ficance in accordance with his o v a  philosophicaj beliefs. He would have endorsed Elphinstone's 

advice to William Erskine to "be bold ... and do not think that the History itself is of so much 

irnpctftanee as your own opini~ns,"~' and Elphinstone's criticism of Erskine's work to Sir John Kaye. 

Erskine's historical writing, according to Elphinstone, suffered from an excessive attention to detail 

which took up too much time and bored the general reader, who would have been more interested 

" EIp't'nsrcse tto Mzlsdm, 11 Sepr. !%I&. quored in Ibid.. I: 323. 

?5 Malcolm, Persia, 1: 555- 

Ferguson, Civil Society. p. 263. 

- 
'< Elphinstone to Wiliiam Erskine, 31 Oct 1840. quoted in Cotebrooke, Elphinstone, 2: 351 
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in listening to  the author's conclusions "and the reflections they suggested."" But Mill, who in 

attacking Sir William Jones's sympathetic conservative approach to Indian culture was indirectly 

attacking British conservatism. argued that any society or form of government could be judged and 

prescribed for, from a distance. on the basis of rational principle.jq There was no place in Mill's 

scheme for either empiricisfn or  sensibility. Elphinstone excused Mill's biases, conceding that, "As 

the disciple of a school of philosophy advancing new opinions, Mill was obliged to resort to argument 

to establish his principles and destroy those opposed to him." But he defended his own approach on 

the s o u n d  that - 
the excellence of histories derived from European researches alone does not entirely 
set aside the utiliq of similar enquiries conducted under the guidance of impressions 
received in India: which: as they arise from a separate source, may sometimes lead 
to  different conclusions. 

Efphinstone thought that, in general. iMilf's account of pre-British Indian history took "much the 

same view of affairs as I do, a t  least not more unfavourable to the actors." But its "cynical, sarcastic 

ttne" was offensive." On the British period he felt that Mill's imagination was inadequate to deal 

successfully with Warren Hastings, because Mll  was "a mortal enemy .d all heroic pr~pensi t ies ,"~~ 

and his work suffered from a harshness which lay "more in sneers and sarcastic expressions than in 

cofouring the facts." Elphinstone disagreed with some of Mill's conclusions. thought that he paid too 

much attention to the controversies over &stings'. Cornwallis's and Wetlesfey's administrations and 

too little t o  the results of them. and saw Mill's "want of sympathy with great-.,characters - indeed, 

with anybudy except men suffering injustice." to be a serious fault. And "even in this most 

honourable exception, it is rather indignation at the oppression than tenderness for the sufferer that 

1- Majeed, '3ames kfill's T h e  History of British India' and Utilitarianism as a Rhetoric of Reform," Modem As~an Studies 
24, (zwoj, pp. 209 212. 

* Elphinstone, journal, 5 June 1840. quoted in Colebrooke. Ebhinstone. 2: 355: 353. Elphinstone, quoted in Philips, Historians, 
p. 272. 

Elphinstone to WiiIiam Erskine. 22, Aug. 11833, quoted in ibid, 2: 341. 



David IIume would appear to have been Elphinstone's mode! historian. 

I now see with wonder the extent and variety of his powers. Eloquent, glowing, 
picturesque, almost poetical, he flows on in animated and absorbing narrative, 
exciting all our feelings, and yet pregnant with profound reflections and impressive 
lessons of morality How can one be surprised that such powers of eloquence and 
imagination, combined t&h and restrained by the soberest judgment and the calmest 
philosophy, should produce a History wjth which no modern attempt can stand a 
moment's competi t i ~ n ? ~ ;  

All these comments, made as late as the 1S40s, together with the hope, expressed in the introduction 

to his history of The Rise of the British Power in the East, that an understanding of India's historical 

experience would "contribute to just view of the present and wise resolutiori for the future."44 

suggest that Elphinstone's historiographical taste remained firmly rooted in the Scottish 

enlightenment. 

M.E. Yapp suggest% that Malcolm's Histon! of Persia is flawed by the focus on Persian 

customs and manners, the :x%ra detail on eighteenth-century Persia and the emphasis on defining 

the Persian national character. It indicates a pre-occupation with the contemporary condition of 

Persia rather than with its whole history.j5 Judged by today's standards this is fro doubt true. These 

are all aspects of Malcolm's work, however, that would have been regarded as strengths rather than 

weaknesses by contemporary historians a i ~ d  readers of history. William Robertson, in his masterly 

essay The Progress - of Societv in Europe, traces developments that historians would now describe 

as statebudding and military riscalism. which led to the recognition of the concept of the balance 

of power as a regulator of international relations. It was a concept of enormous contemporary 

interest. The first volume of HumeZs History of Great Britain has been described as "the vital sector 

a Elphinstone, journal, I June 1340. quoted in !bid., 1: 355. See Part 2, Chap. 1 below for a discussion oi ihc dtitsrences between 
W s  ibert!ogical assumptions and those of Munra. Malcolm and Elphinstone. 

Efphinstone, journal. 5 June 1SM. quored in ibid., 2 354. 

Yapp, "Historians of Persk" p. 3%- 
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on the historiographical front in Hume's campaign to educate the Whigs in political realities, to 

promote 'moderation' in pulitics. and provide the Establishment-.-with a respectable, modern, post- 

revo1utionaq intellectual b a ~ i s . " ~  This was most certainly a contemporary issue. Both Robertson 

and Hume enhanced their reputations by writing history, making a great deal of money from their 

work." EEfphinstone and htalcolm were never rich or renowned enough to disregard the financial 

rewards or  personal satisfaction that could be attained by catering to contemporary task. 

Munro, Malwlm and Elphinstone were working in India and \%-riling about India between 

17SO and the 1840s (when Elphinstone's Histow (of India was published). It was a period which saw 

the transition from pre-colanial to colonial rule in India while, in Europe, the forms of the discourse 

that became known as orientalism were being constructed; the successful "exercise of power by one 

society over another" - in the words of PJ. Marshall's useful reduction of the loaded term 

imperialism to its lowest common dcnnrninator4" and i& carefully constructed intellectual and 

cultural rationalization. The importance of Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone's role in the transition 

to cobn id  rule is well-recognized, but the relationship between their texts on Xndia and other Asian 

societies and the development of orientalism is more difficutt to establish. despite the fact that works 

of phiIosophical and conjectural history played a significant part in the development of orientalist 

attitudes. 

Edward Said's Orientafism, published in 1979,59 was the catalyst for the recent surge of 

interest in the phenomenon of orientafist discourse. His general definition o f  the subject is useful, 

aftkrough his concept of a uniform orientalism cannot be sustained, as B.J. Moore-Gilbert suggests, 

" Forbes introduction. Hume. Histon oi Great Britain, pp.10-11. 

'' WiIIiarn Cree&, Letrers. addressed ta Sir John Sinelair. Bart.. (Ed~nburgh, 1793: repnnt ed.. New York 1982). p. 12. "Da~id 
Hume received f5OlM for the remainder of his History of Britain: and Dr. Robertson. tor h a  second i5ork recewed f4500." 

PJ. Marshait. ""European ImperiaIism io the Nineteenth Cenluq." Histow (May 1982): 39. 

* Edward Said, Orientalism. [New Yo& 1479). 
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when India is taken into consideration as well as the Islamic Middle East.jo According to Said, an 

orientalist is one who 'teaches, tvrites about, or researches the Orient, while orientalism is a way of 

thinking which, founded on a metaphysical conception sf the nature of being and on epistemological 

beliefs, makes a clear distinction between "the East" and "the West." It is also "a corporate institution 

for dealing with the Orient;' for describing it, making statements about it. ruling over it and 

establishing authoritative opinions on it." Ronald Inden, in a recent analysis of orientalist 

disc~urse,~'  discusses the relationship of knowledge to power and what he calls commentative, 

explanatory and hegemonic acmunts, all of which play central roles in the development and teaching 

of orientatism. Specialized knoxvledge, which allows those who possess it to speak with authority, to 

instruct and to exert leadership,j5 provides the foundation stone of orientalism. howledge is 

transmitted by description, in tthich the thoughts and acts of subjects are represented to the reader. 

Commentative accounts p ro~ ide  a framework in tvhich the thoughts and acts are classified according 

ta some accepted system. Expfanatory. or  interpretise, accounts represent what is "strange and 

incoherent'' in the subject in a wav to make it seem rational or normal. Hcgemtrnic accounts are the 

tern used "by scholars and their administrative doubles" to establish their authority and maintain the 

precedence of their "knowledge" over the knoufedge of rivals.j4 Said claims that for most of the 

nineteenth c e n t u ~ i  the Orient tvas studied mostly from books and manuscripis, parricularly from texts 

of what was regarded as "the ciassical period" of whatever society \~l-as bekg exarnined.j5 But as 
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Gym Prakash points out,j6 from the time of the publication of James Mill's History of British India 

in 1817, on-the-spot official reports, surveys and submissions to parliamentary inquiries joined 

translations of Persian and Sanskrit literature and historical interpretations to bolster the canon of 

literature which represented the Orient to the West. "Orientalism was a European enterprise from 

the very beginning." Both scholars and audience were European; "Indians figured as inert objects 

of kno~vledge."~~ 

By these criteria, Munm, Malcolm and Elphinstone are orientalists. They acquired 

knowledge on Asian topics largely in order to establish themselves as authorities. They researched, 

m o t e  about and hoped to teach western audiences about Asia and, as cultural mediators, they 

passed o n  their knowledge by means of their own written texts. Malcolm and Elphinstone both uscd 

commentative and explanatory accounts in the~r  work of history, classifying subjects and ordering 

them according to the methods of the genre known as philosophical history and the ideology of late 

eighteenth-century moral phi?osophy. Their texts were hegemonic in the sense that they presented 

their knowledge of India a ~ d  other parts of Asia with didactic purpose. But their texts never 

achieved hegemonic status because their knowledge of the Orient, which represented late eighteenth- 

century principles and assumptions, was quickly superceded - in the case of Elphinstone's History 

of India before it was written - and their interpretations never took precedence over the 

"kriowkdge* of their rivals. Inden paints out that the challenge to the hcgemony of Mill's Historv of 

British India posed by Elphimione's H ~ s t ~ r v  of India was easily r e p ~ l s e d . ~ ~  

The organizing principle of orientalism was essentialism; the Orient as object, separate from 

and different from the Occident: the "other" to the west's "self." This central dichotomy, the concept 

"Gyan Prakash, "Writing Pml-Orienralist Histortes of the Tbnd World: Penpectixes from Indian Historiography," Comparative 
Studies in Sacielv and History 32 (29901: 383408. 

Ibid., p. 384. 

" fbid.. p. 35. 
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of self and other, encompasses three more important binary classifications: static-progressive; 

unitary-diverse: material and rational as against emotional and spiritual.jg If these categories are 

inherent in orientalist discourse. then Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone cannot be classified as 

orientalists in Said's sense for, although they recognized cultural differences, their organizing 

principle was the universality of human nature. They did not see Indian and Western society in 

opposition to one another. Elphinstone complimented Malcolm on the "eminent degree" to which 

his Histom of Persia demonstrated a "knowkdge of human nature and of Asia" -- not of rhe nature 

of Asia.60 

Comparisons feature prominently in orientaiist constructions, Analogies provide a 

co~venient, if misleading, u-al; of e,qlaining aspects of an Asian society's beliefs and practices to an 

audience witfi no first hand experience of Asian fife. Munro, Malcolm and Efphinstone used them 

frequently. Where orientalists tended to emphasize differences, however, they stressed similarities. 

Their comparisons were intended to bring the two cultures doser together: although Malcolm and 

Elphinstone tended to compare the Indians - or Afghans or Persians - of their own day with an 

earlier stage in European civilization. Munro recognized many likenesses hemeen contemporary 

hdians and Britons. He acknowfedges, for example: "The more intelligent brahmins in their 

knowledge of politics and finance - and in idcas o f  justice - differ Ilttle from E ~ r o p e a n s ; " ~ ~  a 

statement which does not belong in a discourse of domination. 

The existence of a dichotomy between the rational and material \vest and the emotional and 

spiritual essence of Hinduism is entirely absent from Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's 

representations of India. because t h q  did not see the ?vest as essentially rational nor India as much 
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less materiakt than BriVain. A sczuias approach to religion in general and an interest in prctto- 

s~ i t ; !~gkaf  expfartations of the cirigim, purpose and institutionai organization of religion deflected 

their atteatian from anything more spirituai than a vaguely defined rnnnoihcism or dcism. while their 

apparent acceptance of Scottish enfightenment views on thc relative importance of feelings. or 

emotions, compared witn rationality, precluded a perception of India as an emotional and spiritual 

"other," Ln his recommendations of policies that were intended to lead to economic improvement 

.Munro, at least, scerns tu haw assumed that Indians ~ w u l d  be as motivated by self-interest and 

material considerations as any Lowland Scottish yeoman farmer. 

Munro. Malcolm arid Elphinstone did not see India as homogenous in opposition to western 

heterogeneity. They rcco,@zed, and recommended the preservation of. many of the different 

regional forms of administration that prevented thc British from imposing their own practical 

manifestation of a unitary state. and compared the Indian sub-continent with contjnental Europe in 

Its diwrsitv. While ach-nowledging the importance of caste to Indians, Munro did not see it as either 

the governing element in a homogeneous world or as a somehow substantialized alternative to 

human agency in Indian histury.'i' He stated in an official paper that "Tic influence of caste in 

India. however great. is imigni!i'ieant compared to that which the head mcn of the villages possess 

from their hereditaq sration as chiefs of the m~nidpality.'"~ 

Zn regard to pt-ogress. as opposed to the representation of Indian stasis. Eiphinstone believed 

that, at the time of Mbar's death, Indk had been on the threshold of progress similar to that of 

early modern Europe, but *extrinsic causes" had interrupted the "liberal spirit of inquiry" that was 

Akbais te,eaq.@ Munro, at the time he still feared Mysore as an enemy, saw Tipu Sultan's regime 

as capable in time of bringing material progress to his state. 
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&though Mumo. Malcolm and Elphinstone made swecping generalizations about individuals 

and g o u p s  which reflect stcreatyped characterizatior~s of Muslims and Hind us, and Makolm and 

Elphiu'nstone were typical phifosophical historians, commenting on and es,Aaining Asian societies and 

forms of L- government according to thcir o w  ideological beliefs. in regard to India, which they knew 

st.ell. th5r  opinions are not those of orientalists as Said defines them. 

Phifosophical hi'stoc was the pmduct of a symbiotic association of history and moral 

pfiilcrsophy- History played a curism, dual role in intellectual discourse: it was the preferred medium 

far the expression of phifmophical principles as well as providing the empirical evidencc from which 

those principles were derived* In other words. it contributed to both the deductive and inductive 

processes of reasoning that ue re  used interchangeably by the Scottish phiIosophes." Historical 

theories were used to analyze contemporary conditions; historicaf evidence provided cautionary 

examples, and the writing of history was used, as Malcalm explained, "to instruct future ages by [the] 

narration of the events of the past."& It became the favoured channel of dissemination for 

phiiosophical ideas, partly because financial incentives and their didactic purposes encouraged the 

Scottish philosophes to present their material in a form as comprehensible to general readers, 

including fourteen-year-old university students: and soldiers on leave from India, as to [ellow 

eniighteners-a Malcolm and Elphinstone used philosophical history to develop their ideas on Asian 

society and government, to advertise thcir knowledge and to disseminate warnings and advice to 

those responsible for the government of British India. 

Bryson, Man and Sacierv- p. 79. Stewart. Outlines, pp. 126-7 

" Malcolm, Persia, 1: 276. 

"' PhiIfipson, "Adam Smith as Civic Moralist." pp. 179-80. 



Chapter 8 

Moral Philosophy 

The ultimate object of philosophical inquiry is the same which every 
man of plain tmderstanding proposes to himself, when he remarks 
the events which h'aU under his observation, with a view to the future 
regulation of his conduct. The more knodedge of this kind we 
acquire. the better can we accommodate rtur plans to the 
established order oi things* and avail ourselvm of natural powers 
and agents for accomplishing our purposes. 

Dugaid Stewart1 

AIthough the Scottish philcaophw spoke of their "e?rpcrimentai methods," thcir research was 

based rather on "a rough, common sense crnpiricism"' in which introspection and the study of 

history provided much of the inforination they needed for the development of their ideas. "A rough, 

common sense empiricism" would haw been accepted by Munro. 34alcolm and Elphinstone as an 

apt description of their ovm methodological approach to the problems of Indian government, for 

their analysis of the probtcms. and the sdutions they suggested seem to owe a great deal to Scottish 

ideas. This chapter looks at the most important assumptions common to Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone and :o many of Sc~tland's most influential intellectuals. 

fn the contexT of the histurl; of ideas, the period of the Scottish enlightenment belongs 

neither to the "Age of Reason" ncx to the so-called "Age of Belief in the Idea of Progress." The Scots 

believed in the utility of reason but not in its omnipotence; in the possibility of progress but not in 

its inevitability.' The most apt generic label for the period from the 1750s to the 1790s would 

Stewan. Ourfines. p. 2. 

2 Bryson. Man and Societv. p. 17. 

'For the place of Scottish enlighlenmrn~ in the history of ideas see. Bryson, Man and Societv: Charles Camic. Experience a .  
Eniightenmenr: Socialization for CufruraI Change in Eighteenth Ceniun Scotland, (Chicago: 1983); Lehmann. John Millar; Robert 
Bisrstedt, "Sociological Thought iti ihe Eighteenth Centuq," in A Historv of Sociological hnalvsis. cds.. Tom Bottomore and Robert 
N i s k t  (New York 1978). pp. 3-33: S.A. Grave. The Scottish Philosophers of Common Sense. (Uxford:1960): David Kettler, The 
Social and Political 'Thought of .+dam Fereuson. (Ohio State Unisersity Press, 1965); J. Ralph Undgren. The Social Philosophy of 
Adam Smith. (The Hague: 1973): Donald MacRae. "Adam Ferguson 1723-1816." in The Founding Fathers of Social Science, ed. 
Timothy Raison. (Harrnondsworth 1369. rev%ed ed.. by Paul Barker, London: 1979), pp.26-35: L Schneider. The Scottish Moralists 
a n  Human Nature and Societv, [Chimp: 1967). 
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probably be  the "Age of Sock1 Science" in the literal sense that the Scotiish moral philosophers were 

attempting to apply the mathematical, empirical and eescperimental methods med so successfully by 

kaac  Xeivton in the development of his scientific theories, to determining the place of man and 

society in a general scheme of the universe. Moral. philosophy was thc matrix of the social scierxes." 

Afthaugh the Scc?ts were neither sociofogists, anthropologists, palirkat scientists. nor economists in 

any modern sense, the sttciological aspects of general enlightenment thought reached their most 

mature and sczphisticated level in Scotland bciween :he 1760s and 1790~5 - the golden age of  the 

Scottish enlightenment and the formative years of Munro, Malcolm and Eiphinstone. The type of 

ex~lanation the moral philosophers provided for the development of sjsiems of government, civil 

and military institutions. social siructurcs, the relationship between thc sexes and patterns of human 

behaviour among other topics, was based on their interpretation of human psycholog, a determinist 

eqfanation of historical change and on a secular but not necessarily atheistic view of religion. 

For the moral philosophers. annals, which were regarded as simplistic, were no longer an 

acceptable type of history- An alrcrnarise principle of explanaiion. to which past actions could be 

referred, had to be established that was sufficiently all-encompassing to replace Divine Will or 

rational intent as the motive force for historical change. The Scottish philosophes turned to a belief 

in the universal charactcr of human nature, with its impulse to economic and moral self- 

improvement, to provide the neu7 organizing principle; what today might be referred to as the deep 

structural basis for historim1 change. Cause and effect were "to show how ... one cause, 

prepared the way for another, and augmented its influence,"%with particular attention paid to the 

unintended consequences of events. Cultural diversity was accounted for by theories of the social 

-' Bryson. Man and Societv. p. 4. 

5 Forbes introduction. Ferguson. Cis2 Societv. p. xiv. 

" Biyxon M a n  and Sodem. pp. 17-19: 833. 
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stages of development and of natir~naf characteristics. produccd by peculiar geographic, religious and 

political circumstances. 

Malcolm states, explicitly. that "human nature is always the same in whatever garb it is 

CkXhed." and that Indians should be judged "bv a standard ... suited to their belief, their usages, their 

habi ts... and the stage of cisilization to which the community as a whole are ad~anced."~ Ife describes 

Zuroastria~?ism, for aartlple. as an agent ctf progress in so far as it 'cws monotheistic and promoted 

industry, vinue and order. Zrrroaster had adapted his ideas to the stage of his societfs dcvefopment 

in order to achieve his objectives. but the introduction of flame as a sqmbol of Cod had led to an 

unexpected and undesired consequence: the spread of super~tition.~ 

Many of Munro's ~ b s s ~ a t i o r r s  that stress the similarities rather than differences between 

Indians and Europeans indicate his belief in a universal human nature. There is no reason to believe, 

he states, that Indians are inferior to Britons in natural talent - both possess an equal mixture of' 

gwd and bad qualities - and he claims to have "no faith in the modern doctrine" of the rapid 

improvement of the Hindus, or any other people. Munro also warns of the uncertainties of cause 

and effect when writing of the danger of haste in committing the government to permanent measures 

"of which we cannot possibly foresee the consequences, and which may often be quite contrary to 

our e~ectztions."~onversely, bWilliarn Robertson described the Crusades as "a singular monument 

to human folly,* but nevertheless saw them as having had beneficial consequences "which had neither 

been foreseen nor expected."'%ccording to Adam Smith, 

On the great chess-boaid of human society, every single piece has a principle of 
motion of its OW. altogether different from that which the legislature might chuse 

' Matcob, Persia. 2: 610. Matcolm, Political Histon: 2 355. 

Munro,"On the Employment of Narises in the Public Semice." 31 Dec. 1824. 2: 319: Munro. minute. 8 Aug. 1820. quoied 
in Gleig, Munro. 2: l b  Munro to Canning. -33 June l a l .  quoted in ibid.? 2: 57. Munro, memorandum. 1820-1, quoted in Gleig, 
MUNO, Appendix 5. 2: 253. 

Robertson, Progress. pp. 22: '3. 



to impress upon it:' 

Eiphimtone, in his last wxk.  The Rise of British Povxr in thc East, w-ritten at a time kvhen 

Whig historians were declaiming the importance of p a t  men and grcat ideas as the motive force 

for historicaf change, saw the political involvement of the East India Cumpan\- in Indian aftairs. not 

as the result of conscious decisirm to acquire territorial possessions or political power but - as the 

Scottish phibsopha would have done - as the result of structural forces beyond the control of 

individuals. Despite thc facL tkat the Company's goals had always been strictly commercial, he 

observes, the "requisite intercrrurse with local Governments" and rivalrq. kvith European powers had 

"compelled them and all others in that age, to engage in political and military transactions."12 

Malcolm observes, in regard to the subjection of India by the British. that the causes of great 

revolutions are to be found. "not in the sumssful issue of the complex schemes of ambitious 

statesmen, but in the simple opcraticzn of natural and obxfious causes."13 

Elphinstone was particularly impressed by the concept of stages of development, making 

many comparisons between contempi~raq Asian society and earlier stages in European development. 

fn his aaoun t  of the Afghans, he comments on the similar types of behaviour in countries that have 

reached the same stage of development but are far removed from each other in time and place. 

"Chaumr's sompnours tale," he observes, "exactly describes the importunity of the mendicant 

Muitahs, [in Afghanistan] and the mixture of respect and aversion with which they are regarded." Ne 

thought modern Europeans w u f d  find it strange that, in Afghanistan, the "masters of the country," 

the mfing families, did not live in the terms. Yttt "such was the case in England after the Norman 

htiasior~"'4 Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone all tended to compare contemporary Indians with 

Smith, Theow. p. 234. 

i~lphinstonr. British Power. p. 3. 

L' Maiccslm, Political Historv. 1: 1. 

" Elphinstone, Caubui. 1: 283n: 1: 332 
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Europeans at an earlier psriixt. They Isere critical crf anyone who judged Indian peasants by the 

standards of behaviour expxlcd of wetl-cducated Englishmen from the middle ranks of society. 

The stlciaf t h e o r i s  influcnmd Munro, Malcvln~ and Elphinstone's approach to Asian 

society generally paid more attention to what they called moral, than to physical considerations as 

determinants of national characte~; although Elphinstotac. Iikc John Millar and Adam Ferguson 

treated dimatc as important. Writing of thc Hindus, Elphi~lstonc states that although their 

"defects--,arise chiefly friitlm moral eauscs." they may also be ascribed to physical constitution and to 

soif and climate. H e  points out, ruefully. that thc warm climate and fertile scril which make hard 

Izbour unnecessary, "produce that state of iistless inactivity which foreigners find it so  difficult Lo 

resiskm and he suggests that "the shades of character..& different parts of India ... confirm this 

supposition," giving, as an example, the vigour of the Marathas who inhabit a mountainous and 

infertile region, compared with the Bengalis %ith their moist climate and their double crops of rice." 

The dreary aspect of their s u r r ~ u x h g s  explained why the Arabs sought for excitement ''in 

contemplation, and in ideas derived from within:" hfuhammad having particular opportunities "of 

indulging in such reveries.gis 

Physical causes were regarded by Hume as of less importance in dctermjning national 

characzer than rnoraE muses which fie categorized as "the nature of the government. the revolutions 

of public affairs, the plesty or  penurn in which the people live, the  situation of the nation with regard 

to its neighbours and such like circumstances."" 6 e  uniform system of government of a large 

empire wodd create distinctive national characteristics despite climatic variations; smaII contiguous 

states EF.OUM develop marked differences in character and manners although, as in the case of the 

city-states of Athens - ingenious and gay - and Thebes - rustic and phlegmatic - they were only 

a short day's journey apart. Closed societies, like the Jews in Europe and the Armenians in the 

fj Elphinsrone. 1: 3 0 - f :  2: 4%- 

la Hume, Philosophical Works. 4 wls.. eds.. T-H. Green and T.H. Grose. Reprint ed.. 183286. (Darmstadt. 1964), 3: 34-52, 
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Middie East. with little in common with the nations among whom they lived, would retain their own 

charmer  would ~WI nations with different religions and languages inhabiting the same country. 

A purely republican government it-auld produce one type of national character; an absolute 

monarchy another: and the nature of the dominant religion would mould the manners of the pcaple 

in both. 

Although Malcolm allowed that in Makran and Baluchistan there was little sign that the 

people had ever emerged from "the puor and sterik state to which they seem to have been 

condemned by nature,"" he heas generally more interested in the moral determinants of national 

character. In his Wistorv of Persia. he identifies uniform characteristics throughout the Persian 

empire which he believes to have developed as a result of a tradition of despotic government 

reinforced by the tenets of Islam. This uniformitv was modified among tribal groups, however, who 

enjoyed a more democratic form of locai government which left them less morally debased, but also 

less amenable to political control, than others.I5 

Like Hume, Munra has iittle time fur theories of the effect of clin~ate cm national character. 

H e  complains of "learned men" who state that the "vcrticle rays" of the sun make the natives of India 

indolent when. in actual fact, Indian farmers are just as industrious as European ones and their 

women are more so. Their poverty in Munro's estimation, derives from thc system of government, 

not from "their idleness nor the sun."" Climate and terrain, on which they could have no effect, was 

of less interest to Munro, h4alcoim and Elphinstone than religion, systems of government and 

prosper@ which were matters which were to some e.xtent within the power of man to improve. 

History's status as a recruit in the service of the science of man deflected attention, to some 

extent, from kings, politics and wars. Hume claimed that history was neither intelligible nor 

Maicolm, m, 1: 263. 

IS Ibid. 2: 621; 623. 

" Munro to his father. 10  way 1796, IMss. Eur., FLl51/142. 
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instructive without an accurate understanding uf the systems of government. manners. (meaning 

social morality). economy and d c w x  - of learning of a state, a view endtxscd by Malcofin, x ~ h o  scef 

the system of government and the manners of "the nation described" as the most important parts 

of its history.= During the 1780s. a debate on the superiarity of manners to I a w  in the regulation 

of civil life attracted much attention in Scottish literary clubs and periodicals. Blair, w-hose published 

Sermons were among the centuws most popular books. believed that "mcre law" was rigid and 

inflexible: it was manners. which reflect man's humane and liberal scntiments. which actually held 

society together.'! Munrds opinion that the only efficient preventive of crime was "the improvement 

of manners,'" expressed in a discussion of policing in 1824, suggests that he held similar views on 

the relative value of manners and laws. Blair died in 1800 so that. unlike Malcolm. Munro would not 

have heard him preach when in Edinburgh in 1808, but he bought the five volumes of Blair's 

Sermons to take with him to India in 1513.3 

Similarly, in a published paper of instructions to junior officers, iLilalcolm warned them that 

the source of manners, "when it proceeds from reason, not from feeling ... cannot please; for it has 

in it ... a show of design which repels, as it generates suspicion.'" Good faith. sympathy and 

confidence were for Malcolm the most important unifying and conciliating forces. 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphirstone make no attempt to explain or just@ their use of the 

concepts of a universal human nature, stages of civilization or national character which suggests that 

thev took them for granted themselves and expected their readers to do the same; that they saw 

them as facts rather than as assumptions. These beliefs were important, however, because they 

Hume, History of Great Britain 1: 218. Maico!rn, Persia, 1: 263. 

'1 Blair, quoted in D'15yer. "Clio." p. 59. 

" Munro. "General Remarks on the Judicial Administration and on the Police." 31 Dec. 1824. m. 2: 29. 

" Bills and Accounts. 12 A p d  1814. Ms.  Eur., F;/151/159. 

24 Malcatm, Political Histon", 2: 37747- 
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allowed Munro, -Maicoim and Elphinstone to observe eastern societies, which they regarded as less 

advanced in most ways than their own in an anahtic but relatively uncritical way. Bigotry. ignorance, 

superstition and other defects were believed to be universal characteristics of early nineteenth- 

century Asia - as they had been of medieval Europe - but they were temporary. not eternal. 

attributes. 

If human nature were much the same everwhere, an Asian could be apected to experience 

feelings similar to a Britott"~ when faced ~ 5 t h  the pleasure and pain of everyday life, the approval 

or  disapprobation of others. ?his did not mean that he would necessarily react in the same way, 

because responses were affected by the experiences and conditioning which created national 

characteristics. Both Munro m d  Malcolm. however, believed that there were universal features of 

human nature that British rulers in India ivould have to take into consideration. 

It is unfkely that *Munro and Malculm consciously applied the techniques of the advocate? 

of sensibility when considering human relations in India, but their priorities nevertheless reflect their 

OF)% feelings. The professional advancement of both men was frustrated in their early years by 

inadequate patronage. For Mt~nro, for whom self-fdfillment, service and morality were synonymous, 

the quintessential components of good government were the provision of opportunity and incentive; 

the chance to b e  "interestingly and importantljr emplotled."3 His professional attention was focussed 

for much of his career on civil and administrative matters. I-Ie accepted the fact of British rule and 

the importance of India to Britain's political as well as commercial interests, but believed that 

Indians should do  things b r  themselves as far as possible with the object of eventually governing 

themsebes. British rule shouId provide the ne=sary environment - order, stability and opportunity 

- in which the "human nature" of the Indian people could function in its most moral, active and 

therefore most progressive way- 

Malcolm, whose need to recount to family and friends every instance of official 

* M u m  to his sister Erskine. -30 Dec lS15. quoted in Gleig, hlunro, 3: 212. 
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commendation and every word of appreciation sdggcsts self-doubt as well as the vanity to which it 

is usual& attributed, believed that sensitivity to the feelings of the governed and recognition of 

senice rendered were top priorities. His interests \sere political and strategic; his experience. until 

late in his career was confined largely to diplomatic and military affairs, and his writings on India 

are replete with analyses, profusely illustrated with anecdotes. of the "naturc" and "feelings" of the 

sepoys, "by whose valour and attachment the grert conquest has bcen principally achieved, and 

without whose continued fidelity it cannot be p rese r~ed . "~~  Their prejudices and sensibilities should 

be treated with the greatest care. 

Introspective is probably the key adjective in describing the private journals kept for many 

years by Elphinstone. but they indicate a self-preoccupation. during his early years in India at least, 

that left little room for identifying his own feelings with those of Indians - consciously or 

unconsciously- In private, his moods seem, to same extent, to have coloured his attitudes but, in his 

literary works, he generally treats Indians with sympathy - he is particular interested in national 

character: "those great features, which all possess in common, and which give a marked character 

to the and invariably takes into consideration the context of peoples' lives. 

Eric Stokes, George Bearce and also Burtctn Stein. in his recent biography of Munro, all 

identify Burke's writings as the dominant influence on the conservative elements in Munro, Malcolm 

and EIpF.liostone's thought. Stokes speaks of them as bringing to the Indian problem, "Burke's notion 

at' history, that conception which rcgdrds human society as a continuous community of the past, 

present. and future."% Bearcs claims that, "Provided with purke's] Conservative outlook." Munro 

and Elphinstone began to introduce good government in various parts of India.> For Stein, 

2b Malcolm. "Bengal Native Infantq," pp. 421: 415. 

" EIphinstone, Caubul, 1: 196. 

"d Stokes, Utifitarians. p. 15- 

Bearee. British Attitudes to India. p. 36. 
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Mumo's "basic orientation" was derix-ed frum Burke. He shared lvith other "'post-Burkeans" a deep 

awareness of the "ftotver of naiir>nal&rii and of what he called 'naticmal character' as expressing the 

highest order of public vaIucs.' and an appreciation of hierarchy, especialf~ one hascd on merit."0 

"Edmund Burke's imprimatur" \%as also important in regard to the "ambient moral concerns" which 

were "a fixture of Munro's wiring on India" frum early in  his public 

By the middle of the nineteenth mntuq. Burke had becomc the grcat ideologist for 

~ o n s e w a t i s m s ~  although at the rime klunra  Malculm and Elphinstonc wcrc fc~rmulating their ideas 

he  was only one of many important cclnservativc authors, most of Lvhorn wrote about "moral 

concerns," "national charxter" and hierarchical social structure ("graduated ranks"), as we11 as about 

the importance of historical continuity and traditional institutions." Burkc. after all, was applauded 

far his championship of traditlnnal institutions bccaUe he was expressing albeit in incomparable 

language, precisely what most conservative thinkers and most of his readers already believed and 

wanted to have re-affirmed, not because he was developing a new or exciting concept. 

Stein notes that Munro purchased the twelve volumes of Burke's published writings in 1814 

but does not mention that he bought. at almost the same time, the complete five-volume set of IIugh 

Blair's Sennons and William Paley's Works." both of which were widelyread expressions of 

consewative thought in thc late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and works that might also 

have influenced, or re-affirmed his ideas. 

ltfunro's initial response to the  French Revohtion differed f i c m  Burke's. In 1788 h e  told a 

Stein, Munro. p. t96-7. 

Robert Blake. The Consenfarive Yarlv from Peel to Church~ll. (Imndon: 1970). p. 6.  

S e e  Ihomas Schofieid, "Conservative Political 'Ihougftt in Bntain in Response to the French Revolut~on," The I-fistorical 
Journal 29 (19865: 501-622 In addition to Burke, Paley and Adam Ferguson, Schofield discusses the work of some less weli- 
remembered. but ar the time widely read. conservative .eruriters. 

" Bilk and -4ccounts. 11914, Mss. Eur., I;;"151!159. Stein, hfunro. p. 207n. 



close friend thar, 

I ivkh b u i s  mat. awit himself t?f the pc?wrful engine h c  has in his hands, n sranding 
arm!.. t o  crush the mutineers o f  his parliamcnt: for if they carry their point ai' 
atabiishing a free gitvemrncni, cornmcrce \\-ill bccorntr as hr~nourabtc among them 
as it is in England. and France will then prove by sea what she is ntx9 hy land, thc 
greatest ptxt'cr in the w-~r id:  and w u  and I ma>- live to scc Britain strippcd of n'll her 
foreign d ~ r n i n i c ~ ~ . ~ ~  

similar to that of Britain - uuuid makc Francc sirtsnga, richer arrd a greater tfircat. In Aprii 1390. 

as Burke %as preparing his Reflections on the Rcvulution in F r a i  fur pubiicirtion in the same ::e;ir, 

Munro told his friend that the sirua&m in France taas zfarminz becaausc .ic ii British patriot hc could 

That nation, already :cw ptmcrfuf, \\anted nothing but a bcttcr Scrsm c~fgc~vcrnmcnt 
ru render her the arbitm s f  Europe: and the mnvutsions attending str rcmarkahic 
a revolution having subsided. Francc vilf  srwn assume that rank t o  xkhich she i s  

Burke's prophecies of anarchy and disaster proved to bc prescient and did much to enhance 

his rcpurarion. At the timi: he was writing t h e  Keffcctions and Slunrtr i tas writing rt? hi< friend, 

woufd make that. enemy more prmeriul. In 1790. llunrtl sau the Frcnch ectnt'fict as a scene in the 
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the Companys f o r m ,  hopes that he will recover from his "fit of despair: ... he is at present as much 

changed as Mr- Burke's Gsittn."'" Mi-. Burke's "changed vision" presumably attudes to the apparent 

inconsistencies between Burke's view of events in America, India and France. In regard to America, 

Burke had cIaimed, firstly. that universal political disobedience should be regarded as an indication 

of bad government and not treated as criminal behavior and, secondly, that the exercise of authority 

shoafd always be  adapted to the nature of the subject people. In his clash with Warren Hastings, 

hourever. Burkc rejected Elastings" amtention that government in India had to be adapted to the 

nature of the subject people. appeating kitead to univ2rsaI principles and the Law of Nature. In his 

approach to the French Rcva!ution, Burke no longer saw universal disr~bcdicnce as an acceptable 

response to bad government. Mthijugh an efkzlive argument has been developed by Charles 

Parkina to establish a bask consistent> in Burkc"s thought, for casual rcaders like Munro in i7PO 

and IT!X, the inconsistencies were most noticeable. 

In 1794 Munro, no doubt aware by this time of the alurse thc French revolution had taken, 

writes that kre prefers Burke"s upinions on it to those of James Mackintosh and Burke's other 

opponents because, despite "his declamations and in some places d ~ ~ m i g h t  nonsense," Burke 

developed "more of the springs by \vhieh ail govemmcnts must bc moved until human nature is 

engirek changed and men are no longer actuated by the p a s s i ~ n s . " ~ ~  Munro now condemns the 

sirtmation in France became the assembly and convention are being ruled by factions which in turn 

are contrulled by the leaders of the mob. The probfem is now esccssive liberty and he would have 

agreed with Burke on its dangers. In 1817, hmvevt:r. he w o t e  that Napoleon's operations had made 

"mast countries on the conrinent much more interesting than they werc before," and in 1823, in 
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BourDomn from both ~ o u n t r i e s . ~ W ~ l l o  may not have liked "democracy!' bu: European ancien 

rkgimes clearty did not impress him, either for their own sake or as the guardians of stabi!ity and 

tradition. 

Malcolm certainly had many areas of agreement with Burke but in regard to India he would 

probably have condemned him as one who tried to apply to Indian government a standard that had 

been framed for a different type or stage of society and government. Discussing the impeachment 

of W r r e n  Wastings in the introduction to his Political Historv jIS26), Malcolm describes Burke as 

"one of the wisest men and greatest orators that England has ever boasted" - a statement which 

has contributed to an impression that Malcolm admired Burke unconditionally. Malcolm credits 

Burke and Henry Dundas with bringing to the notice of the pubIic, the unsatisfactory state of the 

affairs of the East India Company- Hc points out that "there can be no doubt that the promoters 

OF these inquiries, h o w i w  mired thi.Jr rmtiws might how been [my italics], became entitled to the 

gratitude of the country." Mafcolm, however. sees Hastings as a great Indian statesmen who has 

served his country ?veil- He claims that despite the "factional" or "party'3pinions expressed on the 

issue of I-liastings' impeachment. there were several important facts on which all "dispassionate 

minds" \%-ere now agreed. 

Hastings. during a time of unexampled public embarrassment, and at a moment 
when h e  had to contend against those from whom he should have derived support, 
showed all the active energy of a great statesman; and by his ... extraordinary 
exertions, saved the interests of his country in India from ...ruin.41 

Mthough he praises Hastings' response to crisis unstintingly, Malcolm concedes that the system of 

ooverment at the time was corrupt, He is tning to establish Hastings' conduct as a model useful e 

to his defence of Wellesiey's governor-generalship, while recording his own opinion that the office 

of gmrmor-general requires sufficient power to be able to deal with sudden crises. However, the 

* Mmro to George Brown. 1317. Mss  Eur.. FflSlfl74: Munro to Brown. 4 July 1823, quoted In GIeig, Munro, 2: 83. 

a Maldm. PoEtical Histon: 1: 20-1- 
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implication that Burke, wise man and great orator though he is, is tainted by "mixed motives" and 

"factionalism" - an interpretation that Malcolm retained from the emotional Sketches of the 

Politicai History of India (1811) in the more deliberate Political History published in 1526 - 

suggests that Malcolm's regard for Burke was not uncritical. 

There are no  grounds on which it may be argued that Burke's philosophy was important to 

Elphinstone. Despite his extensive reading and his interesting critiques of numerous works of 

philosophy, history and politics in his journals. his only comment on Burke appears to be a laconic 

entry for 7 February, 1502, well after Burke's prophecies of the excesses of the French revolution 

had proved accurate. Elphinstone notes: 

Talked with Colonel Close about Burke; he is in love with him. I-Ie read some 
passages from the 'Reflections'; the assertions seem to me as false as the language 
was beautiful ... A dispute about the right of nations to remove their kings for 

Elphinstone did mention that he approved of William Paley's plain, manly sense."43 

Although there are areas were Burke's views coincide with those of Munro, Malcolm and 

even Elphinstone, when the full range of their thought is taken into consideration, their ideolog~ fits 

more comfortably with the slightly different ideas and assumptions of Scotland's moral philosophers. 

The frequency and consistency with which their thought has been associated with Burke's name, 

however, has over-emphasised their conservatism at the expense of their more reformist ideas. 

Stokes, rather surprisingly, sees Wordsworth's concept of "the noble peasant" in the 

"em~tional and mental back-ground to the ryotwari system of land settlement." He suggests that 

Munro saw "the peasant in all his simplicity," and tried to "secure him in the possession of his land, 

to .ole him with a paternal and simple go~ernment."~"Jf this had been all that Munro had intended 

a Elphinstone. journal, 7 Feb. 1802. quoted in Colebrooke. Elphinstone. 1: 44. 

* Efptrinstone, journal. 15 Dec. 18215. quoted in ibid., 2: 118. 

Stokes, Utilitarians, p. 13. 
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with his adsocacy of the use of Indian institutions he might, indeed, be labelled a Conservative. In 

all his writings9 however, he ernphasises other objects that he hopes to accomplish by means of his 

system of government. In his fast minute,15 written a few days before his death, Munro announces 

that the "great object of the Company's government" must be to increase the knowledge and raise 

the character of the Indian people "by bringing them into constant intercourse, and in a great degree 

associating them with ourselves in every department of public affairs." From this, Munro believes, 

they will learn that European systems of government were advantageous to all. The>! would acquire 

confidence and, in time, wmdd "seek to learn the knowledge which they have found to be so much 

more useful than their own." A public spirit, he believed,could be  created in any nation, "varying, of 

course, in degree according to the freedom of their institutions." To  arouse this spirit in India, all 

offices must be open to the people. It would then be found that Tndians would qualify themselves 

accordingly and endeavour to outstrip their rivals. They would seek distinction. not only in offices 

of profit and honour, but also by providing useful service to their country in positions from which 

they would derive no rewari16 This is not the statement of a man who sees himself as the 

conservator of "the noble peasant" or as an example of Wordsworthian concepts of paternalism. 

Munro saw it as the duty of government to teach Indians the advantages of a more advanced form 

of government and to give them the opportunity to improve and advance as individuals and citizens. 

Although most East India Company recruits, including Munro, Malc~lm and Elphinstone, 

arrived in India before they were twenty years old, all had been exposed to some degree to the 

socializing process and cultural environment of their local community and were likely, if only 

unconsciously, to draw on their experience for guidance in coming to terms with India. During the 

eighteenth century Scotland enjoyed a period of intense intellectual vitality; a period in which a 

M m ,  'Trial of Criminal Cases by J u q  or Panchayate," 3 July 1828, m. 2: 56-61. 

Ibid.. 2: 57. 
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combination of intellectual freedom with a "fundamental con~ervatism"~~ produced a philosophy 

of improvement that was empirical, practical and reformist rather than speculative, idealist and 

revofutionary- If, on arrival in India, the recruit proved to be ambitious, conscientious, culturally 

curious or merely bored, the intellectual world of Enlightenment Scotland provided him with a 

theoretical framework for the study of histoly and contemporary society and government as 

applicable to an analysis of Asia's past and present condition as to Europe's. 

Working from the assumption that human nature is the same everywhere, that societies pass 

through various stages on the path from savagery to civilization and that national character is formed 

by inter-related moral and phvsicaf causes, the Scottish philosophes examined religions in the secular 

context of beliefs about social control, social morality and national character. Ideas about the correct 

relationship between liberty and authority helped to define discussions of the practical and moral 

eficacy of different systems of government. Modes of subsistence and levels of prosperity were 

scrutinized in the light of recent ideas on political economy. Laws were assessed according to their 

utility, given the level of sophistication of a society, Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were not 

doctrinaire disciples of any of Scotland's philosophers, but the way they thought and the way they 

wrote, particularly about religion, forms of government and political economy, were influenced by 

the principles and the methodologies commonplace in the society in which they were raised. 

Henxy Craik, quoted in Bryson, Man and Society, p. 7. 



Chapter 9 

Religion 

The aid of religion was called in to ... subdue the ferocity of the 
times. The Almighty was said to have manifested, by visions and 
revelations t~ different persons, his disapprobation of that spirit of 
revenge, which armed one part of his creatures against the other. 

William Robertson1 

The Reverend William Robertson's account of the secular use to which the powerful 

influence of religion could be  put appears in his explanation of the gradual introduction of systems 

of law in medieval Europe. By the second half of the eighteenth century the harsh, theocratic rigidity 

of Scottish Calvinism was being modified, at least for the well-educated middling ranks in society, 

by intellectual influences from continental Europe. and Robertson, like many of Scotland's leading 

thinkers, became an important member of the Moderate group within the Kirk. The Moderates, as 

opposed to the Evangelical Nigh Flyer group, were the dominant party in the general assembly of 

the Church of Scotland from the 1760s to the 1780s. Although cautious in regard to their opinions 

on  contemporary Christianity, as early as 1755 the Moderates had been sufficiently confident on the 

subject of liberty of conscience to defend Lord Kames and David Hume from charges of scepticism 

and heresy and. when the question of compulsory subscription to the Westminster Confession of 

Faith became a controversial issuc in the 1770s and 17SOs. they argued that all creeds and 

conlkssiom were incomplete because they were the product of a specific histctrical situation. They 

went so far as to assert that Luther and CaIvin, products of their time. were no more likely to be 

infalfible than their Catholic contemporaries,' and were accused by the Evangelicals of even 

extending their toleration to Muslims and to "the Alcoran."; The proceedings of the general 

- - -  

I Robertson, Proeress. p. 40. 

' Ian D.L, Clark, "From Protest io Reaction: The Moderate Rkgime in the Church of Scotland, 1752-1805," in Phillipson and 
Mitchison, Age of Improvement. p. 205. 

"exander Fergusson. The Honourable Henry Erskine. Lord Advocate For Scotland. (Edinburgh: 1882), p. 156. 
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assembly were widely publicized. Its members represented a broad cross-section of educated Scottish 

society and the ideas of religious  moder rat ism were debated, if not invariably endorsed. throughout 

Lowland Scotland. 

Although Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone undoubtedly believed the moral and ethical 

precepts of Christianity to be superior to those of other religions. they were as cautious as most of 

the Scottish philosophes in revealing their o w  faith. Munro says little about religion - his own or 

that of other people - but his few comments demonstrate that he was not a High Flyer. The secular 

nature of Malcolm's and Elphinstone's apprcach to religion is evident from their discussion of Islam, 

Sikhism and Hinduism in their works. 

William Robertson once preached that the social, political, moral and religious stage of 

society at the time of Christ was particularly conducive to the birth and spread of Chri~tianity.~ 

Robertson3s purpose in this case had been to show how the Will of God could be seen in the process 

of history, but he later developed the idea in relation to the progress of Europe. H e  explained that 

Roman taw was incomprehensible to the barbarian invaders and, however perfect it might have been 

in principle, being no longer perceived as relevant or useful, was discarded by them, But by the mid- 

twelfth century. when Justinian's "Pandects" were rediscovered, "the stale of society was so far 

advanced, and the ideas of men so much enlarged and improved ... that they were struck with 

admiration of a system which their ancestors could not c~mprehend."~ Munro and Malco!m believed 

that a British-style judicial system was incomprehensible, and therefore irrelevant, to Indians at their 

present stage. EIphinstone, particularly in letters to Edward Strachey who was an admirer of 

Bentham, was less critical of attempts to westernize Indian legal ~ p t e m s , ~  but all three believed that 

to be successful, any attempt at reform, whether legal, religious, social or political, would initially 

Gilbert's introduction, Robertson. Propress, p. xsii. 

' Ibid,, p. 55. 

" E l p h i i o n e  to Strachey. 10 March 1822 quoted in Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 2: 131-134. 
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have to be adapted to the prejudices and condition of the people it was intended to benefit. 

The principle, which Robertson, Blair and other Calvinist Moderates applied to the early 

development of Christianity as well as to other religions, sought secular. or  practical, explanations 

for the development of religious institutions- Christianity's first significant contribution to mankind, 

it was argued, had been as an agent of social control: by gathering together the illiterate poor to 

worship, and by training them to subordination. The Book of Genesis was seen as an account of 

"human mamers in their primitive simplicity, before the arts of refinement had pojished the 

befia~iour.'~ 

In the Wealth of Nations, which Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone had all read, Aetam Smith 

examined the relationship benwen retigion and the state. Although he conctjded, cautiously, that 

"eecIesiastic establishments" often originated to meet religious needs, they "prove in the end 

advantageous to the political interest of society.'Wmost all the Scottish philosopha, including 

Smith, acL?owledged that t s ~ o  types of religion usually developed to meet the needs, respectively, 

of the poor and illiterate and we!kducated higher ranks. The religiun of the lower social orders was 

likely to be either austere or imaginative, or maybe both, for the practical reasons that extravagance 

would be ruinous and the consolation of a beautiful after-life was needed to compensate for the ugly 

realities of their earthly existence. The wealthy and powerful tended to be more Jas and mundane 

in their religious views and observan~es.~ Examining Islamic morality. Malcolm observes that it 

would be udair to judge the people by the records of the great as "iliustrious personages in all ages 

and countries deem themselves exempt from vulgar  restriction^."^^ Elphinstone acknowledges the 

political importance of the dergy in a letter in which he discusses Adam Smith, whom he regarded 

" Dkyer, -aio." p. ?. 

Smith, Wealth of Narions, 2: 292 

Ibid, 2: 230-313. 

lC' MaIcolm, m, 1: 272 
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as a man of "enlarged" views. Smith had suggested that the clergy should be paid for practicing their 

trade ... like tailors or  other workmen." But Elphinstone felt that they should not enjoy such 

independence: "The ... enterprise and ambition which the clergy have shown in all times makes it 

absolutely necessary to keep a strong and welldisciplincd standing army of them who shall be 

interested in maintaining order and in fighting (in their uay) against other clergy who attack the 

state."ll Munro spoke of "pain and poverty" as two apostles who probably converted more people 

to religion than "all the bishops that ever existed"" - an explanation for religious convictions that 

reflects Hume's arguments in the Natural Historv of Religion as wfl as Smith's in the Wealth of 

Nations,lS 

The Munro familvtvere Episcopalian and Thomas attended his mother's English Chapel and 

listened to his father's fireside sermons throughout childhood. The Reverend George Gleig believed 

that it was important for his prospective role-model to be seen to subscribe to orthodox religious 

views, and in his Life of Munro, asserted that Munro's "whole life, both in public and private, was 

nlodelled upon the rules laid down in the Gospd." He  avoided a direct statement about Munro's 

faith in revelation, however, merely observing, somewhat evasively, that "he is, after all, the most 

vitally religious man whose general behaviour corresponds best with the revealed Will of God."14 

References to religion in Munro's papers are rare and, what there are, do not suggest a deep 

commitment to either revelation or to a belief in man's dependence on divine will. Munro never 

mentioned his own religion publicly and his only private allusions, made in the 1790s to his sister 

Erskine, his most intimate correspondent, were frivolous in tone. IIe compared his brother James's 

Efphinstone to Strachey. 18 Sept. 1804, Mss. Eur.. F/123!164. 

" Munro to his sister Emkine. 5 March 1795. quoted in Gieig, Munro, 1: 165. 

is Hume, Philosophical Works, 4: -309-63. seep.  319. Smith. Wealth of Nations, see 2: 290-313 for an account of the "causes and 
effects" of reiigion from a practical rather than a sp~ritual point of view. 

l4 Mtlnra t o  his sister Erskine, 7 Feb. 1798 and 25 April 1793. quoted in Gleig, Munro, 1: 197: 153. Ibid., 2: 225-6. "English 
ChapeP was the term used for places of worship set up on an Angliml model by Scottish Episcopalians trying to avoid the stigma 
of Ihe association of episcopalianism with Jacobitism after the 1745 rebellion. 
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religious enthusiasm with his OWB 'more sublime religion," insisted on his right to "liberty of 

conscience" in a hypothetical marriage contract. and spoke of the spiritual truths he might have 

discovered in the withered leaves sent by Erskine, "if I were a man of devout turn of mind," implying 

that he was not.Is Munro applied the adjectives superstitious and bigoted to Hindus and Muslims 

respectively in the technical way that David Hume applied the words superstitio~ and enthusiasm 

to Roman Catholicism and fanatical Pr~testantism.'~ 

Munro was circumspect in his public statements about the work of Christian missionaries in 

India. He  did not object to their activities as long as Indians coufd not interpret them as official 

policy - as sanctioned by the government. As governor of Madras, however, he would not tolerate 

attempts at proselytization by a Company official and censured, and then dismissed, a sub-collector, 

one of his own protegks, for distributing within his district, Kanarese translations of the New 

Testament and tracts on moral and religious subjects. Munro was indignant that the collector, while 

professing his willingness to conlorm to the government's directives, requested, nevertheless, that his 

opinions on converting Indians should be judged "according as they are supported or contradicted 

by the Word of God" as contained in passages from the scriptures. He sent these passages to Munro 

as an appendix to his letter of apology. Munro regarded this as "an extraordinary kind of appeal." 

The collector had used his official position to work as a missionary and, when told by his superior 

that he was wrong to do  so, "justifies his acts by quotations from Scripture, and by election, a 

doctrine which has occasioned so much controversy; and he leaves it to be inferred, that Government 

must either adopt his views, or act coritrary to divine authority."17 

In a series of extracts taken by Gleig &om Munro's writings from the years 1812 and 1813, 

" Munro ro his sister Erskint, 9 Sepi. 179i. 15 Sept. 1795; 7 Feb. 1798, quoted in ibid., 3: G: 1: 168; 1%. 

l6Hume. Philosophical Works. 3: 149. See the essay "Of Superstition and Enthus~asm," pp.144-50. Munro, m regard to eastern 
religions, would not have accepted Hurne's conclusion that superstition a a s  "an enemy to civil liberty and enthusiasm a friend to 
it-'' 

Munro, minute, 15 Noe 1822, quoted in Gleig. Munro, 2: 37-45. 
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when the question whether missionary activity in India should, or should not, be encouraged was the 

most contentious Indian issue in Britain, Munro wrote that while primitive people relinquish their 

superstitions quite easily, the Turks of Europe, although at an advanced stage of civilization, and 

despite their contact Christian states, have not discarded their faith in Muhammad's teachings. 

He suggests that in India, change w i H  not take place until, 

by the improvement of the country, India shall abound in a middling class of wealthy 
men, secure in the possession of their property, and having leisure to study our best 
authors translated into the various languages of the country.18 

As "our best authors" did not compose the bible, the statement implies that, in Munro's opinion, 

economic and social development rather than proselytization would provide the path to the progress 

Munro was intolerant of stupidity but not of other people's beliefs and, in a letter in which 

he deliberately connected Hindu with Catholic superstition, he nevertheless provided a sympathetic 

portrayal of a swami. a religious brahmin 01 a class who "possess an influence not inferior to that 

of the Pope and his bishops and cardinals in the darkest ages." The swamis did not marry like the 

pagoda brahmins, "but must lead a life of celibacy and temperance, or  rather abstinence. They have 

no nephews and nieces like the swamis of Europe." They amass no wealth; whatever they receive 

they distribute to others; and "they are to the fuil as respectable as their brethren in Europe.lfi9 

In everything, Mumo liked diversity, including religious diversity: 

give me ... the ~ ~ o r l d  as it now stands, with all its beautiful variety of knowledge, and 
ignorance, - of language - of manners - customs - religion and superstitions - 
of cultivated fields and wide-extended deserts - and war and peaceB 

This latitudinarian confession is compatible with Munro's open-minded approach to India, but seems 

to reject the confining particularism of revealed Christianity. During the 1750s at least, when he first 

Is Munro, memoranda, dated 1812-13, quoted in ibid.. 2: 255. 

* Munro to Erskiie, 30 Dec. 1815. quoted in ibid., 3: 213. 

a Munro to his sister Erskine. IS Sept. 1795, quoted in GIeig, Munro, 1: 166. 
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came into close contact with rural Indian society as a revenue collector, Munro's religious views, like 

those of Malcolm and Elphimione, seem to have been those of a Moderate. 

In his biography of Malcolm, Sir John Kaye makes no attempt to detail Malcolm's religious 

beliefs, but the influence of Moderatism on the Malcolm family's Calvinism is indicated by the fact 

that Mrs. Radcliffe's Mvsteries of U d o l ~ h o  was read aloud at home and by the young Malcolm's 

attendance at a London theatre on his first home f u r l o ~ g h ; ~  m o  activities that would have been 

roundly condemned by Kirk High Flyers. Malcolm's approval, in his writings on Asia, of anyone who 

could be described as holding the "sublime general truths" of "pure deism," suggests that he also 

found the broad, cosmopolitan creed of the deists acceptable. 

In Malcolm's estimation, the religious practices of a society should be the starting point for 

the historian because they are the natural focus of man's earliest efforts at art, literature and 

learning, they are generally used as an agent of civilization; and they help to determine the nature 

of the state and the character of its inhabitants. The significance of the Koran, for example, had 

been underestimated by Europeans. "We can hardly (in the pride of better knowledge)," Malcolm 

suggested, "venture to pronounce that to be puerile or contemptible which has so  fully answered the 

purpose for which it was designed." Unbelievers should admire the skill of Muhammad's strategy in 

claiming that the Koran was sent complete by God but only revealed, bit by bit, by Gabriel. 

No mode could hase been better calculated to preserve and to promote his power. 
H e  was at once the civil ruler and military leader ... and he drew at pleasure, from a 
source which they deemed divine, those laws and mandates which were to regulate 
their lives, and to excite them to actions of virtue and valour. 

Although the Arabs, Malcolm adds. were divided at home and despised abroad, Muhammad's 

religion taught them to worship one true God, "and they obtained strength from the political union 

brought about by a common creed to become masters of the fairest portions of the globe."'" 

" Kaye, Malcolm, 1: 57; 31. 

kfalcolm, Persia, 2: 33942. 
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Similarly, Malcolm approves. in general, of Sufism, which "inculcated the doctrine of the 

equality of the relation of all created beings to thzir Creator," and he argues that traces of Sufism 

may be found everywhere: "in the most splendid theories of the ancient schools of Greece, and in 

those of the modern phiIosophers of E ~ r o p e . " ~  

On the origins of Sikhism, Malcolm expfains in his Sketch of the Sikhs, that, although Nanac 

grounded his religion on a principle of pure deism, the minds of the masses could not remain loyal 

for Iang to a creed, "the most sublime gencral truthsn of which were of a nature too vast for their 

comprehension. After their founder's death. his followers worshipped his name and, in direct 

contravention of his teaching, "they ... clothed him in all the attributes of a saint."" 11 is an account 

that would have provided empirical evidence for Hume's theoq on the "flux and rcflux of polytheism 

and theism."" After Nanac, the forms of Sikh devotion began to take precedence over the 

substance of the founder's beliefs and, strengthened by habit, "they become the points to which 

ignorance and unenlightened minds have in all ages of the world, shown the most 

resolute  ad ad her en^."?^ 

Lastly, the tenets of Hinduism, in Maicolm's opinion, had been "calculated to preserve a vast 

community in tranquillity and obedience to its rulers," but they also had the effect of making Lhe 

country 'kin easy conquest to every powerful foreign invader." Referring to the doctrine that forbade 

all but those of the warrior castes to bear arms except in self-defence, Malcolm observes that, bound 

by "the chains of their civil and religious institutions," Hindu states, unlike Muslim ones, could not 

increase their numbers by conversion, nor "allow more than a small proportion of' the population 

Malcolm. m. p. 117. Malcolm, Persia, 2: 333. 

24 Malcofm, m. pp. 138-5). 

Hume, Philosophical Works, 4 334. 

Malcoim, m, p. 40. 
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to arm against the enemy-"" 

These various observations recognize rational intent - or social cttntrol - unintended 

consequences and the symbiotic relationship between religion and the  puxver of the sratc. Malcolm 

saw religion as an integral part of human nature; as a powerful emotion that could also be a 

powerful and practicai Sasl. He beIiewd that it had been used by individuals and p u p s  since 

earl is t  times, generally for fhc bcnevolcnt purpose of bringing order out of chaos and aiding the 

progress of citil intion, but cxmsitmatiy to further the ends of power poi itics- In his historica f wxks, 

Iirialcuim cmsistently portraF the prap'ncts of new reIigious movements as nmeii with t h e  capacity 

to conceive the sublime naturc of the erilaior but aware that the wcakfiess of human naturc and the 

particular stage of devclopmcnt of their societies rquircd them to adapt their duerrincs accordingly. 

Once estalblisted, the  tcneks of ii new reiigion had a signikant cffect on the development uf national 

character and "the revoluti~zns t?f public affairs." In the short term, the desired objcctivcs were often 

met but, in thc long term, unanticipated consequences sometimes occurred that were of greater 

significance from an historical pcrspecti\;e. "The sacred character of religion, under whatever shape 

it assumes, has always given it a supreme influence over thc human mind: but its tlffccts are most 

remarkable when they influence the hte uuf natir~ns."~ hialcolm's examination of scligious forms 

and beliefs was invariabljm madc from a sccuhr and universal starxipoint. 

Eiphinstone's approach la religion was similarly sccular and universal. Thc Elphinsttmes had 

been Episcopalian Calvinists at Icast until the eighteenth c ~ n t u r q r , ~  bur Eiphinstonc himself drxs 

mt seem to ham preferred any prirticufar sect. On being appointed governor of Bornb;31,. he  asked 

John Mam: "as one must go tn church ought it ... lo be [the] Smtch one or is the gov[crnor J supposed 



to be ... aka%% of the refijon established b~ lawf'?]*% h ~nhat reads like an apolukp- fur Elphinstone's 

vic%x Cofebroake ubsefvac that althwgh Elphins tone's journals sax little about reii~iun. "when the 
w 

subject is referred to they breathe a spirit crf resignation - and reliance on his hilaktlr."' Cotton, after 

pointing out that Elphinstone had once been described as "devoid of religion and blinded to all 

spiritual truth," defends him with the assertion that his "outward rule of life was based upon the 

maxims of Stoic philmoph~:~ that he passed through a period of religious scepticism in his younger 

days. but "experience af the  t ~ r r d  and much rcadin~" - eonvzrtcd him into a devifut Unitarian.""! 

Elphifistone was more interested in the positive and active "moral virtues" of the Ancients 

than in the passive Christian virtues of faith, hope and charfq - a hct that makes a "spirit of 

resi-gnation and reliaom uo his Maker" seem out of character. Stoicism enjoyed wide popularity in 

educated circles in late eightecnth-ccntury Europe and was a major inilulsnce on Adam Srnih3' 

The term *polite stoicism" has been used to describe the ethics promoted bv the Moderate ministers 

of the Church of Scotland." Elphinstone's admiration for the dixtrincs of Stoicism placed him in 

good intflectual company: they had a major influence on Adam Srnith"~ thought." 

Elphinstone's scepticism was probably confirmed, if not inspired, by liumc. Although Ilume's 

Natural Histon; of Refieion { f  757) and Dialo~ucs Conccrnine Natural Rcli ion (1777), shocked the 

orthodox, many educated pec~pft: accepted this view expr""ixd in thc 3atural tiistow that, 

the whale frame ctf nature bespeaks an intelligent author; and no rational enquirer 
can, after serious reflection, suspend his belief a moment with regdrd to the primary 
principles of genuine theism and re!igknX 

" For a discussion of rhs intfuerrtx af Stoicism on the mademe clergy see, R~chard Sher. Church and Universitv, pp. 175-86 

Editor% inrrcductim Srnirh fheox pp. 5-10. 

A- 

" Hume, Phifae&iczl WorirS. 4: 339. 
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For Hume. fiuivever, enquirers were rarely rational and religion, like eveiyihing else, was determined 

more by f'eeling than by reason. Adopting an historical-anthropoIogic=al approach, he *used the 

technique of cunjecture to explain how the "incessant hopes and fears, which actuate the human 

mind" had Ied men to ascribe to the activities of an invisible agent, the acts of nature and the 

"various and contrary events of human life" that were otherwise inexplicable. The idea that religion 

originated in human need not disine will was, of course, unnamptable to believers. Hume 

proceeded to demonstrate that e a r 1 ~  religions were always polvtheistic: that it was natural for 

mankind gradually to exalt one deity above all others. endow him with omnipotence, celebrate his 

power and greatness, yet conceive of him as vengeful and vindictive; that man needed then to invent 

internediaries between himself and this terrible deity - minor gods, saints or dervishes - thus 

Iapsing again into what was in fact, if not in name, polyfheism. He  presented evidence to show that 

polytheism. though "inferior religion." was less harmful than theism: that it was more tolerant, that 

it inspired courage rather than the abasement and mortification associated with monot5c'istic 

rr:Ei@om. that the symbols and autward trappings of all the superior religions were equally absurd 

and that none, however stiblime its concepts, had persuaded mankind that virtue and morality alone. 

not ritual adulation, could be acceptable to a Perfect Beingx 

Hume's Dialorrues analyses the evidence that may be discovered in the concept of "design" 

for the existence and benevolent nature of the Creator and for the existence of a divinely created 

order in the universe. In other words, it questions his own "assumption" in the Natural History that 

"the whole frame of nature bespeaks an intelligent author." is deliberately inconclusive, and has 

provided fuel for debate as to Hume's own reIigious views, But it is one of the most important 

ei@teenth~~:nt~?r-)r works o n  religious scepticism- In a journal entry for April 1501, Elphinstone 

mentions reading Hume's chapkr on "Academical or Sceptical Philosophjf' and observes that he has 

"finished reading the admirable dialogue on natural religion," a statement which suggests that hc 
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respected Hume's ideas about religion as greatly as his approach to philosophy and 

Although Elphinstone's Historv of India was written when h e  was no longer involved in 

British Indian government. as philosophical history it provides insight into his personal views on 

religion. The evidence for Elphinstone's Unitarianism derives from a journal entry for 1846 in which 

he  expresses his liking for Alexander Pope's "Universal Prayer."js While considering the poem, 

Elphinstone muses on institutional Christianity and on formal ritual, faith in orthodox doctrine, the 

sanctipng or deifying of human beings to create intermediaries between man and the Creator, and 

the social rote of religion and its value as a superintendent of social duty. There are intimations of 

approval, in Elphinstone's words, for a proper difference between the dutiful religion of a 

philosophical elite and the worldly petitions of the masses, which suggest that religious practices 

should be  useful reminders of social obligation for the former but necessary agents of social control 

for the latter. Although the evidence for the view of Elphinstone as a Unitarian is clear in his 

obvious dislike of the concept of the Trinity," in his FIistoq of India, published five years earlier, 

he  approves Hinduism's celebration of the Unity of God and discusses ritual, faith, the sanctifying 

of human intermediaries, the social role o f  religion, and the dual strands of philosophical and 

popular religious usage in much the same way as he considers aspects of Christianity in his journal. 

A comparison of the journal with the History, suggests that Elphinstone's religious intcrest focussed 

on the discovery and examination of the common elements to be found in all great religions. 

In his examination of Hinduism, Elphinstone argues that ritual has gained an undesirable, 

although not complete, preponderance over its moral precept. Reward and punishment is often "well 

apportioned to the moral merits and demerits of the deceased" and they undoubtedly influence the 

conduct of the living. but "the efficacy ascribed to faith," the emphasis on forms of devotion and the 

Elphinstone, journal, 1801. Ms. Eur., F!%, Box 13. 

si EIphinstone, journal. 6 April 1846. quoted in Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 2: 410. 

30 Ibid., 2: 410. 
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ease with which crimes can be expiated by penance, undermine the effectiveness of Hindu principles. 

The contemporary state of religion suffers from a neglect of the principfe of monotheism and from 

"the doctrine that faith in a particular god is more efficacious than contemplation, ceremonial 

observance, or good The elements of ritual and faith in Hinduism were, in Elphinstone's 

estimation, as undesirable for moral purposes as were those of Christianity. 

Superstition irritated Elphinstone because it "debased and debilitated" the mind and was a 

hindrance to improvement. Brahmin morality, which fostered passive obedience rather than active 

virtue, also inhibited prugress: rhe "exclusive view to repose in this world. and absorption hereafter. 

destroys the g e a t  stimulants to virtue afforded by love of enterprise and of posthumous fame." 

Religion, when it controlled law, science ar?d the minutiae of everyday life, inhibited a sense of free 

agency and reduced life t o  "a mechanical routine." It is hard to believe that Elphinstone could write 

of Hinduism in this way and still maintain a spirit of resignation and reliance on his Christian Maker. 

A more likely statement of his own faith appears to be his opinion that: 

When individuals are left free [from retigious interference], improve;nents take place 
as they are required: and a nation is entirely changed in the course of a few 
generations without an effort on the part of any of its members. 

What Elphinstor-e thought of as religious interference, Malcolm called religious prejudice. 

It g~verned, in particular, his explanation of the role of women in society. Elphinstone shared the 

view of many of the Scottish philosophes that any inquiry into the manners of a nation should begin 

with a discussion of the position of women,41 because their status was an accurate indicator of the 

stage of civilization it had reached. In giving evidence on India before the House of Commons in 

1512, Munro stated that if "a treatment of the female sex, full of confidence, respect and delicacy'" 

indicated "a civilized people," Hindus were equal to E ~ r o p e a r s . ~ ~ u t  Malcolm, like Hume and 

Elphinstone, India, 1: 186; 161. 

a Ibid., 1: 88. 

" Pad. Paps., (Commons), 1812-13, 7: 132. 
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John Milfar, saw women as agents as well as indicators of progress, an important role in society they 

could fulfil only when society was unencumbered by religious prejudice, 

Writing of the Islamic customs of polygamy and female seclusion, Malcdm observes that they 

"no doubt, had an influence, scarcely secondary to any other cause, in retarding the progress of 

civilization among those nations who have adopted this faith." For Malcolm, patriarchal despotism 

encouraged political despotism and political despotism inhibited progress. There was nothing that 

affected the condition and character of a people more than the laws and customs which governed 

the relationship between the sexes: "On it, perhaps beyond all other causes, depends the moral state 

of a country and its progress and general impr~vement . "~~  

These views are interpreted by Yapp as representing the feelings inspired by Malcolm's 

marriage, which took place shortly before he went on his second Persian mission and began to write 

his Histon. of Persia. Malcolm is described as belonging "to the depressing collection of simple, 

practical men who have been there:" who have lived in "the romantic world of the Indian soldier," 

where a European woman "was a rarity to be cherished and g~arded . "~Wunro ,  writing twelve years 

before Malcolm's marriage, rejects this rosy picture. India, he claims, was a bad placc for a British 

woman to look for a husband. because 

the promiscuous intercourse with the sex that [British men] have all been 
accustomed to makes it almost impossible that they can ever become tender 
affectionate husbands - indifference is the only mark by which such men distinguish 
their wives from other 

But, for Yapp, Malcolm7s romantic attitude to women was "the root of [his] explanation of the 

motivation of Persian history."J6 

@ Malcofrn, Persia, 2: 622; 587. 

" Yapp, "Historians of Persia," p. 349. 

Munro to his brother Alexander. 2 May 1795. Mss. Eur.. F/151/142. hlunro persuaded Alexander to help him provide 
alfowances for their financially destitute sisters so that they would not have to seek husbands in tbe "mamage markets of Bengal 
or Madras." 

a Yapp, "Historians of Persia," p. 351. 
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It is an interpretation that rests on the assumption that "simple, practical men" have no 

philosophical or cultural beliefs. In a more recent work, Yapp reconsiders Malcolm and identifies 

him as the "ideologue par excellence of British India."47 This may suing the pendulum too far in 

the other direction, but it does acknowledge Malcolm's possession of - or ability to borrow - 

philosophical principles widely accepted by his contemporaries. ideological foundation of 

Malcolm's defence strategies probably owes little to the Scottish philosophes, for whom military 

science held little interest - although Malcolm would have acknowledged, wryly, the truth of 

Ferguson's claim that "the maxims of  conquest are not always to be distinguished from those of self- 

defence."48 But the idea that there was a close association between the status of women and the 

state of civilization was a popular one in Scotland, which in the late eighteenth century allowed 

considerable freedom of social intercourse between the sexes and saw this as a civilizing force. The 

letter of a visiting Englishman, written from Edinburgh in 1774, talks of: 

The women, who, to do them justice, are much more entertaining than their 
neighbours in England, discovered a great deal of vivacity and fondness for repartee. 
The general ease with which they conducted themselves, the innocent freedom of 
their manners, and the unaffected good nature, all conspired to make one forget 
that we were regaling in a cellar."49 

(The cellar does not indicate a "lower class" gathering: the group included Jean Maxwell, later 

duchess of Gordon, who presented Munro's sister Erskine to Queen Charlotte In 1806 a f t a  her 

second marriage, to Henry Erskine, lord advocate for Scotland.) 

In the conclusion to his essay on national character, Hume observed that "the politeness of 

a nation will commonly much depend" on a free relationship behvcen the sexes, and he suggested 

that marriages should be conducted "with perfect equality as between two equal members of the 

Yapp, Strategies, p. 53. 

Ferguson, Civil Society, p. 152 

* Graham, Social Life. p. 108. 
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same body-"50 Francis Hutcheson emphasised compatability and companionship as the foundation 

for a right relationship and objected strongly to the double standard that tolerated infidelity in men 

but not women: "the powers vested in husbands by the civil laws of many nations are monstrous."jl 

John Millar claimed that when some progress has been made in the arts and men have achieved "a 

proportional degree of refinement," they set a value on "those female accomplishments and virtues 

which have so much influence on every species of impr~vement ."~~ This opinion appeared in 

Millar's best known and most respected work, The Origin of the Distinction of Ranks, which first 

appeared in 1771 and ran to three more editions in 1773, 1781 and 1806. Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone were evidently up to date on Scottish social theory. 

Malcolm's Sketch of the Sikhs and History of Persia were written when the debate over the 

encouragement of missionary activity in India was causing controversy in both Britain and India, and 

his feelings on the issue are made clear. IIe uses historical narratives and explanations to warn of 

the danger of interference in Indian religious beliefs and practices, not only to the political stability 

of British India but also to its continued existence as a state. 

In his Sketch of the Sikhs, Malcolm points out that I-Iar Govind converted "a race of 

peaceable enthusiasts into an intrepid band of soldiers" out of an "irreconcileable hatred of [Muslim] 

oppression."53 In his account of Persia under Islamic rule he states: 

kingdoms have become powerful, not from the inhabitants cherishing a spirit of 
patriotism ... but from a congenial feeling of irreconcileable hatred to their 
neighbours, on account of some slight difference in the mode or substance of their 
paying their adoration to the great Creator of the universe. 

This is true "of human society in every part of the globe," but particularly so in regard to "those 

" Hume, Philosophial Works, 3: 258: 

Francis Hutcheson, cited in ibid., pp 

" Millar, Ranks, p. 219. 

a Malcolm, Sikhs, pp. 27-9. 

H u m ,  quoted in Brysan, Man and SocieW. p. 181. 

. 179, 178 and quoted, p. 179. 
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nations which have adopted the belief of the Prophet of Arabia." Even the pacificism of the Hindus 

should not be taken for granted. leading Malcolm to recite the speech of a Hindu prince on the 

occasion of the invasion of his state by the Muslim, Mahmud of Ghazni: 

My followers, who appear so mild and submissive, will, if they see no escape, or are 
irritated beyond their power of suffrance, soon change their character; they will murder 
their wives and children, burn their habitation5 ... and encounter your army with all the 
energy of men, whose only desire is revenge and death. 

Malcolm giver warning that "the history of India abounds in similar instances" and that the speech 

accurately depicts the character of Hindus of the military castes." 

While employed in the administration of the Deccan in 1519, Elphinstone was equally 

anxious to avoid a q  interference with Indian religion. He  stated that he had left out of his Report 

on the Peshwa's Territories an account of the dangers that would follow upon any attempt to 

interfere with religious customs. They were so obvious that "we may hope they will never be braved." 

But he went on to point out that, 

The numbers and physical force of the natives are evidently incalculably greater than 
ours. Our strength consists in the want of energy and disunion of our enemies. There 
is but one talisman, that, while it animated and united them all, would leave us 
without a single adherent: this talisman is the name of religion, a power so odious 
that it is astonishing our enemies have not more frequently and systematically 
employed it against us.j5 

By the time Elphinstone started writing his Historv of India in the mid-1330s, however, the British 

were sufficiently confident to consider a program of westernizing reforms. Apparently reflecting this 

change, Elphinstone is more concerned with the barriers to improvement he identifies in the 

practices of Hinduism and Islam than in the danger of provoking rebellion. 

Religious considerations are important in Elphinstone's treatment of Indian history from the 

first Muslim incursions to the decline of the Mughal empire and in MakoIrn's account of the more 

recent centuries of Persian history. In both cases, however,when they are dealing with states in which 

54 Malcolm, Fersia, 1: 317-19. 

" Elphinstone, Peshwa's Territories, quoted in Colebrooke, Elvhinstone, 2 95. 
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Islam is the religion of the rulers, religious issues are generally discussed in relation to the system 

of government of the state rather than to the manners of the people. Sometime after Elphinstone's 

death, a correspondent of The Times recorded that on one occasion, Elphinstone had defended 

Pontius Pilate on the ground that it was his duty as governor to maintain order, and, therefore, what 

he did was right. T o  the correspondent "the late Mr. Elphinstone ever appears to us in his most 

unamiable light when he  advocates the hateful doctrine [of political expediency]."j6 Religion was 

important for Malcolm and Elphinstone for its effects on national character, its political volatility 

a d  its inhibiting influence on the progress of civilization: secular interests. The well-being of men's 

souls, for Munro as well as for them, was not the responsibiltiy of the Supreme government of India. 

5t Quoted in Choksey, Elphinstone. p. 456. 



Chapter 10 

Systems of Government 

A great sacrifice of liberty must necessarily be made in any 
government ...ye t...authority...ought never in any constitution, to 
become quite entire and uncontrollable. 

David Iiume! 

The question of the correct relationship between liberty and authority was at the centre of 

political discourse throughout the late eighteenth century. In Scotland, however, European monarchy, 

even in its more absolute forms in Russia and France, was assumed to provide a relatively 

satisfactory balance between freedom and oppression. Although most Scottish intellectuals believed 

that Britain enjoyed a superior form of monarchical government, it was by no means perfect. It was 

preferable, nevertheless, to despotism. which Adam Ferguson describes as "monarchy corrupted," 

and preferable also to the so-called freedom of the ancient republics, because it did not rest on the 

enslavement of a large segment of the population, was suitable for the governance of relatively large 

areas, and was unlikely to degenerate into anarchy.' Liberty generally meant the security of the 

persons and property of the governed under rulers whose right to govern rested ultimately on some 

form of consent.: It did not mean democracy or even representative government. Although 

individual liberty could not be sustained without some form of 2.uthority. arbitrary authority was 

morally degrading and discouraged the progress of civil society. 

For eighteenth-century historians, the term despotism lacked many of the derogatory 

connotations it acquired in the following century.l In Hume and Robertson's interpretation of the 

progress of Britain and continental Europe. despotism was a stage through which states passed 

Hume. Thilasophical Works, 3: 114. 

Ferguson, Civil Society, p. 71. 

"ume, Historv, pp. 20: 22  

Ibid., pp. 18-24. 



between feudalism and limited monarchy. It was a necessary stage which, according to Hume, 

occurred in England under the Tudor dynasty, while Robertson pointed to the reigns of Louis XI 

in France and Henry VII in Eng1and.j European despotism provided the stable environment 

essential for the "rise of commerce and the arts," the production of agricultural surplus and the 

exercise of enterprise. This led in turn to the development of graduated social ranks, followed by the 

gradual shift of power and authority to the "middling ranks" who insisted on a rule of law.6 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone all acknowledged that British rule in India was despotic; 

this did not, however, make it automatically reprehensible. Although most Asian governments were 

seen as despotic, individual rulers might be good, bad or indifferent according to whether they 

wielded their power for the good of the state or to fulfil their own selfish ambitions. By studying past 

and present Asian rulers, the strengths and weaknesses of despotism could be identified in order to 

be built on, or avoided, in British India. 

When Malcolm and Elphinstone wrote their books about the Sikhs and the Afghans in the 

early nineteenth century, Sikh and Af'ghan leaders had for some time been using the opportunity 

provided by the decline of Mughul power to the east and the collapse of the Safavid empire in 

Persia to build independent states, As depicted by Malcolm and Elphinstonc, the reccnt histcry c,f 

each people presented a mirror image of the other. Malcolm traces the transformation of a passive 

and oppressed people into a proud and warlike one, ruling a state extending through "all the Punjab, 

a small part of Multan, and most of the tract of country ... between the Jumna and the Sutlej."' 

Eiphinstone traces the process by which a people, independent and egalitarian under rulers from 

j Ibid., pp. 24: 30; 53: 221-2: 226. Robertson, Progresf, pp. 78-82. 

Hume, Philosophical Works. 3: 306; 161: Histow. p. 230. Smith, Wealth of Nations, provides a theoretical explanation, with 
much historical evidence, of the economic and political "progress of mankind"; in Book 111, Chapter 4 Smith mentions that he 
believes Hume to be the first vvriter to notice the relationship between commerce and manufactures and the introduction of order 
and good government and the liberty and security of individuals. See also John Robertson, "Civic Tradition," pp. 163-6. 

Malcolm, SiWls, pp. 1; 4; 86-7. 
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the Abdali clan, "whose government was at all times democrati~,"~ were induced to accept. 

temporarily. a more autocratic form of government by Ahmad Shah Durani. 

Malcolm's Sketch of the Sikhs is a short book written to explain the present condition of the 

Sikh people. Two of its three chapters examine contemporary civil institutions and religious beliefs 

and practices. For Malcolm, institutions were the key to understanding the nature and power of any 

state, and he examines the historical evolution and political effects of Sikh institutions, claiming that 

any knowledge he can pass on "will be useful at a moment when every information regarding the 

Sikhs is of imp~rtance."~ Many pages are devoted to explaining how the tenth and last spiritual 

leader of the sect, Guru Govind, while upholding the religious tenets of the sect's founder, Nanac, 

established institutions and practices that turned an "inoffensive, peaceable sect" into a militant but 

unruly nation. lo 

Govind offered equality through the abolition of caste distinctions and the constitution of 

a federative republic. 

[He] calculated to rouse his followers from their indolent habits, and deep-rooted 
prejudices, by giving them a personal share in the government, and placing within 
the reach of every inditidual the attainment of rank and influence in the state. 

He  publicized his innovations through preaching and in writings in which he claimed divine sanction 

for his mission and errhorted his disciples to valour, emulation and sacrifice. Symbols of identity and 

a ceremony of initiation were devised in order to inculcate a sense of pridc and particularity. In sum, 

he inspired "a low race, and of grovelling minds," with pride and the realization that "their 

advancement should solely depend upon their exertions."" 

Malcolm sets the Sikh leader's methods and objectives in a universal context. Govind 

a Malcolm, Sikhs, p. 3. 

'"bid., pp. 38-84. 

l1 Ibid., pp. 36-7; 40-1. 
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possessed "many of those features which have distinguished the most celebrated founders of political 

communities." His praiseworthy object was the emancipation of his tribe from oppression; his means 

those that only a comprehensive mind would suggest. His only hope of success was "a bold departure 

from usages which were calculated to keep those by whom they were observed, in a degraded 

subjection to an..-intolerant race"" of Muslim rulers. Yet Malcolm saw the contemporary Sikh statc 

as a failure. The Mughals had been alarmed by the Sikh abolition of caste because, according to 

Malcolm. they recognized that the Hindu practicc of limiting most of the population to peaceful 

occupations was the cornerstone of thcir own security. But Govind's revolutionary constitution. 

Malcolm believes, led to disorder and weakness. By allowing the Sikh chiefs to retain their 

independence - their liberty - and maintain their local powers, he ensured that only an external 

threat would give them sufficient unity of purpose to render them a formidable power.13 

One of the most serious external threats to the Sikh statc was mounted by Ahmad Shah 

Durani of Kabul in the early 1760s. Although Ahmad's power was at first over-whelming, the 

combination of disturbance within his own domains and a resurgence of Sikh unity and perseverence 

in the face of danger, led eventually to Sikh retention of the Punjab. 

The Durani empire had comc into existence with the crowning of  Ahmad Shah in October 

1747, little more than sixty years before Elphinstone himself visited the court or" Ahmad's 

descendent, Shah Shuja al-Mulk in 1508. Traditionally, the Afghan tribes had paid tribute either to 

the Persians o r  to the ru!ing dynasty at Delhi, or they had maintained a fragile independence when 

their neighbours were too weak to enforce their demands. Ahmad's endeavour was the first attempt 

to create an Afghan state and "he either felt, or pretended to feel. a strong attachment to his 

nation." His ideal was monarchical government on the Persian modei. The forms of Ahmad's court, 

his ministers, army and the powers of the crown were modelled on Nadir Shah's, but the difference 

Ibid., p. 58. 

1: Ibid., pp. 36; 81-82 
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behveen thc ttvo rulers was apparent in Ahmad's need to mtxtify Nadir's arrangements. Nadir, whct 

bad usurped an established monaxhq-. had faced little internal opposition bccauso Persians were 

used to despotic gtwernment. Ahmad, ht)wever. ms tning to impme monarchy on a warlike, 

independent and rcpubiican p e ~ p l e : ~  

In Afghanistan, those most hrnifiar with monarchical government regarded a king as an 

enemy intent on extracting tribute. They could not cnneeive of him as a magistrate ti> whom onc 

owed foyaity in return for protection. Ln addition, m i n g  to the Iove of equality conspicuous in thcir 

national character, Afghans were likely to resent the emltatiun of a SeIlc3w cnuntrqman even more 

than the domination of a foreign Invader.'j Ahmad attached his o w  tribe - his powcr base - by 

providing apportunities and privileges %vsvhile abstaining horn intcrferencr: in its internal affi~irs, and 

gaduaI1y imposed his authr~ritv on the other trihm bv nun-intcrfercnzc and by sharing the spoils of 

war. Elphinstonc dcscribcd the character of .Ahmad in terms soon tcr h e  reserved for British imperial 

pro-consuk, IIc had the "enterprise and decision" to seize opportunities; the "prudence and 

moderation* that was as necessaq to ~ h c  gwt'rnmenr of a warlikc and indepcndcnt pcrrpie as thc  

"bold and commanding turn of hb natural genius.*' His militaq courage and ability wcrc admired by 

a11 yet he was, by nature. mild and clement: "and t h o q h  it is impossibk to acquire stwreign power, 

and perhaps, in Asia, to maintain it v.ithuut crimes. 3231 the m c m q  it:' no Easterii ~ r i n c c  is staincd 

with fewer acts of cruelty and inj~stice."~~ Elphiastune had fcw iffusions about impendism. If 

Mmad's approach had been fcdluwd bv his successors, Elphinstme belictcd. a strong, slahle 

government m u i d  have been gradual!>- csrabiished. As his succcssnrs w r e  less able men. the power 
L. 

of the d_vnasty dcelincd. The faifure tcr unite the tribes in support of a Persian-stsle monarcb!', 



however. saved the Afghan people from the worst effects of Asian d c ~ p o t i s m . ~  

For Elphinstone, the Afghanistan of the Kingdom of Caubul. apart from its republican form 

of tribal government. rcsernb1e.s *ancient Scotland." The king rulcd the towns and the surrounding 

country and exacted an unreliable tribute from nearby clans. The more distant clans retained thcir 

independence. He explains that 

the inordinate power and faction of the nobility most connected with the court, and 
the relations borne by all the great lords to the crown, resemble each other so 
ctosely in the tu-o states. that it will throw light on the character of the Durani 
provernment to keep the paraftel in '~iew.!~ - 

Elphinstone describes in detail the tribal divisions and systems of local govcrnment. which, invariably 

repubfican in nature. varied from complete democracy to circumscribed patriarchy - using the 

wmds "republican" and "democratic* interchangeab1.y. The defect of republican government is its 

tendency to produce anarchy and disordcr; its inestimable advantage is its mc~ral impact. The great 

moral virtues were, for Elphinstone, the enterprise, energy and civic "virtu" found in Greece and 

Rome: "however rude& formed," a popular govcrnrnent which provided occupation, interest and a 

sense of independence and personal worth. invariably inspired courage, intcltigence and elevation 

of character-'" 

Eiphinstane sees the Afghan tribes as *organised republics' which protect people from both 

foreign invaders and the often disorderly royal government. This explains "the progressive 

improvement" of Afgha&stan, despite txxlvc years of civil war, whereas Persia remains in a state 

of decay despite hveniyl years of peace. Afghan tribal government seemed to EIphinstone to 

resemble the village govemrnmts. of India. They. tor). were able in some arcas to provide relief from 

oppressive rule and in others. where there appeared to be no superior level of government, to bring 



EIphinstone asks whether the self-governing - tribes of Afghanistan might provide the 

foundation for a better system of national government. Afghan institutions, although inferior as 

instruments of national power to those found under a more despotic government, nevertheless afford 

superior materials for the construction of a "rational constitution." He engages in "a pleasing reverie;" 

a conjectural explanation. based on British historical experience, of the evolution of a constitutional, 

monarchical form of government, He is forced to conclude, however, that this is unlikely to happen. 

The factions of the AEghan court have borrowed too many ideas from neighbouring despotisms. And 

Afghan social structure possesses within itself "a principle of repulsion and disunion, too strong to 

be overcome, except by such a force as, while it united the whole into one solid body. would crush 

and obliterate the features of mery one of the parts."" Despotism and liberty co-exist uneasily in 

Afghanistan, the capacity of the ruler deciding which will prevail. 

In his account of Islamic Persia, Malcolm. too, examines the causes of disorder. He explains 

that although Muhammad intended his religion to unite and civifize the Arab tribes, it contained two 

flaws: by endorsing domestic tyranny it tbstered and entrenched political tyranny; and by glorifjing 

prosebqisation and conversion by the sword, it sanctified violence and oppression. These were flaws 

which affected the recent condition of Persia, to which Malcolm devotes the last five chapters of 

history of the country. Tactfufly concluding his account before the accession of the present shah, he 

&jms that 'there are, fortunately for mankind. few nations where thc authority vested in the chief 

ruler is so absolute."" But hc recognizes, as modern scholars that some checks to absolute 

E m n d  Abra2ramian mlls rhc shahs "despots withour the instruments of despotism:" the lack of a cenrral admin~strattve 
struetare cir(~ltmSCTiW their power. "Oriental Depotism: The Case of Qajar Iran." Journal of Middle East Srud~es (1974). p. 9. 
-Am famkon argues rhar the authority of the shah was undermined by divisions within the Qajar family and by ineffective financial 
and mlrirarg. organization. See "Persia: the Breakdown of Society." Cambridge Histow of fslam. 1: Chap. 6. 



power did exist in the high officials, provincial governors and tribal groups, whose power base is 

b e p n d  the control of the ruler and who will rebel if pushed too far. Religious traditions and 

sometimes even public opinion are also a significant restraint." But Malcolm maintains that Persia 

cannot progress. Where a man is accustomed only "to obey or  to command, he cannot understand 

what is meant by individual or  political freedom;" he expects his ruler to exercisc the absolute power 

that he himself exercises over everyone under his authority and is apathetic about the form o f  

government under which he lives. Forced by the nature of his government to resort to falsehood, 

deceit, and violence in everyday lifet his immorality, Malcolm believes, should be attributed to a "bad 

system of internal administration." Although this may excuse his behaviour, it destroys, nevertheless, 

"ail social ties between the rulers and those whom they govern," Jeading to continuous disorder and 

the total absence of any sense of national unity. No Muslim, Malcolm believes, has evcr made any 

attempt to pursue a "rational freedom" or check the absolute authority of his s ~ v e r e i g n . ~  

Despite this pessimistic conclusion, Malcolm believes that the system does more moral than 

practical harm to the individual. Persians arc reasonably prosperous and as happy as most other 

people. Their ignorance and prejudice may disgust Europeans, but "men are formed by habit" and 

their sufferings and happiness are relative: "he who has travelled over the greatest space will be most 

struck with the equal dispensation of happiness and rni~ery."?~ Europeans, who derive their attitudes 

from the condition of their o m  society cannot judge, with any accuracy, the feelings of anyone else. 

This was an opinion Malcolm shared with Adam Ferguson, who argued: 

Man finds his lodgement alike in the cave ... and the palace; and his subsistence 
equally in the woods ... or the farm .... he devises regular systems of government, ... or 
naked in the woods, has no badge of superiority but the strength of his limbs and 
the sagacie qf his mind ... The tree which an American ... has chosen to climb for ... the 
lodgement of his family, is to him a convenient dwelling. The sofa, ... and the 

Malcolm, m. 2: 486-90. 

" Ibid., 2: 637-5; 494; 622-3. 

2" Ibid., 2: 493; 619- 
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colonade, do not more effectually content their native inhabitant." 

Malcolm claims that "useful and important" lessons to Britain on the crucia importance of 

preserving British civil liberties may be learned from studying the condition of Persia. Describing 

Britain as "a nation who continues, amid scenes of luxvry and refinement, to cherish an individual 

independence. and a political freedom, that are grounded upon the institutions of a race of brave, 

but turbulent warriors,% he again echoes Ferguson, who remarked of civil liberty, that it "requires 

a :abric no less than the whole political constitution of Grcat Britain. a spirit no !ess than the 

refractory and turbulent zeal of this fortunate people, to secure its  effect^."^ 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone would all have agreed with Dugald Stewart: 

It is by the particular forms of their political institutions, that those opinions and 
habits which cons:itute the manners of nations are chiefly determined ... these are 
[intimately] connected with the progress and the happiness of the race." 

A few years later Munro suggested that "an excellent book might be written by a man of leisure, 

showing the wonderful influence that forms of government have on moulding the dispositions of 

mankind."" For the Scottish philosophes and for Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, good 

government meant a satisfactory balance between liberty and authority; bad government meant 

immoralit-ql and stagnation. For Malcolm and Elphinstone, the defrcz of the countries they analyzed 

stemmed from the nature of their government. In Persia, the problem was excessive despotic 

authority; among the Sikhs and Afghans, the bar to progress and power was liberty carried to a 

politically destructive extreme. Malcolm and Elphinstone saw pre-colonial Indian government as 

despotic, but not as typical of Oriental despotism; they recognized the existence of de facto. if not 

2' Fergoson. Civil Society. pp. 7-8 

Malcolm. Persia, 2: 619-20. 

Ferguson, Civil Sociew. p. 167. 

30 Stewart: Outlines, p. 6. 

31 Munro to his sister Erskine, 21 Jan. 1800, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 1: 280. 
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cmstitut.iona1, limits to the power of the sovereign. They also saw British rule in India as despotic. 

E ffidia was to progress beyond despotism under British governance. however, the iessons of Asian 

history would be useful. For Munro. the lessons of European history were also useful. 

The form of governance set up in British India between 1780 and 1530 has to be considered 

in relation to what was happening in both Europe and Asia. C.A. Bayly, staling that attitudes, 

legends, theories and institutions as well as economic interests must be considered as determining 

forces in the expansion of British imperial rule during this period, describes the process as 

representing. not simply a hiatus between waves of liberal reform, as Vicent I-Iarlow presents it, but 

as "a series of attempts to establish overseas despotisms which rnirrorcd in many ways the politics 

of neo-absolutism and the f Ioly Alliance of contemporary Europe." The despotisms set up in the 

colonies, he claims, were characterized by viceregal authority and an aristocratic military system 

which emphasised hierarchy racial subtrrdination and the patronage of indigenous landed klites. In 

Bayly's interpretation, constitution-making for the dependencies rcmained evolutionary and 

pragmatic- Citing Burton Stein's work, h e  suggests that in southern and   stern India, the schemes 

that were set up by the British "owed much to the system inherited from Tipu Sultan by the early 

Scots administrators Alexander Reade [sic] and Sir Thomas M ~ n r o . " ~ "  

In the Asian setting, recent historiographical dcbate on the British conquest of India during 

the iate eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries has centred around the concept of a process of 

competitive state-building and the development of the necessary techniques of "military fiscalism" 

to  support it. Detailed studies of various Indian regions indicate that this period should no longer 

b e  seen as one of Indian economic decline and disorder due to the collapse of the Mughal empire, 

but rather as one in which a "changing balance of power between centre and province led to growing 

regional autonorny."~ As D-A. Washbrooke observes, the Mughal empire was being "superceded 

-" Bagly, Imperial Meridian, pp. 8-9. 

- " Ibid., p. 54. 
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from below by regional states more 'modern' in many of their f~nc t ions . "~  Military needs provided 

the motive force for the development of more centralized administrative organizations which aimed 

at maximizing the state's receipts from land revenue and from state-encouraged trade. This process 

enhanced the importance of t o w s  and middle ranks - merchants. artisans, service gentry - and 

increased the "recycling of state resources" in agriculture and commodity production and in 

commerce. "In a great many waj3. South Asia was involved in 'the social history of capitalism' from 

a very early period and undenvent many of the same types of social development as those taking 

place in Western E u r ~ p e . " ~ ~  

The Company state was one of the several competing polities introducing centralizing forms 

of administration in order to maximize revenues for miiitary purposes and Munro's role in the 

building of this Company state, his contribution to what bayly calls "the politics of neo-absolutism," 

and his vision of empirc has been exambed recently by Stein." 

Stein relates Tipu Suitan's form of government. which he sees as the model for the system 

advocated by Munro, to Max Weber's concept of "Sultanism." H e  defines this as a system in which 

"a primitive, pre-modern administrative apparatus and substantial military force [are] at the personal 

disposal of the patrimonial ruler,"" warning, however, the type of ideoiog"ica1 discontinuities 

between the ruler and the lvcai lordships - discontinuities between iMuslim ruler and Hindc lords 

- that existed in Tipu Sultan's state were not considered by Weber. There is documentary evidence 

of Tipu Sultan's plans and orders regarding civil administration, some of which would have been 

5t Washbrooke. "South Asian Ec~nornic and Social History," p. 68. 

'j 1 bid., p. 7 2  

%See Stein. "State Formation," ~Wunro. and7'Idiorn and Ideology in Early Nineteenth Century South India," in Rural Indla: Land, 
Power and Societv under British Ruts. ed. Peter Robb. (London: 1983). 

j7 Stein, "State Formation." p. 410 
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available to ivlunro.js According to Stein, Munro criticized Tipu's system while arranging the 

settlement of Kanara, but, later, utilized Tipu's methods in his own organization of the Ceded 

D i s t r i ~ t s . ~ ~  Stein identifies the main element of continuity between Tipu and Munro's 

administrations as being militry fiscalism. As part of their efforts at centralization, however, both 

men attempted to reduce the power and the ability to appropriate resources of the petty rajas or 

poligars; they both repiaced local lords as the link between cultivators and "the extractive state" with 

outsiders - in Tipu's case with Muslim officials, in Munro's, with politically safe, non-military, 

Maratha brahmins - and they both sought to enlarge the tax base by expanding the amount of land 

under cultivation. Munro, Stein claims, established continuity with Tipu's system because it met the 

Company's need, as a militarist state, to increase its ability to appropriate resources. Stein also 

argues that Munro's championship of indigenous institutions and "native agency" was a powerful 

ideology dmeloped to justify the Company's expanding appropriation of resources.40 In identifying 

the continuities between Tipu and Munro's rkgimes, and by cmphasising Munro's insistence on 

utilizing indigenous institutions. Stein implies that Munro's system was also a form of Sultanism - 

with ideological discontinuities between British rulers and Hindu lords. This argument, however, 

which proposes that Munro's administration was an essentially Indian form of government, fails to 

take into consideration, the implications of what, in another work, he calls Munro's "vision of 

empire." 

Despite the emphasis in the sub-title of his book Thomas Munro: The Origins - of the 

Colonial State and His Vision of E m ~ i r e ,  Stein allots only five and a half pages to his examination 

of what comprised Munro's vision. The first principle of the British imperium, visualised, he claims, 

381bid., p. 401. Regulations for the administrative organization of Omalur in Salem were translated by Sir William Jones and 
published in 1795. 

Munro to  his father, 6 Aug. 1799, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 1: 214-5; 220-2; Munro, "On the C~ndition and Assessment of 
Kana%" 31 May 1800, m, I: 55-79. 

a Stein, "State Formation," pp. 4054. 
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by Malcoim as well as Munro, was Crown rule carried out through vice-regal officials (themselves). 

He also argues that both men considered the East India Company government to be doomed. He 

does not mention the sources on which his interpretation is based and both men may have privately 

favoured Crown rule. Malcolm, however, devotes ten pages of the Political History (1826) to 

discussing whether the Company was capable of governing the type of state British India had 

and comes d o w  firmly, in public at least, in favour of continued Company government. 

"The foregoing arguments," Malcolm states. "are meant to show the evil effects which we may 

anticipate to India, and eventually to England, from the abolishing of the East India Company as 

a medium for the government of India."42 His main reasons were that the Crown would know too 

little about, and have too little interest in, India to govern well. 

The second principle of Munro's vision involved the idea of a system of politically separate 

states functioning under the hegemony of British India. This, in Stein's view is not Burkean 

prescriptivism or nationalism but simply the idea that competing political units would produce a 

more efficient and stable order than the domination of one regme over a large geographical area. 

Stein identifies Munro's vision as a belief that "the Indian subcontinent could become a sphere of 

interacting states, just as Europe had been from the seventeenth century a self-contained political 

world."43 If this is an accurate interpretation, as it probably is, it indicates that Munro saw the 

continuity he maintained with Tipu Sultan's rkgime in European, not Asian - or Sultanist - terms, 

as Stein argues in the paper on "State Formation." 

Stein states that Munro's approach to government was partly pragmatic - coping with local 

conditions - and, from the lime of his fast two years in the Ceded Districts, partly a "precocious 

perception of how his pragmatism might be  embedded in principles." It is always difficult to 

4 Malcolm, Political Histors, 2: 63-73. 

a Ibid., 2: 73. 

" Stein, Munro. p. 349. 
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differentiate between principled action and action rationalized on grounds of principle. It_ will be 

argued in Chapter 11 of this thesis, however, that the parallels between the ideas expressed in 

Munro's earliest reports from the Baramahal and the terms of the debate on political economy, 

familiar to most men raised in the merchant community of Glasgow in the '1760s and 1770s, suggest 

that the system he developed rested from the beginning on certain Scottish ideological assumptions. 

The processes of state-building and military fiscalism which were taking place in India in the 

eighteenth century are related by Stein to similar processes that took place in fifteenth and sixqeenth 

century E u r ~ p e . ~  Although historical analysis of Indian state-building is relatively new, the 

development of the European state system attracted the attention of historians in the eighteenth 

century and, in regard to the correspondence between Munro's system and that of Tipu Sultan, it 

is likely that Munro recognized the same similarities between the European and Indian processes 

as Stein has done. An interpretation of state-building following the line5 of William Robertson's 

anallsis of the progress of Europe, would have enabled Munro to recognize features of Tipu Sultan's 

system that would serve his purposes. 

There is no evidence to prove that Munro read Robertson. There is, however, circumstantial 

evidence that makes it probabie. Munro liked reading history; Robertson was a leading - and 

readable - historian whose Historv of the Reim of Charles V, to which the fine essay, The Promess 

of Society in Europe is the introduction, was an enormous success when first published in 1769.4s 

History being a fhvourite literary form, Munro is likely to have read the work anyway. His fondness 

for Cervantes'Don Quixote, which, according to Gleig, led him to learn Spanish at the age of sixteen 

so that he cwld read the book in the original language,46 makes it not unreasonable to assume 

that h e  would have been sufficiently interested in the historical background of Cervantes' heroes to 

95 Ibid.. pp. 351; 391. 

45 Editois introduction. Robertson. Proeress of Society, p. xxiv. 

46 Gleig, Munro. 1: 5-8. 
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read Robertson's work. 

In the first chapter of Pro_~ress of Societv, Robertson describes the barbarian invasions of 

the Roman empire to the fifteenth century, commenting on early efforts by monarchs to 

counterbalance the power of the nobility by conferring privileges on the towns. The phrase 

Robertson uses to describe the newly privileged t o w s  is "SO many little re pub lick^."^^ It may not 

b e  coincidence that Munro used the term "little republicks" for what he called the village municipal 

governments of India.48 

Although, in Robertson's view, much progress had been made by the fifteenth century, 

government was "still far from having attained that state, in which extensive monarchies act with 

united vigour, or carry on great undertakings with perseverance and success."49 Unity of purpose 

Robertson believes, may be achieved only by an efficient despotic ruler or by means of "the powerful 

influence of regular policy." The great eastern empires were exdmples of the former; eighteenth 

century European states of the latter. The political constitution of the European kingdoms at the 

beginning of the fifteenth century, however, was different from both. The authority of the aristocracy 

- local lords - circumscribed the power of the monarch. The revenues available to the monarch 

were so  small that "the armies which they could bring in:s the field were unfit for long and effectual 

service."50 Charles VII of France was the first monarch to undermine the power of the nobility by 

establishing a regular army, paid for by the extraction of new taxes; Louis XI'S maxims of rule "were 

as profound as they were fatal to  the privileges of the nobility. He filled all the departments of 

government with new men," enlarged the regular army and imposed heavier taxation to pay for it. 

Henry 'JG of England, however, who came to ihi: thrme with a disputed title, after long wars daring 

" Robertson, Progress of Societv. p. 31. 

a Stein notes that the earliest use by Munro of the term dates from June 1806. Stein. Munro, p. 130n. 

@ Robertson, Progress of Societv, p. 68. 

Ibid., p. 69. 
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which the nobility frequently demonstrated their ability to create or depose kings, was cautious in 

centralizing authority. H e  was successful, however, owing to policies which prevented the nobles from 

keeping armed retainers, "which rendered them formidable, and turbulent;" encouraged population, 

apiculture and commerce, brought peace, and, by accustoming the people "to an administration of 

government, under which the Iaws were executed with steadiness," the English constitution was 

altered and improved. While the princes of Europe expanded their authority and centralized their 

administrative systems, so that their states could act "with union and force," events occurred which 

forced them to use their new powers and the affairs of all the important "nations in Europe came 

to be  insensibly interwoven." A great political system was developed "which grew to be an object of 

universal a t t e n t i ~ n . " ~ ~  

Robertson provides a lucid account of state-building and military fiscalism which, in his view, 

created a system in Europe of national states, regulating their foreign relations by means of the 

concept of maintaining a balance of power. The terminology is different but he describes processes 

recognizably similar to those taking place in pre-colonial India. If military fiscalism is regarded as 

Munro's only objective, then it might be possible to accept the view that Munro was content to take 

over an Asian form of government. When his views on empire are also taken into account, however, 

some further explanation is required, and here it seems possible to identify an ideological source in 

Adam Ferguson's thematic examination of different forms of political organization. 

Ferguson's thesis was that civil society would never have come into existence without the 

rivalry of nations and the practices or war5' and he argued that if states grew too large and were 

successful in imposing peace throughout their territory, their people would lose "the common ties 

of society," their loyalty to their state and their spirit of enterprise, and an age "of langour, if not 

- - 

51 Ibid., p. 82: 83. 

52 Ferguson, Civil Societv, p. 24. 
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decay" would ensue.s3 Scotland's moral philosophers did not accept the idea of inevitable progress; 

they were interested in the decline, as well as the rise, of civil societies and empires. 

The evidence that suggests that Munro's vision of empire encompassed "a sphere of inter- 

acting states," similar to those of seventeenth century Europe,s4 is contained in three papers: a 

letter written by Munro to Lord Hastings in 1517, a memorandum dated 1523 and, as Stein indicates, 

from the concltdsion to Munro's minute "On the Employment of Natives in the Public S e r v i ~ e . " ~ ~  

In the often-quoted letter to Hastings. Munro argues that "even if all India could be brought under 

the British dominion, it is very questionable whether such a change, either as it regards the natives 

or ourselves, ought to be desired." Such a conquest would mean that the Indian army, "having no 

longer any warlike neighbours to combat, would gradually lose its military habits" but, equally 

importa~t ,  the political stability imposed by British military power would harm the Indian people. 

Like Ferguson, Munro belicved that security would be "purchased by the sacrifice of independence 

- of national character - and of whatever renders a people respectab1e."jh Subsidiary alliances, 

Munro claims, are even more harmful to the Indian character than direct British rule, and he 

suggests that, as the British are now strong enough to ignore threats of an alliance of Indian states 

against them, it would be better to leave the Indian states their independence. If Britain conquers 

the whole of India they will debase the whole people.j7 

The memorandum written by Munro in 1823, argues that each presidency should pursue the 

course best suited to produce improvement in its own territory. Madras, Calcutta and Bombay, a 

thousand miles apart, neither could nor should be governed by means of one uniform system of 

lbid., p. 217. 

a Stein, Munro, p. 349. 

" Munro to Hastings. 12 Aug. 1817, quoted in Gieig. Munro. 1: 465. Munro. memorandum, n.d.. 1823, quoted in ibid., 2: 264-5. 
Munro, "On the Employment of Narives in the Public Sewice," m. 2: 327. 

jqfunro to Hastings, 12 Aug. 1817, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 1: 465. 

j7 Ibid, 1: 466-7. 
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internal administration. "Let each presidency act for itself. By this means, a spirit of emulation will 

be kept alive, and each may borrow from the other every improvement which may be suited to the 

circumstance of its own provinces."j8 In the same year Munro, referring to the possibility that 

Russia might gain territory if the Turks were driven out of Europe, told George Canning that, "it is 

for the advantage of a great and enlightened nation lo have powerful rivals."" Munro may not have 

read Ferguson but he subscribed to similar views a n  the disadvantages of large, pacified empires and 

the importance, to the moral character of a people, of a spirit of independence and emulation. He 

also, like Ferguson, regarded military rivalry between states as a good thing. The form of despotism 

he advocated was that of the rulers of early modern Europe who were contriving to build the type 

of "nation state" that has been seen by nationalists in many states as the "principal vehicle of human 

l i b e r a t i ~ n , " ~  not that of the neo-absolutist rulers of the nineteenth century empires of the Holy 

Alliance. 

Munro's view of empire, located in a European rather than an Asian tradition, may, perhaps, 

be  seen as bridging the gap between what P.J. Marshall has described as "the inhibitions and fears 

about an  imperial role in Asia," which were widely held in Britain in the eighteenth century," and 

the gradually developing confidence of nineteenth-century Britons in the type of empire visualized, 

too early for his own contemporaries, by Lord Wellesley. While governor-general from 1798 to 1805, 

Wellesley's object was to subordinate the Indian states to British control and to centralize British 

power by reducing the minor presidencies to a similar subordination to the Supreme government 

at C-a l~u t t a .~~  

'8 Munro, memorandum n.d., 1823, quoted in ibid., 2: 264-5. 

59 Munro to Canning, 1 May 1823, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 2: 67. 

61 O'Hanlon and Washbrooke use this phrase in a discussion of recent work by Indian historians on colonialism and capitalism. 
See "Histories in Transition," pp. 118-19. 

fl Marshall, "A Free Though Conquering People," p. 3. 

6? Ingram, Commitment to Empire. pp. 117; 145-6; 154. 
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Writing in the 1840s. Elphinstonc accepts the idea of imperial ruk  throughr>ut the sub- 

continent and looks for t v a p  to create unity of purpose, rather than emufarion and compctitim, as 

a path to progress. In his examinaticm o f  the nature of Indian government from the time a f  the first 

Muslim invasions. Efphinstone discusses why would-be conquerors, who had reached Muitan in the 

eighth mntury. found it difficuIt ta establish themselves in India despite the incentives of Indian 

wealth and Hindu passiviq- f Ie conctudes that the Arabs swept easily through Persia because religion 

and government had not supporred each other, but, in India, a powerful priesthood, working with 

the government and revered by the people. encouraged resistsnce. Religion coluured the laws and 

manners of Indians who had a horror of change and the sort of passive courage that was likely to 

exhaust an impetuous force. Even ihc divisions in Indian society helped to protcct it: the &feat of 

one prince did not bring about the defeat of the whole country. These facts accounted for the slow 

progress and relatively *mild and tolerant form" of Tslarn in India, and for the change in the  nature 

of Muslim government. Chiefs became - in E7phiilstanc's words - "politic sovereigns" rather than 

"fanatical missionaries:" aggrandizement of their families rather than promotion of their faith became 

their abject, and from rough soldiers the: became magnificent and luxurious princes.63 

The second volume of the Histun. of India begins with an account of a series of campaigns 

in which greater or lesser rulers of varying degrees of competence tried tit dominate, or resist 

domination by their ne ighb~urs .~  Xrhough the form of government in India was invariably 

despotic, Elphinstone believes that thc most oppressive elements of Mudim rule were again modified 

by the influence of Hinduism- The peace and prosperity of each state, however, depended on the 

ability of the individual ruler there was no "system" to ensure the c~ntinuance of good government 

during the reign of a weak, dissolute or y a n f i a l  

Elphinstone. India. 1: 92-13. 

" S e e  Ibid.. 2: 1-92 for Efphinstone-s account of this period of Indian history. 

" &id, 2 57. 
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Thcrc was lirtlc scxial or pofiiicaf friction. in Elphinstone's sic\%, behieen Hindus and 

Muslims in India: there w r e  few bigot& rulers: d~nasties were founded bv both Hindus and 

b4uslims. by the high-born and the humble and bv Indians and forciesrrs. Religion rarely afictcd - 

the continuous prtwsses of state-building: hluslim rulers rarely united to defeat a IIindu; Hindu 

states rarely farmed coalitions to expel a Muslim rival. The intcr-marriage of Muslim rulers with 

Hindu princesses - actise!_z- promoted by &--bar in the sixteenth w n t u q  - was a positive step and, 

most important of all, Hindus were appointed to the highest military and ~5vif officcs of Muslim-ruled 

xiz~es. 

Elphinstone's views on Indian government are most evident in his acmunts of the  reigns o f  

Akbar, who raised Mugha! power to i& aapogce, and Aurangzeb. whose re@ in the late seventccnth 

century saw the beginning of its dcclinc. Afthctugh Elphinstone rarely adoph Malcolm's pontifical 

tone and his didacticism takcs the farin of' a sub-text rather than an explicit statement, he probably 

intended his analysis to prot.ide object lessr~ns on governing India. Itlalcc~lm, \vho wrote twenty years 

earlier and in a slightly different climate of opinion. used Aurangeb's reign to issue blatant 

warnings. 

Although, according to EIphinstone, Aurangzcb was thc most admired of Indian rulers by 

Muslim ~ w i t e r s , ~  his  ow^ approval tvas rcscrved for Akbar. who resembled Ahmad Shah of 

Afghanistan: he was a great. ruler as w e U  as a great conqueror. Elphinstone begins his account of 

M-bar's reign with a discussion of the weakness of the power base of India's foreign conquerors. 

Tamerlane was the Ieast secure because his own country was furthest from India. The houses of 

Ghazni and Ghar depended on their own kingdoms but these, at least "were cantiguous to their 

zadian wnnl=l -I ---- " Rahttr rekd !ar@y on "a hod j ~f adventurers, whose so!e bond of union was their 

mnmmn advantage d u r i i ~  L cucrmss," and lack of "natural support" had led to the easy expuIsion of 

Mbar's father, Humajwn. Britain was only the most recent of India's many foreign conquerors. It 
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i;ioiii:d be easy t r ~  r e c ~ ~ i z e  - that her power base was more distant than Tamerlane's and she relied 

on a b d y  of sepoy mereenaiies whose loyalty might depend so!e!y on common advantage during 

s u m s .  

Mbar ,  Elphinsione believes, was influenced by the e-uperience of his predecessors and 

inspired with the "noblc desigo" of "forming the inhabitants of that vast territory [India], without 

distinction of race or reli,gion. - into one ~ m m u n i t y . " ~  To create a sense of unity of purpose, "he 

admitted Hindus tc? ever?; degree of p o w r .  and Muslims of eveq  party to the highest stations in the 

senke, according to their rank and merit; until. as far as his dominions extended, they were filled 

with a fuyaf and united p c a p i ~ . " ~  Ift was an admirable vision of empire. First, hnwcver, rU-bar had 

had to establish his authori5ixcr rival claimants to pimer in the sub-continent. secure his dominions 

and restore order to an adrninistratiw system disrupted by a long period of disorder. The scenario 

was familiar to anyone who had taken part in the British conquest of southern and western India. 

&bar was a cultured man possessing great physical vigour, courage and intelligence; he 

became "saber and abstcrnious" \vith maturity, enjoyed whole nights spent in philosophical discussion 

a d ,  though conwintiy at war, "made greater improvemenl in civil gcxernrnent than any other king 

ctf India." Though nor free of ambition. as the countries he invaded had formerly been subject to 

Mughal rule, he would have incurred more blame than praise. judged by the standards of his time, 

had fie nut tried to recover them.@ 

~t'was to his internal poticics that M b a r  owed his place, in Elphinstone's viexv, "in that 

highest order of princes, w h a e  reigns have been a blessing to mankind." IIc practised religious 

tolerance, encouraged research into Hindu dactrine, and sponsored translations of Sanscrit and 

Greek. literature into Persian. Mbar's o w  religion was pure deism: "His fundamental doctrine was, 
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that there were no prophets: his appeal on all occasions was to human reason." Atthough Akbar's 

religion was too abstract to appeal to the bulk of mankind, and under his successor, Jehangir, 

Muslim f o m s  were quietly restored. the "liberal spirit of inquiry" personified by M b a r  continued 

t o  thrive after his death. If "extrinsic causes had not interrupted its progress, it might have ripened 

into some great reform of the existing  superstition^."'^ India and Indians, it is implied, would have 

been capabIe of progress without British guidance. had it not been for the accidents of history. 

Akbar had been eulogized by earlier historians for his revenue system. Elphinstone, however, 

@nis out that the systcm was not new: Akbar simply made the existing arrangements work 

effectively The way in which the revenue system functioned under Akbar is described in some detail, 

but its main object - and the point Elphinstone emphasizes - was to reduce the amount taken 

fron the cultivators without reducing the income of the government. This was done by diminishing 

the losses incurred in the process of' collectionn - precisely what Munro had hoped to do as a 

revenue collector. Akbar created a stable and prosperous society by making the existing system work 

well and by introducing modifications, not innovations, that in the long-term and with further 

adjustment might have led to a process of change. Lastly, he encouraged all the diverse groups in 

Indian society to participate in the execution of his "noble design:" to unite the people of India into 

one  community that recognized their own interest in serving the interests of the state. 

Elphinstone's examination of the  problems and successes of Akbar's reign was a blue-print 

of empire in disguise; one that might be followed with advantage by the British as they laid the 

fuundations of their own. The points that Elphinstone stresses are Akbar's promotion of unity, 

tolerance. stability, prosperity and the broadening of traditional beliefs and assumptions. His was a 

b a p t i c  pale, net progressive i~ ,?&e!f; but one !ikeiy to lead to progress. In contrast, Aurangzeb's 

fakres were presented as a warning. Religious bigotry was Aurangzeb's greatest sin and, at the time 
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Elphinstone was writing in the late f8Ns, he provided a useful lesson for those not comfortable with 

the evangelical invasion of India. 

Aurangzeb's bigotry, which in Elphinstone's interpretation, "irritated" the Hindus "by 

systematic discouragement" more than it "inflamed them by acts of cruelty or oppression," provided 

the great Maratha leader, Sivaji, with the opportunity to rouse Hindu enthusiasm and "foster a 

national spirit that out-lasted his lifetime." Similarly, Aurangzeb's attempts to crush the Sikhs only 

strengthened their resistance. Elphinstone regards Aurangzeb's commitment to Islam as genuine and 

he admires his physical and mental toughness and indefatigable industry. But he criticizes his inability 

to delegate: "the emperor supervised every branch of government, gave hand-written orders on every 

campaign, and appointed everyone from his viceroys to the office clerks." He spied on his officials: 

"an attention to  particulars that is neither favourabl:: to the progress of business nor indicative of 

an enlarged genius." Aurangzeb could neither delegate nor trust; faults which crushed the enterprise 

and loyalty of his subjects. For Elphinstone, however, what really mattered was the lack of any 

"generous o r  liberal sentiment."" 

Writing three years after the publication of Elphinstone's Historv of India, Horace Hayman 

Wilson complained that "a harsh and illiberal spirit has of late years prevailed in the conduct and 

councils of the rising service in India which owes its origin to impressions imbibed in early life from 

the History of Mr. Mi11."7T1phinstone's work was written partly to ameliorate the impact of Mill's 

depiction of Indian history and culture, and he used the unfortunate consequences of Aurangzeb's 

"harsh and illiberal" rule as an example to westernizing reformers of what could happen to British 

India under similar circumstances. 

Similarly, Malcolm uses Aurangzeb's policies. in his Memoir of Central India, as an example 

of what a government should not do to maintain order and protect itself. His perception of the last 

72 Ibid., 2: 85: 189: 272: 551-2; 564. 

7f Horace Hayman Wilson. quoted in CH. Philips, Historians, p. 226. 
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great Mughal emperor is unorthodox. H e  describes him as an actor whose early zeal for Islam was 

a ruse to attract the support of Muslims in the contest with his more tolerant brothers for the 

Mughal throne. In the early years of his reign Hindus were treated as equals, again for reasons of 

expediency, but later, having attempted and failed to convert them to Islam, he fined them and taxed 

them heavily. The state's revenue had declined and Aurangzeb, Malcolm thinks, used this method 

to fill his treasury, but it was an unstatesmanlike policy that lost him the goodwill of a majority of 

his subjects.74 Aurangzeb lacked the greatness of mind to make temporary sacrifices for the sake 

of future gains. "Existing r ~ l e , "  Malcotm states, "is alwajrs in some degree unpopular" and pressure 

leads to resistance. The Hindu princes subject to Mughal rule had been deterred from rebellion by 

their recognition of the overwhelming power of the Mughais and reconciled by religious toleration 

and by the advantages they derived from participating in the affairs of a splendid and wealthy 

empire. The moment the imperial power faltered, however, "new enemies arose in every quarter" 

and the disastrous response was persecution. Tempted by weakness and provoked by injury, the 

Rajput princes of Jaipur and Malwa ceased to defend the empire from attack and either secretly or 

openly supported the Maratha rebels. In doing so, they became "the authors of their own ruin".75 

Malcolm describes Aurangzb as "a prince whose attainment and exercise of power present 

perhaps as many lessons as the life of any monarch that ever reigned."76 There were four lessons 

in particular that he wanted to ensure his British readers should learn. Excessive demands for 

revenue would cost the government the goodwill of the majority of its subjects. Religious toleration 

and the provision of opportunity to play a part in government were the only ways to reconcile a 

conquered people to foreign rule. Interference with Indian institutions would lead to a dangerous 

percept-en of an identity of interest bemeen discontented subjects and foreign enemies, no matter 

'%alcolm, Central India, 1: 50-1. 

" Ibi&, 1: 50-7. 

?' Ibid., 1: 50. 
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if such an alliance jeopardized the true interests of Indians. By the time the Memoir on Central 

India appeared, this threat determined Malcolm's military stratem for the defence of British India. 

Lastly, the prestige of the government must be maintained at all costs. Any suggestion that its power 

is faltering will lead to disaster, as it did for Aurangzeb. Without both order at home and safety from 

invasion, the exercise of British power to promote good government would be impossible. 

James Mill's idea of good government for British India was different to that of Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone. AS he was a Scotsman of their generation, however, a brief explanation 

is required of their contrasting views. Mill (1773-1536) was four years younger than Malcolm and 

six years older than Elphinstone and, like them, was raised and educated in Scotland. His 

philosophical assumptions, fjke theirs, derived from the four main intellectual sources which had 

influenced eighteenth-century Scottish thought: religion, rationalism, the classical world and "scientific 

empiricism," and he believed, as they did, in the "natural faculties" of the human race and "the 

various stages of their career."77 Yet his attitude towards India - indeed towards man and society 

in general - differed in several ways from theirs. The difference arises from the relative importance 

attn'buted to religion, reason and experience by the four men, to the mature age at which lMill left 

Scotland, and to British influences on h&ll to which _Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, isolated in 

India, were less exposed. The influence of Jeremy Bentham, was the most important. although 

Bentham's thought would not have attracted Mill, had he not been drawn to rational ideas and 

methods. 

M11 was brought up as an orthodox Calvinist, was educated for the Kirk and licensed to 

preach. Until he discarded his Christian faith in the early 1300s he belonged to the Evangelical High 

FIyer group in the Kirk, and he remained in Scotland throughout the 1790s when Moderatism was 

increasingly tarnished by its association with Henry Dundas and Tory politics. Although Mill admired 

the work of Adam Smith, John Millar and Dugald Stewart, with whom he had studied, his early 

Mi& British India. 1: 283- 
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religiolls training ensured his resistance to the propositions of Hume and the Moderate churchmen 

whle his later loss of faith and a consequent hostility to religion led him to perceive superstition as 

the great barrier to progress. Upon discarding his Calvinist faith, however, Mill did not discard its 

austere morality. H e  was genuinely disgusted by many Hindu practices. 

Elphinstone once told Malcolm that "You will not know what difficulty is until you come ... to 

reconcile Maratha custom with Jeremy Bentham."78 For Mill - and Bentham - rationality and 

self-interest, not feelings, were the prime motives for human action and they enthroned them as the 

cure of the utilitarian philosophy which Mill then tried, unsuccessfully, to use as an all-encompassing 

explanation of the history of India. Elphinstone, who was interested in Bentham's works, although 

by no means the disciple that a utilitarian pamphleteer tried to make him out to be in 1828, clearly 

recornzed that Maratha customs had developed as a result of different cultural influences, 

tktemseIves part of historical experience. They were irreconcilable with the precepts of European 

rationalism, the product of another culture with a different history. Mill's rationalism led him to 

suppose that Britain's military control of India, which looked more solid from Britain than from 

Calcutta, Madras or Bombay, had created a suitable arena for an experiment in ideal laws and 

administrative systems. Such suppositions prompted Munro's complaint that, "in recommending new 

systerr~s, people are too apt to think that mankind are mere pie- of machinery, on which it is 

perf&& harmless to make experiments every day." 

Although Adam Smith's farnuus concept of "the invisible hand" played an important role in 

the devebp~lient of utilitarian theory, Mill rejected another aspect of Smith's thought that was 

acce.pted by M u m ,  Malcoim and Elphinstone; his determinism. For Mill, economic determinism 

or m y  other determinist explanation of change, or the idea of deep structural forces moving 

mankind in directions over which it had little control, were incompatible with his belief that the 

" E3pbinstone to Malcolm, quoted in CFL Philips. Historjans, p. 223. 

M m .  memorandum. n-d., quoit-d in Gleig, Munro. 2: 308. Appendix 8. 
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application of rational processes of thought would enable man to control his future. Mill supposed 

s direct relationship between cause and effect; unintended consequences were unacceptable to a 

rational mind. 

Mill's approach to man, society and government differed from the approach taken by Munro. 

Malcolm, Eiphinstone, and by Scotland's most distinguished eighteenth-century philosophers. The 

difference lay in Mill's attiiude to religion, his emphasis on rationality, his rejection of empiricism 

and his preference for "mind" over "feelings," and in his rejection of the precepts of "sensibility" and 

of an "historical principle" which insisted that events should be judged within the context of their own 

time and place. For Mill, man must use his intellect and powers of reason to devise institutions and 

systems of government that would automa:ically produce a moral, orderly and progressive society. 

Most of the Scottish philosophes as well as Munro and Elphinstone, however, would have endorsed 

Malcolm's view that "Great and beceficial afterations in society, to be complete, must be produced 

within society itself; they cannot be the mere fabrication of its superiors, or of a few who deem 

themselves enlightened."g0 

Unlike Mill, Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, were perfectly aware that India could not 

be treated as a political tabufa rasa. Beneath the umbrella of despotic rule, existed government and 

administrative practices as familiar and, therefore, as acceptable to Indians as their notions of rights 

and privileges were to the British. India also had religious and social customs, both cause and effect 

of Indian "national character," which would tske generations, perhaps centuries, to modify. The three 

men never forgot that the British Indian government was a despotism. Its territories; had been 

acquired by the dubious right of conquest and were retained by military force. As it was neither 

possible nor desirable that government should rest indefinitely on military power, policies must be 

devised to bring about the attachment of the people. 

"O Malcolm, Central India, 2: 282. Maico!m often repeated serbatim in his writings on Indian government, statements which he 
considered particularly important. This one also appears in the Political Histoq, 2: 83-4. 
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The necessity of some form of consent was one of Hume's "First Principles of Government." 

X e  had argued that, 

Force is always on the side of the governed, the governors have nothing to support 
them but opinion .... and this maxim extends to the most despotic and most military 
governments as well as to the most free and most popular. The sultan of EGYPT, 
or the emperor of ROME, might drive his harmless subjects, iike brute beasts, 
against their sentiments and inclination: But he must, at least, have led his 
rnamelukes or praetorian bands, like men, by their opinion.81 

It would not have been too difficult to recognize an analogy between the sepoy army and "praetorian 

bands." Although consent, for Munro, Malcolnt and Elphinstone as well as for Hume, might be a 

passive, rather than an active condition, as yet there could be no pretence that "opinion" was 

supporting the Company's government. In the long-run, however, it had to be persuaded to do so 

because, according to Malcolm, "of all governments, that is least likely to command respect over 

which a sword is always suspended, and which holds existence under respite." To which Munro added 

that "in almost every country, but more particularly in this, the good-will of the people is the 

strongest support of the G~vernment."~' 

There is no reason to suppose from their writings that Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone 

were uncomfortable with authoritarian rule. According to Malcolm, Britain's position in India made 

it inevitable: a government of strangers could not change its character, nor could it  endure except 

as a well-regulated but absolute Malcolm and Elphinstone, however, had learned much 

from their research on Asian history. Although the forms of despotic government that existed in 

India were not seen to be as oppressive and, therefore, as anti-progressive as those of most Asian 

c o ~ n t r i e s , ~  the challenge for the British was to break the cycles characteristic of Asian political 

81 Hume, Philosophical Works, 3: 10. 

MaIcolm, Government of India. p. 272 Munro, n.d, quoted in Gleig, Munro, 2: 12 

63 Malcolm, Political Histow, 2: 173. 

R4 Elpfiinstone, India, 1: 385. 
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systems. In order to transform India into a "progressive" European authoritarianism, the British must 

utilize the powers of a despot to maintain law and order while abjuring oppression. Rebellion against 

oppression or moral degradation from living under it would in themselves prevent the improvement 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were seeking, and confidently expected, to bring about. 



Chapter 11 

Political Economy and Munro's System 

Political economy considered as a branch of the science of a 
statesman or legislator, proposes two distinct objects: first, to 
provide a plentiful revenue or subsistence for the people, or more 
properly to enable them to provide such a revenue or subsistence 
for themselves; and secondly, to supply the state or common-wealth 
with a revenue sufficient for the public services. It proposes to 
enrich both the people and the sovereign. 

Adam Smith1 

Although a few writers in the late eighteenth century were beginning to restrict the term 

political economy to issues relating only to the wealth of the state, many continued to use it in 

discussing the moral, political and social value of economic policies and administrative systems. This 

broader sense of the term is applied here to Munro's ideas; to his approach to the problem of 

improving the economic prosperity and moral well-being - the wealth and virtue - of a people 

subject to colonial rule. The chapter establishes the reiationship between Munro's recommendations 

on revenue and judicial policy and Scottish ideas on political econcmy. The government of Madras 

had no doubt that Munro was responsible for defining the presidency's approach to its political 

economy. In 1524, in an attempt to clarify the policy of the Home government towards land tenure 

and revcnue collection, the Madras board of revenue paid tribute to the work of Munro. First, it 

states that his minute of 15 August 1507 contains the only "project of a ryotwar permanent 

settlement. Second, as a recent dispatch from the Home government has made "marked reference" 

to this minute, "we accordingly feel ourselves at liberty to regard the project which it contains as the 

permanent settlement which your honourable court would wish to introduce." Third, the board 

confirms that, for the sake of accuracy, "in speaking of the ryotwar system," it should "be understood 

to mean the swtem recommended in Colonel Munro's letter." Fourth, Munro's views should be given 

' Adam Smith quoted in Bryson, Man and Socicty, p. 208. 
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every attention owing to "the range which his mind takes through the whole science of political 

economy. "' 
From the reports and minutes Munro wrote on administrative matters between 1796 and 

1827,Vour main objects oi what came to be called the Munro system may be identified. Two 

derived from the traditional system of assessing and collecting revenue adopted by Munro: the 

ryotwari system. The first of these aimed at creating a society of numerous small but independent 

landholders, rather than a few great ones, on the ground that the dispersion of the country's 

agricultural wealth as widely as possible was beneficial to both individuals and the state. The second, 

which Munro hoped would develop out of the first, was the creation of more social gradations - 

Munro called them graduated ranks - the result of different applications of skill and industry by 

individual cultivators. The third and fourth objects governed the administration of justice and the 

employment of Indians by the government. Munro believed that the Company's judicial system 

shouId be comprehensible to Indians, protect the interests of the majority of the population (the 

cultivators) and maintain social stability. EIe aisc argued strongly for the inclusion of Indians in the 

the government of their own country. Every British official was aware of the practical necessity of 

employkg Indians in the lowest branches of the government service. but few saw it as integral to the 

improvement of India. 

Munro's minutes resemble Malcolm and Elphinstone's works of history in that they were 

written with the intention of educating a particular audience. Minutes written between 1796 and 1512 

contain his first analysis of the ryotw-ari system. The first minute on the judicial system is dated 

August 1507; others on the subject were written in 1813. 1821, 1824 and 1827. The only minute 

devoted solely to the employment of Indian's was written in 1524, but Munro made numerous 

Revenue Letter from Fort St. George, 12 Aug. 1814, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 2: 244-5, Appendix 2. 

=The  papers which were published by =&buthnot in 1581 have been given titles and dates but, in several instances, papers have 
only the heading, "On Same Subject." Where there are two or  more papers on the same subject they will be identified by date. 
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references to the subject in other documents. Throughout the period of British rule, Anglo-Indian 

historians represented Munro's policies as practical solutions to specific administrative problems. 

T.H. BeagIehole has argued since that Munro's ideas "largely resulted from what he observed in 

Madras," but concedes that what Munro observed was in part determined by his character and 

preconceptions."urton Stein suggests that "we may in the end be left with little that is more 

profound or penetrating on the influences that shaped the life of Thomas Munro" than that he was 

"a great Castle-Builder" with faith in his own ability to "do something very grand."j Much more can 

be  said than this. Minutes from the 1790s on indicate a process in which an early principled idealism 

is modified, but not eradicated, by wider experience. Like Malcolm and Elphinstone's works of 

history, his ainutes show that his "Castle Building," when given the form of state-building in India, 

was founded on principles taken for granted by many educated people in Scotland. 

In 1792, when beginning his career as an administrator, Munro asked his brother James to 

send him a copy of Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments.6 Although this work IS not, as the 

Wealth of Nations has been described, a "hand-book of development  economic^,"^ Smith does 

provide, in a chapter on the character of virtue, models for good and bad rulers which match the 

general approach to government of Malcclm and Elphinstone as well as Munro. Smith defines a 

good ruler as a man who, 

When he cannot conquer the rooted prejudices of the people by reason and 
persuasion, ... will accommodate, as well as he can, his public arrangements to the 
confirmed habits and prejudices of the people; and will remedy as well as he can, 
the inconveniencies which may flow from the want of those regulations which the 
people are averse to submit to .... like Solon, when he cannot establish the best system 
of laws, h e  will endeavour to establish the best that the people can bear. 

Beaglehole, Munro, p. 11. 

Stein, Munro, p. 358. 

Munro to his brother James. 9 June 1792, quoted in Gleig, Munro. 3: 81. 

Hobsbawm, "Scottish Reformers," p. 5. 



The bad ruler: the man of system, on the other hand, is 

very wise in his own conceit; and is oKLen so enamoured with the supposed beauty 
of his own ideal plan of government, that he cannot suffer the smallest deviation 
from any part of it ... Some general, and even systematical, idea of the perfection of 
policy and law, may no doubt be necessary for directing the view of the statesman. 
But to insist upon establishing, and upon establishing all at once, and in spite of all 
opposition, every thing which that idea may seem to require, must often be the 
highest degree of arrogance8 

In 1523, in an oftenquoted letter to George Canning, Munro complained that the Madras 

records contained "a mass of useless trash," because "every man writes as much as he can and quotes 

Montesquieu. and Hume, and Adam Smith and speaks as if he were living in a country where people 

were free and governed thernsel~es."~ This statement appears to establish Munro's rejection of 

principle, vet his approach to government suggests that he shared many of EIume's and Smith's 

assumptions about the causes and effects of historical change and, therefore, which broad lines of 

policy might be expected to produce certain desired effects. The confusion seems to arise from the 

fact that Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone ail assumed, consciously or unconciousl): that the Scottish 

phifosophes' interpretation of the early development of European society helped one to understand 

contemporary India. But they rejected late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century prescriptions 

for progress, derived from Britain's experience as an advanced, commercial society, because they 

believed that they were irrelevant to a country and people which had not yet reached the same stage 

of development. 

Most East India Company administrators talked of promoting the happiness and prosperity 

of India and argued that if the Company state were protected from exTerrtai aggression and internal 

disorder, agricultural production and commerce would flourish. In most cases they were concerned 

with their own prosperit)., increased production would lead to greater revenue receipts, benefitting 

their czwn careers as well as the Company. Munro's own recommendations were unlikely to have 

"Smith, Theom. p- 233-4. 

Munro to Canning, 1 1%~ 1823, quoted in Gleig. - 2: 55. 
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been entirely aItruistic, but he tvas interested in fmg-term effects as weli as short-term solutions - 

the consequenes of present poiicies on the well-being of India after his time - and he was 

convinced that efforts to rnasimizc the Company's revenue in the short-term, through over- 

assessment, woufd not iead to either security or progress. 

E=ernaI and internal security required a strong, and therefore costly. army which would have 

to be paid out of the land revenue. As the Company aIso expected to fund its in~~estment in Indian 

goads for the European market out of its Indian revenue, administrators faced the problem of 

extracting from the t'uhivators enough money to run the civil service and the army and to meet the 

demands of Company shareholders without causing sufficient hardship and raentment to provoke 

rebellion. Everyone in authorily in [fie Company's scrice knew that Zfe tws expected to devise ways 

to increase the gos7emrnent's land revenue and all were interested in agricultural improvement. 

There were different schools of thought. however, on how this could best be accomplished. 

Munro seems to  have possessed from the beginning of his career as an administrator, what 

Smith defined as a "general and ewn sjstematieal. idea" of the administrative policies he wanted to 

carry out, but his application uf his system was tempered by his acknokvledgement of the need to 

ammrnodate the habits of the people. Adam Ferguson had warned: 

Forms of g o v e m e n t  arc supposed to decide of the happiness or misery of 
mankind ... forms of government must bc varied, in order to suit thc extent, the way 
of subsistence. the charzdctcr, and the manners of different nations.1D 

In discussing the administrdtion s f  justice in the Madras prcsidenq, Munro acknowledged that 

British laws had been introdumd u~adually during several centuries, matching the incrcasing 

k n d d g e  and level of cidimtittn of the people, "so that they were always fitted in some measure 

go $their f a c u I t i ~ . " ~ ~  For him, any improv@ment in the economic or moral condition of Indians would 

depend on the f o m  of govement the Company set up. It cvould have to takc into consideration 
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the stage of development of hdian  suciety, but should not merely try to preserve things as they werc. 

The Munro system began as a method of revenue administration developed by Alexander 

Read and Munro in the Baramaha1 region of the Madras presidency in the 1790s." They took over 

an existing Indian method of assessment and collection known as ryoh~ari, familiar to the local 

population, and tried to give it, as Smith had recommended, all the improvements that they thought 

the people would accept Nmv accurately - deliberately or unintentionauy - Read and Munro 

adhered to the indigenous, I w l  Form of qotxvari is difficult to determine, but their work was once 

described to Munro by his friend Josiah Webbe as the system 'which you inventedn in the 

Baramahal;:3 a comment which suggests that any modifications were deliberate. Ryohvari, however, 

was the core, not the whoie of the Munro system and should not be  used as a syxonym for it. 

Read and Munro's appropriation of the iyohvari system calied for a detailed survey of land 

in order to piace a permanent value on each field: a fixed fraction of what it might, considering the 

natsre of its soil and its access to water, be expected to produce under Ievels of cultivation that were 

neither "indolent" nor "improving" Each cultivator then paid rent for the land fie could stock and 

cdtivate himself each year. According to Munro, if left to their ot%n exertions. the cultivators would 

enlarge or shrink their farms according to their fortune. There would, in time, be  

no country in the ~vurlb wbich muId boast of such a numerous race of substantial 
middling farmers, whose condition, thou@ inferior to that of Bri tjsh land holders, 
wwuld certainl.; be preferable to that of the great bulk of the [British] tenantry.'" 

O m  assessed. the revenue cauldi not be raised unless the productive capacity of the land was 

irnpruved by irriggtion provided by gmrnrnent- 340 amount of improvement through the industry 

or qi td  inlratrnent of the ciilrfvatsr would alter the assessed value, though a slight remission was 
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aUowed t -  brahmins who had tc, employ nembers of an agricultural caste to plough for them 

(Munro dissented from this at first), and a substantial remission was allowed to promote the 

cultivation of valuabk cash crops. Rent in cash rather than kind was encouraged.I5 

Read and Munro were working to develop the ryotwari system at the time the zamindari 

system, in co. form modified by Lord Cornwallis, was introduced in the Bengal presidency. In Bengal, 

the revenue was not collected directly from the cultivator but from hereditary zamindars who were 

landholders. timcollectors, magistrates and police within their districts. Cor nwallis took away the 

amindars' powers as magistrates and reserved all higher administrative r~sitions, which in Bengal 

had prev. msly been held by Indians, for Europeans on the ground that Indians were corrgpt. 

AZthortglz unindar i  was probably as traditional in Bengal aS; y t w a r i  was in the Baramahal, 

Corntriaffis's modificiillsiiu altered edsting social relationships, producing. as Elphinstone put it, 

"general revolutions of property."!" 

Munro explained to Canning in 1523. in terms he hoped would be comprehensible to an 

Englishman with no Indian experience, the difference between ryotwari and the zamindari revenue 

syxem. Ryetwari, he claimed, ws a system long in use in the Deccan and in many other countries 

including England. 

In a qotwar settlement of England, every landowner, whether his rent were •’5 or 
•’50,000 a-year, would be called a qo t ,  and the agreement would be made with him. 
But in a zamindar settlement of England, we should consider the lord-lieutenants 
of counties, and other pubIic officers, zamindars and landlords, and make our 
agreement with them, and leave them to settle with the actual proprietors, whom 
we shouid regard as mere tenants,17 

Read and Munro.s accurate land sumey, their consideration of the relationship between soil 

fertility and rent and between labour and land improvement, the Exed assessment and the 

'* E$hinstone. Peshn-a's Territories p. 54. Elph~nsrone was Lyng ru aplaln why, desplte "all the abuses and oppressions of a 
nakive gmentnent" the pesh~a's terriimies were in a supenor stare to the Company's possessions In Bengal. 



encouragement of cash crops wcre innovations. Read explained to i x a l  cultivators that under this 

system they could rent out lands which they had improved, "if there be a demand for them," at rates 

exceeding the permanently fixed rates thay had to pay to the ~ t a t e . ' ~  Company policies, local 

resistance, practical difficulties znd even different interpretations of what constituted a ryotwari 

settlementm meant that the assessment and collection of the revenue could not always be  arranged 

in the way Read and Munro wanted. But their form of ryotwari aimed, in principle, at providing 

opportunities and incentives for the individual cultivator to help himseIf, replacing the subsistence 

economy with more market-oriented practices,x with the purpose, clearly stated by Munro, of 

creating what he thought would be a new middle rank in society. No in-built protection was given, 

however, from the ex-ra, illegal exactions of local officials, and Munro's later judicial 

recommendations were prompted in part by the need to prevent such abuse. 

It is generally accepted that the Bengal zamindari settlement had its philosophical roots in 

the economic theories of the Physiocrats and in Cornwallis's faith in great landowners as promoters 

of agricultural improvement. Confronted G t h  the need to produce order out of the confusion of 

existing revenue practices, he and his subordinates turned to the ideas that had influenced their own 

society-21 No one. however, seems to have mnsidered the possibility that the ryotwari system, as 

it was developed by Read and Munro. might bear a similar relationship to the assumptions held by 

many of their contemporaries in ScutIand. 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century. Scotland was 3 smalf. impoverished, bachard  

"Read. Trodamation in the Name of the Agricuiturists. Merchants, and Other Inhabitants of the Distrtct of l'npatur." 10 Dec. 
1796. &I 2: 341-2. 

i' Malcolm descibes one of its featura as "raising rent in proportion to industry." but t f i ~ b  was certalnlj nor meant ro happen 
wider Read and Mv~unds original plan See Mclalcolm. Political Histow, 2: 96. 

Read, 2istrict of trip at^.^ IO Psc 1796. m, 2: 341-4; Munro. "Settlement of Salem." 5 Sept. 1707, ibld.. 1: 53. 

" Ranajit Guhz. A Rule of Pmpe-rtv far Benml: An Essay on the Idea of Permanent Settlement, (Paris: 1963f; Tapan 
R;iychau&@ *Permanent Settlement in Operalion: Bakorgazij District. East Bengal." Land Control and Social Structure in Indian 
&taw- ed. Robert Fykenkrg. @4adkn: 1969). p. 90. 
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country; by the end, it had become a pioneer of capitalist development in both agriculture and 

industry, superior in some respects to England. Although the scientific curiosity and costly 

experiments of great landowners had done much to spur improvement in Scotland, yeoman farmers, 

a rural middie rank pursuing their own economic betterment, rather than improving landlords, had 

actually caused the late eighteenth-century agricultural revolution. The speed and extent of 

Scotland's transformation fastered a wide-spread interest in agricultural improvement leading to the 

development of many theories on the subject." 

Two questions studied and publicly debated in Scotland in the 1780s and 1790s feature 

prominently in Munro and Read's discussion of land policy for the Baramahal: the relationship 

between soil fertility and rent and between land improvement and labour. James Anderson (1739- 

1809), an ardent Scottish agricultural reformer who had been at different times a farm manager, a 

farm owner, an agricultural journalist and, according to Adam Smith's biographer, "the original 

proponent of Ricardo's theory of rent," believed that rent should be a premium on the cultivation 

of good soil, reducing the profits of its cultivator to equality with those of the cultivator of poor 

soil.3 Adam Smith and Robert Beatson of Fife studied the relationship between soil yield and stock 

increase, Even the poet Robert Burns, who had practical experience of the difficulty of scratching 

a living from poor soil, wrote, in 1753: 

Our lands ... are mountainous and barren; and our landholders, fuli of ideas of 
farming gathered from the English and the Lothians and other rich soils in Scotland, 
make no allowances for the odds of the quality of the land and consequently stretch 
us much beyond what in the event we will be found able to pay.2A 

The GIasgow merchants who, like Munro's father, invested their profits from trade in landed 

t' E-lobsbawm. "Scottish Reformers." pp. 4-5: 38. 

-" Rae. Adam Smith, p. 421: Fay, Adam Smith. p. 71. 

24 Ittid, p. 7 2  Fay provides an interesting study of Smith and the Scotland in which he Iived and worked, tracing Scottish 
infIutnces on Smith and Smirh's inthence on the members of his own society 
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estates outside the city, became interested in agriculture and effective  improver^.^ Read was 

related to the Beatson family and both Robert, a friend of Adam Smith, and Alexander Beatson, 

who served in the Madras army with Read and Munro, published works on agricultural 

improvement. 

Read insisted that his and Munro's land survey in the Baramahal must take the fertility of 

the soil into consideration. Although. at this time, Munro claimed that land was good or bad in 

proportion to the amount of labour bestowed upon it, he later conceded that rents should be equal 

everywhere - "that is to say proportioned to the nature of the soil.'' At first he opposed Read's 

intention to permit brahmins and other privileged groups to hold land on reduced terms. Stock 

(capital) and labour, according to Munro, determined the ability of a farmer to prosper. If a brahmin 

had stock, he could manage his farm as well as any other cultivator; without stock and forbidden to 

labour, "it is evident that whatever he receives [in the way of a remission of rent] is in fact a gratuity, 

and a deduction from revenue, which the cultivator gives to him, instead of paying to the 

g~vernment . "~  In notes made in 1520 headed "Ricardo's Political Economy." iMunro writes that 

Ricardo "maintains with Adam Smith. that labour is the measure of value .... In the same country, 

double the quantity of I a b ~ u r  ma>$ be necessary to produce a given quantity of food."'7 These issues 

and the opinions they gave rise to, written about and publicly debated in late eighteenth-century 

Scotiand, were as relevant to I ~ d i a n  as to Scottish agricultural improvement. Writing to Read in 

1801, after the fatter had returned to Britain, Munro remarked. "I suppose you have ere now 

encountered Arthur young, and had some debates with him on sapmlli and ta~cavi."?~ The words 

sagwlf: and tacc;avi meant, respscti~ely, cultivation and a type of land tenure in which the landlord 

&vine. "Glasgow Colonial Merchanis and I a n 4  pp. 205-b. 

M u m  "Settlement af Sakm." 13 July 1797, M?yl, 1: 17. 

" Munro. "Notes on Ricardok Political Emnomy. 1820; quoted in Gleig, Munro. 2: 232. 

%Mhilunn, to Read 16 June 1301. q m ~ d  in Gleig, Munro, 3: 165. See Stein, Munro0 p. 129 for a defin~tion of t a a w  land tenure. 
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advanmi the cultivator money or seed. This type ~f tenure existed in Scotland as well as India. 

Agricultural improvement clearly interested Read and Munro for its own sake, not merely for the 

sake of increasing the Company's Indian revenues. 

In a report to Read witten in July 1797, Munro states that it is undesirable for the 

gcvernment to have only a few great proprietors as tenants. It would be better to encourage "the 

multitude of small independ~nt farmers ...[ to] extend or contract their farms according to their 

different success." Over time. this freedom would produce "gradations of rich and poor proprietors 

and large and small farms: and by leaving every man who does not choose to serve another, to set 

up for himself, the fairest chance and the widest scope is givcn to the progress of industry and 

p o p ~ l a t i o n , " ~  T5vo months later he reiterates his argument that there is no reason to regret that 

f a m s  are small. Numerous small landholdings are in the best interest of the cultivator and of the 

general wealth of the state. Small farms do not produce men of "great fortunes and overgrown 

possessions," but they reduce the n u ~ b e r  of the poor, and raise everywhere, men of small but 

isdependent property who, when sure that they themselves will benefit from the extra labour, will 

work with a spirit that cannot be expected from the tenants or servants of great landholders.= 

Xilrnani Mukhe rjee afid Robert Frykenberg claim that the ideals of the French Revolution 

were too widely feared at this time for Munro's apparent preference for equality to indicate 

"egalitarian or radical  impulse^.'^^ and it is undoubtedly true that Munro's ideas had nothing to do 

with pditica! egalitarianism - although probabiy not because he was afraid of a possible challenge 

from the ideals of the French Revolution to British despotism in India. Like Smith and Hume, he 

saw the advantages of economic egalitarianism in the relationship between increased individual 

Manro. "On the Revenue Ssuternent of the Salem DistrIcr." 15 Nov. 1796, m. 1: 22 

Meam* "Settlement of Salem? 5 Sept 1797. ibid., 1: 35%. 

" Nilmani M&heljee and Roben Fqke~iki-g. 'The Ryotwari System and Social Organization in the Madras Presideccy," in 
Fiykenberg. ed Land Conrrof. p. 



wealth, the power of the state and a suitable balance between liberty and authority. 

The opinions of Smith and Xume on the advantages to society of a middle rank formed of 

small landholders from the middle ranks of society are quite clear. Smith states that "to improve land 

with profit, ... requires an exact attention to small savings and small gains, of which a man born to a 

great fortune ... is very seldom capable." Comparing the condition of the great estates held by one 

family "since the times of feudal anarchy" with the lands of neighbouring srnalf proprietors, he 

observes that "you will require no other argument to convince you how unfavourable such extensive 

property is to improvement." If little improvement could be expected from large landowners, less 

was to be hoped for from tenants at will. A person who can acquire neither property nor a secure 

lease "can have no other interest but to eat as much as possible, and labour as little as possible."32 

Although Hume, well before the French Revolution, disliked the idea of political democracy, 

he nevertheless argued that too great a gap between rich and poor weakened the state. Everyone, 

he  claims, ought to enjoy the fruits of his own labour. because such equalio? is suitable to human 

nature and does less to diminish the happiness of the rich than to increase the happiness of the 

pmr. It also "augments the power of the state." When wealth is in the hands of the few, they wield 

an the power, and "will readily conspire to lay the whole burthen on the poor, and oppress them still 

farther, to the discouragement of all indu~try ."~ Elsewhere, Wume describes the problems of a 

society "divided into only two classes, proprietors of land, and their vassals or tenants." The tenants 

are dependents, fitted only for subjection, particularly in a society where their knowledge of 

cultivation ic not valued. Landowners become petty tyrants and engage in feuds, "like the ancient 

barons," thus throwing society into anarchy worse than the most despotic governmert. Public liberty 

is achieved only where "peasants. by a proper cultivation of the land, b e c ~ m e  rich and independent;" 

where a demand for luxury goods encourages commerce and manufacturing; and where tradesmen 

31 Smi&, Wealth of Nations. 2: 336. 

Hume. Phiioso~hical Work 3: 296-7 
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have acquired property and the middle ranks have authority. "They covet equal laws, which may 

secure their property, and preserve them from monarchical, as well as aristocratical tyranny."jj 

Although h4unro had recognized the existence of various ranks of local notables within the 

structure of Indian society by the time Malcolm and Elphinstone joined him as administrators, during 

his early years in the Baramahal he seems to have seen Indian society as divided into Hume's two 

classes: landowners, who were often petty tyrants, and their vassals or tenants." His often reiterated 

desire Po create graduated ranks was not only meant to foster agricultural improvement and the 

wealth of individuals and the state, but also to establish a substantial group, powerful and interested 

enough to support a rule of law which would eradicate local disorder and make it possible to replace 

cycles of oppressive, arbitrary rule with mere progressive government. 

Munro refused to recognize any affinity between the higher ranks of Indian and 

contemporary British society. "R@as and old zamindars ... are not private landholders, hut rather petty 

princes, and the ryots [cultivat,ors] in their districts stand nearly in the same relation to them as to 

the sovereign." Similarly he saw "no analogy whatever between the landlord of England and his 

tenants and the muttadar, or new [Company created] village zamindar of this country and his 

ryots."36 Although Munro stated in his evidence before the House of Commons in 1513, that Indian 

government in general was despotic and bore little resemblance to the former feudal institutions of 

Europe," he  nevertheless seems to have seen rajas and zamindars, as well as the smaller chiefs 

b ~ o m  as poligars, as similar to the type of lordship, with its agricultural dependents and armed 

miiitary retainers, that had existed under medieval land-tenure systems in Europe. He  did not see 

them as eighteenth-century English landowners. 

- - 

Ibid., 3: 306. 

3j See also Ferguson, Civil Society, p. 70 on two-class societies. 

Munro, "On the State of the Country and Condition of the People," 31 Dec. 1824, MM, 1: 254; Munro. 'The Position of the 
Ryoi and of the Zamindar," 15 April 1812 iMd., 1: 105. 

" Munro, evidence before the House of Commons, April 1813, (Commons), 1812-13, 7: 143. 
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Munro disliked mirasi - communal - forms of land tenure as much as zamindari tenure 

and for the same reason: both inhibited progress. He  answered advocates of mirasi tenure, who held 

influential positions in the government of British India throughout his career,% that the break-up 

of communal holdings was "the natural course of things;" it always preceded material improvement 

and was only prevented by over-assessment or lack of water. He believed that communal tenure was 

explained by the need for communal irrigation sytems. It had existed in many countries "in the rude 

and early stages of agriculture," but was always considered to be "hostile to improvement." It only 

suited a country where peasants were poor and where government looked to the short-term, not to 

the long-term, because the village community was bound to make up individual failures. 

"Government by this means draws as much reverrue from the country as is possible under its then 

actual condition" - implying that this did not encourage improvement. Paying rent in kind rather 

than cash also suited the same early stage of development, because government always receives half 

of whatever is produced while the cultivator is secure from demands he cannot pay. The protection 

to the cultivator against demands for revenue in "a season of calamity," was the only advantage to 

the communal system recognized by Munro. W e  believed that it would only be necessary at all under 

a repressive regime and its great disadvantage lay in preventing the cultivator from accumulating 

wea1thms9 

There is a surprising similarity between Indian land tenure and traditional land tenure in 

Scotland which, by the late eighteenth century, was regarded as a hindrance to agiculiural 

improvement. Writing in 1814, Sir John Sinclair explained that a century earlier all Scottish land- 

holders with legal rights had been tenants either directly of the king or of one of the king's great 

vassals;& a situation which could be equated with the sirkar (state) and zamindari (landholder) 

Stein, Munro, pp. 49-50; 101: 204-7; 271; 343. 

jg MUKO, 'Stace of the Country,'," 31 Gee. iS24, a, 1: 245-6. 

Sinelair, eired in Hobsbawm, "Scottish Reformers," p. 7. 
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forms of land tenure found in India. Within this framework three tenurial systems existed in 

Scotland. In one, which went by the name of "stecl bow" and resembled the Indian practice of 

taccavi, the landlord provided his tenants with seeds in addition to the use of his land. Smith 

mentions, disapprovingly, that steel-bow tenure was still in use. In the second, Highland, or clan, 

tenure, a "tacksman" held land cheaply from his chief in return for military service, while he sub-let 

it at a relatively high rent even though he in turn required military service from his tenants. As long 

as military service was required, the tacksman could justify his position but, when economic returns 

became more important, he became an expensive and dispensable anachronism. He was the type 

of quasi-feudal poligar whom Munro tried to eradicate in India. The third system, communal tenure, 

known in Scotland as "run-rig," had been the most prevalent and still existed around Clasgow in the 

1750s and in many other parts of Scotland throughout the late eighteenth century. A Survev of 

Argvllshire published in 1798 stated that as run-rig was phased out, "every man was late and early 

at h i  work, and performed twice as much work as when the work was common." Communal tenure 

was "perhaps the most serious obstade to progress in agri~ulture."~' Munro shared this view of 

communal - mirasi - tenure in India. 

Prior to taking up office as governor of Madras in 1820, Munro consistently advocated 

measures designed to reduce the power and influence of petty princes and often that of the 

prebendary jagir and inam holders as well." "is is generally seen as an attempt to maximise the 

Company's revenue by abolishing intermediaries so that their portion of the produce of the land 

would revert to the Company state. But it should rather be seen as an attempt to eradicate un- 

productive, idle and, in the case of poligars, potentially trouble-making groups, who inhibited 

progress, Munro's efforts to abolish this type of lordship and all forms of land tenure that he 

41 Brown's Histow of Glas~ow. p. 170: Smith's Suniev ofilrgyllshire. 1798, cited in Graham, Social Life of 'Scotland, pp. 156-7; 
202 

a b s e Q  speaking. jagir-holders, who were usually from important families. had been granied rights to revenue from certain 
Iands in return for mititav and administrative services: inams were similar grants made for religious or chariiable purposes, or to 
provide an income for village officials. 
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regarded as standing in the way of agricultural improvement, together with his preference for 

numerous small landholders and his wish to create graduated socia! ranks were entirely consistent 

with eighteenth-century Scottish opinion on the reasons for the progress of European society from 

medieval confusion to its contemporary, relatively superior stage of development. 

During his short term in Kanara in 1799 and 2500, Munro continued to try to eradicate the 

abstacles to progress he believed inherent in local social and economic institutions. The terms of his 

appointment, however, were different in Kanara from the Baramahal. There, Read and his assistants 

were relatively independent and had plenty of time to survey the land. The need for irrigation had 

complicated the assessment of land values but the predominance of sirkar tenure, by which the 

cultivator held his land directly from the state, the absence of private property rights in the land and 

the rarity of petty rajas, poligars or zamindars, had provided relatively uncomplicated conditions. In 

Kanara, Munro was instructed to use the system set up by the previous rulers, Haidar Ali and Tipu 

Sultan of Mysore, to make the Company's first revenue collection, while at the same time suggesting 

how the Bengal zamindari revenue system could best be introduced. There was neither time nor 

money for a detailed survey, and the climate, terrain and sociai and economic structure - intricately 

inter-related and analyzed by Munro in materialist terms - were quite different from those of the 

Baramahal. 

In two minutes, both entitled "On t k  Condition and Assessment of Kanara,"35 Munro 

explains that Kanara's economy rests on the cultivation and export of rice. As the region received 

a relikble and plentiful annual rainfall, the "dependent" typzs of land tenure Murtro associated with 

the need to irrigate in other parts of the sub-continent44 were unnecessary. Neither t h ~  - ,O 0 vernment. 

wealthy landholders. nor the community need provide the capital for building and maintaining water 

tanks and over the centuries alj the land, held by innumerable small proprietors, had become, 

" Munro. "On the Condition and x?ssessn?ent of Kanara." 31 May 1800, MM, 1: 55-79; 19 Nov. 1800, ibid., 1. 80-88. 

a See Munro, "State of the Countq." 31 Dec 1824, m. 1: 240. 
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according to Munro, private property. Although the only land that could possibly be described as 

sirkar land was unclaimed waste, in almost every district "there were pretenders, either open or 

concealed," to ancient poligar These potentially disruptive members of society were 

anathema to Munro, whereas numerous small landholders with private property rights to their l a d  

were precisely what he wanted to encourage - although the cultivators in Kanara were often 

members of warrior castes and more unruly than those of the BaramahaL4(j His terms of reference, 

however, seemed to leave him little room for manoeuvre. The "established system" set up by the 

Mysore regime involved "oppressive exactions" which, according to Munro, were crushing the 

economy of Kanara, and devaluing the land, and might lead to "the extinction of the class of ancient 

 proprietor^."^^ The introduction of the zamindari system would turn his cherished small private 

properties into a few large, artificially-formed estates. 

With great skill and subtlety, Munro manages to promote his own system while seeming to 

carry out the government's directives. H e  presents a persuasive argument showing that both 

government and people will benefit by retaining a system requiring small proprietors to pay a 

moderate fixed revenue as they had in the prosperous and stable period before Iiaidar Ali's 

usurpation. This, of course, was the foundalion of the ryotwari system. although Munro never 

mentions it by name. According to Munro, the "excessive exactions" Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan had 

introduced would eventually have turned Kanara into a desert. "A highly improved country," had 

been ravaged by Haidar Ali's use of it as a "fund from which he  might draw, without limit, for the 

exipemes of his military operations in other quarters."48 

Munro claims that "historical evidence" shows that "previous to the conquest of Kanara by 

* Munm "&sessment of Kanaw." 31 May 1800, w. 1: 72: 60. 

* Stein, Munro. p. 71. 

a Munro, ",r\ssessrnent of Kanara," 31 May 1800, &. 1: 63. 

* Ibid.. 1: 65; 68. 
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Maidar, all lands were private property, and the rents were fixed and moderate." Stein's meticulous 

research on Kanara has failed to discoser the evidence. in the form of the books u e d  to register the 

public revenue and transfers of facd, that Munro cited in support of his claims.49 and it seems 

possible that he exaggerated or fabricated the evidence to suit his own purposes. Edmund Burke 

had endorsed Cornwallis's zamindari system because h e  believed it to be  the traditional system in 

Bengal. As Munro himself generally favoured the utilization of existingsystems, h e  may have felt that 

claims of historical authenticity would strengthen his case for supporting small private property 

holders. 

Having demolished the pretensions of Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan's "established system," 

ltAunro turns to the introduction of the zamindari system. H e  begins, tactf~lly~ by conceding that in 

a country where the cultivators are too poor to improve their land and where there is no privzte 

property, dividing the land into larger units "may possibly have wrne advantages." In Kanara, 

however, where almost all •’and is private property, large estates cannot be formed without injustice 

to the present landowners: nor w u l d  they provide anv advantage. He discounts the claim that the 

owners of small properties are unable to improve their land and proceeds to his first explanation 

of what he terms "the arrangement of nature"j%o far as Indian property is concerned. 

Where there is no entail and no primogeniture, where early marriage and adoption in the 

absence of a natural heir are normal practice, and where there is an abundance of foot", "evcry grcat 

estate must in a short time be  divided into a number of small ones." Only "violent regulations" can 

prevent a widely extended division of property- Extra industry might hold together a few large estates 

but, in general. small ones will be continually formed "by the operation of unrestrained transfer, and 

sf division among a1 the sons of every succeeding generation." Small estates arc the natural 

* Stein. Uunro. pp. a - 7 2  

* Muoro, "On a Permanent Setifemens af PCanara."331 May I8W. w. 2: 354. This is a sectrun of the first minute "On the 
Candirbn and k s s l l l e n r  of lianara" %hi& Muurcl's editor. ,W~)urhnot. extracts and prinrs sttparatdy. &I& 2 353-60. 
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condition: to divide Kanara into great estates tvould be regressive. carrving the region backwards a 

century or  two. 

Two more statements of "eccmornic principle," along the line that "where estates are 

small ... the a_gregate produce of the land may be, and probably always is, greater than when the 

whole belongs to  a few principal landholders." are followed bv a further affirmation of the 

importance of incentive - this one a partiai paraphrase of Adam Smith. In the WcaIth o f  Nations, 

Smith commented that "a smafl proprietor ... tsho knows every part of his little territory. who views 

if with all the affection which property, especially small property, naturally inspires ,...is generally of 

311 improvers the most industrious, the most intelligent and the most suc~essful."~~ Munro agrees. 

Whatever advantage great i a n d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e r s  might secm to derive from their wa i th  is more than counter- 

balanced by the Jeep feelings every smafl prclprieror has for "looking after his little spot, and by the 

unremitting attention which both his attachment to it, and his necessity, impel him to exert, in order 

to extract from it its greatest possible p r r c d u ~ . " ~  Although Munro is dccidcdly in favour of small 

proprietors. he recognizes his "duty" to explain fiw the zarnindari system may be introduced to 

fianara. What he actually explains, however, are the probably dire conscqucnces, the flaws in thc 

arguments for the supposed beneEts and, by a careful choice. of words, the link between great 

proprietors and feudaIism. Even the humble putail (village headman) will become "a kind of lord 

of the rn %nor," while no estates w x t h  more than five thousand pagodas should be formed because 

the proprietors might become "a kind of petty poligars." 

A I I  past events in this country show that great landed property has ... a tcndency to 
excite a turbulent. spirit in the possessor ,...An estate of ten thousand pagodas in most 
pasts of Kanara,.,.would place under the land-lord so large a district, furnished with 
retreavs so a%Oiig, ihai were he ict become refractory, it would be difficult to reduce 
him to aDedienw.ji 

" Smith quoted in Phillipsitn. "-4ddrn Smilh as Civic Muraiisr," p. I92 
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Landed estates in India meant armed retainers not improving landlords. 

From November lSOO to October 1807. Mumu was made responsible for the settlement of 

districts ceded to the Company - by - the nizam of Wyderabad under the terms of the revised subsidiary 

alliance. The Ceded Districts were more like the Baramahal than Kanara in that they were arid, 

relati~ely flat, their p r o d u ~  was millet, cotton and pulses rather than rice and there was little of 

Kanara's potential to prosper; the people were onstantly threatened by famine. But unlike the 

Baramahal, they were surrounded by potentially hostile neighhours and contained large numbers 

of fractious potigar chiefs. When Munro began his term as chief collector of the Ceded Districts. the 

governor-general, Lord Mkllesley, was hoping that recalcitrant pofigars could be turned into 
U 

mrnindari landlords, thus achieving two major objectives at the same time: pacification and the 

introduction of a clearly defined administralive system. Munro thought this an unrealistic goal and 

was hoping to find an opportunitv to get rib of the poligars. Although severely criticized at first for 

his rigour in sequestering poligar estates, his success in subordinating the chizfs to Company rule 

vindicated him. The poligars, however. were neither eradicated nor turned into English-style 

landlords. 

Munr. had acquired by this time some support for his opposititrn to the tarnindari system 

in b& the Home and the Madrzs guverrrments and, on 15 Ausst 1307, in a minute "On the 

Relative Adtantaga of the R~otwar  and Zarnindar Svstems" - thc r~inutc  referred to by the 

Madras board of reveaue whet? praising Munro for his knolkledge of political economy - he re- 

stated his case against its reactiunar\. tendencies to a more receptive audimce.j"fIe explained again 

f;isi~ the .3;'3&+:ta:i s-,w-zm fv3u!d pmmote !at%. order. nmyxxlly rx -" and attachment - a w r d  used t!r 

mean ky&y for r e m m  of intezesr rather than f e I i n ~ s  w <or tradition. It vmdd require "no artificial 

ra*raints, contrary to rustam afid the laws of inheritance, to prevent the divsion of estates;" it 

permitted 'all gadations of large and small farms,' and it was conducive to g a d  order because 

iS B~glehols .  M u m ,  p. 8. 
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everyone. as the proprietor of his o m  land, had an interest in stability and in supporting the 

Both Adam Smith and Lord Kames had favoured the sub-division of land. Describing the 

acquisition of great tracts of Iand by the barbarian chiefs after the fall of Rome, Smith commented 

that this " g a t  evil" should have been merely a temporary hindrance to progress. Under natural law 

the vast estates would have been quickly subdivided by succession or alienation, but the introduction 

of laus of primogeniture and entail had prevented their dismemberment and wider distribution of 

the land. 

When Iand .... is considered as the means only of subsistence and enjoyment, the 
natural law of succession divides it,..,among all the children ... But when land was 
considered as the mea ns.... of power and protection, it was thought better that it 
shoufd descend undivided to one. In those disorderly times, ewry great landlord was 
a sort of pctty prince- His tenants were his subjects ... H e  made war according to his 
own discretion, frequently against his neighbours, and sometimes against his 
sovereign. The security of a landed estate, therefore, ... depended upon its greatness. 
To divide it was ... to expose every part of it to be oppressed and swallowed up by the 
incursions of its n e i g h b ~ u r s . ~ ~  

Entail, a natural consequence of primogeniture, had been introduced, according to Smith, to 

preserve a particular line of succession and to prevent the alienation of any part of a great estate 

through "Ihe folly, or by the misi'ortune of any of its successive ouners." It still existed throughout 

Europe because it was befinred to be necessary, if the aristocracy were to maintain their control of 

the great offices of the state: "rhar order having usurpcd one unjust advantage over the rest of their 

feUotueitizens. lest their poverty shoufd render it ridiculous, it is thought reasonable that ihey should 

have another," fn other words, entail, in Smith's view, allowed a few individuals to monopolize the 

p w e r  cf the state. It also undsrmincd the family and, in doing so, social cohesion: "nothing can be 

more contrary 10 the real interest of a numero7.s family, than a right which in order to enrich one, 

j5 Mmm. '.On rhe Rehlivs Adtanragits of the Ryolwar and Zamindar Systems." 15 Xug. 1507. m, 1: 94-5. 
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beggars all the rest of the chifdren."j%ngfand had less entailed land than elsewhere in Europe, but 

more than a third of Scottish land was still entailed. Kames opposed sntaif because it had converted 

"one of the greatest blessings of life", landed property, "into a curse." It constituted an easily 

identifiable obstacle to Scottish improvement."j8 

Munro believed that smaH farms were natural in India and that using land as a source of 

power would both impede ecmomic progress and potentially threaten the stability of the Company 

state. Attho'tgh the British might exqxct IccaI chiefs to be grateful for being allowed to keep their 

Iands, "the love of distinction and independence is a much stronger and more universal passion than 

gratitude." And although fear of failure and self-interest might deter a chief from opposing British 

authorits"> " m e n d o  not always maturely weigh distant consequences," The British would be wiser 

to avoid the risk of a land settlement xvhich rested for securiw on grat i t~de,~" 

In one of his first minutes as governor of Madras. dated September 1820, M-lunro changes 

direetkm dramatically on the s~ib;cct of entaiLm Considering his earlier pronounixments on the 

subject of subdivision, it is starLling to read an opening paragraph in which h e  states that the 

Cmpany, mistakenly. has braken d o w ~  the entail by which the estates of different classes of 

zamin6far and government sewant "were protected from division and descended entire to a single 

heir," causing so much injury to boih inciividuais and the public that "we ought to revert to the 

ancient -usage and c o n h n  it by law-" He claims. probably in justification of his own earlier attitude, 

&at t&en British p o w r  was weak and the great zamindars could offer fszrrnidable resistance, the 

division of their Iands was probably desirable, Now that the Company's position is virtually 

massalabfe. however, ancient t'amfl!~ of rank should be preserved. If ail of them were swept away, 

5s &ma. cited in Lieberman, "Legal Needs" p. 215 

Musro. "Permanent SertEzment d Kanara." 31 May 1500. 2: 357. 

" Mmro* ''On the Expediency of Inlrodrrcing Entails," 19 Sepr. 1i320. m, 1: f 17-20: another rnrnure on the same subject 15 

dated 25 Feb fSZ3 &id, 1: 121-3 
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p o w r  and distinction would be monopdizer! by Europeans, creating resentment among Indians 

f k l y  to spread rapidly through 2 society in which everyone had been redu~ed to a similar level of 

~ubordination.~! 

The Company's repiatiuns, Munro states, had been intended to protect the rights of all the 

peapfe, "but they are too much calculated to facilitate the minute division of property, and the 

descent of society to its lowest leveI." He explains that under Indian governments this tendency had 

been counteracted by atlowing lands held by officials to descend undivided to a single heir and by 

grants of land to civil sewants and army officers. who remained in their districts rather than "retiring 

with their wealth to a distant country. like the European servants of the Company, who have 

succeeded them."&' By the 1320s. Munro was acknowledging the importance of the "richer gentry" 

trt the local economy and also the dangers, recognized by Adam Smith, of the situation described 

by nationalist historians as the drain of wealth. Under Indian governments, Munro observes in a 

different minute, rich jagirdars. inamdars. higher civil servants and army officers, prominent 

merchants and cultivators, provided a "supply of men \vhose wealth enabled them to encourage [the 

cuuntry's] cultivation and manufactures:* advantages likely to be lost under British rule, because all 

senirtr dviI and military posts were filfed by Britons whose savings "go to their own c0untry".~3 In 

a commentary on the Wealth of Nations made after his return to Britain, Eiphinstone observed that 

the drain of Indian wealth 10 Britain was, "Of ail the objections made by Adam Smith against the 

Government of India, ... the only one now in force.*61 

fn his minute on entail. kium expresses regret that the fands of village as well as 

gotiement officials and of the higher social ranks are being divided and that, unless steps are taken 
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to prevent this, "every land-owner will be reduced to the state of a common cultivator." The fail of 

the higher ranks lower the character of the whole people. They will become less attached to the 

government, which wi1I lose the opportunit)l to "improve" them, and the task of government will 

become more difficult. Munro proposes regulations (which were not adopted) governing ail lands 

traditionally passed to a single heir. They w u l d  ensure the continuance of a class of Indian nobility 

and gentry and "preserve those graduations in society, through which alone it can be improved."h5 

This apparent contradiction of his earlier opinions on entailed estates may be attributed to 

Munro's deeper understanding by the It%& of Indian social structure as well as to the greater 

stability of the Company state. Fmm his earfiest days in the Baramahal, Munro's chief objective had 

been the creation of middle ranks in the Indian countryside. Apparently seeing local peasant society 

- inaccurately - in Hume's terms of hvo \\idefy separated groups, he had expected an intermediate 

group to emerge as a result of the prmiision of security and incentives for improvement. Later, 

rd idng that rural Indian society already had its own graduated ranks made up of minor notables 

and service gentry, and recoEgkine - that Hindu laws governing inheritance and the subdivision of 

land woufd prevent the formation of the sort of groups he had in mind, he began to promote the 

senice gentry, advocating its empbjment by the British in more. and more responsible, positions. 

The minute an  entaiE was laid before the Madras government four months after Munro had 

visited EIphirstone at Bombay in -Mav 1820, sa it is tempting to assume that Elphinstone, whose bias 

in favour of a traditionai aristoc-raq is wefl kno\in, had influenced Munro's new outlook. Munro, 

hmz.er, had instructed Etphlnstone two years earlier - as the younger man began his 

administrative career - on the importance of supporting the great jagirdars and had, at the same 

time, pinred out that, "though the people of India have not what we calf gentry, they have what they 

respect as such thern~elces."~ He identified this goup as village potails and curnarns (headmen and 
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awuntants) ,  and various revenue officials. Munro's letter was dated S March 1818. Four months 

later, Elphinstone sent a circular letter to the British officials serving under him in the peshwa's 

former territories directing them to support the authority of the potails. They must never be 

displacert, except. for treason against the state.67 

Munro, Malcolm and Elpfiinstone held similar opinions about the value of a graded social 

structure, but Elphinstone and *Malcolm - who, according to Elphinstone, had an "excessive respect" 

for g a t  mena - saw the upper ranks as the most likely agents of progress owing to their 

traditimaI1y influential position in society whereas Munro, like Smith and Hume, looked to middle 

ranks pursuing their own interests and serving the state. Nevertheless. Malcolm and Elphinstone 

shared Munro's general assumptions about the role of government. They argued that exisiting 

institutions should be regenerated rather than replaced and that, while protecting the position of 

traditional social elites, opportunities should be given to members of the lower ranks to rise in the 

world. They also - argued that revenue and judicial systems should suit the needs and understanding 

of the people and that giving Indians the chance to play a part in the government was essential to 

their "improvement" as tvelI as to the stability of the Company state. 

fn a chapter on local government in his Political Historv of India, Malcolm claims that the 

way in which the revenue was assessed an$ collected was one of the most important aspects of 

government. He discusses the merits and disadvantages of the various Indian revenue systems used 

by the British. remarking of the Bengaf zamindari system that, although it was pleasant to see a rich 

landowner spending his money on agricultural improvement, general prosperity would not be 

achimed "unless the fmgaf and industrious of the cultivating class have the path open to obtain 

pr~pew,  ;l?i t v d  as to preserve {hey already ~ o s ~ e s s . " ~ ~  Ftfe makes the argumcats for and 

a E t p h h t ~ ~ e ,  eited in Ballhatchet, Social Po6cv. p. 106. 

Efphlnstone. journat 28 kfarch iS31. quored in Colebrwke. Ei~hinszone. 2: 300. 

KaimIm. Political Histan: 2: %k 93. 
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against ryotwari without committing himself, but suggests that the Company should not subject 

"nations so various as those under our dominion in India" to a uniform method of revenue coilection. 

Owing to "the character and construction of Indian communities," the well-being of nine-tenths cf 

the population depended solely on the Company's financial, rather than its judicial or political 

system. The decrease or increase of crime and litigation, therefore, would depend on th, @ SUCC~SS or 

failure of the revenue settlement. For Elphinstone. the most important duty of government was the 

maintenance of order. The administration of justice came next, but the revenue settlement was also 

cruciak the rights of the different dasses should be recognized in order that they could obtain the 

share in the produce of the soil to which they were entitled. The "best plan," he thinks, would be "to 

improve on the institutions of the country instead of making new ones, or importing those of distinct 

and dissimilar ~ountr ies ."~~ 

Neither Malcolm nor Elphinstone had the opportunity - or probably the inclination - to 

become as expert on Indian land tenure and revenue systems as Munro. In administering the 

peshwa's former territories. M a l w  and the Bombay presidency. revenue was only one of their many 

respmibi!ities and the details were ieft to subcrdinares. In their works on administration - 

ELphimtone's R e ~ o r t  on  the Territories Conauered from the Peshwa and Malcolm's Memoir of 

Central h d i a  - the chapters on revenue are largely descriptive. They provide useful information 

on the probable origins of the stabfished systems in the districts they were governing, and 

r a m m e n d  the continued use of them under careful supersision aimed at pruning their worst 

defects. 

bfakoim, however, r e c c p i m  that taxation was the organizing principle of many forms of 

adminissation" when fie obsemes, in his Histon3 of Persia. that "there is, perhaps, no better way 

"'Elphi~lsfone to Witliam C~trkine. 1 fav. 1818. quoted in Cofsbrooke, Elphinsrone, 2: 51-2 

3 Sce F- Perfin, "State Fumaeiw Reconsidered; Part 2", in Modern Asian Studies 19 (19851, p. 416, on the importance of land 
mwme arrangrzmens in pre-British India. 
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of judging the condition of people than by a reference to the mode in which the ruler collects the 

revenue-"" But both he and Elphinstone preferred utilizing the variety of existing revenue systems 

to frying to introduce ryotwari eveqwhere. Elphinstone, despite claiming that he was not democratic 

enough to insist on ryot-rvari. permitted all his subordinates in the peshwa's territories to work on 

"the principle of the ryomar settlement." He recommended that the country's notables, whether the 

heads of villages or the heads of zamindaris, should be supported and their various rights defined, 

but the rights of the cultivators should also be protected, even against the demands of their social 

s u p e r i ~ r ~ . ~  Malcolm thought it wouid be  "politic" to raise "a superior class of natives," drawn from 

distinguished army officers. meritorious judges or presidents of panchayats and hard-working and 

deserving heads of districts and villages, to help with local government. But any system must also 

"admit the rise of the frugal and industrious c~lt ivator ."~~ As one might expect, Malcolm 

emphasized rewards and recognition, Munro opportunities for self-help, as the best way of fostering 

improvement. 

Elphinstone, perhaps just as expxtedfy, emphasised education. He  stated in 1818 that he 

could think of nothing the British could do to improve the morals of the inhabitants of the peshwa's 

former territories except improving their education. But how to bring it about? The establishment 

of free schools by the Company might create a suspicion of concealed designs. Five years later, in 

a minute on education, he declares that in a11 states the well-being of the poor is now agreed to 

depend on education, because ody  by education could they acquire "those habits of prudence and 

self-respect from which all other good qualities spring." He adds that even Adam Smith, "the political 

wn'tes of all others who has put the strictest limits to the interference of executive government. 

" Malcolm. Persia, 1: 266. 

" Efphinstone, Peshwa's Territories. p. 44. Elphinstone to Edtvard Strachey, 119 March 1822, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 
2 1st 
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especially in education," admits that the instruction of the poor should be "among the necessary 

zxpe~mes of the so~ere ign . "~~  Smith had also noted the importance of self-respect. In the Wealth 

of Nations, he claimed that the state derived considerable advantage from the education of the poor. 

The better educated thcy were, the less liable they would be to "the delusions of enthusiasm and 

superstition, which, among ignorant nations, frequently occasion the most dreadful disorders." An 

educated people were always more decent and orderly than an ignorant one. 

They feel themselves, each individually. more respectable, and more likely to obtain 
the respect of their Iawful superiors, and they are therefore more disposed to 
respect those superiors ... they are less apt to be misled into any wanton or 
unnecessary opposition to the measures of g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~  

Smith made a direct connection between self-respect and respect for authority. Elphinstone had 

studied Smith's work carefulully. Although he did not always agree with him, he looked to Smith for 

guidance on questions of government and administration. 

Despite their greater respect for aristocraq, Malcolm and Elphimtone, like Munro, rejected 

the idea that the upper ranks of lndian society could be equated with English landowners. While 

Elphinstone described zamindars and poligdrs as "insu~gent officers of the old g~vernment,"~' 

Malcolm claimed that although the word zamifidar meant landholder and cultivator of the soil, in 

Central India at least. zamindars were originally just government functionaries, supported by a grant 

The political economy of the Madras presidency, in Munro's opinion. should be organized 

around the method of revenue assessment and collection known as ryotwari. This encouraged the 

dispersion of wealth throughout the community, to the benefit of both state and individual. It also 

enmuraged - the development of more social graduations; in particular, a middle rank of prosperous 

" Elphistone, n.&, quoted in Cofebraoke. E!vhinstooe. 2 149-50. Elphinstone. exrracr from minute on education, Oct. 1823. 
quoted m &id. 2: 154-5. 

7~ Smith, Wealth of Nations. 3,: 72%. 

Epbinstorre. India. 2 lS9; 
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and independent cultivators who would recognize that their improved wealth and status was 

dependent upon the ocntinued provision of order and opportunity by the Company state. Although 

there were differences between the attitudes of Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone to administration, 

they were in general agreement about !and tenure and revenue collection arrangements. Malcolm 

and Elphinstone, however. agreed most closeiy with Munro about the third and fourth parts of his 

system: the administration of justice and the employment of Indians by the government, 

f * * * *  

There were three main objectives behind Munro's judicial recommendations. He  wanted to 

use traditional forms famiiiar to the people. He  wanted to protect the cultivator from corrupt 

officials and oppressive social superiors, partly at least to ensure his revenue system could work, and 

he waated to use Indians in the administration of justice. They would understand local customs, 

attitudes and habits better than Europeans and they would benefit morally from public service. 

As commissioner for the Ceded Districts. Munro had been expected to introduce the Bengal 

judicial system as well as the sarnindari revenue system and during the years 1800 to 1809, therefore, 

had to look for a better alternative-The Bengal judicial system derived from English ideas about 

judicial process. It called for the separation of the executive and legal branches of government and 

the implementation of a British-stvle court sjstem with British judges and written depositions, and 

it u;as intended to enable private individuals to protect their rights and their property against the 

power of the state. The law it actually administered were Islamic, taken over from the previous 

Mu&d administration 

Most Englishmen at the time saw English legal principles as universally valid and likely to 

have a beneficial effmt Wkie-~i ibqq were adopted. 3s: in his first public statement on judicial 

mattm, one 5rt:ei' pamgmph in a lefier to Re& ~ ~ i t e ~  in 1797, Mi;lunro points out that the main 

argument against uniting the judicial and executive functions of government - that the 

a d m & a t i o n  of justice might Be  used to destroy the liberty of the people - is irrelevant in India 



because "the people are already under a for zign dominion." The b a t  they can hope for is that their 

own lam and customs  ill be preserved as bng as they are "compatible with the security of the 

authority of that government." As there is very little "property" in the country to go to law about, 

suits in India are brought rcainly over the boundaries of fields, stray cattle, the wages of labourers 

or the shares of farming partners. They are usually connected in some way to the revenue system 

and, according to Munro, the collector and his tahsildars (Indian revenue offimrsj or a panchayat 

(Indian jury) would settle them more easily and quickly than a British judge. European judges, are 

government officials like the Company's European collectors, were no more likely to protect the 

cultivators than a collector while, knowing less about local affairs, were less likely to make "true" 

judgments. He recommends, however, that a superior British court should hear appeals against the 

decisions of the collector and complaints against "acts of oppres~ion."~~ 

Munro enlarged on the grounds of his objection to English legal procedures and his 

preference for inagisterial powers for collectors in 1524. Indians not being free in the way the British 

believedl themseives to be, institutions suited to people living under a consensual, semi-representatix 

fcm of government twre. he argues, largely irrelevant. 

WE suppose that our lava are founded upon just principles, and that they must 
therefore have the same beneficial operation here as at home; but we forget that 
one great first principle. the freedom of the people, from which they derive their 
influence, does not exist here. Our institutions here, not resting on the same 
foundation as those of a free country, carnot be made tr, act in the same way.:" 

In Britain, aaarding 10 Munro, people resist oppression, and their spirit gives efficacy to the law: 

"in India the people rarely resist oppression. and \he law intended to secure them from it can 

therefore derive no aid from themseives." Bs they will not protect themselves, the system must try 

to  protect them through laws which would b e  unnecessary in EngIand, or in any other country not 

under foreign dominion. Far MUMO this meant investing the person most interested in the welfare 

'" Munro, "Settlement of Salem." S Sept 1797, = 1: -52-3. 

MUKO, ''State af the C ~ l m r r y ~ ~  31 B c  1fSN = 1: 271-2 
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of the cultivators, the collector, with the power of a m a g i ~ t r a t e . ~  -4s most of the government's 

income derived from land revenue. the collector, as the government's representative, was bound to 

protect the cultivators, who paid most of the taxes, from being forced to pay extra, unofficial levies 

to local notables with traditional authority. 

Malcolm and Elphinstone approved of Munro's judicial recommendations. Malcolm believed 

it to be "among the first and greatest objects of a rational and just government (freedom can enter 

little into a rule of conquerors) to be full:; understood by those it governs for."" 11n the Memoir of 

Central India he states the same "first principle: " that no system can be good that is not thoroughly 

understood and appreciated by those for whose benefit it is intended. He advocates the use of 

panchayats and spends four ten  pages discussing the way they work and anticipating objections to 

their use.82 Elphinstone echoed 34alcolm. While commissioner of the peshwa's former territories, 

he  warned the Supreme government to remember chat "even just government will not be a blessing 

if at  variance with the habits and character of the people."85 Later, as governor of Bombay, he 

dacribed panchayats as an excellent institution lor dispensing justice, and for maintaining its 

principles "which are less likely to be observed among a people ro whom the administration of it is 

not at  all entrusted." Panchayats, however, would not be able to handle a11 cases. "Numerous native 

j u d p  with European super-r'ntendence* were 

Munro's first official minute on judicial issues. "Trial by Panchayar," was written in August 

1807, at the end of his t e rn  of office in the Ceded Districts in August 1807. It opens with some 

musings on Indian manners: the "strange mixture of fraud arid honesty in the natives of hdia, and 

Ibi& I: 270-1. 

Maledn io Wilfiam Erskine. October 1321, Mss. Eur.. D;3Z 

Malcoim. Central India, 2 282:  2: 283-97. 

EIpftiiitorre, quoted in Forrest. Elphinstone, p. 57. 

" EIphinsrone to &bard Strachq. 221 April 1821, quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone, 2 1124. 
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even In the same individuals, in different circumstances," that made it un!ikely that anyone else could 

comprehend the ramifications of Indian disputes. The wavering behveen deceit and probity of 

Indians and the frequency of pe jury and bribery made all evidence unreliable "unless supported by 

collateral proofs." The number and character of witnesses, therefore, mattered less than knowing 

what was likely to prejudice the evidence. A European judge could not know this, for his llrnited 

command of the native language would prevent him from detecting "the minute points by which truth 

and falsehood are often separated." Under these circumstances no fegaf system would be cntirely 

satisfactory but the most effective would be tria! by panchayat, which was "as much the common law 

of India in civil matters as that by jury is in England. No native thinks that justice is done where it 

is not adopted."8s 

Most Briions too, felt that justice could not be done without a jury. A contributor to the 

Gentleman's Magazine in If77 wrote that nothing "shines more eminently conspicious than trial by 

jury. This invaluable prerogative is the birthright of evey EngIishmm, and distinguishes the laws of 

this happy country from the arbitrary decisions of other states." William Blackstone, famous for his 

Commentaries on the Law of Endand(1765-9, had referred to juries as the  "grand bulwark" of 

English liberties.86 Both might have been surprised to learn that an institution the British were so 

proud of and thought they had insenred, was in common use in India. 

Legat process in both Scotland and England changed considerab!;~ during the second half 

of the eighteenth ceneunr. In general terms. the "old" system in both countries had treated the 

community as more important than the inbividual. In S~otland,~ '  there had been at least ten 

different types of court, most of them private or ecc'lesiastical, and somewhat sirriihr to the 

S" Quoted in f .&f. Beattie, Crime and the Courts in Endand. ie60-1800, (&ford: 1986). p. 314 

=This account of Scotland's legal sysrern prior 10 the mid-i-ighteenlh centuy comes from Stephen Danes, 'me Courts and :he 
Scorrish Legal S p m  1600-1742 The Case af Stirlingshire." in V.-.AC. GartrelL Bruce k n m a n  and Geoffrey Parker, eds., Crime 
and the Law The Social Hitm of Crime in Western Europe since 1500. (London: 19SO). pp. 120-54. Brattie. Crime and the 
Comts. examines* in detail, s d a r  rritnds in England in the eighteenth centuq. 
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mmindati jurisdictions and caste arrangements for the enforcement of acceptable standards of social 

behaviour that existed in India. Naturally, the laws, or customs and practiws, they administered were 

Iess similar. In Scotland, sheriffs and burgh courts. which dealt mainly with debt, property actions, 

minor crime and "good neighbour* offences, and the high court which dealt with treason and crimes 

ofvidence, all used juries, The private barony and regality courts had powers similar to those of the 

sheriffs cuurts over certain lands, widely dispersed, Various church cr>urts handled poor relief and 

social discipline, which meant sexual offences. "sabbath breach," "unseemlie hchaviour" - swearing 

and drunkeness - and slander. The system was very decentralized: large areas were beyond the 

control of the central government and justice was administered by private individuals rather than 

paid government officials. tinlike England, there wcre other lawmaking bodies beside parliament: 

in particular the privy council prior to its abolition in 1703, the genera1 assembly of the Church of 

Scotland and local regality courtss Despite this, custom and usage was more important than statute 

l ax  Lord Stair, who is as important in Scottish lcgal histoy as Blackstune in English, states in his 

Institutes s f  the Law of Scotland (1681 f, that "Our law is most part consuetudinaxy where what is 

found inconvenient is obliterated and forgotten." The law in Scc~tland rested until the second half 

of the eighteenth century, largely on custom and habit originating in, and arranged to suit, the needs 

of local cumrnunitie~.~~ 

The "old" system, which supervised the economic as well as the social life of the community, 

was supposed to maintain order and social stabilily rather than protect individual rights. Local courts 

in which jurors, judges and church eiders alike knew the usages and personalities involved, and the 

commu~im's needs, in both c i d  and criminal cases, worked quite effectively until the eighteenth 

centul)t. But the system was already in decline when rapid political and economic change and the 

aboiitiun of private jurisdictions after the Jacobite rebellion of 1745 led to prolonged debate and new 
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!egislation. Anyvne who had read Hume. Smith or Kames knew that the object of the debate was 

to make the law relevant to a changing societv. The "old" system was fikelv to be thought suitable 

to an earlier stage in the progress of Scotland. 

The system recommended by ~Munro, Malcofm and Elphinstonc for administering law in 

India was intended to maintain social stability and to preserve order rather than to protect the rights 

of individuals by strict adherence to European notions of what was just. The system may be 

stigmatized as expediency because it happened to suit the Company's despotic rule. But it mixed 

'sound principles" with earlier Scottish practice. 

Scotland's legal system had developed differently from England's. What statutes there were 

derived from Roman legal concepts, brought to Scotland by law students who attended French and 

Dutch universities during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Traditionally, most legal decisions 

had been been based on "practicks," printed collections of decisions arranged in alphabetical order 

by subject. hadequate records, however. meant that in many areas precedents were lacking. Stair's 

Institutions, a compcndiilm nf established usage that also demomtrated how usage derived from 

principles of equity as we11 as precedent, pointed the way lo reform.% Stair subscribed to the idea 

of natura1 law as expressed by Grotius and Pufendorf: "Law is the dictate of reason."91 But while 

sometimes speaking of legal rights, he saw law as a series of obligations, that limited both the 

freedom to be found in the natural state and the sanctity of private property. For Stair, rights in 

property may be restricted in the public interest: "the holder of property ... was theoretically almost 

a trustee of his property on behalf of the cornm~nity."~ Although property was regarded as the 

foundation of law and, therefore, order, Scottish reformers did not always hold it as sacrosanct as 

* H.W. Meikie. Some Aspects of Later Seventeenth Centurv Scotland, (Glasgow: 19471, p. 12. 

91Pexer Stein. "Law and Society in Eighteenth Century ScottishThought." in Phillipson and Mitchison, eds.. Age of Improvement, 
p. 198. 

Ebid., pp. 149: 152. 
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mast Englishmen did. 

fit 1740. David Flume had argued that law was a social convenience. like the development 

of language and the use ctl money. and that particular jaws followed from the needs and contrivances 

of man, not from the dictates of God or kings or even the "absolutcs" of "the natural state."93 

Montesquieu's ideas on l a x  ho.ivever. were as important in Scotland as Hume's, owing to 

rVontmquieuTs influence on Lord Kames, John ,Uillar and Smith. In the The Spirit of the Laws, 

which appeared eight years after Hume's Treatise, Mcrntesquieu claimed that although reason was 

an attribute of all men. differences of climate and fertility, customs, religion and historical experience 

distinguished one society from another, Universal solutir>ns - including universally applicable laws 

- were not feasibk.'" 

Kames's writings on law fit comfortably within the Scottish enIightenment tradition in that 

they trace the historical origins of laws and the relationship between legal and socia! change. They 

recognize the irrelevance of much Scottish iaw to modern society and seek solutions. One of his 

precepts in particular is relevant to Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's approach to a judicial 

settlement of India. Kames believed that "The law of a country is in perfection when it corresponds 

to the manners of the people, their circumstances, their government. And as those are seldom 

stationary, the law ought tr; accompany them in their changes,"" This maxim provided, not only a 

justification for the advocacy of Indian institutions by all three men, but also for Munro's view that 

"We must ... frame gradually from the existing institutions, such a slstem as may advance the 

prasperity of the country, and be satisfactory to the people."% Existing institutions should provide 

Hume, Phiiosophical Works, "2: 263; Zi. 

'4 Stein, "Law and Societ)r." p. 156. 

=Kames, "'Preface to Kames's Select Decisions,(l780f", printed in an appendix to W.C. L-chmann, Henrv Home. Lord Kames, 
and the Socttish Enlightenment. A Studv in National Character and in thc Histon OF Ideas, (The Hague: 1971), p. 3%. Lieberman, 
'legal Needs" p. 206. 

" Munro. "State of the County: 31 D e c  1824, m, 1: 237-8. 
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the foundation for an administrative and legal system likely to promote prosperiw and stability. But 

the existing institutions. shctld not remain permanently and unalterably in place. 

W l e  on leave in Edinburgh in 1808. Munro wrote a paper on the problems of the - 

\. Company3 judicial system. He  begins by justifving his recommendations on financial grouiids. 

Whereas costs could be cut safely in the judicial department, any "material reduction" in army pay 

would undermine its abilitT)i to keep order and to defend the state. The company's judicial system, 

he claims, has grown rapidly into "the most expensive judiciaI system in the world." This might have 

been acceptable, if it worked in the public interest, but Indians preferred their own system, which 

was "free of expense in its principles" and speedy. The Company system was complex and slow. It 

emmuraged litigation became native pleaders brought everything to court; not one in ten European 

judges could understand his pfeaders an interpreter; the back-log of cases in one Bengal 

court atone exceeded a hundred thousand.  more courts of the same type would not help. The 

judicial code should be amended so  as "to return to the heads of villages their ancient jurisdictions 

in petty causes;" all important cats should be tried by panchayats; and as far as possible, the 

administration of justice should be given "into the hands of intelligent native?;" rather then to 

European judges who were seldom qualified, Finally, as Indian coilectors had also acted as 

magistrates. the offifices of magistrate and collector, separated under the Bengal system, should be 

"reunited." Munro concludes with a list of the courts to be abolished, claiming "the whole saving in 

h d i a  would probably amount to nearly half a million Sterling."97 

A convincing case for retrenchment could be expected to attract the attention of the 

Companv directorate and this paper was, no doubt, in part an exercise in self-promotion by Munro. 

His opinions, however, remained constant: judicial powers for village headmen, Indian juries and a 

magistrate's powers for the colIector were mentioned in every paper he wrote on the judicial system. 

He was still calling for a reduction in the number of courts nineteen years later when governor of 

* Munro, memorandum. I0  Sepr 1g08. NLS.. Ms. 12 
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Madras and. in 1527. he declared that "the people would be much more solidly protected by 

abolishing the expnsive estabfishmsnts, and remitting the amount in their ass~ssment.""~ Although 

aware of the Company's need for revenue, Munro hoped that any reduction in the costs of the 

judicial system would benefit rhe lml economy. Extra wealth distributed throughout society would 

in the long run. he believed, create more for both the individual and the state. 

On his appointment as judicial commissioner for  madras in 1513. Munro submitted a minute 

on "The Administration of 3rxstim" in which he reiterates the importance of uniting the office of 

magistrate and collector and of utilizing panchayats and describes the good and the harm done by 

the Company's judicial system. The g w d  lies in the protection given to the persons and property of 

Indians and in evidence that the peopIe recognize that "it is the wish of the Government that its 

pmxer should be founded on justice." The harm lies in the fact that justice is more difficult to obtain 

than previously owing to a *collision of authorities,'' the need for a more summary process in petty 

suits, the abolition of the traditional jurisdiction of potails and the fact that Indians perceive the 

system to be  good in intention rather than efficient. 

The body of the minute is devoted to an account of the viability of the judicial system under 

Indian governments. Atthough there had been rampant corruption under weak rulers, this had 

diminished prior to British rule by the practice of using panchayats- and by the "check" of public 

opinion According to Munro, if the powers of magistrate and justice of the peace and the control 

of police were given back to collectors, and panchayats were used in civil czses, the Indian system 

would work effectively in conjunction with the superior courts and criminal justice system introduced 

by the Company The union of the powers of magistrate and collector might be unacceptable in 

SriGin, "kit as is3e municipfe imtitutiors of k d i a  are calculated f ~ r  thme duties being in the 

same person, i~ is much better that they should remain united in him ... VJe are not to onside: 

English maxims as always applicable to India but to follow those rules which are most applicable to 

P& M m o l  "Reduction of the Zitfah Courts." 20 Jan. 1327, LM, 2: 55. 
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the country. as it now is." Munm makes a point that was crucial in Scottish philosophy: that a system 

at variance with the feelings and beliefs of the people "has ... no moral force to uphold it."w Adam 

Eerguson i l ~ d  expressed a similar idea. although he was thinking of liberty r-ither than safety. 

If forms of prxeeding written statutes, or other constituents of law, cease tn be 
enforced by the verv spirit from which the3 arose; thev s e n e  only to cover. not t<.? 

restrain, the iniquities of power: ... the influence of laws. where thev have any real 
effect in the preservation of liberty, is not any magic pourer descending from shell es 
that are loaded with bmks. but is, in reality, the influence of men resolved to be 
free: of men who. having adjusted in writing the terms on \.;hich they are to live with 
the state, and with their fellow-subjects, are determined, bv their vigifence and spirit, 
to make these terms be observed.ID0 

Malcolm made a similar point in the Milzmoir of Central India in more pragmatic terms. The Bengal 

judicial system should not be introduced into Central India because the majority of the population 

was Hindu- A system based on the Islamic code "would be an innovation almost as great as the 

intrduction of the English law, and one ... much more repugnant to the feelings of the 

inhabitan&."lo2 Malcolm implies that Muslim law would have "no moral force to uphold it" in 

Wirzdu communities. 

The importance of aflowing Indians to play a part in the administration of justice, for reasons 

of principle as well as expediency, is the central theme of Munro's last minute, written a few days 

bcfore his death in July 1527. It was also his last official paper. Panchayats are practical, he argues, 

b e m s e  they act quickly and efficiently. They have moral value because "the character of the people 

d l  inevitably be raised by being employed in distributing justice," and they may be  justified on the 

principle that even if the decisions of a European judge were technically more "correct," this would 

not make up for "the evil af excluding the people." 

Tt tvould merely be executing strict justice among men whom we had degraded; for 
nuthing so certainly degrades the character of a people as exclusion from a share 

"m Manro, 'The Administration of Justice," 1313, m, 2: 7-16. 

ICU Ferguson Civil Socie% pp. 2633. 

Malcolm. Memoir of Central India, 2 281. 



in the p u b k  affairs of the muntq ,  and nothing so certainly raises it as public 
empIoyment being open to a',Lio2 

Kames had asserted that, if the two principles "justiw" and "social utility" were in conflict, "justice" 

might be sacrificed: 'Tquity uhen it regirds the interest of a few individuals only, ought to yield to 

utility when it regards the whole s ~ i e t y . ~ ~  

Kames's two concepts, that Iegal systems should be suited to the nature of the society they 

were to serve and that the interests of the whole society should take precedence, if necessary, over 

individual rights, were particularly \veil-suited to the purposes of the Munro system. Although, unlike 

Munro's revenue policies. they contained in themselves no priitciples of improvement, they provided 

a setting in which the most important of all his principles of prugrcss - personal enterprise and 

moral development - could be fostered. Munro saw the pursuit of individual self-improvement as 

beneficial for society as a whde, but he also believed in "public spirit,"I0-l in what appears to be 

the classical sense of "civic virtu". Ln the civic humanist tradition. participation in public affairs was 

part of the way in which man achieved moral f~'ulfilment;~~j if Indians could not legislate for their 

0-2 sociefy. they must ar least be permitted to administer the legisfation of their rulers. Munro's 

system seems, thus, to combine the eighteenth-century conception of the civic tradition - in which 

there was declining interest by the end of the century - with intimations of the individualism and 

emphasis on seif-help that were to be  important in nineteenth-century liberal ideology. 

8 * 8 1 *  

The fourth component of the Munro system - the emplojment of Indians in the 

IC"? Kames quoted in Lieberman, "Legal h'eeds," p. 229. 

I" M u m  'Trial of Criminal Cases," July 1527, m. 2: 56. 

See J.GA Pocock, "Cambridge Paradigms and Scotch Philosophers: a Study of the Relations between the Cisic Humanist 
and the Civic Jurisprudential Interpretation of Eighteenth Century Social Thought." and john Robertson, "The Scottish 
Enlightenment at the Limits of the Civic Tradition," in Hont and Ignatieff, eds., Wealth and Virtue. pp. 235-52; pp.137-78. 
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government - had become a major pre-occupation for Munro by the 1820s. Because ~t was neither 

desirable nor possible that the Company state should rest indefinitely on military force, policies must 

be directed to the attachment of the people by providing better government and, for both practical 

and philosophical reasons, by employing Indians as officials. 

In his minute "On the Employment of Natives in the Public Service,"1M Munro claims that 

even if it were practicable to employ only Europeans - excluding Indians from both high and 

subordinate offices - it should not be done, because it would be both politicafly and morally wrong. 

If Indians submitted passively to European domination, "they would sink in character ...[ and] would 

degenerate into an indolent and abject race." In a passionate plea on behalf of Indians, Munro 

derides the advocates of improvement who fail tc  recogr?;:ze "the great springs on which it depends". 

They place no confidence in Indians, give them nu ailthoritp and exclude them from office, "but they 

are ardent in their zeal for enlightening them by the general diffusion of knowledge."107 Books 

alone can do nothing; Iiterature cannot improve the character of a nation for, in every age and 

country, the great stimulus to the pursuit of knowledge is the prospect of fame, wealth, or power. 

Great attainments have no value if they cannot "be devoted to their noblest purpose, the service of 

the community." 

Mumo believes this to be true of all countries, not only India: 

Let Britain be  subjugated by a foreign power to-morrow; let the people be excluded 
from ail share in the Government, from public honours, from every office of high 
trust and emolument, and let them in every situation be considered as unworthy of 
trust, and all their knowledge and all their literature, sacred and profane, would not 
save them from becoming, in another generation or two, a low-minded, deceitful, 
and dishonest race. 

For Munro it would be better for the British to be expelled from India than to debase a whole 

people, "for in proportion as we exiude them from the higher offices and a share in the 

lao Munro, "Employment of Natives," 31 Dec. 1824, MM, 2: 319-27. 

'07 Ibid, 2: 322-3; 321. 



management of public affairs we lessen their interest in the concerns of the community and degrade 

their ~haracter ." !~  f l  is s wry different view of empire from the  widely held and often cited 

eighteenth-century view that the wealth and power of empire would corrupt the imperial nation, but 

it bears 2 marked resemblance to William Robertson's analysis of Rome-I@ 

Robertson had argued that the Romans. having "desolated" Europe, tried to civilize it. They 

set up a despotic but not arbitrary government in the conquered territories, preserved public 

"tranquiflity" and, "As a consolation for the Ioss of liberty, they communicated their arts, sciences, 

language, and manners, to their new subjects." Their rule, however, was neither happy nor favourable 

to "the improvement of the human mind." 

The martial and independent spirit, which had distinguished their ancestors, became 
extinct among all the people subjected to the Roman yoke; they lost not only the 
habit but even the capacity of deciding for themselves, ... and the dominion of the 
Romans, like that of all great Empires, degraded and debased the human 

For Adam Ferguson, "final corruption" lay in developments that deprived "the citizen of occasions 

to act as the member of a public; that crush his spirit; that debase his sentiments, and disqualif) his 

mind for affairs."lll In his work on The Government of India, Malcolm expressed a view similar 

to Munro and Robertson's but where Mupro enlphasises Indian interests, Malcolm stresses the 

British government's. Unless Indians are treated with more confidence and distinction, and appointed 

to higher office. Britain cannot hope to retain her pcsition in India for long. If the most active and 

eminent Indians, on the other hand, are raised in their own estimation and that of others in this way, 

Ibid., 2: 322. 

lW T.H. Beaglehole suggests that the core of Munro's administrative system was his commitment, on principle, to a responsible 
role in government for Indians: that the ernp!oyment nf Indhnsin the puhllcservice, rather thati inexperienced Europeans with poor 
language skills, would be cheaperand more efficient* and would provide the most rapid path to improsemenr for the Indian people. 
Despite this concession tc principle, however. Beaglehole stresses the words "observation" and "experience" and argues that Munro 
developed his ideas on administration from practical observation if the nature of south Indian society and from his recognition of 
the priorities of the Home government; not from ideological commitment. He concedes, however. that Munro's observations may 
have been affected by his character and pre-conceptions. Beaglehole, pp. 8; 56; 169: 10. 

110 Robertson, Profless, pp. 7-8. 

ln Ferguson, Civil Societv, pp. 2134. 
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"we shall reconcile them, and through them, the population at large, to a government which, daring 

to confide in its own justice and wisdom, casts off the common narrow and depressing rules of 

foreign conyuernrq "' Writing to Malcolm on the adminisiratim of the Deccan in 1519. 

Elphinstone tells him that he  plans "to preserve the ilztitutions of the natlves as I find them and to 

make great sacrifices for the purpose of taking people along \Gth me, instead of imposing a 

government by 

Writing to Munro three years later Elphinstone, Iike Malcolm, stresses Britain's interest in 

employirig Indians. The way must be paved for Indians to play a role in the government of their own 

countv. It may take fifty years but the system of govcrnment and education "must some time or 

other work such a change on the people ... that i t  will be impossible to confine them to subordinate 

emplopents." If they have been denied opportunities to satisfy their ambition, "we may expect an 

explosion which will overturn our g ~ v e r n m c n t , " ~ ~  

Although not constitutionally disenfranchised by the 1707 Union with England, most Scots 

had to content themselves, so far as participation in government was concerned, with carrying out 

~olicies decided upon bv a remote government dominated by English interests. Their provincial,11s 

or, perhaps, colonial vantage point made it easier for the1 than for Englishmen to synpathize with 

India and Indians. Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone all claimed at different times that it would be 

natural and desirable for British rule to end when India had progressed to a stage at which its o m  

people could maintain a satisfactory form of government. Munro and Elphinstone were probably 

sincere in this belief; Malcolm, who was more outspokenly enthusiastic about Britain's empire, 

sounds less convinced. They a11 felt that it would be a long time before India reached this stage; but 

-. 

In Malcolm. Government, pp. 57-8. 

"; Elphinstone quoted in editor's introduction. Elphinstone. Peshwa's Territories, p. it.. 

n4 Eiphinstone to Munro, 27 Oct. 1822. quoted in Colebrooke, Elphinstone. 2: 143. 

Jane Rendall, The Oripins of the Scottish Enliehtenment, (London: !978), p. 13. 
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it had. after all, taken Europe many cclnturies to mow from the Middle Ages to its prescnt Icvd of 

civilization. 

The central ideas of the school of thought on Indian government associated with the names 

of Munru, Malcolm and Elphinstone, are discussed by Munro in three minutes: "General Remarks 

on the Judicial Administration and on the Poiice," "On the Employment of Natives in the Public 

Service" and "On the State of the Country and the Condition of the People," all dated 31 December 

1824, after Munro had submitted his resignation as governor of khdras and was errpecting to leave 

India shortly for the last time. Although - he stayed on for two and a half years during the First Burma 

War, these three papers should be seen. as Munro intended them to be when he wrote them, as his 

final statement of the ideas he had often expressed during the previous thirty ycars. 

In a detailed exegesis oi the minute 'Qn the State of the Country and the Condition of the 

People," Burton Stein, who refcrs to it as "the Great Minute." points out that more than half of it 

is given to a discussion of land tenure and revenue. Other important topics include "the pragmatic 

and moral foundation for a greater role for Indians in the internal administration of the country." 

the judicial system and the police, and "the nature and purpose of British rule in India." He claims 

that Munro's "review of tenurial forms, especially of' mirasi tenure, and his insistence that rqrcltwar 

encompassed all other systems as well as pre-dating most is unexpected." because hqunro had been 

appointed governor of Madras in 1819 partly "in recognition of the triumph of his administrative 

principles." He  adds that other subjzcts one might have expected Munro to discuss, such as the army 

and trade, are not mentioned.""e "Great Minute," however, should be seen primarily as 

Munro's last description of his O ~ ~ T I  system, not as a general statement on British rule. The core 

issues were land tenure and revenue collection, the judicial system and the police, and the inclusion 

of Indians in the process of government. The army, defence and trade wcre of peripheral 

importance. It is also possible that to Munro, in the 1820s, "the triumph of his administrative 

Stein, Munro, pp. 287-98. 
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principles" was less obtious than it appears a century and a half later. for his warnings against 

imovatior, are more prunounced in the papers frum his governorship than in oncs ~q-rittcn earlier 

in his career. Despite the apparent triumph represerited by his high appointment, M u n r ~  was aware 

that his system was being challenged by new ideas popular in Britain as well as bv would-be 

competitors in India. 

According u to Robert Frykenberg's anaiysis, the greatest challenge to Munro's conception of 

what his system would zchiafe came. ironically, from the Indian villagers he hoped to convert to his 

own ideas about progress. Frykenberg examines an aspect of the history of Madras presidency using 

the technique known as "history from below," which. since the 1960s. has produced, in regard to 

Indian history, a novel and rewarding interest in the possibility that the colonized werc not merely 

acted upon: that their awn actions were at times determining initiatives rather than simple responses. 

Confining his study to one area of the Madras presidency - Gunthur District - Frykenberg takes 

the study of history from below to  what is, perhaps, its logicai conclusion: the "Nativist t h ~ o r y . " ~ l ~  

He examines the interaction between British officials and the elite groups that had controlled pre- 

cotonial local society demonstrating that the Madras administration was largely an Indian 

administration. "No amount of theorizing and policy-making in London could gainsay the essential 

and hard truth that Indians gathered the revenue and that they gathered it  in the lime-honoured 

ways." British power was ouhvardly acknowledged. At the local executive level, however, it was 

undermined from within by the intrigue. ambitions and debilitating social life of the British 

mrnrnunity, while being manipulated or circumvented by local groups, both inside and outside the 

administrative service, to  suit their own interests. Although Frykenberg credits Munro with 

htroduchg and deve!oplng the fm-x of qotveri  that the British thought they administeri~g in 

the ?&adras p ~ e s i d e n q  he mncludes that nu matter what system had been adopted, no matter how 

benevolent, intelligent and practical its objectives, "it still had to run the gauntlets, first of the British 

Robert Fvkenberg. Gunthur District. 1785-1845. (Oxford: 1965). 



bureaucracy, thcr? of the Daifitha burcaucraq, and finaily af the village I~adcrship"!~" il 

neutralizing pr0(;t5ss that k f t  thit uperation of t h t  ststern ultimattsly in the hands of fndian officials 

and their associates in frtert! srxicry. True to the criteria of  "history horn belms." Munro the rulcr 

receives no more than a dozen passing references. Fcrr Fqkrsnbcrg, the rcal power over what 

happens as opposed to  what is suppczsed It-, happen, is locatcd nut only in India but in t h c  hands of 

Indians rather than British officiaIs,*;" The Nativist thcory wr~ufd h a ~ c  interested Munro, Malcolm 

and Elphinstttne - it implies. after a!I that what happens in history is not ncw~st~ri l t f  thc ratrlt .  as 

itfalcolm put 2, uf "the comptex schemes of ainbitious statesmen. but fafj  the simple operation ctf 

natural and obvious causes." They would, no doubt, have been disitppointcd that the Indians of 

Gunthur District f;tiled to take advantage of a "hettcr'>ystern uf government. They w r c  w i l  aware, 

however. of the f~aittv and intpliitttdc uT many British fndian officials and ucrc also aware that. as 

Hume had put it. men were attached to longcstablishcd practices and gcneratly prckrrcd them "to 

objects, which may he  mow t-aluabfc. hut are  less knnwn ta ils.";a-' It is unlikely that they wotllb 

have been surprised that their p-;lficies produced unintended and unanticipated i.onseqi~cnces.~~: 

* + * + *  

Munmk minutes and Malcolm and Elphinstonc% works an the Company statc describe a 

framework for the governance of British India which, like Adam Smith's dilfinitictn of poliiica' 

"'" Mukhe j r e  and Beagfehok b r f i  kitexr  rha: Munro.?'s adoprion of rhc rycrwri reyenue se:ilrmi.nz hro.;ghi cic~scr contact 
k t w e e n  rrrlers and nifed and his judiciai rrgufaiicrns he@d create a strong ixccntive a m .  hlukhcrjce riaims that Etlunro's system 
infiuenced fiscal a ~ d  judiotai adninislrariarn. EOI oniy in the jurisdiction of Madras bur also tn areas annitxed t o  Rrttish India later. 
Beaglehole argues t h a ~  rhe mast disti~cxite features of lfre Munru system: lhe ryrtvari settlement and the preference for strong 
executive rule. %ere taken wer by the tWitarkns and used in their dewelopment of the system of district efficer and divisional 
cammissioner which k a m e  the onhabx m d c l  fur future British eiilonial pemrnsnr rhroughnu? ~ h t  empire. See Mukhcrj::e. 
Rvomari Svsrern. pp. -347: 377. kagizhoie. Munm p. 1M. 

Malcoim. Pol~tlcai Hnian. 1: i. $fume. quoted rn Bq-son, ?ifan and Societv. p 156. 

Nifrnanr Mukheqee writing In f%L alscr tmk a modest ditenion into "htsrirq &om txIo~.'' cailrng rt 'an unorthoilm 
approach. considering rhe way agrarian history has hrrherro k e n  writfen in India." He c.oncludzs %bar loss 0; caste prrvileges and 
Iossofsatusand innuence by facai Ieadsrsasa resurr of the introduction of ryotwan. caused so much resistance that ;he authuntles. 
in r k  inrerests of siabilic. had to m d i @  rhe system to  satisff iocal expectai~ons. He also condudes that. despre loss of stalus, local 
notabies retainedsufficient inRuence wwx ihe behaviaur of groups k l a w  them t o  serve their own ends; to the detriment. according 
tcl M u k k  j e c  of Ooth lm siatus Indians and the administrat~on. Xyotwan System" p. xsk 335. 
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economy? aimed "to proxidc a pfentifu! revenue o r  subsistence for the people. or more properly to 

enzble them to pra~ide silcR a rmenue or subsistence for thentsckcs; and ... to supply the state or 

common-'tvealth with a revenue sufficient for the public services." It was intended "to enrich both the 

people and the sovereign=":" In the Indian context, however, it rcifuircd the support of a judicial 

system suited to the stage of devcEopmenk of Indian scxiety and two exira 'ccfnditions,'\which had 

aiready her, met by the late eightwntf! century in Britain. Accorriine - trt rhc analysis of European 

prcgiwz made by fmdanb's histurians and the befiefs abcmt human psycbohgy of the moral 

phitosophers. an economically and poIiticaiiy active middle rank and the participation of Indians in 

the government of  their own eounti-y were prerequisites for thc pri3gz-css c3f Iildia that was Munro, 



PART THREE 

AS SUBJECTS 

WRITING THE HI STORY OF THE INDIAN EMPIRE 



Chapter 12 

Heroes of the Anglo-Indian School 

We ... receive, with caution, the traditionary histories of. .. [the] 
founders of states. 

Adam Ferguson' 

There is generally a connection between the way people view their own society and the way 

they view historv and. oser the centuries, historical interpretations have reflected the dominant 

intellectual and political interests of their times; interests which both determine, and are determined 

by. the assumptions of the most articulate literate group in society. Malcolm and Elphinstone's 

histories of India, Persia, thc Sikhs and Afghanistan, the historical intepretations of Indian 

institutions which appear in hfunro's memoranda and minutes and the attitudes of all three towards 

Indian government, reflect the ideological assumptions, and the types of historical writing popular 

in fate eighteenth-century Scotland. The representation of the careers and writings of Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone, by their nineteenth-century biographers, however, which had a profound 

and durable impact on the historiography of the Indian empire, reflect different cultural attitudes. 

They established the three men as the heroes and chief spokesmen of the Anglo-Indian school of 

thought on govcrnment and as the role-models for succeeding generations of Anglo-Indian officials 

who emulated thcir scholarship as well as their service. Like most biographers of their time, the 

Reverend George Gleig, Sir John Kaye and Sir T.E. Colebrooke, the first. biographers of Munro, 

Mafcolm and Elphinstone, were less interested in the ideas and personalities of their subjects than 

in their potential as morally, socially and, in regard to India. politically useful role-models. It is 

easier, howevcr, to understand their object in portraying their subjects as heroes than to explain how 

it was done, 

Although by today's standards the works of Gleig, Kaye and Colebrooke are neither good 

"eguson. Civil Society. p. 12% 
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biography nor good history, they do show why historical knowledge was valued by their 

amtemporarics. For much of the nineteenth century, history remained a branch of literature rather 

than a discipline in its OWTI right; it was the province of "men of letters" not professional historians 

and was expected, like all literature, to be useful in pointing out the moral concerns of the day. 

From the late eighteenth until well into the twentieth century, most British miters and their 

readers came from the middle ranks in society and both the subjects they chosc and the cultural 

values they promoted retlected the biases of their own group.' The social origins and professional 

experience of Cleig (1756-1388). Kaye (1814-1376), and Colebrooke (1813-ISYO), are typical. Gleig, 

the son of a Scottish bishop. became an Anglican clergyman after a short career in the army and 

wrote proJifically, at first to augment his stipend. Kaye, the son of a London solicitor, was educated 

at Eton and at the East India Company's military college at Addiscombe. He  became a professional 

writer aaer eleven years in the Bengal artillery and, in 1856, joined the Home civil service of the 

East India Company, xcceeding John Stuart Miil as secretary in the political and secret department 

- a position of great consequence in the making of Indian policy - when the Crown took over the 

government of India from the Company in 1858.' Colebrooke was the only surviving son of the great 

Sanskrit scholar, Sir Henry Colcbrooke. Born in Calcutta and educated at the East India Company's 

Haileybury College, he served in the Indian Civil Service, was a Member of Parliame~t for Taunton 

(1842-521, and Lanarkshire (1857-1863). and was made president of the Royal Asiatic Society on 

three occasions (1561-6,1575-7, 18Sl). Nf three men were politically conservative and favoured the 

Anglo-Indian or conservative. as opposed to the westernizing or reformist, approach to governing 

India. 

-' Richard D. Atick Writers. Readers and Occasions: Selected Essays on Victorian Literature and Life, (Columbus: 1989). p. 
10U. In a survey of eighr hundred and forty prominent writers, the fathers of 10.69) were from the nobility or g e n q ,  86.3% were 
from middle class families and 3.1% from the working classes. Within the middle class group the great majority were Lhe childrzn 
of professionak: doctors. teachers, iawyers. government officials. artists and, above all, clergymen. 

3 John Duthie. "Pressure from Within: the "'Forward Group in the India Office during Gladstone's First Ministry." Journal of 
Asian Histom 15 (1951): 35. 
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Nineteenth-centuq biographies were used as agents of socialization; part o f  the process by 

which the middle ranks reinforced the moral, ethical and religious attitudes of their own generation 

and attempted to pass them on to the next. They were a sweeter pill to swallow than sermons: their 

messages the same but more easily digested. Religion and moraIity were taken seriously but it was 

not an "age of faith." Traditional values were being challenged by the ideas that had inspired and 

suwived the American and French Revolutions, by the changing attitudes to social and economic 

issues that accompanied industrialization, and by advances in scientific knowledge. It was firmly 

believed that a new, secure world would eventually manifest itself - philosophical liberalism had 

converted many to an implicit belief in human progress - but in the meantime there was confusion 

and anxiety- Writers were expected to entertain but also, and more important, to suggest solutions 

to the intractable problems of the day. Religious scepticism was producing a religion of conduct to 

take the place of faith in the revealed Will of God as the basis of moral and ethical standards, and 

public figures, great men, became tfle new saints whose example, as interpreted by the man of 

letters, would lead thc Victorians from "Doubting Castle." Thomas Carlyle, one of the most admired 

writers of the day, regarded hero-wxship as "the basis of all possible good, religious or social, for 

mankind."4 

Walter I-Ioughton has demonstrated that the hero, when portrayed as role-modcl, rep1 esents 

a union between romanticism and puritanism: the rebellion of romantic individualism against 

autharity allied with the Protestant concept of a well-disciplined e1ect.j Great men were chosen 

people: their most important romantic qualities, courage, honour, strength, a spirit of adventure and 

a kind and tender nature; their puritan qualities werc morality, devotion to duly, strength of mind, 

simplicity> religious faith (hinted at. if not sufficiently evident) and anti-intellectualism. The collective 

adjective for their qualities was "manly;" the family was the shrine at which both heroes and their 

Waiter E. Houghron, The Victorian Frame of Mind. (New Haven: 1957). p. 305. 

Ibid., p p  30540. 
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followers worshipped. 

Superficially, the fires of Munro. Malcoim and Elphinstone could be made, by careful 

arrangement. to provide thc perfect material for this type of hagiography. They came from middle 

class families fallen on hard times - Mumo's social status was subtly enhanced, Eiphinstone's 

aristocratic origins played down and no breath of criticism touched Munro's father's bankrsptcy, 

Malcolm's father's unwise speculations or the Elphimtones' difficulties in managing their estates. 

Sons exiled to a life of dutiful service to family, profession and country in an exotic but potentially 

dangerous setting provided both entertainment and a vehicle for persuasive moral observations. 

Honour and eminence in death, represented by statues in Westminster Abbey for Malcolm, St. Paul's 

for Elphinstone and Madras f t ~ r  Munro, provided a happy ending. 

With their moral seriousness, their endorsement of the view, e-qressed here by Colebrooke, 

that in "laying the historical facts before the public [the biographer] assumes the care of the 

reputation of a great man,"6 and their didactic purpose, Gleig, &ye and Colebrooke are typical of 

their time. Thc problems with characterization in nineteenth-century biography are well-recognized, 

of course. but they were magnified in Gleig, Kaye and Colcbrooke's work by their support for a. 

particular political agenda. Their vie% of British rulz in India are typical of the conservative, 

paternalist and practical approach of the Indianists; an approach subtly different to thc conservative, 

rnentorist and empiricist i deo lo~  of their heroes, 

rviunro, Malcolm and Elphifistone's school of thought is located be twen  the westernizing 

reformers and the Indianists and has affinities with both. Their intentions w r e  as principled, as 

progressive in intent and, in Munro's case during his early years as a revenuz collector, probably as 

innovative, as those of the supporters of either the Bengal system or the Utilitarian reformers. All 

three men, however, expected Indian improvement to come from within Indian society, as a result 

of the provision of security and opportunity, rather than as a result of British legislation. And they 

O Colebrooke. Elphinstone, 1: 8. 



innovations incomprehensible in the light of their historical experience. 

In the sense that the ideas of the Scottish moral philosophers were "conservative," so too 

were those of Munro, h4alcoIm and Elphinstone, But the three men retained throughout their 
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expected it to take a long time. Although they were neither Rationalists nor Utilitarians, their form 

of pragmatism rested on a belief that solutions to problems should be determined on the grounds 

of reason and utility: what it would be reasonable to expect Indians to understand and accept and 

what would be useful in promoting economic and moral progress. They also believed, however, that 

man rarely responds to situations rationally, or even as prompted by self-interest. Feelings and habits 

are more important. Munro, Itlalcolm and Elphinstone's ideas about what was reasonable, useful and 

possible resemble David Hume's, who claimed that a ruler could not expect to introduce "violent 

changen in the principles and way of thinking of his subjects: 

A long course of time, with a variety of accidents and circumstances, are requisite 
to produce those great revolutions, which so much diversify the face of human 
affairs. And the less natural any set of principles are. which support a particular 
society, the more difficulty will a legislator meet with in raising and cultivating them. 
It is his best policy to comply with the common bent of mankind, and give it all the 
improvements of which it is ~usceptibie.~ 

The utilization of Indian institutions was recommended by Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone 

because thcy saw them as a springboard to progress, not because they wanted them to stay as they 

were. They believed history proved beyond doubt that successful reformers had taken into 

consideration the nature of the societies thcy intended to change and. like good teachers, had taken 

the people with them rather than forcing them, reluctantly and perhaps rebelliously, to accept 

careers the view that the human nature of Indians was essentially the same as that of Europeans and 

equally capable of improvement if the system of gwv'ernment prwided the right framework for 

progas. Although they rejected the idea that Indians could - or should - be turned into imitation 

Englishmen, the regime they envisaged for India resembles late eighteenth- and early nineteenth- 

- 

a Hurne, PhilosophicaI Works, 3: 292 
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century Europe - the scope of their imagination. like that of most people, was limited by 

experience. By the 18203, the cha1ler:ge presented by the more radical proposals for reform by the 

westernizers produced increasingly strident protests from Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone against 

systems and innovations. which they saw as speculative and mechanical rather than empiricist and 

orgznic. These protests aliowed the next generation of conservative Indianists to adopt Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone as allies in their own campaign sgainst westernization. 

The Indianist school promoted by Gleig, Kaye and Colebrooke aiso favoured the utilization 

of India's traditional institutions in the administration of British India. For them, however. these 

institutions were not necessarily a springboard to progress. Increasingly doubtful about the 

universality of human nature and increasingly convinced that Indians were either unwilling or, 

perhaps, incapable of responding positively ro British efforts to promote progress, they advocated 

Indian forms of administration because they would preserve stability and require less effort. British 

public servants; upright, Christian, manly and, therefore, capable of deciding what was best for 

Indians on a practical basis without the help of either philosophers, politicians or Indians, would 

supervise the traditional - static and unenlightened - way of life of the majority of the Indian 

people, complacent that the blessings of the Pax Britannica, when compared with the supposed 

horrors of the supposed disorder of pre-colonial India, justified their presence. 

The works of Gleig, Kaye and Colebrooke, which told the truth, but by no means the whole 

truth, helped to establish Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone as role-models for the Lndian public 

service in regard to both conduct and politics. Gieig's Life of Munro was probably the least distorting 

of the three. It began as the project of John RaVenshaw, a Company director and supporter of 

Munro's administrative methods, who was the first to request Lady Munro's permission to publish 

a collection of her husband's papers. He spent most of 1828 working on his book, telling Lady 

Munro that although he himself had not the least doubt that her husband's private character had 

been "as amiable as his public was great," his object was to convince the world of this: "for though 
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m r o ]  had many friends ... there was an apparent sternness about him that led people in general 

to doubt the deal of the milk of human kindness he pos~essed."~ He assured Lady Munro that he 

would be perfectly candid. Perhaps he was too candid. Gleig, who had been asked to review the 

manuscrip before publication, severely criticized Ravenshaw's draft, telling Lady Munro that he 

would be  very sorry to see a picture of Munro "given to the world which should fail to place in an 

attractive light the merits of so distinguished an individual."' Ravenshaw passed the material he had 

collected to Gleig who completed the first nvo of three volumes for publication in 1830. 

Gleig was a busy author; \with a large parish and a growing family, he found time to produce 

a four volume Historv of In& (1530-1835), the Life of Munro (3 Volumes, 1530), The Country 

Curate (1530) and a three volume Lives of Militarv C0mmanders(lS31).~* He was not, however, 

a good biographer. Sir Archibald Nye, advised by Clement Attlee to read Glcig's work on Munro 

on his appointment as governor of Madras in 1946, complained, with some justification, that Gleig 

failed to do  Munro justice in "thinking that the printing of his letters and memoranda, connected 

together by a few laudatory sentences was quite suffi~ient."~~ 

To present Munro in the most suitable light, Gleig censored the recent history of the Munro 

family, the most ascerbic of Munro's criticisms o f  people and policy during his early years in India, 

and made no attempt to a~lalyze his ideas. The Munro family were a less than satisfactory model for 

middle class readers-lVhe eldest son, Daniel, was on bad terms with his Father and had to leave 

Scotland hurriedly after killing a man in a duel. He married in India, fought another duel with his 

a Ravenshaw lo Lady hlunro, 8 Dec. lS27: 8 April. 4 May 1828, Mss. Eur., F/151/197. This file contains an extensive 
correspondence between Iady Munro and both Ravenshaw and Crteig on the question of the biography. 

Gleig to  Lady Munro. 9 Jan. 1829. Mss. Eur.. 1-/151/197. 

" Sir Archibald Nye, forward to P.R Krishnaswami. Tom Munro Saheb Governor of Madras: a Portrait with a Selection of his 
Letters, (Madras: 1947). 

a See Stein, Munro. Chap. 1, for details of ~Munro's family and early life in Scotland. 
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wife's lover and, not surprisingly, became involved in a scandalous divorce. Margaret, the youngest 

daughter, eloped with the under-age heir to a wea!thy banking family in flagrant defiance of both 

their families. Munro sent money "to our father only because, tho' he may peevishly thwart our 

mother and sisters in many ...p oints both of pleasure and convenience, it is better that this should 

happen than that ... any room should be given for domestic  quarrel^."'^ That there was domestic 

tension at Ieast is evident in Munro's hope that Daniel and Alexander would have their own 

households in Scotland by the time he went on leave so that he would have somewhere other than 

his parents' house to stay.IWe provided Erskine with money when she was widowed and left 

destitute after a brief first marriage because she was determined not to return to her parent's house. 

Gleig could not be expected to mention Munro's or Alexander's illegitimate daughters. Family and 

clan loyalty was strong: Munro provided financial help to more distant relatives as well as to his 

immediate family. He was close to Erskine and Alexander, advised and admonished his younger 

brother and was a dutiful son, but his relations with his parents were formal rather than warm. 

Although the gothic adventures and family friction of the Munro's were unsuitable for 

inclusion in Cleig's p r~en ta t ion  of a great public servant. he did provide a portrait of Munro as a 

boy, that may have contributed to the development of one of the late nineteenth century's more 

notable agents of socialization: the novels of G.A. Henty. There is a remarkable correspondence 

between Gleig's account of the boyhood activities and "promising" personal qualities of Thomas 

Munro, and Wenty's description of the hero, Charles Marryot, of his novel With Clive in Indialj - 

and all the carbon copy heroes of his other books. If Gleig's account provided Hent)'s model, Munro 

as hero would have reached, indirectfy, a wide and impressionable audience. 

l3 Munro to his brother Alexander. 3 Feb. 179b. Mss. Eur., F/151/142. See also. Stein. Munro. p p  10: 12. 

" MUNO to his brother Alexander, 4 Dec. 1795, Mss. Eur., F/151/142. 

C.A Henty, With Clive in India, (London: 1953), p.11. Henty achieved a large popular audience for his transformations of 
the genre of heroic biography into historical fiction in order to indoctrinate school boys with correct values. 
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Gleig's portrait of Munro may have influenced Henty: Kaye's account of the First Afghan 

War certainly did. It provided the setting for Henty's To Herat and Kabul. in which Angus Campbell, 

Charles Marryot's clone, strides effortlessly through the seiges of Herat and Ghazni, only to be 

kidnapped by honourable enemies whose lives he has saved, shortly - and conveniently - before 

the catastrophic retreat from Kabul. Nenty's hero turned up in different centuries and different parts 

of the wor!d, fluent linguist and capable of passing as a native anywhere, always confident, always 

in control, meetirig the challenges which were invariably placed in his way with apl~mb.~"aye's 

Malcolm, but not Malcolm himself, would have been another suitable model. 

An ability to speak local languages represented an ability to control local situations and 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were all presented by their biographers as acclaimed linguists. No 

one has, as yet, cast doubts on Munro's competency. M.E. Yapp. however, suggests that there may 

be reason to doubt Malcolm's ability to read Persian because he admitted to receiving help from his 

Persian secretary in reading an old and obscure Persian manuscript and Elphinstone's command of 

languages was played down by a contemporary. In a farewell address to Elphinstone given at the 

Bombay Literary Society in November 1527 - a type of occasion which usually drew forth eulogies 

- Colonel Vans Kennedy, secretary of the socicty and himself a notable oriental scholar observed 

thal Elphinstone, "if not a profound classical scholar ... was sufficiently master of Greek and Latin ... 

to enable him to appreciate and enjoy the matchless works of antiquity ... His active life, however, and 

public duities restricted his knowledge of the numerous languages of Asia to a conversancy with 

Persian and prevented him from prosecuting even thal language."17 Although all three men 

probably failed to attain the linguistic heights claimed for them by their biographers and, unlike 

Renty's heroes, could not have "passed as natives," they were undoubtedly tluent enough to carry 

'"Edward Ingram, "The I b i  as Daydream: The Pukka Sahib as Henty Hero in Sirnla, Chandrapore, and Kyauktada," In Studies 
in British Imperial I-iistorv: Essavs in Honour of AP. Thornton, ed., Gordon Manell, ( I~ndon:  1986) p. 170. 

li Yapp, "Historians of Persia," p. 347. Kennedy. address to Bombay Literary Society, 26 Nos. 1827. quoted in Choksey, 
EIphinstone, p. 453-4. 



out their diplomatic and administrative duties. 

By the time Kaye and Cofebrooke were writing. Thomas Macaulay, in his Life of Clive, had 

made the previously unattractive field of British Indian history more interesting by presenting India 

as a magnificent but shadowy setting for the triumph of British national character,18 and in a speech 

in parliament he established Elphinstone and Munro as its personification: 

I reflect with pride that to the doubtful splendour which surrounds the memory of 
Hastings and of Clive. we can oppose the spotless glory of Elphinstone and Mcnro. 
I rejoice to see my countrymen, after ruling millions of subjects, after commanding 
victorious armies, after dictating terms of peace at the gates of hostile capitals, after 
administering the revenues of great provinces, after judging the causes of wealthy 
zamindars, after residing at the courts of tributary kings, return to their native land 
with no more than a decent u)m~etence . !~  

Kaye, "the cynosure of Victorian biographers," as Edward Ingram aptly puts it, "was able to turn 

John Malcolm, big, talkative, and good at games, into the beau ideal of the Anglo-Indian public 

servicewB Although Kaye emphasizes his reliance on Malcolm's own words - his correspondence, 

unpublished letters and journals - Malcolm's contributions actually consist of carefully selected and 

generally relatively short extracts. Where only thirty per cent of Gleig's Life of Munro is taken up 

by the biographer's commentary and e,uplanation, Kaye's own words cover more than fifty per cent 

of the pages of his two large volumes. Claiming to have evenly balanced the historical and 

biographical elements of his book, Kaye grooms and markets Malcolm's image as the perfect 

conservative soldier-statesman. Talkative though he might be, however, Malcolm could not, for 

Kaye's purpose, be permitted to speak for himself. There are no excerpts from Maicolm's published 

histories in Kaye's biography; the works in which Bfalcotrn's p ih ip ies  are most ciearly 

IR Eric Stokes, "The Administrators and Historical Writing on India", in Philips, Historians, p. 386. 

l9 Macaulay, quoted in K.S. Venkarasubba Sastri, The Munro System of British Statesmanship in India, (Mysore: 19391, p. ]xi. 

Ingram. "Family and Faction," p. 293. 

Kaye, Malcolm, 2: 284. 



-&ye successfully established the durable representation of Malcolm as the simple, haif- 

educated man on the spot who owned no philosophical beliefs. Malcolm, h e  claims, was "peculiarly 

fitted" for the task of pacifying the long-troubled districts of Central India: 

He had no "great theories5' to support. Me indulged in no philosophical speculations 
regarding the destinies of man. or the constitution of society. He was not what is 
conventionally called a deep thinker. His rules df conduct were not of an abstract 
kind, but available at all times for practical purposes, and readily adaptable to the 
circumstances of the hour." 

Like most people, Malcolm adopted the ideological assurnpticm held by many of the  educated 

cjasses within his own societywithoul contributing much original thought of his own. Having adopted 

them, however, he utilized them unreservedly in his analysis of Asian society; an analysis based on 

different assumptions about what was historically important from those of Kaye's gcncration. 

In a footnote in the second t ~ l u m e  of his Life of Malcolm, Kayc qut~tcs an observation made 

by James Mackintosh that Malcc.lrn's introduction of' the potato into Persia would bc rcmcrnbcrcd 

long after "all that is now spoken of in our ridicuhms Pcrsian missions has fallen into deserved 

oblivion." Mackintosh continued: 

If Lord WcllcsIey had accomplished the abolition of  infanticide, which poor 
Jonathan Duncan is so panegyrised for having vainly cnde.nvourcd, his name would 
have been held in everlasting remembrance. All the negotiations and wars which 
appear so splendid at prcsent. will, in a history of twenty years hence, not occupy 
ten pages. 

Kaye, however, was surprised that a man of itlackinttsh's "sagacity" should be so wong in his 

assessment of the comparative importance history would attach "to the triumphs of  war and the 

victories of peace."'j For Kaye's generation, political, imperial and military history, their course 

determined by the ideas and actions of great men, were what mattered. To Malcolm and Mackintosh 

and other historians who subscribed to the philosophical assumptions of the Scottish enlightment, 

however, manners, lam, the arts and cornmerciaI progress mattered much more. 

Ibid., 2: 283-4. 

r; Ibid., 2: 62-3. 
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Xeithcr Gleig b y e  nor Colebrooke madc any attempt to tram the  origins t ~ f  thcir sub~ects' 

thought. Ii). the middie of the nineteenth century. the "Scotch f~efosofers"~* were regarded with 

scant respect in England. With the exception of Ada@ Smith. whose principles, Iikc thmc ai' Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstme, wxs in the prtlcess of being slightly distorted to suit rhc interests o f  

industrial stxlcty rather than those of thc cominercial society for which they had beerr dciciiqxd, 

they had become the subject of" caricature. Scotland :c:,s a less distinct sctcicty by the mid-ninerecnth 

century than it had been Eft}* or  S ~ T ?  years earlier and if may not have txcurrcd t o  their Dbo,rraphers 

that eighteenthantury Scotsmen, including Munro. &faIcolm and Elphinstctnc. thought difkrcntly 

on many subjects from thtsmscfves. Examined silpert'icially by men tvith different cultural values and 

seen in juxtaposition t o  the new wsternizing polkies their biographers disliked. the opinit~ns <A" thc  

three men an governance tvere presented to support the schcxi of thought of the next. .., ecncration 

of conservatives rather than that of their own. 

Colehrtmke. iike Kqe, inctudes no extracts from E1phinstonc"s w x k s  of historj; in his 

biography of Elphlnsrone, Efis technique is rn.sre structured and polished than Cleig's and fcss 

manipulative than Kaye's. He cjcc;lsionafly finds it necessary to excuse aspect5 of Elphinstone's 

temperament czr "character" xvhich did not fit [he  image 01 a great prc~-c~nstll - in particular 

EIphinstooc-s preoccupation u-ith his feelings - and finds it necessary. also. tr3 apologize for 

Elphinstune's use of "first prlnciptcs,..svhich w u f d  he zunsidered supertfuous in the present d a ~ . " ~  

His commentary, h o w x r ,  takes up unlr a quarter o f  the two t~iumrss. and hc conlcnts himsclf with 

a m i d u r n  of historicat explanation. lntzresLed himself in oriental scholarship. C~Ichriwke accepts 

EIphinstone's intellectualism - r-t characteristic not mrxatly valued by the  Indianist schtml. In doing 

s~ however. he makes Elphinstonz the  idsotogist uf the cnnssn~ativc cadre. Discussing the 

advantages and pr~bkms of British rule at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Colcbrcmke 



"swh utter failures as to ccansrltutc a sandat." This description of the  introduction of ~hr: Bengal 

spstem implies that it was innovative and westernizing in intent. Colcbrtx~ke believes, however, that 

A more simple form uf rule with Icss disturbance of natise institutions, a careful 
study of the rights of dit'fcrent dassts, a marc liberal empfo~ment of naiiues, larger 
powers given to British officers, cambin& with a more carcfui selectiim of them, 
have been the principles on which we haw acted in administering nctv 

And 'the honour of leading the way by his example dnd by his writingsv7 m s  due to Elphinstonc. 

Etphinstonc was giver! the c,"t'cn greater hr.tnour r ~ f  "making" - south-\ratern India and Munro 

was credited with settIing the  M a d r a  prcsidcnq in twt short biographies published in 1885 and IS99 

as part of thc twenty-six Rulers of India sttrics - brought out in the ISXCfs and 189ffs, the 

apogee of the Indian empire. Gkig. Kayc and Cofebrooke's hercm built an cmpir-c clot of thcir sense 

of duty. They may have questictnd pk ies  but t h q  never qucstioncd thcir rcdc as rulers and they 

were venerated bp the Indians they pafrtfni~cd. ?he portraits of Munro and Elphinstonc in thc new 

series perpetuated the celebration of these qualities. 

The intention of Sir ?rrFF'Jir. f kuntcr, the series cxiitor, wds t o  prescnt what hc callcd historical 

retrtlspeas rather than persrlnal biiyraphies- Each \x.thime was 10 take somc conspicuous epoch in 

the making of India and. undcr thc name of its leading figure. set forth the problcms he 

enmuntered, his achievements and his Iong-term inlluence.'' Within this framework, the moral 

rectitude of the leading British figures - thc heroes - remained important but the didacticism had 

taken a more palitical form- 

'Kc  series part of an bi~tafi'ogr~phicai trend that was taking plam in Europe and the 

'f fbid", 2: 77-8. 

Sir W.W. Hunter. =arquess of Dafhousie and the final development of the Comttanv's rule, (Oxford: 1890)- p. 9. 
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United States as well as in Britain- Insistence on the primacy of archival research and scientific 

methodology as adwcated by koptzld von Ranke f 1795-1586) and Xuguste Comte (1798-18571, had 

Ied to a plethora of detaifd studies, immensely valuable in themseives but too highly specialized to 

appeal to the general public or to be used as textbooks by students- There was a new demand, 

therefore, for works with broader terms of reference which Ied to collaborative works best 

exemplified by Lord Acton's Cambridge Modern Histoq. Although the twenty-six books in the 

Rulers of India serics wrc pubiished separately m e r  a number of years. the whole work may be 

s e n  as part of this development. Designed to reach and influence as broad a spectrum of the 

reading pubIic as possib1e.12j the series was intended to provide a rational justification for British 

control of India. But it m a r  also be seen as part of an on-going debate, which had intensified since 

the Crown had taken aver responsibility for India from the East India Company in 1558, ovcr who 

was best fitted to determine the direction of fndian policy: Indian civil servants and mjlitary men with 

long. practical experience in the government, administration and defence of India. or  the political 

hierarchy at Whitehall. 

The majority of the contributors to the series were themselves ex-Indian civil servants or  

army officers. although the increasing numbers of men from u~iversities now cngaged in the study 

of British fndian history is reflected in the inclusion of some  scholar^.^ The Anglo-Indian writers 

came from what has been described as an "imperial service gentn:" men from a political and social 

stratum that was a by-product of Britain's imperiaf expnsion. They owed their financial well-being 

and social status to India; salaries, investmsnrs. titles, decorations. and often an aristocratic style of 

He that would have been bevond their reach in Britain.% They were carefully recruited and 

'SiEtf the books In the xr izs  cwcepr Hunrer'sX Brief Hnrow of the lnd~an Peoples. contamed approxmareiy two hundred pages. 
caat %..rid. and ran to beraecn &see and sxsn ihousand copes; by contrmporasy publishing stdndards ihl, \bas small. cheap and 
pop &as. 

-John Lowe Duthie? "Some Funher Insights into the Working of Mid-Victorian Imperialism: Lord Salisbury, the 'Fonvard' 
Group and .4ngIo-Afghan Relaxiom: 1874-I?&" Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth Historv S (1980): 200. 
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organized, held all but four or  five of the most important appointments in India. had considerable 

irrffuem on policy making and controlled the executive machinery for putting policy into practice. 

Atthough their political affiliations ranged across the spectrum from Palmerstonian Liberals to 

Disraeli Conservatives and they often differed on specific questions, particularly those relating to 

Indian foreign policy and defence, they shared a vision of British India; a vision that saw India 

through a distorting screen of preconceptions that derived from the cultural values of middle class 

Victorian Britain." Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone were, in a sense, founder members of the 

imperial service gent% their generation were not carefully recruited and organized and their vision 

of British India derived from the culturaI values of late eighteenfh-century Scotland rather than from 

those of Victorian Britain. In othcr essentials, however, they had much in common with the authors 

of the service gentry who wrote on the "Rulers of India." 

Ever since the India Act of 1784 had established a workable relationship between the British 

government and the East India Company's government of India, the Crown had been moving 

steadily towards a greater control over Indian affairs, by legislative means and through the 

opportunities for closer supcrvisian provided by improved c~rnmunications.~ For the  Indianists, 

greater central government coctrol. over expcnditurcs as well as policy making, not only meant less 

power and influence for themselves but also left India open to what were regarded as undesirable 

influences. The most important of  these were the likelihood that Indian needs would be sacrificed 

to the exigencies of Britain's interests as a world power, that increasingly powerful democratic 

movements in Britain might identify their interests with those of Indian subjects rather than Eritish 

K.M. Pannikar, Asia and Westcrn L)om~naxx: a Survev of the Vasco Da Gama F p o c h m f  {London: 
1453i. p. 121. 

3Wonovan Wiliiams, "'Ihe Council of India and the Relationship betweent thr Home and Supreme Governments, 1858-1870," 
En&b Historical Review 81 (19661: 56-73. Williams demonstrates that dunng the 1860s there was a hiatus in the increment of 
Crowncoatrol over Indian policy due lo the influence exercised by ex-Indian officials in London on Indian policy. By 1870, however. 
when the telegraphic link between Britain and India byway of the Red Sea was established, adjustments within the structure of the - - 
Home government were aIready providing the Secretav of State with the necessary moral authority and administrative techniques 
to take advantage or' the improved system of communication. P.57. 
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rulers,33 and the danger that both government and Parliament, ignorant of, and uninterested in, the 

minutiae of Indian problems, would be susceptible to pressure from groups whose only interest in 

India was potential profit and whose demands might prove destabilizing to Indian society. The 

purpose of the Kulers of India series, therefore, was to show how well India had been managed in 

everyone's interest under the paternalist, proconsular system that best suited the aims and interests 

of Anglo-Indians. 

The series provides a teleological account of the building of the British empire in India. The 

first six volumes deal with the period between the rise of Mughal power and the governor- 

generalship of Warren Hastings. Of the remaining twenty volumes, twelve are on the life and times 

of the governors-general. Shore, Minto and Ellenborough are excluded, presumably because their 

terms of office were not regarded as "conspicuous epochs," but possibly because they were belicvcd 

to  have served British rather than Indianist interests. Elgin was excluded because his term of office 

was too brief. Two volumes are on Indian princes. Tuio examine the organization of the fate of the 

north west Provinces - of enormous contemporary interest in relalion to the defence of India. One 

dealt with the Mutiny and hvo more volumes were built around the presidency governorships of 

Munro and Elphinstone. These, largely derked from Gleig a r  l Colebrooke's works, described 

developments in southern and western India respectively which could nut be co~iveniently or 

accurately accommodated beneath the name of any one governor-general. Malcolm was probably 

excluded from the series because his work was too closely connected with the times and places 

covered in the works on his friends. 

In the over-all scheme of the series, progress from late eighteenth-century Mughal decay and 

Company corruption to late nineteenth-century stability and enlightenment takes place as a result 

"Kenneth Morgan, Keir Hardie. Radical and Socialist, (London: 1975j, pp. 191-5. Keir Hardie's proposed visit to India in 1907 
aroused white fears before he ever arrived in India which were amply confirmed. "For India, Hardie was indeed a liberator." Hardie 
himself, in the published account of his visit to India, quoted Munro on the good qualities of Indian's and Indian civilization. Keir 
Hardie, India, Impressions and Suggestions. (tondon: 1909), p. 5. 
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of the leadership qualities of a succession of great men. Warren Hastings laid the foundations of the 

present administration, ironically, by beginning the eradication of c o r r ~ p t i o n . ~  Lord Wcllesley was 

a "king of men", an empire-builder who laid the foundation on which British India rested from 1795 

to 1548-'5 Munro and Elphinstone were revered by Indians and produced law, order and re17enue 

in newly acquired territories. Lord Auckland's term of office provided a convenient opportunity to 

demonstrate the dire consequences of British government interference. "The dismal story" of the 

First Afghan War demonstrates "the wild injustice" of a policy which sent our armies "to strike down 

the shadowy Frankenstein of Russian intrigue," and "the crowning injustice" which charged the •’15 

millions spent on "an enterprise conceived and followed out in aid of British interests alone" to the 

M i a n  revenues.% Lord Hardinge gains credit for ending the period of war "entailed by the 

aggressions of Lord Auckland, and the vain-glorious histrionics of Lord Ellenborough." The eulogies, 

however, are reserved for the earl of Dalhousie, "the second builder of the temple of British Ruk  

in India." He extended the frontiers of empire, consolidated its internal possessions and by his far- 

reaching schemes of public works, "'naugurated the great revolution which has converted the 

agricultural India of antiquity into the manufacturing and mercantile India of our own day." 

His masterful character made enemies during his life; his policy towards the Native 
States raised a tempest of hostile criticism after his death. But during the long 
period of his actual rule, enmity lay spell-bound by his commanding nobility of 
soul ... and throughout the vast continent, from the IIimalayas to Cape Comorin, 
spread a universal conviction that there was a veritable king of men in India.37 

The contribution of Dalhousie's policies to the outbrcak of the Mutiny arc brushed aside: "whcn thc 

" LJ. Trotter, Warren Hastings: and the Founding of t ! ~  British Administration, (Oxford: 1890). 

';Hunter, Dalhousie, p. 9. See W.H. Hutton, The Marquess Welleslev and the 1)evelopment of the Cumpanv into the Supreme 
Power in India, (Oxford: 1890). 

LJ. Trotter, T)h (Oxford: 1892), p. 214; preface. 

"Hunter, Dalhousie, pp. 62; 10: 31. See also, Viscount Hardinge, Viscount Hardinge: and the Advance of the British Dominions 
into the Puniab. by his son and private secretary, (Oxford: 1893). 
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master hand was removed, those measures had their reactio~: in the mutinj~. But that passes ."j8 To 

Sir John Lawrence fell the work of reconstruction: "to give full effect to the Rrjyal P- roclamation in 

which the Queen had expressed her 'earnest desire to stimulate the peaceful industry of India, to 

promote works of public utility and improvement, and to administer its governxent for the benefit 

of all her subjects resident therein"'3g - not for the benefit of the British Government or the 

Lancashire cotton industry. 

India could also produce great leaders but, denied the advantages of a British education and 

up-bringing, they were not neecssarily great rulers. They lacked the necessary qualities to be the 

builders of durable, rather than transient, empires. Ranjit Singh is compared with Napoleon: "The 

Sikh monarchy was Napoleonic in the suddenness of its rise, the brilliancy of its success, and the 

completeness of its overthrow." 

We only succced in establishing [Ranjit Singh] as a h e r o i f  we free our minds of 
prejudice and, discounting conventional virtue, only regard the rare qualities of force 
which raise a man supreme above his fellows. Then we shall at  once allow that, 
although sharing in full measure the commonplace and coarse vices of his time and 
education, he yet ruled the country which his military genius had conquered with a 
vigour of will and an ability which placed him in the front rank of the statesmen of 
the century."4o 

Ranjit Singh was undoubtedl~ a manly ruler but, like Haidar Mi, who is excused much because hc 

was free of religious bigotry and, despite a "defective training," was not wantonly brutal, he had had 

the wrong up-bringing. Tipu Sultan, however, was a Muslim zcatot who, "urged on by religious 

bigotry, innate cruelty, and despotism, thought little of sacrificing thousands of lives to  his ... revengeful 

feelings." The  writer makes it clear, however, that the peop!e of Mysore, the majority of whom are 

36 Hunter, Dalhousie, p. 9. 

39 Sir Chades hitchison. Lord Lawrence: and the Reconstruction of India under the Crown. (Oxford: 1892) pp. 16-17. 

*SirLepef Griffin, Raniit Singh: and the Sikh Barrier between our Growing Empire and Central Asia, (Oxford 18901, pp. 9-10; 
95. 
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Hindu, are kindly, admirable farrner~.~! The Indian conservatives were generally more sympathetic 

to Hindus than Muslims, possibly because they were believed to be less threatening and, therefore, 

more easily categorized as "children." Chaos and conflict in India are generally depicted as the 

natural outcome of a form of government lacking any concept of mutual obligation or service: under 

a wise paternal administration all would be well. 

In Sir Thomas Munro and the British Settlement of Madras Presidencv(lS99) John 

Bradshaw, himself a Madras administrator, makes Munro the hero of the regeneration of south India 

from its state of chaos under Indian rulers to stability and enlightenment under the British. Building 

and regeneration were favourite motifs of the Indianists, like manliness and correct up-bringings. 

Bradshaw's emphasis is on the administrative achievements rather than the territorial expansion of 

the pericd and he makes Munro thc patron saint, of the district officer. Munro was "a character 

worthy of imitation by every Indian official ... brave, wise, kindly;" the "natives of his old districts rise 

up and call him blessed."42 A brahmin schoolmaster tells Bradshaw that Munro has been styled 

"Mandava Rishi, ... no other than Munro deified." The emphasis on this type of reverence presents 

Munro's paternalism as inaccurately patronizing - and would probably have been derided by Munro 

himself. 

The title of J.S. Cotton's Mountstuart Elphinstone and the ma kin^ of South-Western India 

(1585) represents an attitude typical of a generation of colonial rulers who could not believe that 

India - in this case south-western India - could possibly have been "made" - or could even exist 

- without British help. Cotton presents Elphinstone as one of a group of great men, "trained in the 

scficmf of Vikllesley," who helped to crush the Marathas and establish British supremacy throughout 

M i a .  rvlunro and Charles Msicalfe were the rtther great men operating at this time on 

k w i n  Bentham Bowring, Haidar NI and Tipu Sultan: and the Struggle with the Muhammadan Powers of the South. (Oxford: 
18952, pp. 106-13; 220; 6. 

" Bradshaw, Munro, p. 7. 
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the grand stage of empire-building. The early nineteenth century was "the golden age" of the 

Company's senice. "Clive and Hastings had shown to what rank the humblest 'writer' might attain; 

the cancer of corruption had been extirpated, and commercid duties had been thrust into the 

background" - rather as if they too were "cancers." Unhampered by the telegraph or even a regular 

post, young diplomats relied on their own resources, decided without instructions "on measures of 

supreme importance" and acquired a sense of responsibility at an early age. Cotton's young 

diplomats are represented as Henty heroes. effortlessly dominating their world, facing challenges 

with unquestioning confidence, versatile and unhampered by regulation. Cotton was a university 

lecturer and, like Colebrooke, treated intellectual accomplishments with more respect than many of 

the contributors to the series. He also paid more than the lip-service of many Anylo-Indian 

administrators at this time to the concept of British rule as a "trusteeship." Many of his quotations 

from Elphinstone's writings are to the effect that "we must not dream of perpetual possession, but 

mmt apply ourselves to bring the natives into a state that will admit of their governing 

themselves,"43 This concept appeared more frequently - in writings, if not in policy - as the 

political aspirations of Indians became more and more difficult to ignore. But it was generally 

emphasised that advocates of trusteeship, of whom Elphinstone and Munro were the most 

distinguished, recognized that a long period of British rule would be required before Indians could 

b e  made ready for self-government. For Cotton, Elphinstone's career is marred by his refusal to 

accept further public appointments after his retirement from India. Elphinstone, he complains, 

permitted his personal inclinations to bias his sense of duty - a cardinal sin - for which he is 

condemed to occupy "a lower place than he might otherwise have held among the Rulers of 

India."# 

From the mid-nineteenth until at least the mid-twentieth centuries. the dominant mode of 

a Cotton, El~hinstone. pp. 11: 13; 185-90. 

Ibid.. p. 21 1. 
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historical writing was that now termed "the Whig interpretation of history," which took the Idea of 

Progress as its organizing principle. This type of interpretation of Indian history provided what 

Ronald Inden, in discussing the Indian form of Orientalism, Indology, calls "hegemonic texts;" works 

which expressed what was regarded as the orthodox view of India - orthodox "knowledge." Inden 

defines these texts as instruments. "nctt simply for browbeating those who demur but also for 

exercising a positive intellectual and moral leadership both within the educational institutions and 

in the other institutions that make and remake imperial fo rmat i~ns . "~~  Despite Hunter's insistence 

on "scientific" methods and the use of reliable sources, the proselytizing purpose and the fact that 

almost all the source materials had been compiled by the authors themselves or their colleagues 

enswed an interpretation of history that reflected the conditioning and experiences of the Anglo- 

Indian public servant.46 The books in the Rulers of India series were hegemonic texts of the 

Irrdianist or  Imperial school of thought on India. 

A different interpretation of Indian history ernerged, not surprisingly, from the conditioning 

and experiences of the man who is regarded as the founder of the Indian nationalist school of 

historical interpretation. Romesh Dutt (1845-1909) was one of the first Indians to take the London 

examinations for the Indian Civil Service. H e  received an appointment in 1871, but had to resign 

twenty-six years later when, because h e  was Indian, he could not be promoted to the position of 

comrni~sioner.~~ He  became lecturer in Indian history at University College, London until 1904 and 

then served in the government of the princely state of Baroda until his death. 

Western historical writing during the period prior to the First World War was quite widely 

influenced by a renewed interest in social science and the work of men like Karl Mam, Emil 

Inden, Imagining India, p. 43. 

f ir  John Kaye's Lives of Indian Officers, which includes chapters on Malcolm and Elphinstone and which first appeared as 
a series of  articles on  "Indian Heroes" in Good Words in 1866, and the introductions by Sir Alexander Arbuthnot and Sir George 
Forrest to  their compilations of the official writings of  Munro and Elphinstone, edited in 1881 and 1884 respectively, provide further 
examples of Indianist interpretations of the work of Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone. 

OPannikar, Asia and Western Dominance, p. 116 
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Durkheim and Max Weber. This trend attracted little attention from British historians of India but 

did have an impact on the development of Indian nationalist historiography. Whether admired or 

detested, M a d s  economic theories in particular were difficult to ignore and attempts to answer the 

questions he raised, whether by use of his doctrine or by alternative explanations, opened up new 

channels of inquiry. Dutt's books, Economic Historv of India under Earlv British Rule (1901) and 

Economic History of India in the Victorian Age (1903), which owed much to Marx's influence, were 

the most significant contributions to the history of India to appear between 1900 and 1914 and they 

provided a serious challenge to the orthodoxy of the Imperial school. 

Dutt presented a viable explanation of the poverty of the Indian masses under the 

supposedly benevolent and eniightened rule of "liberal" Britain. Citing an Indian poet's observation 

that: "taxation raised by a king is like the moisture of the earth sucked up by the sun, to be returned 

to the earth as fertilising rain,"" Dutt points out that the moisture raised from Indian soil under 

British rule is largely fertilizing other lands; a point Adam Smith and Munro and Elphinstone had 

conceded. Dutt also complains of the East India Company's use of parliament to restrict Indian 

manufacturing in order to protect the developing industries of Britain and its treatment of India as 

a great plantation, All high appointments are reserved for British nominees, merchandise is 

purchased out of Indian revenues to sell for profit in Europe, and all that can oe raised in India 

from excessive taxation is sent back to Britain after the bare costs of a "starved administration" have 

been paid.49 He  insists that the British administration in India has been shaped by European not 

Indian influences; the lack of any popular Indian representation means that India has to endure 

"unwise and retrograde adrn:nistration, and to pap for ... foolish wars, during periods of England's 

temporary m a d n e s ~ ! " ~  It is an assertion that would have been rejected by the Indianists because 

Romesh Dutt, The Economic Histow of India: under Early British Rule. 7th cd. (London: 1950), pp. xi-xii. 

@ Ibid, p. xii. 

j@ Ibid., p. 333. 
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they needed to believe that Indian policy was determined by their own group in India, not by 

politicians and bureaucrats in England - except, of course, when it suited them to use British 

interference as a scapegoat for failures - and it was ignored by British historians until the 1950s and 

1960s when the question of whether decisions on Indian policies were made in Britain or India 

became a matter of historiographical debate. 

Munro and Elphinstone are respected by Dutt as administrators "distinguished no less by 

their sympathy with the people than by their capacity for organisation and work." They were also 

approved for their advocacy of the employment of Indians in positions of respon~iblity.~~ Munro, 

however, is seen as directly responsible b r  one element of the economic drain because, by 

eliminating the role of Indian intermediaries in the collection of revenue under the ryotwari system, 

he permitted the Company to appropriate a portion of the revenue that would otnenvise have been 

ploughed back into the local economy. He is also held indirectly responsible for the poverty of 

Madras because, although he insisted that the ryotwari system, like the zamindari system of Bengal, 

must rest on a permanent settlement, it was later modified to ill-effect by "lesser men." And he is 

blamed for inadvertently causing the collapse of the structure of what he had termed the village 

republics of India, because, by removing the revenue assessing and collecting powers of village 

headmen, be  undermined their prestige and authority.j2 

Bombay's poverty is attributed to Elphinstone's deference to Munro and to the company's 

demand for only raw materials; Malcolm is commended for recognizing this. Malcolm, Dutt points 

out, recommended the development of Indian industries but even he failed to see, or perhaps did 

not care to state, that industrial prosperity was impossible in a colony valued only as a provider of 

raw -Mu~ro gained no credii from Dm. for his support for a genuine free trade for 

Ibid., pp. 345-6. 

52 Ibid., pp. 116-52 

" Ibid., p. 299. 



India, perhaps justifiably. In 1525 he had written that, 

India is the country that has been worst used ... Ail her products ought undoubtedly 
to be imported freely into England upon paying the same duties and no more, which 
English products pay in India. When I see what is done in Parliament against India, 
I think that I am reading about Edward DI and the Flemings.j4 

But Munro's comments on the subject, although expressed with great conviction in letters to George 

Canning and to his Glasgow friend, Kirkman Finlay, an ardent free trade supporter, were never 

made publicly. 

In Dutt's work, Munro, Malcolm and Elphins tone retain their stature as well-intcntioned and 

able men, if not their infallibility as Victorian heroes. Like most early Indian nationalists, Dutt was 

a member of the westerneducated Indian middle classes who had no wish to return to what they, 

as well as Indianists, thought of as "traditional" Indian forms of government. They did not want to 

destroy the form of government the British had introduced: they wanted to run it themselves, free 

from British control. The recornmendations of Munro and Elphinstone in particular, could be used 

in support of Indian self-government. They had, after all seen Indian institutions as viable and 

Indians themselves as capable of learning how to run an efficient form of government. Munro, 

indeed, might have acknowleged men like Dutt and Nehru as acolytes. 

Dutt's book presented an important historiographical. challenge to the Indianists, not only 

because his thesis of an economic drain of Indian resources provided the basis for nationalist 

theories of exploitation, but also because, in providing the first critical analysk of the policies of 

Munro and Elphinstone, he makes the point that good intentions did not inevitably lead to 

improvement. The probability and, perhaps, danger of unintended consequences had been central 

to the examination of the relationship between cause and effect made by Scottish enlightenment 

historians and it explains the caution of Munro. -Malcolm and Elphinstone- But their policies had 

been treated as above criticism by Victorian historians of the Indian empire who invariably 

lJ Gleig, MUNO, 3: 429. See also 2: 66; 307. 
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subscribed to the orthodox Whig interpretation of history. With its reverencr: for human agency, its 

preoccupation with the benefits, not the defects, of policy initiatives, and its wish to demonstrate an 

inevitable, causative progress towards a more "advanced" present. Whig history deliberately 

discouraged critical analqsis. 

Dutt's challenge was ignored by the contributors to The Cambridge IIistow of India,'j the 

most important work on the history of India to appear between the First and Second World Wars, 

who continued to combine the teleological methods of Whig history with Indianist assumptions about 

India and British Indian government It is another collaborative work but the division of labour 

between local experts and scholars is more evenly balanced than in the Ruiers of India series. Two 

thirds of the sections in voiume five, which deals with the pre-Mutiny period of British Indian history, 

are the work of professional historians. Volume six. which gives brief recapitulations of the 1515-1858 

period but concentrates mainly on the years 1858 to 1918, was written a l ~ o s t  entirely by former 

Indian officials, although some had also taught, or were currently teaching, at British universities. 

In both volumes the tacit assumption of the Idea of Progress remains although its course is 

now traced from eighteenth-century chaos and corruption to a twentieth-century sense of unity 

among Indians. The stability and the enlightenment of British rule, which had been proclaimed with 

confidence in the Rulers of India series at the end of the nineteenth century, were less obvious gifts 

in inter-war India. British rule was now credited with having created the conditions under which 

nationalist sentiment could arise. "The purposes contemplated from afar by Company servants like 

Thomas Munro were being realized by the servants of the crown."j6 This is an accurate 

interpretation of Munro's views. It requires great optimism, however, to see it as either a deliberate 

and consistently iblowed policy or as a consistently desired outcome, during the years from the 1830s 

- - - -- -- 

5-' H. Dodwell, ed.. The Cambridge History of India, 6 vols.. 3rd Indian reprint ed., (Delhi: 1965). 

't Dodwell: Cambridge Histon. of India, 6: vii. 
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to the f S120s.j7 

emphasis in :he Cambridlre Hisirxv of India is siiii ol: pa1iiieal:legisfati and 

pliticafhflitaqf history with carefully structured and stiH valuabtc chapters describing what 

happened and how the system functioned. The sections on social polin. and financial det-cioprnents 

are descriptive and give no indication that the author is aware of dcvcfopments in suciitl and 

economic history. It is still Anglo-centric history as seen from the top. Hero-worship, h i m ~ ~ e r ,  is less 

evident: completely absent from the \%ark of many of the authors, still present but in a relatively 

subdued form in that of some ex-,members of thc Indian CMI Service. Events or issues that invislved 

difkrenca of opinion betuecn rival factions of Englishmen arc discussed ~ 5 t h  adrnirablc objectivity 

and subjected to a discerning anal\sisig but diffsrenws that involved divergcnt Indian and English 

points of view still prtzvoked a more biased and emotional re~porne.~%ithough the source matcrial 

consulted includes parIiamentary papers. guyernment documents and a selection of both nineteenth 

and twentieth-centun. sect)ndan: tvc~rks as txell as the personal accounts, expert reports and 

collections of letters that had formed the basis af research for the Ruters o f  India series. the deeply 

entrenched hero-*orshipping and paternaiisi approach of the Indianists remains dominant. .%5 

Burton Stein has pointed out. P.E. Roberts. one of the most distinquishcd contributors to thc 

Cambridge Iiistorv of India, ;rckntz.ctlcdged thi: aced to recognize the  "blunders" and "pofitica1 

crimes" of Company ~fficials- IIe felt, however, that the conduct uf a small band of men. including 

Munro, who "were amongst the grcatesz Englishmen of their dav." compensatcd for zhe sins of thcir 

countr~men.~  

E d . ,  5: see P.E. I(okrts Chap. f 7 ;  Zallbn M. Pmson, Chap. 20 and .I.T.Civ+m, Chap. 37 

f bid-. 6: see Verne>, t it .  Chap. -30. 

* P-E. Roberts. quoted In Stein. JIonra p. 37. Roberts' best known work India Under Welleslev. (London: 1929). rcrrnatns 
one of the firsst rrearmenis of \rVellzsiq's adminismtion. 
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Tf.,e work of Munrc. Malmfm and Elphinstone is not discussed dirccriy and for thc most part 

the three men appear In the two .i.tttl;rn= in :tie rijk of nrbitcrs: their opinions cited on specific 

issues as if their endorsement is enough to justiti; a particular p~lic)..~Q-T. Gwynn, in a chapter on 

the Madras land revenue system, however, provides a non-partisan explanation of the complexities 

of the debate over rival revenue systems. Munro's influence over the court of directors is identified 

as the decisive factor in the decision for the yof,wari system.62 In S.M. Edwardes' chapter on the 

Bombay administrative system f ISIS-1858). Elphinstone's dctermination to preserve as far as 

possible the indigenous revenue and judicial systems is e m p h a ~ i s e d , ~  while Verncy Lovett notes 

Elphinstone's refusal to interfere in Indian religionM These two points - the viability of indigenous 

institutions and a refucrance to  interfere with Indian religious practices - were important in Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone's argument that Indians would themselves pursue and achieve progress 

if given the right conditions. By the lare nineteenth century, however, disillusion over the reluctance 

of Indians to change in the way tthcir British rulers thought they should. more rigid racist attitudes 

and a vested interest in perpetuating and justifying British rule, meant that thcse points wcre uscd 

Zo defend paternalist government by foreigners iw the ground [hat the  static and cr~nscrvativc nature 

of Indian society could not be changed. This attitude remains constant in The Cambridge - Histon 

of India and the  use of Munro, is;lalmlm and Elphinstonc's opinions to justify thc ideology of the 

work's contributors incriminates them, unjustly. 

The major achievement of the Cambridge - IIistow is its compilation of a massive collection 

af factual information - an accomplishment that would have becn regarded with awe by both 

kottish enlightenment and Victorian "philosopha" in search of useful knowledge. In other respects 

Ebid Fur Efphtnstome, see 5: St 592 for  Mafcdm. see 5: 21 1; 353. For Munro. see 6: 51: 161: 3%: 548. 

"' Xbid.. 5: 47fWek2 

"--- bid.. 5: 61: 55- 

f bid, 6: 1 m: f 33. 
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it is h&toy inte~preted by a narrow caste of victors. still celebrating their conquests, but finding it 

ioaeasiogfy diffictllt tir jirsiify the continuation of their rule. 

As fawarharlal ilfehru pointed out, bitterly, "history is almost always written by the victors 

and conquerors and gives their  view'^ It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the generally uncritical 

nature of British historical writing, should have allowed the reputations of Munro, Malcolm ar,d 

Elphinstone as wise and sympathetic empire-builders to remain unchallenged for over a century. 

M a t  is more surprising is the relative lack of criticism from the other side. For more than a decade 

prior to 1947 and ibr many years afterwards, the history of British fndia was enmeshed in a 

sometimes vituperative debate between two opposing schools of thoughi. The focus of Indian 

politicians, writers and scholars Isas directed mainly to the issues of nationalism and economic 

exploitation. The Indianists. the British imperialist school, mounted a sturdy defence of the British 

Raj. Munro. Malcolm and Elphinstone were natural herocs [or the Indianists, but for Indians. their 

value as propagandists for the nationalist cause seems to have outweighed thcir disadvantages as 

agents of foreign oppression. Their oftenquoted statements depicting British rule in terms of a 

temporary trusteeship, thcir equally oftenquoted opposition to the exclusion of Indians from 

p a i t h s  of responsibility. Mumo and Elphinrtone's recognition of the drain and Munro's support 

far free access to British markets for Indian g o d s  - now that it was his writings rather than his 

actions that were important - could all be put to good use in the campaign for self-government. 

The strongest criticism came from Marxists. R.Palme Durt, in a hhrxist critique of the 

condieion of fndia in 1940, expresses their viewpoint when he traces the deterioration of Indian 

sacieky to the intruduction of the concepts of private property and individualism by Munro, "at the 

behest of the court of directors," claiming that the two concepts undermined the natural communism 

6 Jawaharlat Nehm The Discowm of India. (London: 1951). G.S. Sardesai points out that one of the reasons why British 
historians had &e ti& to ~emwker,was kcasss the pride of Indian histonans with strong nationalist viewswouid not permit them 
ra write or publish in English. ?he rnm interesting work from the Indian perspectke was aritren in Maratha and Bengali. 
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of the traditional "4lage  rep~bl ics . "~  Ironically, it wzs Munro, not the court of directors, who was 

intent on  eradicating communal aspects of Indian sillage life and inculcating the virtues of self-help 

and individualism among the cultivators. EJunro, however, had many Indian admirers. In 1913, a 

contributor to the Modern Review quoted a succession of Munro's statements and pointed out that 

"The emplodpent of Indians in higher posts [is] a subject to which p u n r o ]  reverts again and again, 

in language which may well be laid to heart by the members of the Royal Commiszion which is now 

in session to consider this very question".67 Writing in a prison cell, Nehru quoted a letter in which 

Munro told Lord Hastings that the  advantages to India of British rule had been dearly bought by 

the sacrifice. of independence. and national character. Nehru also cites Munro's denouncement that: 

no previous foreign conqueror of India had treated the whole population as untrustworthy, dishonest 

and "fit to be employed only where we cannot do without them. It seems ... not only ungenerous, but 

irnp";;t;- . -  "G B.S-Baliga acknowledged, approvingly, Munro's inff uence with the board of control and 

court of directors behveen 1808 and 1514 in getting the ryotwari system extended in the Madras 

presidency." KN. Sastri Venkatasubba, whose Ph.D. degree at London University was supervised 

by Dodwell. saw Munro as the founder of a "liberal school of Indian administration" and traced the 

Montagu Declaration of 1917 to Munro's views on Indian governance. Writing in 1939 he claimed 

tbat Munro was still exerting influence on British The type of influence Venkatasubba 

admired is evident in a letter written by Munro in 1794 in response to a request from his friend, 

C01oneI Alexander Allen, later a Company director, for information on "Law, Commerce, 

" R Palme Dutt. -, (London: 1940). p.214. 

"' "Politicus," ''Sir Thomas Munro." Modern Review 14 (July 1913): 44. 

N e b :  Discovery, p.236. 

* B.S. Baliga, "Home Governmenr and the end of the policy of Permanent Setrlemenr in Madras, 1802 to 1818", in, lndian 
Hisrorical Records Commission Proceedings 19 (1942): 317. 

xi K N  Sastd Venkatasubba. n e  Munm Svstem of British Statesmanship in India, (Mysore: 1939). 
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Agriculture." Munro states that although the inhabitants of the Baramahai region, unlike those of 

Bengal, had no written legal codes, "they have enough of tradition to make a very good common law. 

On this tradition and on common sense their decisions are grounded - and ... they are just as good 

as any we could have were we to go for them as far as England." Asking, rhetorically, how English 

law could possibly be administered through interpreters, Munro announces that he "would as soon 

see the Inquisition among us as a corps of judges turned loose in the country, and led by such 

banditti," adding that "we are so vain of our laws that we suppose all nations are impatient to share 

in the  blessing^."^^ This letter was not included ill Gleig's selection but its appeal to an Indian in 

the 1930s is obvious. 

Since India gained independence in 1947, interest in Indian history has been diverted into 

new channels reflecting broad historiographical trends. Men who had spent their careers in British 

India, however, continued, like Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, to advertise their knowledge and 

their names by writing Indian history and three works in particular: Philip Mason's The Men who 

Ruled India (1954)??, R.D. Choksey's Mountstuart Elphinstone: The Indian Years (1971),73 and 

Sir Penderel Moon's The British Conauest and Dominion of India (1959),74 present Anglo-Indian 

interpretations. 

In The Men Who Ruled India, Mason75 presents the imperialist case in a relatively sensitive 

form although its thesis remains firmly in the hero-worshipping, paternalist, teleological camp. The 

framework for his interpretatit n is provided by the concept of trusteeship: an aim glimpsed by 

- 
Itsid., pp. 1-2. 

i2 Philip Mason, The Men Who Ru!ed India, 2 ols., (London: 1954, paperback ed., London: 1985). 

RD. Choksey, Mountstuart Elphinsrone: The Indian Years, 1796-1827, (Bombay: 1971 j. 

74 Penderel Moon, The Bntish Conquest and Dominion of India, (London: 1989). 

"Mason has also publimed a comprehensive and readable histoiy of the Indian Army but one in which the author's Indianist 
perspective is abundantly evident. Philip Mason. A Matter of Honouc An Account of the Indian Armv, its Officers and Men. 
(tondon: 1974, paperback ed., Londoc: 1986). 



Munro and Elphinstone ... eqlicitly proclaimed in 1917 ... it is clear that the change from government 

for Indians to government by Indians has been carried through sum~sfu:uIly.~~ Evidence that suggests 

that between the 1850s and the First World War a majority of Anglo-Indians paid little genuine heed 

to the idea of trusteeship is over-looked. The "men who ruled India" are, for -Mason, the men who 

worked in the field with Indians. Not, of course, on equal terms but as fatherly authorities. Mason 

has little interest in the bureaucrats of the presidency capitals who worked in isolation from the 

Indian masses, because it is the personal, dedicated relationship between rulers and ruled that he 

wishes to emphasise - an aspect of British rule that Nilmani Mukherjee was soon to identify as a 

decisive factor in the superiority of Munro's Madras system of administration over that of Corntvallis 

in Bengal. 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone remain heroes: "the founders" of the British Raj. Their 

work is described in the first chapter of a section entitled "The Golden Age, 1798-1858:" 

the flowering, the highest peak perhaps in the lofty range of what the English have 
done: when a handful of our countrymen, by the integrity of their character and with 
not much else to help them, gave to many millions for the first time for many 
centuries the idea that a ruler might be concerned with their well-being.77 

Munro was the archetypal district officer - a ruler who would listen to the people. Malcolm was 

the man of action, the soldierlstatesman with a common touch for prince and peasant alike - aSways 

ready to see and be seen. Elphinstone was a man who "revelled in the stress of circumstances when 

it came his way but who never courted it." A philosopher as well as a man of action, "always ready 

to ljsten to a peasant and to  right a wrong."7b 

Mason relied on nineteenth-century biographies and personal accounts, on the Rulers of 

India series and on the Cambridge Historv of India as his sources and in association with the - 

'& Mason, The Men Who Ruled India: p. 395. 

Ibid., p. 84. 

Ibid., p. 102; p.106. 
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nostalgic sentiments and loyalties derived from his own distinguished career in India, the result was 

a re-statement, albeit a polished and gracious re-statement, of a very famiiiar historical 

interpretation. 

R.D.Choksey's study of Elphinstone probably developed out of the work he had done on the 

history of the Marathas and the Bombay Deccan during Elphinstone's period. Choksey's object is 

to provide insight into Elphinstone as a man, rather than as a British official and he makes good use 

of Elphinstone's often almost illegible journals. Unlike the journals of many prominent men, they 

were not mtended for public consumption and they permit a relatively intimate view of their author's 

personality. Choksey's approach seems to owe something to the influence of psycho-history. He 

examines Elphinstone's attitude towards monejr, patronage, personal relationships, his struggles with 

ill-health and, in particular, his equivocal attitude towards India and his career and portrays him as 

ambitious for recognition but not smbitious enough - or, perhaps, not sufficiently self-confident or 

energetic enough - to really drive for it as Malcolm did. There is a wealth of interesting, sometimes 

gossipy. detail on Elphinstone, his family, his friends and his contacts with other British Indian 

officials but the book suffers, somewhat, from having no central argument or clearly defined 

framework and in the end, although failures as well as successes are recorded and less praiseworthy 

aspects of Elphinstone's character are mentioned, Choksey's portrayal fails to escape, from the 

nineteenth-century genre of here-worshipping biography. 

Given the long period of time and the many developments that have taken place in historical 

writing since the end of British rule, it is surprising to find that in his recent book, The British 

Consuest and Dominion of India, Sir Penderel Moon has also failed to escape the influence of 

nineteenth-century British Indian history It is a classical Indianist account in which great rulers are 

at the forefront. In a brief biographical memoir, it is mentioned that Moon considers himself to be 

a "gentleman scholar" rather than a professional historian, that he is not very enthusiastic about 

contemporary historiographical trends and that he sees himself as Munro's "heir." He  would have 
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felt more at home in 1885 than 1959. Moon, however, moves beyond the concept of trusteeship and 

represents conquest and dominion as a co-operative effort between the British and the most 

admirable elements in lndian society - "intelligent Indians" and sepoys - to improve India. There 

is a major sub-theme which identifies what are perceived to be consistently harmful interventions 

by the Home government. Munro, Malcolm and Eiphinstone fit into Moon's scheme as the most 

idealistic and most "politically correct" - from his persepective - of the Anglo-Indians who should, 

he  believes, have been left to direct Indian affairs without the intervention of Whitehall. The book 

provides a factually detailed and interesting narrative account of the British period in India, but it 

is a work that in many ways was outdated the moment it appeared. It presents an imperialist 

perspective of imperial domination. similar to the one offerred in the Rulers of India series a century 

earlier- 

From the 1830s until the 1550s, writing on the history of British India was dominated by 

Anglo-Indian historians, the great majority of whom came from the middle classes and were 

members or ex-members of the Indian civil or military services. They successfully imposed their own 

ideology, derived from a melding of English cultural attitudes with the traditions, shared experiences 

and corporate self-interest of their own caste, on their interpretations of Indian history and Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone's role in lndian history, remaining largely immune from successive 

developments in international historiography. Invariably more interested in the way great men dealt 

with problems than in the problems themselves, their representation of Indian history retained its 

status as "orthodox knowledge" until the 1950s. 

Zn the years since Indian independence historical writing, which has focussed on issues and 

structural forces more than on the lives and work of rulers, has produced fresh insight into Munro, 

Malcolm and Elphinstone's role in Indian history. During the 1950s and 1960s, Munro and 

Efphinstone's work as administrators was examined to discover how their policies, as the agents of 

colonial rule, affected the social, economic and cultural life of India and to throw light on the nature 
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of the Company state.79 At the same time their policy recommendations and cultural attitudes were 

examined by intellectual historians to identify the ideas and assumptions on which their school of 

thought on Indian government was basedmS0 In the 1980s, two trends in historical writing: one a new 

approach referred to as "the political economy per~pective;"~~ the other a re-awakened interest in 

political his tory, generated three studies of aspects of British Indian history - s tate-building and 

military fiscalism and strategies for defence - that raised new questions and produced new 

conclusions about the work and thought of the three men.82 

Although Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone would have shared some of thc concerns of the 

Indianists, and, no doubt, many of the underlying elements of self-interest, their conservatism had 

emphasis& continuity rather than preservation; their paternalism was mentorist rather than 

proscriptive, while their humanitarian approach to Indian problems derived from ideas about 

"sensibility" rather than !&om the patronizing good works beloved by Evangelical philanthropists. 

Their practicality, which rejected out of hand Utilitarian and Rationalist "system," was nevertheless 

subjected, as a matter of course, to the touchstones of utility and reason. Like Samuel Smiles, they 

believed in self-help. Ironically, it was Indian nationalist historians who recognized - and 

appreciated - the progressive nature of their school of thought while contemporary historians of 

political economies and social structures cannot entirely dismiss the part played by "the willed 

decisions of significant agent-actors" - a precise, modern phrase for what the Victorians called "the 

great ideas of great men." 

79 See Ballharchet, Western India: Mukhejee, Rvohvan Svstem; Beaglehole. Munro; Frykenberg. Guntur District. 

See Stokes, Utilitarians; Bearce, Brirish Attitudes 'Toward India. 

O'Hanlon and Washbrooke, "Histories in Transition." p. 123. 

See Stein, "State Formation," Munro; Yapp, Stratecies, Peers, "East India Company and its Army,'' "Duke of Wellington," 
"Military and Political Economy." 



CONCLUSION 

There must always be a connection between the way in which men 
contemplate the past, and the way in which they contemplate the 
present: both views being in fact different forms of the same habits 
of thought, and therefore presenting in each age, a certain sympathy 
and correspondence with each other. 

H.T.Bucklel 

The careers, ideas and historiographical representations of Thomas Munro, John Malcolm 

and Mountstuart Elphinstone cannl.,t be fully understood without taking into consideration the 

connection betwcen the way in which they viewed the past and the way in which they viewed their 

own world. The wnnection between the three parts of this thesis also lies in placing their lives and 

their legacy in the correct historical context. 

The fifty years during which Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone served in India was a period 

of dramattic historical change. Revolutions in America and France were generated and rationalized 

by ideas about liberty and authority. The age of commerce, with its conccrn with wealth and virtue, 

was being superceded by the early industrial age, with its own principles of political economy. 

Mercantilism, as it was termed by contemporary political economists, was challenged by Free Traders 

quoting Adam Smith. Half a world away, the "factory" foot-holds of the East India Company on the 

periphery of the Indian sub-continent, were expanded into extensive territorial dominions. India, 

between the 1780s and 1520s was transformed from a vibrant region of independent or semi- 

independent states competing for political and territorial power, into a colonial possession 

subordinated to the interests of a forcign trading company and a remote but powerful foreign state. 

The East India Company had to pay for its army, its administrators and its trade-goods and 

provide adequate returns for its share-holders, and a variety of practical and principled solutions to 

the problem of obtaining resources without precipitating rebellion jostled for recognition. Cost, 

H.T. Buckle, l e  Historv of Civilization in England. 2 vols., (New York: 1897), 1: 210. 
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security, economic and social progress and the need to provide a moral justification for colonial 

domination were central issues for all Company officials and Munro, Malcolm and Elphinsione wrote 

a great deal on matters pertinent to then all. 

The three men had been raised in Scotland in the second half of the eighteenth century 

when union with England brought political stability and an improved economy to the country and 

new professional opportunities for Scotsmen. Although the aristocracy still dominated British political 

and social life, the power of the state depended to a formidable extent on the support of the gentry 

and commercial classes and the fact that this support was forthcoming - that there was a consensus 

of aims rather than a struggle for power between the landed aristocracy and the rising middle classes 

- allowed the state to concentrate its energy during the years from 1780 until 1530 on winning its 

wars with France and eipanding its empire in the east. The increased demand for men for naval and 

army service against the French and military and civil service in India created new career-building 

opportunities for a class of service gentry; a group who enhanced tQeir own and their family's wealth 

and status through service overseas but who brought in return, both the confidence of conquerors 

and new money to invigorate the middle ranks of society.' Munro, Malcolm and Elphinsione joined 

the quickening movement of the sons of the Scottish gentry and professional classes into the ranks 

of the service gentry, and built careers in India which raised their status in Britain. 

The fact that they were countrymen helped bring Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone together 

during the earlier stages of their careers. Scotland was a small country with a small population and 

among the middle and upper ranks of society everyone knew, or knew of, everyone elst.. Munro and 

Malcolm's sisters had met in Scotland before their brothers' paths crossed in India and the Malcolm 

and Eiphinstone families were acquainted before the two men went to India. When Munro and 

Malcolm met in the Baramahal in 1796 and Maicolm and Elphinstone met at Poona in 1503 they 

would have had acquaintances as well as interests in common to discuss. Malcolm may have 

2 Bayfy, Imperial Meridian, pp. 11-12. 
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cultivated Elphinstone's friendship with a view to improving his own contacts in British political life 

and the Company but he can have expected nothing beyond friendship with an interesting and 

intelligent man in return for his good offices on Munro's behalf. 

Shared cultural roots, however. were more important than national or  social solidarity in 

bringing the three men together as the founders of a school of thought on Indian government. 

Although the philosophes who influenced late eighteenth-century Scottish thought were interested 

in, and influenced by, the same ideas and issuzs as their European and English counterparts, in their 

interpretations of society. forms of government and religious institutions they developed certain 

distinctive methods and principles - now identified as the precursors to nineteenth-century social 

science - which had a profound effect on Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's approach to Asian 

society and government. 

Many youthful Scotsmen who went to India as Company writers or cadets were likely to have 

left home possessed of a modicum of Calvinist-instilled discipline and a tendency, if exposed to the 

influence of Scottish religious Moderatism, to look at religion - Catholic and Protestant Forms of 

Christianity as well as the religions of Asia - from a secular rather than a spiritual perspective. 

They were also likely to have shared the widely-held assumption that the acquisition of practical 

skills and a life-long pursuit of knowledge were worthwhile exercises in self-interest as well as in 

professional or public virtue. It was not for nothing that Tobias Srnollett made the hero of his novel, 

Roderick Random (1 7491, a Scotsman. It was necessary, he stated, because it enabled him to endow 

Roderick with the level of education required by his character; a level of education "which could not 

possibly be obtained in England."j The coniunction of three factors - the intense interest in 

education and the new developments it produced in eighteenth-century Scotland, the high proportion 

~f Scotsmen from well-educated gentry and professional families who went to India, and the number 

of Scots who made their names in positions requiring practical skills or an ability to organize, analyze 

"SrnlIett. quoted in Embree, Charles Grant, p. 22. 
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and present information - indicates a connection between the benefits of a Scottish education and 

the number of Scotsmen who rose to prominence in India at this time. Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone were the most successful of the many Scotsmen who made knowledge useful to their 

own careers as well as to the government. 

Malcolm, who met Munro for the first time in 1796 and Elphinstone in 1503, provided the 

initial link between the three men. He corresponded regularly with them both, visited them when 

his peripatetic career b r~ugh t  him within reach and praised their abilities to influential men in the 

Company and government. Munro and Elphinstone met only twice, in May 1518 and May 18261, and 

their relationship was sustained almost entirely by correspondence on matters of policy although. 

after the mainly social visit of Munro and his uife to Elphinstone in Bombay in 1820, the letters 

become less formal and occasionally refer to personal matters. Until the Third Maratha War, 

Malcolm was the most prominent of the three men and may have seen himself in some respects as 

Munro and Elphinstone's patron but, in the 1820s, when the focus of Indian government was 

efficient administration not foreign relations, Munro emerges as the senior member of the group. 

By the end of the war the three men are identifiable as a key group in the government of 

British India. Eric Stokes sees their ideas on government as the dominant school of thought prior 

to 1318 but the decade betwcen 1814 and 1834 is probably the period in which their views had the 

most influence. Burton Stein points out correctly that Munro's appointment as governor in 1519 was 

made partly in rccognition of the triumph of his administrative principles but, to Munro in the 1820s, 

this triumph may have been less obvious than it appears a century and a half later. IIis warnings, 

and those of Malcolm and Elphinstone, against rational systems and proposed innovations are more 

pronounced in the writings composed during their governorships than in ones from earlier periods 

in their careers and, despite the apparent victory of their school of thought represented by their high 

appointments. all three men were aware that their views were being challenged by both old and new 



arguments." 

The three men are rarely seen as bureaucrats; they are more often regarded as the 

archetypes of what B.B. Misra calls rule by "executive interposition," the antithesis of bureaucratic 

system5 and a form of government described by Munro as "acting without interference, and 

authorized to pursue whatever measures 1 thought best for the settlement of the country." They 

all, not surprisingly, found the periods in which they enjoyed a relatively unrestricted freedom to 

introduce their own policies to be the most personally satisfying episodes in their careers. Yet the 

bureaucratic technique of acquiring the specialized knowledge necessary for a particular type of 

appointment served Munro and Malcolm better than the more conventional paths to high office, 

seniority and patronage, and even Elphinstone found it useful. Wellesley's policies as govcrnor- 

general allowed - indeed required - men who had taken the trouble t o  acquire some local 

expertise to obtain challenging, powerful and prestigious positions. No amount of Indian knowledge 

would have aided the careers of the three men if they had failed to achieve practical results. In early 

nineteenth-century British India, however, where civil administrators as well as diplomats spent long 

periods of time working with Indians from many different social and cultural groups and living in 

isolation from British centres \ ~ f  power and decision-making, an ability to use Indian languages, 

interpret Indian cuiture and present information and recommendations in an articulately written 

form were useful tools which played a major role in their rise to high office. 

Having attained some distinction in India, Munro and Malcolm returned to Britain, hoping 

to find either a satisfactory private life or a new n i c k  for themselves in the pub!ic service. 

Elphinstone, as a member of Britain's ruling classes, would have had access to British public life if 

See Philips. East India Comuany, pp. 244-5 for comments on d~fferences between the Board of Control and the Directorate 
after 1823 on some of the key components of Munro'b administralke synem. 

Misra? Central Administration. pp. 80-81. 

Munro to Cumming, 1 March 1815, quoted in Gleig. Munro. 1: 426. 
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he had wished and if he had been able to arrange his finances to produce the necessary independent 

income. But rhe proven taicnts of Munro and Malcoim, who had contacts with, but not membership 

in, the ruling elite, were inadequate to obtain positions in Britain comparable to those to which they 

had access in India. 

The interest in India's administrative affairs of some board of control and Company officials 

during the period in which Munro was in Britain providcd an a d v a n t a p u s  contex? for the 

advancement of his career at a crucial stage. Makolm. however, kat ground to Elphinstone. whose 

successful diplomacy at Pmna during - .MaIcutm3 six year absence from India. enabled him to close 

the gap between thcm in regard to seniority. experience and experlise. 

It is pr>ssible that the success of Elphinstone's Indian career rested to s o a e  extent o n  his 

having more written than personal ccmtact with Campany and government authorities. In his carly 

twenties his journal is full of self-chastisement for fastidiousness and arrogance,? for 

argumentativeness, shortness uf temper and a supercillioctsness that "must be shockingly offensive," 

and he described himself as owrbearing t ~ h e n  contradicted and ill-humoured and disputatious 

wheneser he felt ~l ighted.~ Although hc probably exaggerated these defecw: and obviously learncd 

to control their public manifestations as he matured, when considering the governor-generalship 

thim m - vears later, his struggle with his temper - or temperament - Ivas still something to bc 

considered. IIe thought that the mode of cunducting business, which would require "having much 

personal intercourse with people,' w u l d  sorely try a temper which was ncwr suited to "resisting 

sudden prrxiocations,"" Although Malcolm's egotism irritated him, his often-stared admiration for 

Malcolm and Munro"s good humour. suggests that in some situations he had difficulty in controlling 

his OWE impatience and irritation. Elphinstone's career and possibly his personality had restricted 

' Elphinstone, journal. 6 April 1311. quoted in Calebrooke. Elvhinstone. I: 26. 

" Elphinstone. journal. 5 March 1807, quvted in ibid. 1: 434. 

' Elphinsfone. journal. 3 Sept. 1834, quclted in ibid.. 2: 335. 
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hk oppurtunities to establish personal relationships and his written cummunications which, although 

witten in an cxecrabk hand. w r c  imprsssivelv urbane, map hale beef! a prefcrrcd medium of social 

as well as professional intercourse. 

In the years following the Third Maratha War, no one in the Home government seems to 

have been anxiom to emplq hfalcolrn. in part because the cmphasjs he gave to psychological 

considerations, his respect fur rank, his preference for trust over discipline and his somctirnes ill- 

judged generosity had Iittle appeal now that Britain was thc paramount power in India. Superceded 

by both Munro and Elphinstonc for the governorships of Madras and Bornbav. Malcolm turned, as 

he had done when his ambitions had been frustrated in 1810, to keeping his name and his opinions 

before the authorities and rhe general public by writing brooks. 

Malcolm and Elphinstone's literary efforts enabled them to devclop their ideas on Asian 

society and government and forced them to polish their styles of witing. Ilerc loo, i~owcver, 

Efphinstone gained an advantage. MalcoIrn was an extrovert. His vision was broad, he liked general 

concepts and grand strategies and his tvriting style was wordy, Cull of tengtthy pcriods and gencral 

truths. In regxd t~ his  OX^ and othcr's interests hi: was outspoken and persistent. Elphinstone, 

introverted and with hours, sometimes days and weeks on end to spend on  his studics, wrote with 

a narrower perspective. pcrhaps, but with greater subtlety and restraint. EIe lacked, however, 

Malcofm's instinctive generosity in promoling his friends. Respcct far others in his profession was 

mare often expressed by Elphinstune in his journal or private Ictters than in public papers while 

Mafcolm and Munro publicized the abilities o f  men whose merits they approved in letters to the 

authorities. Munro's public writings, which David Hill had described as "an inestimable treasury of 

wisdom," lack Maleolmk expamivcness and Elphinstone's polish but they arc skilfully and often 

subtly constructed deurnents which include principled justifications for his recommendations. 

Mumu's meetingwith Malcolm in Madras in July 1517. just before the Third Maratha War, 

was the last time the two men were to get he^ but, for the last ten years of Munro's life, they 
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remained in tauch tbiotigh :heir 1eiki-s. The enlarged views on governing India, based on certain 

idmlo@cai assumptions about historical progress, iii~tit~tihtial deveitrpmcni and human psychoiogy, 

that emerge. from Malcolm's published writings uere approved by Munro; the simiiar principles on 

which -Munro's system was based were endorsed by Malcolm when he used Munro as an authority 

ta suppart his awn policy rcmmrnendations. 

Malcolm and Elphinstone met for the last time in March 1531. when Elphinstone attended 

a London dinner given by Lard Ellenbt~rough in honour of Malcolm on his retirement from Bombay. 

The guests included the duke of Wellington and peaplc described by Elphinstone as being of the 

highest rank and talent. Matct~lm was at ease with both peasants and princes: Elphinstone was 

probably as uncumfortabIe wiih the lower ranks as he claimed to be diffident in the presence of 

"great men."" On this occasion. his appreciation of Malcolm's good qualities was unequivocal. 

-MafcoIm "rattled away" as he would have done at his own table in Bombay, kept everyone cheerful 

despite monopoking the conversation and won Elphinstone's admiration for "his ease and 

independence among a class of people f ~ r  whom I know him to entertain so cxmssive a respect." 

fiz made no effort to adapt his talk tu pleasc anyone but hirnsclf with the exception that, 

he constantly went out of his way to bring me forward, and to make me as intimate 
with the company as he was himself. I can now account for his popularity with 
people of note whom f have heard talk of him. Ii. could never have been gained by 
mere cuuriing of favour, or  sustained by any one who had less frankness, good 
humour, and talent than Sir John.!i 

fn his study of Lord Wellesiey. P.E. Roberts observes that: "It was a cruel nemesis of fate that Lord 

WPeflesfev more than any other man, yearned for, and depended for his peace o f  mind upon. 

generous reco_@tion of his a~hievemeilts."~ The words would provide an equally apt epitaph for 
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Munro was one of the few men of whom Elphinstone whole-heartedly approved; his respect 

for him as a statesman being equalled by his admiration and liking for him as a man. After their 

second and last meeting at Bombay he told Edward Strachey who, in Elphinstone's opinion, 

undervalued Munro. that Munro had 

more marks of genius than most men I have seen, a clear and sagacious head in 
peace and war, original and correct vieus on all subjects, a real love of the natives 
afid all mankind ...g ood taste, candour and simplicity. that makc one at home with 
him in a minute. and almost made me regret that I was forty and hc sixty. both past 
the days of sudden cor~fidence.~~ 

The different social fcvels to which their families belonged and the year in which they first 

arrived in India made a significant - difference to the early progress of Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone's careers; later the pre-occupations of the government of India and their own qualities, 

ambitions and temperaments affected the course of their public lives, Elphinstone's connections gave 

him a head-start in the many areas where patronage was the determining consideration - including 

the acquisition of posts which gave acccss to promotion by rules ofseniority. His early efforts at self- 

education, except in regard to Indian languagesl were probably undertaken as a form of escape from 

boredom and even after Malcolm and Mackintosh's tutelage, his studies may have owed as much 

to intellectual curiosity as to ambition. As a careerist, huaever, his self-education served him well 

in training his mind, polishing his writing sfyle and providing him with a conceptual framework for 

his works of history, and principled justifications fcr the policies he adopted. Unlike Malcolm and 

EO a lesser degree Munro, he avoided controversy, partly because fbr much of his career he lacked 

the driving ambition or the dedicated commitnlent to specific policies that made enemies for the 

older men. 

When Munro began his career as a civil administrator in the 1790s and when Malcolm and 

Elpfiinstone turned their attention to writing the history of Asian societies in the early years of the 

nineteenth century, they all made use, consciously or unconsciously, of ideas that had been the 

Elphinstone ta Edward Strachey. 21 Apri! 1821, quoted in ibid.. 2: 125. 
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subjects of high-profile discussion in the society in which they had grown up. They were subjects 

debated in the western intellectual world generally, but the broadly philosophical approach to man 

and society taken by the three men emphasised ideas and issues that happen to have received extra 

attention or publicity in Scotland. Like Scotland's moral philosophers Munro, Malcolm and 

Elphinstone saw man as possessing the same emotions, virtues, defects and potential for 

improvement wherever he lived, and blamed man-mad:,, historically determined institutions rather 

than racial characteristics or divine dispensation for inhibiting progress; Elphinstone also took 

climatic and geographic conditions into consideration. As men of sensibility as well as sense, they 

tried to judge "other" societies by the other's standards, while their belief in the possibility of the 

degeneracy as well as the progress of civilized states mitigated the natural arrogance of the 

conqueror and fostered caution and gradualism. 

As disciples of the Scottish philosophes there are three issues, standing out from this general 

approach, which are of particular importance in relation to Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's views 

on the ordering of societies. The first was religion. The second was the question of the correct 

relationship between liberty and authority in systems of government. The third was what was termed, 

the "wealth and virtue" question; the attempt to define a satisfa~tory relationship between econornlc 

and moral well-being. 

The three men shared the Moderates approach to religion which encouraged tolerance and. 

more important, the acceptance of sociological and anthropological types of explanation for the 

development of different religions as well as of systems of government and social organization. They 

saw Asian religions as having developed to meet the needs of a particular society at a certain stage 

of its development and as having then regressed as the "sublime" principles of their founders were 

compromised to meet the more limited comprehension of the masses. Although they undoubtedly 

saw Christianity as superior to other religions in every respect, they do not seem to have seen it as 

the one true religion. There was little they admired about Islarn or Hinduism but, despite what were 
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believed to be the deleterious eikcts on social morality and national character of the two religions, 

and t k  barriers they raised to progress, the three men were agreed that they must be left alone. 

Interference in so sensitive an area could be e~yected to undermine stability, but, more unusually, 

the three men felt that in the long run interference was probably unnecessary. Bigotry and 

superstition were seen as central and undesirable features of Islam and Hinduism respectively, but 

by applying "the historical principle" to their analysis of Asian religions, they could be seen as defects 

which would probably be  susceptible to the general improving influences of economic progress and 

education. Their secular approach led the three men to see religion as something far too dangerous 

in the short-term to be tampered with. But, conversely, as insufficiently important in the long-run, 

to be  worth deliberate policies for reform. Thc system of government, however, could not be left to 

reform itself because on ir  depended the general progress of India, including the reformation of its 

religions. 

During the first decades of the nineteenth century, no one seriously supposed there to be 

a practical alternative to a "despotic" system of government for British India; one which rcstcd on 

military force. For Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone, however, the practical and moral barriers that 

despotism raised against improvement had to be circumvented. Malcolm and Elphinstone's historical 

studies had confirmed the view that arbitrary government was morally degrading while participatory 

"democracy" - the word is used in the broadest possible sense - was morally preferable, but in 

political terms, potentially anarchic. Strong despotism, which provided order, was preferable to weak 

despotism under which numerous contenders for power caused civil disorder and the break-down 

of social infrastructrrres. Giver, this diagnosis, British India needed an efficient military force to 

defend its frontiers and maintain the internal order necessary for society's practical well-being; for 

its agriculture and commerce t t  prosper. In the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 

however, there was nothing particularly militarist or tyrannical about using the army to preserve the 

peace. In Britain, cicril police forces were a thing of the future and the militia were habitually used 



to maintain order in times of crisis. 

Most Scotsmen. however. believed that progress involved morality as well as prosperity and 

in their analysis. morality meant more than good works and an abstinence from sin. It required a 

contribution to the socieq of which the individual was a component part and this meant participating 

in the public life of the community and the state. It was a concept that had nothing to do with 

representational government. It represented. rather, a conjuction behveen the civic tradition - 

classic humanist thought which had influenced Scottish culture by way of the teaching of Latin and 

Greek in schools and through Renaissance and more recent literary interpretations - and recent 

historical experience. Inclusion in the British empire in Europe had provided the Scots with the 

political stability and economic opportunity necessary for them, by their ov~n exertions. to bring 

about a minor revolution in their country's institutions and practical condition. And they had 

achieved their revolution despite their loss of political independence. The concept of parliamentary 

sovereigntv had anyway enjoyed less prestige and authority in Scotland. than England, because there 

were other lawmaking bodies1* and the Kirk, rather than parliament. had traditionally been seen 

as the protector of the liberties of the people. Transferred to the Indian ~cntext.  inclusi~il in 

Britain's empire might be expected to provide British India with the same stability and. in theory at 

least, with similar economic opportunities. But the progress of India would still require, for moral 

and psychofogical as welt as practical reasons, the active participation of Indians in the administrative 

functions of the government. 

Although they probably did not work it out in precisely that way, Munro, Malcolm and 

Efphhtone's approach to the problems of governing India rested on the assumption that an 

efficient military organization must provide the security, political stability and order necessaIy for 

lndian farmers to increase their own wealth and. by extension, the wealth of the state - commerce 

was also expected to  flourish given political stability - while the civil administration must provide 

" Davies, 'The Courts and the Scottish Legal System", p.121. 
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the opportunities and incentives for Indians to participate in improving their institutions. 

The three men \vere all committed to the view that systems of government were the most 

important determinants of national character and, therefore, the arbiters of moral and practical 

improvement. But it was modes of revenue collection and the administration of juslice, rather than 

constitutional arrangements. that would be important to the well-being of the Company's subjects, 

and the Munro system should be seen, primarily, as a quite clearly articulated system of political 

economy, on lines specified by Adam Smith, that was intended to serve the needs of both the state 

m d  the Indian people. 

The starting point for the Munro system,I5 which was adopted by Malcolm and Elphinstone 

when they became administrators, was continuity with existing institutions so that Indians could 

understand and participate in the processes of government. It utilized the ryotwari revenue system, 

partly because in Munro's opinion it offered fewer barriers to economic dekdopment than either 

zamindari or communal tenure systems, and partly because it brought relatively close contact 

between rulers and ruled. In principIe, although by no means always in practice, the revenue aspects 

of the Munro system called for a moderate and fixed assessment of land-revenue so that the people 

might enjoy the fruits of their own labour which would, in turn, encourage personal enterprise. As 

a result of the natural inequalities of mankind, opportunities f a  the enterprising would bring into 

being - a "respectable" middle rank based cn  merit - in the sense of industry and competence. Later, 

Munro's system aimed rather at maintaining the position in society and government of the  pre- 

mfonial notables and service gentq who Munro, with wider experience, as well as Malcolm and 

Elphinstone, now recognized as having a traditional and important place in Indian social structure, 

Tbis middle rank, which \-vouId enjoy moderate wealth and, hopefully, a superior education, would 

have a sufficient interest in g a d  government and the necessary public spirit lo provide a motive 

'5 Eipfiinstone was one of the first to use the term "Munro system" for the administrative reforms introduced into the Madras 
presidency bstween 1814 and 1827. See Beag!ibole. Munro. p. 10. 
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force for the progress of India. In his early years h h n r o  actively discouraged semi-feudal groups with 

their military traditions and patterns of dependency because he believed they prevented the 

establishment of the order necessary for prosperity and interfered with the imposition of a more 

centralized form of authority which, for Munro, should be located in the presidencies, rather than 

being an all-India impe-ium. 

During his period as governor of Madras, Munro's most eloquent minutes are on the subject 

of the inclusion of Indians in the government of their country and on legal arrangements which, in 

addition to strengthening the executive branch of government by providing the collector with legal. 

powers, aimed also at providing more opportunities for Indians to participate in the civil 

administration of the state. Practicality and e,xpense are referred to in regard to employing Indians 

but it is invariably moral, or what would now be regarded as psychological, considerations - self- 

respect, the encouragement of enterprise, incentives to acquire an education and an opportunity to 

learn how the West organizes government - that are important. One day, although probably far in 

the future - Munro points out what a long time it took for Europe to attain its "present state" - 

Indians will be ready "to frame a regular governmenl for themselves, and to conduct and preserve 

it."16 Being famifizr with the history of Europe Munro may have genuinely believed that it would 

take centuries for Indians to learn to conduct a "regular" form of government themselves. It is also 

possible. however, that the emphasis Malcolm and Elphinstone as well as Munro placed on the 

length of time that would pass before Britain would have to relinquish its ccntrol of the sub- 

continent, indicates they were aware of early manifestations among their Anglo-Indian colleagues 

of the attitude defined i:y Fra~ncis Hutchins as an "ilnusion of perrnancn~e".~~ 

The administrative system introduced by Munro and endorsed in its broad objectives by 

Malcolm and Elphinstone, was intended to initiate a process or' change that, once started, would 

Munro, Minutes. 2: 327. 

Hutchins, Iilusion of Permanence. 
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continue to evoive from within Indian society. It did, indeed, produce change, although not always 

in the ways envisioned by its founders, and in the twentieth century, a number of important historical 

works have explored the unintended and unexpected consequences of Munro, Malcolm and 

EIphinstoneYs administrations. 

The progressive policies of one generation of rulers often appear conservative to the next 

and it was easy for the many westernizing reformers who followed Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone 

to India to present the ideas of  he three men in this light. It is also easy to fail to recognize 

principles as such when they differ from one's own. Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone were 

sympathetic to what they called Indian usages and manners. They believed that India's institutions 

were viable. They insisted that administrative systems must be comprehensible and relevant to 

Indians. And they thought that Indian progress, when it occurred, must and would result to a large 

extent from the efforts of Indians themselves. The generation that followed, however, believed, with 

increasing conviction, that Britain's supposedly superior forms of government and religion, and the 

morality, enterprise, industry and knowledge of its people gave it a divine mandate to bring about, 

in its own image, the improvement of others. For them, Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's school 

of thought was unlikely to appear as either progressive or based on valid principles. 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's ideology was neither pragmatism nor mid-nineteenth 

century Anglo-Indian conservatism. By the time their biographers were writing, "inferior" religions 

could not be  left to reform thernseIves; they required the dedicated labours of British missionaries. 

Nor could the British be seen to administer a despotic form of government - it had to be renamed 

paternalism. Nineteenth-century Whig historians anathematized David 13ume for what they saw as 

his "Tory" defence of despotism and for failing, in his Historv of Great Britain, to do his duty as an 

historian "to keep wicked kings in the pillory as a perpetual warning." Nume had seen Britain's 

transition from feudalism, to despotism, to "liberty," in terms of the successful enhancement of the 

powers of the Crown at the expense of those of the feudal nobility by the Tudor "despots" - "the 
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tyranny and caprices" of Henry VIII, "the absolute authority" of "that arbitrary Princess" (Elizabeth). 

This process had created a milieu suitable for the "rise of commerce and the arts" which, in its turn 

enlarged the power and authority" of the "middling ranks." The Stuarts, according to Hume, inherited 

a despotic authority, but were unable t~ enforce it because it was supported by neither money nor 

military force.18 To Whig historians in the second half of the nineteenth century, however, it would 

have been a contradiction in terms to describe Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone's approach to 

India, based on eighteenth-century intellectual theory and cautiously tolerant toward despotism, as 

progressive in any sense whatsoever. In addition, by the mid-nineteenth century, the relationship 

between wealth and virtue was no longer debated: the wealth - and power - of empire was the 

reward for virtue - which included enterprise - of a British "chosen people." 

Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone would have had no quarrel with the label "paternalist" in 

the sense of a well-intentioned limitation of the freedom of the governed "for their own good" with 

the ultimate objective, as Elphinstone put it, of guiding "the natives into a state that will admit of 

their governing thern~elves."~~ But by the time Gleig, Kaye and Colebrooke were writing, the 

paternalism of the Anglo-Indians - fatherly government by Britons for their Indian children - was 

acquiring a greater intimation of permanence and increasingly racist connotations. The biographers 

of Munro, Malcolm and Elphinstone represented the three men as nineteenth-century Englishmen; 

a portrayal - and betrayal - that had a lasting impact not only on the way the history of the Indian 

empire has been written but also, because the three men were presented as role-models, on the way 

the Indian empire was actually governed. Several generations of teleologically-minded historians, who 

treated the adjectives conservative, paternalist, humanitarian and utilitarian as though they had been 

captured by the great intellectual m~\~ements of the nineteenth century and transformed into 

capitalized nouns with highly specific meanings, perpetuated a misleading representation of Munro, 

Hume, Histom. pp.51; 63: 78-9; 210; 226. 

Elphinstone, Caubul, quoted in Sir Olaf Caroe's introduction, p. xxiii. 
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Malcolm and Elphinstone's school of thought. It was progressive in intent, mentorist rather than 

paternalist, sympathetic rather than humanitarian and empiricist rather than utilitarian. And it was 

the legacy, not of Victorian England, but of Enlightenment Scotland. 
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